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Preface 

PROG RAM D ESIGN ON THE 
COMMODORE AMIGA 

Contents ... 

Part I - Tools For Program Design 

1 : Introduction ... 

Contents 

The current generation of 1 6  bit computers such as the Commodore Amiga are a 
big improvement over 8 bit computers as far as computing speed, power, and 
user-friendliness goes. The new machines are however far more complex and 
each new arrival seems to increase in sophistication.  What does this mean to the 
programmer? It means that the subject of program design is now high on the 
agenda. This chapter introduces the subject and explains the benefits! 

2: The Warnier Diagram ... 
A superb diagramming technique which can make the construction of a computer 
program very easy indeed. This chapter offers a step-by-step guide to the basic 
conventions. 

3: Mathematics, logic tools and notation ... 
This chapter allows us to explain some of the terminology (eg the idea of a set) 
used elsewhere in the book. It does however contain a few sections which 
include some awkward mathematics. Please do not be put off by these sections 
because you do NOT need to be mathematically inclined to understand most of 
the material within the book. Since programming and logic are so closely linked 
we thought that at least some details about the use of set theory, truth tables, 
Boolean algebra etc . ,  should be provided. 

4: Sequence, Repetition and Alternation ... 
A discussion of the three important building blocks of structured programming . 
You may be surprized to learn that all algorithms, and all computer programs, can 
be broken down into combinations of these three basic unit types. 

5: Warnier Diagrams - More Advanced Uses ... 
A glimpse into the world of the experts to see the way they use the Warnier 
diagrams for h igh-powered, difficu lt , design problems and for the theoretical 
investigation of algorithms. 



Contents 

6: Other Tools ... 
No one methodology can solve every problem that the programmer is likely to 
face. The best idea is to learn about as many techniques as possible using each 
technique as and when appropriate . This chapter looks at a number of alternative 
methods and ideas which programmers have found both important and usefu l .  

Part II - From Design Diagrams To Code 

7: Computer Languages ... 
Program design may we l l  be the best f i rst stage but at some po int the  
programmer has to implement their ideas in  a real language. In  this chapter we 
present an overview of the facilities which are needed from both high and low 
level language viewpoints. 

8: Abstract Data Types ... 
T h e  concept of the  Abst ract D at a  Type ( A DT)  is act u a l l y  s i m p l e  but , 
u nfortunately, the practical implications are often hidden amongst awkward 
mathematical arguments and proofs.  In this chapter we take away the theory and 
concentrate on explaining the real, practical , benefits to the programmer. 

9: Preliminary Translation Notes ... 
Ground rules and hints for the all important early translation stages. 

1 0: Basic ... 
The advantages, and disadvantages, of the Basic language plus a review of the 
important ideas d iscussed in a Basic or ientated way.  If you are a Basic 
programmer then this chapter will help a lot of the earlier material fall rapidly into 
place. 

1 1 : c ... 
Another language specific chapter which deals with the advantages ,  and 
disadvantages, of the C language in relation to the ideas discussed in previous 
chapters. If you are into C then this chapter will be an interesting bonus for you !  

1 2: Assembler ... 

e 
e 

e 
e 

e 
e 

This chapter discusses the advantages, and disadvantages, of using assembly 
language. It's based on the Motorola 680x0 chip which is used in the Commodore a 
Amiga and l inks the important ideas of the book to low-level programming. WI' 
Structured assembly language programming? Yes it IS possible! 

II 
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Contents 

Part I l l  - The Techniques In Use 

1 3: Basic Example Problem I... 
In this chapter we take a moderately simple problem and work right from 
initial design stages to Basic code. 

1 4: Basic Example Problem II ... 

the 

Same ideas as chapter 1 3  but with a moderately difficult problem . Again the 
target language for coding is Basic. 

1 5: C Example Problem I ... 
In this chapter we take another fairly simple problem and work right from initial 
design to final code. The language used for the exercise is C.  

1 6: C Example Problem II  ... 
A difficult general problem is analysed in  detail and some usefu l C code is 
produced. 

1 7: Assembler Example Problem ... 
I n  this chapter we take a straightfoward problem and work right from initial design 
to 68000 assembler code. This might be the first time that you've had the chance 
to see structured programming techniques used explicitly with an assembly 
language. · 

Part IV - Last Words 

18: The User Interface ... 
A big topic amongst program designers especially since so much effort now goes 
into WIM P  interfaces and user friendliness. This chapter looks at a lot of relevant 
ideas. 

1 9: The Intuition and the Amlga System ... 
D i scusses many Amiga specif ic topics inc luding the  I ntu i t ion interface, 
l ibraries, message collection, WIMP independence and copper shading. 

20: Debugging and Testing ... 
Even with the best design methods coding errors can occur. In this chapter we 
present a few guidelines, tips, and tricks which will help make things that little bit 
easier when unexpected problems crop up. 

Ill 
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21 : The Future ... 
Program design techniques are just part of the rapidly developing science of 
Software Engineering. Exactly what the future holds is anyone's guess but some e 
important trends are nevertheless already developing. In the final chapter we look 
at some of these new areas of research which seek to help us write better and 
better programs. e 
Bibliography 

Glossary 

Appendices: 

I: Amiga Basics 

II: Amiga C compilers 

Ill: Amiga Assemblers 

IV: Amiga Programmer Utilities 

Index: 
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Preface 

PREFACE 

This book has been written to help show Amiga owners how to tackle complex 
programming tasks. Program design is a topic which, as part of the science of 
Software Engineering, is growing in both theoretical importance and practical 
use.  The very real benefits  to the programmer include reduction in overal l  
programming effort, clearer documentation ,  and the creation of programs which 
are not only robust and efficient but are easier to change and maintain. 

The design principles discussed are ' language independent' and applicable to 
programs that might end up being written in  any nu mber of h igh or low
levelcomputer languages. It would therefore have been quite feasible to write the 
book in an abstract way making no reference to either specific computers or 
specific languages. 

This approach wou ld however have made it d iff icu lt to get across a very 
important message - program design techniques are not just for the academics 
they have immense practical value. To appreciate these benefits I believe that as 
well as seeing the theoretical tools in action it is important to see the final code 
produced. Hence many of the design examples present in the book have been 
translated into real languages (including C, Basic and assembler) suitable for the 
Commodore Amiga so that the whole process from initial design to final coding 
can be seen. 

As computers, and computer programs, are becoming more and more complex 
the need for better design techniques is beginning to show. Over the last couple 
of years one particular technique, known as the Warnier Diagram has started to 
attract the attention of the academics involved with research into Software 
Engineering. It is easy to understand, powerful, and veryeffective. It's a technique 
incidentally that I have used on an almost daily basis for over ten years now, so I 
am in the fortunate position of knowing the benefits of the methodology already. 

This book however isn't just about Warnier diagrams. It deals with a number of 
techniques that can be used to simplify the job of designing computer programs. 
The text itself has been split into four sections: 

Part I consists of six chapters which introduce s0me important techniques and 
termino logy. You wi l l  not f ind much code in the early chapters but p lease 
persevere - what you learn will be invaluable later in the book. 

Part II contains another six chapters which consider the practically important 
stage of going from design diagrams to real code. It looks at the advantages and 
disadvantages of a number of common languages (Basic,C and 68K assembler) , 
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Preface 

and at the very real benefits which the Abstract Data Type (ADT) provides. 

Part Il l takes the theory and puts it through its paces with five chapters which 
offer a collection of typical programming problems. Seeing the designs turn into 
actual code (using a variety of languages) wi l l  help consolidate many of the 
ea r l i e r  ideas . I 've  tack led a nu mber  of examples  rang ing f ro m  f a i r ly  
straightforward byte-by-byte file transfer to encryption and the detailed analysis of 
the Standard M I DI file specification. 

Part IV tackles a number of issues and includes chapters which deal with the 
user interface, debugging and testing, and future trends. It 's in this section that 
I 've dealt with a number of topics which will be of special interest to the Amiga 
programmer ( including copper l ist shading , Amiga resource al location and 
deallocation and techniques for writing portable Amiga code) . 

I 've tried to make the book suitable for both newcomers and advanced users so 
whilst the underlying basis of the various approaches have been dealt with very 
thoroughly you'll also find some very advanced ideas included aswell. If you're a 
newcomer then this will mean that the book will remain useful even after you've 
got to grips with the basics. If you are a competent programmer already then rest 
assured you' l l  find a variety of interesting topics to get your teeth into. Whatever 
your current level of expertise this book should help you not just with the Amiga 
but with any and every computer that you 'll ever program! 

For much of the book I have not assumed knowledge of C but, as you may well 
k now,  some knowledge of C is a l most mandatory for  ser io u s  Amiga 
programmers. Why? It's because virtually all of the Amiga technical reference 
manuals assume competence in the language. Because of this I have included 
an overview of the C language part II of the book based on the new ANSI C .  If 
you've not started learning about C yet this overview should help you find your 
way around some of the C examples in this book. Don't forget incidentally that as 
an Amiga owner you can now get a C compiler for just a few pounds (see 
Appendix I I  for details of the Amiga North C charityware ANSI C compiler) . 

A number of appendices have also been provided together with a bibliography 
and a glossary. 

These techniques have, incidentally, served me well over the years and will no 
doubt continue to serve me well. I hope that you enjoy reading about them as 
much as I have enjoyed using and writing about them. 

Paul Overaa 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

Why should we develop approaches to programming that are essential ly 
language independent? There are two main reasons: Firstly , by using methods 
which are completely isolated from specific computer languages we become able 
to solve programming problems in a portable way . Secondly , the language
independent approach provides an opportunity to formalise and improve our 
design methods in an abstract sense. 

Such generalised solutions go a long way towards solving a particularly awkward 
beg inners technology-related learning cu rve problem . . .  with the endless 
progression of new computer systems coming onto the market it is  little wonder 
that the beginner is often daunted by the prospect of keeping up with the latest 
advances. As computers become more and more sophisticated it is natural to 
want to use the extra power provided, i .e. to want to write programs that become 
increasingly more sophisticated and usefu l .  Unfortunately the very complexity 
that enables the latest micros to perform their 'magic' forms an inherent barrier 
that  often  p revents the newco mer fro m  prog ress ing i nto more seriou s  
programming. 

So, from the point of view of having larger amounts of technical material to come 
to terms with all beginners, in the years to come, look set to have an increasingly 
rough time of it. The fact of the matter is of course that such problems are not 
peculiar to beginners alone - professional programmers are equally vulnerable to 
such difficulties. Where the latter group have the advantage however is that they 
have learnt how to move easily from one type of machine/environment to 
another. 

How do they do it? Most professional programmers survive the technological rat
race, not because they are geniuses who absorb new material like sponges 
absorb water, but because they have systematically learnt to 'isolate' their ideas 
and approaches about problem solving from the latest batch of 'super whizzo 
mark I l l ' computers that have come onto the market. 

In effect they write programs using methods and approaches that work 'in spite 
of', rather than 'because of', the latest trends in hardware etc. Sure, as each new 
machine comes along there are a few new tricks to learn about . . .  a bit more 
hardware, a processor with an expanded instruction set, more system software 
etc. These things however, which tend to be the icing on the cake rather than the 
cake itself, do not change the fact that many of the general approaches which the 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

programmer will use will remain essentially unchanged from one generation of 
computers to another. As the programmers experience grows he (or she) builds e up a repertoire of useful general techniques which make it considerably easier to 
tackle fresh areas without being intimidated. 

Obviously even general methods change over the years. New approaches are e 
found , existing methods are improved etc. ,  so there are always going to be some 
new things to learn. This is certainly true in the field of program design where e enormous progress has been made in recent years. The fact remains however 
that learning about generally useful design techniques is a proven way of keeping 
the amount of new material which must be assimilated to a manageable level . e Don't get me wrong I am not advocating a policy of learning as little as possible to 
get by. I am just pointing out that there are clear benefits to getting the maximum 
mileage out of the techniques which you choose to devote your time to. e 
Whilst we're discussing changes . . .  what about the changes that have occurred in 
the f ield of program design? Surprising ly enough the impetus for improved e program design techniques has not, in the main, come from the programming 
profession . . .  but from the people that actually use the programs. It has been the 
continual pressure from the everyday users of games, business programs etc. ,  e that has high-lighted deficiencies in many of the ways that a computer program 
'communicates' with the user, and in the ways that a computer program can 
protect a user from their own mistakes. 'User friendliness' is a term that aptly e 
describes not the current state of the art but an 'ideal ' ,  a goal that should be 
aimed for, when writing computer programs. 

System specification, design techniques, maintainability, and user friendliness 
e 

are nowadays co m mo n l y  g rouped toget her  under  the  term 'Software 
Engineering ' .  This newly developing science is evolving then firstly because of e 
the complexity demands placed on the programmers, and secondly because of 
the demands by users to be given reliable and easy to use software. 

A knowledge of t he  prob lems involved wi th  w r it i ng programs t h at a re 
e 

maintainable, 'crash-proof', user friendly etc. is just as valuable for programs 
written for your home micro as it is for mainframe systems programming . If you e 
are involved in any way at all with computer programming then you owe it to 
yourself to take advantage of the lessons that others have learned the hard way. 
I n  this book I am going to take a look at what I feel are some of the best e 
techniques yet devised. The objectives are two-fold: Firstly to explain the 
techniques themselves, and secondly to show you how to get the maximum 
benefit from them in your own programming. e :he overall philosophy is to develop and expand ideas that are adaptable to all 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

computers , and all languages. Ideas that will help your programming become 
more effective, more professional. Ideas that will not only help you get the most 
out your current machine but which will stand you in good stead for working with 
any computer! 

Setting The Scene 
The first six chapters of the book deal with a number of tools and ideas which can 
be used for solving the logical difficulties of program design. Before we look at 
the techniques however some points need to be made . . .  

Whether we are discussing program design, system design o r  the ability to write 
programs that are user friendly it is necessary that we have at our disposal 
techniques which enable us to document our thoughts and ideas. For many 
years techniques for 'structured programming' have been advocated and used 
with varying degrees of success - flowcharts, pseudo-codes, and other design 
techniques have all made greater or lesser contributions to the design process. 
Similarly with system design, flowcharting techniques and techniques such as 
IBM's 'HIPO' have been used to help document the specifications of computer 
systems. 

As the requirements of computer programs and computer systems in general 
have become more complex so inadequacies in some of the existing techniques 
have beco me more apparent . It is true to say that wh i lst many ex ist ing 
techniques, such as the flowchart, are very good at 'documenting' a program or 
system they do not particu larly help you to design good programs or good 
systems. F lowcharts can illustrate the logical structure behind a small section of 
code but . . .  if you have ever seen flowcharts for large programs you will know that 
they very easily reach the stage where 'you can't see the woods for the trees' .  
The same is also true of computer languages - Suppose we have a small 
program and someone asks ''what does it do". We could show them the program, 
we could describe in English what the program does. We could even offer them a 
flowchart. Which of the following three attempts is more 'immediately meaningful '  
to you :  

5 DIM A(l00): LET T = 50 

10 FOR I = 1 TO 100 

20 FOR J = 1 TO 12 

30 

40 

INPUT X 

LET A(I) = A(I) + X 

50 NEXT J 
60 A(I)=A(I)/(12*T) 

70 NEXT I 

3 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

80 FOR I = 1 TO 100 

90 PRINT I, A(I) 
100 NEXT I 
110 END 

2 :  This program collects the resu lts of twelve months of monthly arithmetic tests e 
and works out the average for each of the 1 00 pupils involved. It then prints the 
class number of the pupil together with the average result that each pupil has 
obtained. e 
3. The Flowchart shown in Figure 1 .  

The first point to be made is that even with fairly simple programs - computer 
e 

languages, even easy ones like BASIC, are not good at communicating to you 
'what' a particular program does. The language itself describes in its own peculiar e 
syntax ' how' , but . . .  when you write a computer program you are initially more 
concerned with 'what' you are attempting to do, rather than exactly how you will 
do it . H ad we written  t h e  examp le  code in say 68000 ass e m b l e r  the  e 
'communication barrier' would have been far far greater. Assembly language 
programs are difficult to understand primarily because the code itself conveys 
very little about 'what' the program is doing from a descriptive viewpoint. By e 
placing comments within such a program the problems of understandability can 
be reduced but they cannot usually be eliminated. 

Barriers to communication ,  such as those ment ioned above ,  crop up so 
e 

frequently that right from the start it is usefu l to understand a little about the 
general approaches that w_e tend to adopt during the 'problem solving process'. e 
It is generally accepted that the easiest way to approach a complex problem is to 
'break it up into small manageable pieces' .  Each piece is then far less formidable e 
and consequent ly far easier to get to grips with .  I nherent in this idea is the 
implication that an ordered or 'structured' approach exists which enables our 
understanding of the lesser problems to be integrated into our understanding of e 
the original more complex original problem. 

Once you have a computer (or access to one) , instruction manuals and books e 
explaining how to program your COfll'.>uter, and a certain amount of ' hands-on' 
experience, you wil l  begin to feel ready to tackle larger problems - and this is 
when the difficulties arise. As often as not you find yourself searching through e 
large amounts of coding in an attempt to locate a 'bug' which is preventing your 
program from working. If you are examining a program that you wrote some time 
ago the problem may be even more exasperat ing (especial ly if you did not e 
document it properly) .  I n  even worse cases you find yourself trying to understand �rograms written by other people. You may well have come to the conclusion that e 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

either every programmer is a latent masochist - or that there must be a better 
approach to use. 

The emphasis towards ·structured programming' is an important step in the right 
direction but it is not in itself a complete solution. This is because a serious 
fundamental error is often made. The difficulty in programming a computer to 
solve a particular problem consists of two very distinctly d ifferent parts: 

The inherent logical basis of the problem 

I I  Writing the code i n  the language of your choice 

The confusion between these two aspects is one of the reasons why so many 
people rurf into problems as they start to tackle larger projects ; this next 
paragraph offers the key to overcoming 99 percent of you r programming 
difficulties : 

Any envisaged use of computers to solve a problem 
requires that you find a logically correct solution before 
you make any attempt to actually code your computer 
solution -- you should NOT therefore try to solve 
these two quite separate problems at the same time. 

The problems associated with tackling each part in turn have , time and t ime 
aga in ,  been found far easier to deal with than the d ifficu lties incurred by 
approaches not making this distinction. The isolation of a logical program design 
produces a logical solution that is portable ie is independent from the computer 
hardware and software on which it will be implemented. 

Enter The Psychologists 

From a practical viewpoint it is obviously advantageous to find ways of solving 
problems and designing logical solutions that can produce good, efficient, well 
structured programs in any language you care to name. 

It should also be pretty obvious that the way in which we approach a problem 
plays an important role in determining how successful or not our solution will be . 
I n  the last thirty years much work has been done by psychologists to .try to 
discover the basic mechanisms used in problem solving. How we learn, and how 
we conceptualise and abstract ! 

Perhaps surprisingly it was the discipline of child psychology which gave some of 
the f i rst relevant answers : Jerome Bruner  in atte mpt ing to describe and 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

characterise the ways in which young chi ldren react when confronted with 
problems was able to ident ify three broad stages in the problem solving 
experience. The words used by Bruner - Enactive, Iconic and Symbolic - can 
be thought of as keywords for a basic problem solv ing framework . This 
framework is applicable to adult as well as children's patterns of thought. 

The Enactive stage relates to the use of physical models and the ability and 
confidence to manipulate them. One of the characteristics of this enactive level is 
the inability to describe the situat ion, ie the inability to communicate effectively 
without resorting to actual demonstration. 

The second, Iconic, stage describes the use of diagrams or pictures to represent 
the · enactive elements' of the problem. This has been called the · iconic' stage 
and is sometimes seen as the initial stage of abstract ion,  ie of separating the 
physical or real problem into a ' modelling situation'. Such a model will hopefully 
embody all the enactive elements of the problem in a form that is easier to 
translate into totally abstract form. 

The third, Symbolic, stage describes the use of signs and symbols, previously 
defined, to produce an abstract version of the problem. This characterises the 
'symbolic' level of confidence in problem solving . Mathematics is typical of 
symbolic abstraction and it is commonly recognised that difficulties associated 
with learning and understanding mathematics frequently stems from a lack of 
confidence in symbol manipulation. 

In children these stages can be identified by the way that simple problems are 
tackled. Of equal importance is how the approach changes as a child gets older: 
given a dozen bricks a very young child, if asked how many he would get if he 
had to share h is  bricks with two other ch i ld ren ,  w i l l  resort to physical ly 
(enactively) sharing the bricks. At a later stage he might solve such a problem 
by drawing three boxes and placing dots in them to represent bricks. He will be 
able to deduce from his iconic model that each child will receive four bricks. 
Later still in his development his confidence at the symbolic level will enable him 
to write · 1 2  I 3 = 4' without hesitation - and to know that the answer produced 
symbolically is as valid as both the enactive and iconic results. 

In many situations these three levels of confidence occur simultaneously; they 
should not therefore be thought of as being physically distinct. The distinction to 
make is that the stages are conceptually different. We will often be able to look 
at particular lines of reasoning and identify problem areas as being ' symbolic' as 
opposed to 'iconic' (or whatever) .This framework is equally recognisable in adult 
thinking and the various levels of confidence can often also be identified. 

7 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

The key point in all this however is this: It turns out that when we have difficulties 
in tack l ing a problem we f requent ly fa l l  back to a lower level of problem 
representation in an attempt to achieve a better understanding. As an example 
consider how many times you have been presented with a mathematical problem 
to solve in which you plunged straight in with some symbolic argument only to 
find you got 'stuck' and rapidly resorted to a graph or diagram - an 'iconic 
model '  - in order to get a better understanding of the problem itself. 

The Bottom Line 
The message is s imple - never be afraid to use pictures and d iagrams to 
represent your  ideas. Programming techniques that make use of pictorial 
representations seem to have a natural 'built in safety net' that will be used, even 
if only at an unconscious level. A picture is indeed worth a thousand words - and 
the technique we are going to examine in the next chapter is a good i l lustration of 
such ideas . . .  
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Chapter 2 

The Warnier Diagram 

To be useful a program design method must satisfy several criteria;  it must be 
able to produce results of consistently high quality, it must be rapid , it must allow 
for easy 'program maintenance' , and it must be simple and straightforward to 
use. You wil l be pleased to hear that one particular technique already exists 
which - to a large extent - satisfies all of the above objectives. 

It's based on a logic design tool called the Warnier diagram and before looking in 
detail at the ideas involved it is important to make the fol lowing point : The 
methods we are about to discuss aim to obtain solutions to problems that are 
completely independent of both the computers and the languages which might 
eventually be used to implement the chosen design. These latter factors may well 
affect the final coding stages, but they should not usually influence the logical 
solution to a design problem. 

We are then looking at a design method which is equally applicable whether 
programs end up being coded in high level languages such as Basic, C, Pascal 
or Cobol, or coded in low level languages such as 680x0 assembly language. 

With a high level language it is frequently possible to write short programs without 
any expl icit design stage. With more complex programming tasks , or when 
programming with assembly language, the design stage becomes not just more 
important - it becomes v ital .  It provides a means of separating the logical 
problems of design from the practical problems of coding and by so doing 
enables you to tackle your programming in coherent stages. 

So , what js a Warnier diagram? Essentially it is a set of 'curly brackets' , that 
define both particular groups of operations and the order in which they should be 
perf.ormed. The easiest way to show you about these diagrams is to take some 
examples. 

Example A 
Imagine we wish to produce a report, consisting of details held on a computer file 
on disk. The Warnier diagram of the basic problem is shown in figure 2 . 1  . 
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I BEGIN REPORT 

I (1 time) 
I 
I ACCESS FILE 

I (1 time) 
REPORT I 

\ PRINT DETAILS ON FILE 

I (1 time) 
I 
I END REPORT 
\ (1 time) 

Figure 2.1 Essential characteristics of the simple report generator. 

e 
e 

The bracket is read from top to bottom and describes a procedure or group of e 
operations that has, arbitrarily, been called REPORT. The numbers which you 
see written underneath the various statements identify how many times the item A is to be performed and, with just those two conventions, our fi rst diagram is w 
already illustrating some of the essential features of the problem. 

Do we know anything more about the problem? Can we think of any information e 
that could be relevant? Well ,  we know that: Computer files need to be opened 
before reading and closed once the read operation is complete . These details A could therefore also be added to the diagram. To enable us to explain some w 
further  conventions used with Warnier d iagrams let us f i rst add a minor 
complication to the problem - let us suppose: The user wishes to access a file 
of his (or her) own choosing and to obtain a printed report of the details on the e 
file. The specified file may not exist, and , if this is the case the user should be 
informed. These changed or altered requirements can be represented by a more A detailed Warnier diagram. . .  W 
Figure 2.2 shows, in Warnier diagram form, the requirements of the problem as it A 
is at the moment. We are using the convention that the logical opposite of a W 
statement is written by placing a bar over it . . .  

FILE EXIST means FILE DOES NOT EXIST 

We are also using a E'B sign to separate mutually exclusive operations (sets of 
operations which wil l not occur together) . I n  the present example the file will 
either exist or it will not exist - so only one of these two operations would be 
performed at any one time and (0, 1 time) is written underneath the statements 
involved. At other times the operations shown within a bracket may need to be 
repeated and in these cases an expression such as ( 1,N times) would be used. 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

BEGIN REPORT 
(1 time) 

ASK FOR FILENAME 
( 1  time) 

FILE EXISTS 
(0,1 time) 

FILE EXISTS 
(0,1 time) 

END REPORT 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

OPEN FILE 
(1 time) 

ACCESS FILE 
( 1  time) 

PRINT DETAILS 
(1 time) 

CLOSE FILE 
( 1  time) 

Chapter 2 The Warnler Diagram 

INFORM OPERATOR THAT 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST 
(1 time) e 

e Figure 2.2: Some new restrictions added to Figure 2:1 

The conventions used so far are in fact the only ones you wil l need for the 
majority of problems that you are likely to encounter. Here they are collected 
together for convenience: 

e .  
e · 
e . 
e .  
e .  
e .  

Brackets are used to define sets of operations. 

Brackets are read, and performed, downwards within any one 'level'. The 
item at the top of the bracket is performed first, the item at the bottom 
performed last. 

The logical opposite of a statement can be written as the original 
statement with a bar drawn over it. 

Brackets written to the right of a statement indicate the operations to be 
performed IF that statement is performed. 

Underneath each item or statement we indicate the number of times 
the operations should be performed. 

Mutually exclusive statements are written separated by a ffi sign. 

Using these conventions we can express in English exactly what figure 2.2 tells 
1 1  
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us; we are dealing with a certain procedure, called REPORT that starts by asking 
for the name of a file. If the file exists then it is opened, accessed, the details 
printed , and then the file is closed. If it does not exist then the operator is 
informed of the fact. Remember that if the file does exist then it is the group of 
actions (subset) shown to the right of the label FILE EXISTS that are performed. 

To appreciate the  e legance and speed with which t hese d iagrams can 
accommodate changing requirements let us place some further restrictions on 
this problem : with in this hypothetical computer system are f i les containing 
sensitive data (perhaps personnel data, wages or medical records) .  Such data 
must be protected from unauthorised access and users are therefore issued with 
access code numbers, so that examination of sensitive files is restricted to those 
users with the proper authority. If unauthorised attempts to access this data are 
made the computer should record the fact, perhaps by making an entry into a 
special 'security' file. 

Let us first consider the new constraints in isolation. We need to check whether 
the file specified by the user is a restricted file, if it is we must ask for the user's 
code number. If the code is correct then we allow access , if not we write a 
'security record' indicating an attempted illegal access. 

The diagram in figure 2.3 shows the Warnier form of our new requirements. 
Notice that as we redefine the problem and add more detailed restrictions it is not 
necessary to rearrange the complete diagram, as one frequently needs to with 
flowcharts etc. All we have to do is superimpose the new details and restrictions 
on to the existing diagram structure. The diagram is therefore actually growing as 
we successively modify and redefine the known details of the problem. You'l l  see 
later that the Warnier diagram is not only documenting and expressing the logical 
requirements of the problem but it is doing so in a way that wi l l  make the 
transition to a computer language equivalent form remarkably simple. 

The ability of the Wamier diagram to display, help formulate, and to grow with the 
changing logical requirements of a problem, as that problem is examined, is of 
great importance. Once the quite simple conventions have been learnt these 
diagrams can be read just l ike the written English equivalent but , unl ike the 
written English form, a Warnier diagram contains within its deceptively simple 
notation, the complete solution to coding of the problem. 
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I BEGIN REPORT 
(1 time) 

ASK FOR FILENAME 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

REPORT FILE EXISTS I 
\ 

\ I I I I I I I I I I Ell 

I I 
\ 

I 
I 
I FILE EXISTS { I (0,1 time) 

I 
I END REPORT 

\ (1 time) 

BEGIN FILE EXISTS 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I 

I 
FILE RESTRICTED \ 
(0,1 time) I 
Ell I 

\ 
I 
I 

I 
FILE RESTRICTED \ (0,1 time) 

I 
END FILE 

\ 
EXISTS 
(1 time)) 

INFORM OPERATOR THAT 
FILE OOES NOT EXIST 
(1 time) 

ASK FOR CODE 
(1 time) 

CODE CORRECT 
(0,1 time) 

Ell 

CODE CORRECT 

ACCESS FILE 
(1 time) 

PRINT DETAILS 
(1 time) 

I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
\ 

I 
\ 

\ 

Figure 2.3:A hierarchy Is forming within the revised problem 

ACCESS FILE 
(1 time) 

PRINT DETAILS 
(1 time) 

WRITE SECURITY 
RECORD ILLEGAL 
ACCESS ATIEMPT 
(1 time) 

In later chapters you'll find many examples of translation from Warnier diagram 
form to real code, but for now figure 2.4 gives an example conversion to show the 
general idea. The secret of converting a Warnier diagram into a finished program 
lies in regarding each bracket involving more than one operation as a subroutine. 
There are certain exceptions to this general statement but these will become 
apparent during the course of the book . . .  

� • ============================================================ 
P S E U D O - B A S I C - R E P O R T - M O D U L E 

INPUT NAME OF FILE 

IF FILE EXISTS THEN GOSUB 'FILE EXISTS' ELSE PRINT 'FILE DOES NOT EXIST' 
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RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM 

REM SUBROUTIN E  . . . . . . . . . .  FILE EXISTS 

I F  FILE ·IS RESTRICTED THEN GOSUB 'RESTRICTED FILE' ELSE GOSUB 'ACCESS' 

RETURN 

REM SUBROUTINE.  . . . . . . . . .  RESTRICTED FILE 

INPUT SECURITY CODE 

I F  SECURITY CODE=CORRECT CODE THE N  GOSUB 'ACCESS' E LSE GOSUB 'I LLEGAL 
ACCESS' 

RETURN 

REM SUBROUTINE.  . . . . . . . . .  ILLEGAL ACCESS 

WRITE TO I/A LOG FILE THE TIME OF ATIEMPT AND THE ACCESS CODE 

PRINT 'THIS IS A RESTRICTED FILE - PLEASE MAKE NO FURTHER ATIEMPTS' 

RETURN 

REM SUBROUTINE. . . . . . . . . .  ACCESS 

THIS WOULD BE A ROUTINE TO ACCESS THE DATA IN THE FILE AND DISPLAY ON TERMINAL 
OR PRINTER ETC. 

RETURN 

======================================== ===================== 

Figure 2.4: Pseudo-BASIC code for Example A 

Example B 
For this second example we're going to design the basic structure of a routine 
that collects characters from a keyboard device. If the character is a carriage 
return ( ie ASCI I  1 3) then the routine should terminate , if it is another control 
character then an appropriate control character subro�tine should be performed. 
If the character is not a control character then it should be passed to a printing 
routine to display it on a VDU or other output device. 

Let's f irst quantify what's known about the problem iri terms of the sort of 
operations which might be needed: We will have to input a character, possibly 
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Chapter 2 The Warnler Diagram 

using an input routine available within the operating system. Some type of check 
will also need to be made to see whether an input character corresponds to a 
control character or not . For the purposes of the example we'll regard a control 
character as one with an ASCI I  value of less than decimal 32. Additionally some 
means of printing characters is needed but since such faci lities are usually 
provided by the operating system we'll assume that such a routine is already 
available. 

The first step is to create a Warnier diagram sketch showing those objectives 
which are relatively obvious from the original statement of the problem . . .  

Figure 2.5 shows a first attempt at describing the problem. The diagram implies 
that a test can be performed which will indicate whether a given input character is 
a carriage return or not. Additionally it implies that a character can be tested to 
see if it is a control character. We should be fairly happy with this initial diagram 
because all general computer languages provide the type of testing needed -
Basic, for instance, allows us to use statements such as . . .  

IF ASC(X$)= 1 3  THEN . . .  
and 

IF ASC(X$)<32 ... 

to perform the necessary tests. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
EXAMPLE B \ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

BEGIN 
(1 time) 

GET CHARACTER 
(1 time) 

CARRIAGE RETURN 
(0,1 time) 

$ 

CARRIAGE RETURN 
(0,1 time) 

END 

(1 time) 

{ AVAILABLE SYSTEM ROUTINE 

{ SKIP AND EXIT 

I 
I CONTROL CHARACTER 

(0,1 time) 

I 
\ 
I $ 
I CONTROL CHARACTER I (0.1 time) 

\ 

Figure 2.5:  First Warnier diagram for Example B 

I 
I 
\ 
I 

I 
I 
\ 
I 

I 

\ 
I 

\ 

CONTROL ROUTINE 

SYSTEM PRINT 
CHARACTER 
ROUTINE 
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At present the Warnier diagram does not indicate that we collect anything more 
than one character by performing the illustrated operations. It is necessary in 
practice to perform the operations in figure 2 .5 any number of times from 1 to N 
times, depending on when the user supplies a carriage return character . . .  

Figure 2.6 explicitly shows that we perform the operations indicated i n  figure 2.5 
at least once, and up to a maximum of N times. The labels used are, of course, 
arbitrary, but it is obviously advisable to choose meaningful English expressions 
since this enables the diagrams to be more easily understood. 

I 
I I BEGIN 

I I (1 tine) 

I I GET CHARACTER AVAIL..A8LE SYSTEM ROUTINE 

I I (1 tine) 

I I CARRIAGE RETURN SKIP AND EXIT 

I I (0,1 time) 
EXAMPLE GET STRING 
B \ (1,N times) I 

I \ $ { I I CONTROL CHARACTER CONTROL ROUTINE 

I I (0,1 time) 

I I CARRIAGE RETURN 

I (0,1 tine) I I I I $ 
I \ �YSTEM t>RINT 

I CONTROL CHARACTER CHAHACTER I I I (0,1 time) ROOTINE 

I I \ I END 
\ \ \ (1 tine) 

Figure 2.6: Expanded Warnier diagram for Exa"l>le B 

Now that a reasonably accurate representation of the problem is available it's 
t ime to consider some more detailed requirements: Let us suppose that the 
control characters detected are going to be used to perform the operations shown 
in figure 2.7 . . .  

ASCII code 
8 

16  
10  
9 

1 1  
1 2  
OTHERS 

Operation to be performed 
Mow cursor to Left 
Mow cursor to Right 
Perform a Line Feed 
Perform a Tab 
Move cursor Down 
Move cursor Up 

Take no action ( i .e. ignore them all) 

Figure 2.7:  Actions associated with the control characters 
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Chapter 2 The Warnier Diagram 

These operations are a more complex example of the mutual ly exclus ive 
operation sets mentioned earlier. Notice that in this case the bar notation cannot 
be used because many alternatives exist. Instead the options are written using 
their respective names (separated of course by the $ sign to indicate that each 
'operation subset' is mutually exclusive) .  

Figure 2.8 shows how this situation is represented in Warnier diagram form . . .  

CONTROL 
CHARACTER 
(0,1 time) 

I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 

ASCll COOE = 8  Move cursor to Left 
$ 

ASCII COOE = 16  Move cursor to  Right 
$ 

ASCII COOE = 1 0  Perform a Line Feed 
$ 

ASCll COOE = 9  Perform a Tab 
$ 

ASCII COOE = 1 1  Mow CUl!O r  Down 
$ 

ASCII COOE =12 Mow cinor Up 
$ 

ASCII COOE • OTHERS Take no action - ignoni 

Figure 2.8: Warnier expansion of the CONTROL CHARACTER statement 

Let us now make an alteration to the control character routine by creating some 
further assumptions. We suppose that if our hypothetical user presses a control 
key that serves no apparent purpose then either a simple error has been made 
(the user has pressed the wrong key) or the user is under the impression that the 
control key pressed serves some function which it does not, in fact, perform. In 
either case we may, from a practical point of view, decide to provide some means 
of informing our user that a ·useless' or ·unsupported' key has been pressed. 

We'l l assume that the VDU screen has e ither one or two l ines available for 
comments, and for collecting responses such as input from the user, or that some 
type of requester/dialogue boxes are avai lable for these types of simple I/O 
operat ions. The impl ication here then is that most of the screen contains 
information that must be preserved, so we cannot simply print a menu of control 
character options on to the screen.  

[ Nowadays of  course i t  is often the WIM P  (Window, Icon, Mouse , Pull-down 
menu) system that would handle the screen preservation actions, but for the 
purposes of the example let's assume that it is the applications program itself that 
must take all necessary actions. ) 
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As far as the example is concerned then we will need both space on the screen 
to display a menu , and somewhere to save the existing contents of the VDU e 
screen. It might also be useful to ascertain whether the ·user' actually needs a 
menu. Perhaps he or she wil l often quickly realise that a wrong key has been 
pressed by mistake and just want some way of getting back to normal operations e 
as quickly as possible. 

To tackle this new set of problems it is useful to first consider the new restrictions e 
as a discrete subset of operations, ie concentrate on just the new requ irements. 
Once a suitably structured diagram concerning the new constraints has been A created it can then superimposed onto the original diagram in figure 2 .8.  w 

I 
INFORM USER 'KEY HAS NO FUNCTION' 

I (1 time) 

I ASK USER '00 YOU WANT MENU YIN ?' I (1 time) 

I 
COLLECT REPLY SYSTEM INPUT ROUTINE I (1 time) I I 

I I SAVE CONTENTS OF SCREEN 

I I DISPLAY MENU OF CONTRIX OPTIONS 
OTHER \ I 
ASCII I USER WANTS MENU \ INFORM USER 'PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
CODES (0,1 time) I (0,1 time) I COLLECT INPUT CHARACTER 

I e I 
\ RESTORE CONTENTS OF SCREEN 

I 
I USER WANTS MENU { SKIP, i.e. do nothing 
I (0,1 time) 

\ 

Figure 2.9: New restraints added to Figure 2.8 

The diagram in figure 2.9 shows our latest requirements in Warnier diagram form. 
Convince yourseH that the known additional details have been expressed in a 
suitable manner, then look at figure 2 . 1  O which shows the whole of the control 
character description including the latest additions . . .  

We could cont inue to expand other statements to provide further deta i led 
analysis of the problem. As we do so we reach a point where it is possible to say 
'Yes, the operations we are describing in the lower levels of the diagrams (the 
right-most levels) are easily capable of being coded directly in the language I 
have chosen to use! '  In practice we reach this point far soone� with high-level 
languages than with assembly languages because more complex operations are 
supported. 
1 8  
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The relevant point to make is that the general principles are the same - the only 
difference is that when you analyse problems that wi l l  be coded in assembly 
language you wil l need to carry the analysis further. 

At the moment, the Warnier diagram is being used as a tool for expressing.and 
documenting, ideas and thoughts. The finished design is therefore achieved by a 
process of 'iterative refinement'. There is nothing fundamentally wrong with this 
approach, even though in practice ideas are likely to change during the time that 
the initial Warnier diagram sketches are prepared. Very often it is the fact that 
you can represent your ideas in a pictorial fashion that wil l  help you d iscover 
anomalies, faults etc. 

Figure 2. 1 0 :  The final control character diagram 

CONTROL / 

I ASCII CODE = 8 { Move cUtSOr to Left 

I e 
I ASCII CODE = 16  { Move cursor to Right 

I e 
I ASCII CODE = 1 O { Perfonn a Line Feed 

CHARACTER\ $ 
(0,1 time) 

I 
\ 

ASCll CODE s 9  

$ 
ASCII CODE =  1 1  

$ 
ASCII CODE z 1 2  

OTHER 
ASCII 
CODES 
(0,1 time) 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

\ 

I 
I 
I 

{ Perform a Tab 

{ Mow CUISOr Down 

{ Move cursor Up 

INFORM USER 'KEY HAS NO FUNCTION' 
(1 time) 

ASK USER 'DO YOU WANT MENU YIN ?' 
(1 time) 

COLLECT REPLY 

(1 time) 

USER WANTS MENU 
(0,1 time) 

USER WANTS MENU 

I 

\ 

{ SYSTEM INPUT ROUTINE 

/ SAVE CONTENTS OF SCREEN 

I 
I 

I 
\ 

{ 

DISPLAY MENU OF CONTROL OPTIONS 

INFORM USER 'PRESS A>4Y KEY TO CONTINUE' 

COLLECT INPUT CHARACTER 

RESTORE CONTENTS OF SCREEN 

SKIP, i.e. do nothing I 
I 
\ (0,1 time) 
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It is however possible to create Warnier diagrams directly using various logic 
devices such as truth tables, Karnaugh maps etc. It is also possible to check that 
a diagram is correct mathematically and later in the book I 'll return to this subject 
and demonstrate some quite interesting techniques. 

For the moment however let's just make one last connsction concerning the uses 
of the Warnier diagram. As you know we can regard a program as a set of 
instructions. We can divide such a set into subsets and represent the inherent 
structure using a Wamier diagram. It is equally advantageous in systems design 
to consider the system as being divisible into subsets of actions. Such a subset 
defines a set of logically related actions which may be combined into a program 
module. 

Imagine, for instance, that we are designing a system around some business 
application that involves being able to add and delete data, analyse it , print 
reports and so on.  We might decide on a menu driven system and could 
describe the highest level menu in  Warnier form as in figure 2. 1 1  (here al l  
options are mutually exclusive: 

I EDIT VALIDATION RECORDS 

I $ I 
I ADD ! DELETE DATA 

I $ 
I 
I PAM ERROR REPORTS 

I $ 
MENU - 1  I 

\ 
PAM REPORT 

I $ 
I 

CLOSEOOIYN SYSTEM 
\ 

Figure 2 . 1 1 : Essential menu details 

Such a diagram indicates the bare essentials of what we want our system to do. 
Each term can obviously be expanded into much greater detail .  The simple 
statement in figure 2 . 1 1 ' EDIT VALIDATION RECORDS' can be expanded to 
incorporate some additional ideas as in figure 2 . 1 2. 
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EDIT 
VALIDATION \ 
RECORDS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

Chapter 2 The Warnler Diagram 

BEGIN EDIT VALIDATION RECORDS 
(1 time) 

GET RECORD DESCRIPTION 
(1 time) 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

RECORD EXISTS \ 

(0.1 time) I 

RECORD EXISTS 
(0,1 time) 

I 
I 
\ 

INFORM USER THAT 
RECORD EXISTS 
(1 time) 

USER WISHES TO ALTER 
(0,1 time) 

USER WISHES TO ALTER 
(0,1 time) 

CREATE NEW RECORD 
(1 time) 

END EDIT VALDATION RECORDS 
(1 time) 

RUN 
M-1 
MODULE 

SKIP 

RUN 
M-2 
MODULE 

Figure 2. 1 2 : Edit validation records, further expansion 

The fact is that ,  in terms of analysing the logical constraints, there is no 
fundamental difference between designing a system and designing a program. 
This means that it is just as easy to use these ideas to develop coherent logical 
systems,  as it is to develop p rograms . Eve n at this stage the be nefits of 
generalisation are apparent - The Warnier diagram can be used to develop a 
'picture' of i nd iv idual rout ines, of programs and individual modules,  and of 
complete systems .  One techn ique ,  one set of ru les . . .  but a great many 
applications! All such descript ions do however share a common bond - the 
descriptions are logical plans! The problem itself may be related to , and therefore 
dependent to some extent on, a particular machine, but the diagrams themselves 
offer essentially general solutions, isolated completely from specific computer 
languages. 
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Chapter 3 

Mathematics, Logic Tools and Notation 

In the last part of the previous chapter I hinted that there is qu ite a it more that we 
can do with the Warnier diagram. In fact a great many logic tools exist tha.t, on 
occasion ,  are very useful to the programmer. 

There is however a potential snag .  Yes, you 've guessed it . . .  it's the maths.  
Depending on your mathematical background many of you are l ikely to be quite 
happy with the ideas discussed in this chapter.  An equal number may f ind it 
impossibly hard so, before making a start, here's a note for those of you who fall 

into the latter group . . .  

For the majority o f  program design problems it wil l never be necessary to use 
tools such as the Karnaugh Map or Boolean algebra (used towards the end of 
this chapter) . When they are used it is usually to provide additional confirmation 
about a design that has already been established .What is helpful to everyone 
however is some basic familiarity with the mathematical terms that are in quite 
common use. 

The early part of th is chapter  concentrates on  th is termino logy and tries to 
provide a 'gut feeling' for some of the concepts whilst del iberately avoiding any 
mathematical rigor. If I 'm going to use a result I will s imply state it and then u se it 
leaving you ,  if you so desire ,  to investigate the proof in the sources where the 

mathematical rigor belongs . . .  the mathematics textbooks. 

Some Set Theory Terminology 

The concept of a s et is intu it ively obvious to everyone . . .  A set is s imply a 
co l lect ion of objects . The branch of mathemat ics concerning itse lf with the 
development of ideas stemming from this s imple definition is called 'set theory' 
and this section introduces some u sefu l basic ideas. 

If you are already familiar with the idea of a set just skim through this section to 
acquaint you rself with any d ifferences in terminology. For those of you however 
that have not come across the notation and terminology before it's worth pointing 
out that the material in this particular section is probably the most important part 
of the chapter. 

To give a precise mathematical definition of what constitutes a 'set' is surprisingly 

difficult and for most practical purposes not necessary. For the mathematician a 
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rigorous definition is i mportant but for everyday purposes the most suitable 
approach is to look at some examples. 

A 'set' then ,  is a collection of objects where each member, or 'element', of the set 
satisfies some membership criteria .  For small sets it is common to define the set 
by listing its elements in braces. 

The set of integers from 1 to 9 inclusive can, for instance, be written as . . .  

S1  = { 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ,9 } 

The set of even integers between 1 and 9 can similarly be written as . . .  

S2 = { 2,4,6,8 } 

Sometimes it's not possible to list all the elements of a set. We might not know all 
of them, or the set might be too large. If we were defining the set of integers from 
1 to 5000 we could of course do it by writing something along the lines of . . .  

S3 = { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 . . .  5000 } 

We could even specify the set by just writing . . .  

S3 = { the set of all integers between 1 and 5000 inclusive } 

Mathematicians, as always, have developed some rather specialised notation for 
making statements about sets. Here then is a very common mathematical way of 
expressing the conditions of the previous example . . .  

S3 

$3 
I 

is the 

{ x 
A 

: x >= 1 ,  x <= 5000 . x is an integer } 

colon is read 
as 'such that' 

I 
these are the conditions 
that define membership 
of the set 

set of objects x 

This simply says that S3 is the set of objects that satisfies the three conditions 
given, namely that x is greater than or equal to 1 ,  that it is equal to or less than 
5000 and that it is an integer. We use a letter (x in this case) just as a notational 
convenience - it enables us to specify general conditions more easily. It also of 
course enables us to talk about an unspecified member of the set in general 
terms. 

Whilst talking about sets and set membership there is a bit more useful notation 
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to contend with :  It is often useful to make statements about whether or not some 
item is a member of a set or not . Again there's a standardised way of doing it. To 
say that a particular e lement, say the number 5 ,  belongs to the set S3 we write . . .  

E 

5 E S3 

I 
read as 'belongs to' 

or 'is a member of' 

If on the other hand we want to say that a particular element, say the number 
5001 , does not belong to S3 the symbol e is used . . .  

5001 e: S3 

I 
read as 'does not belong to' 

or 'is not a member of' 

Two points about the notation should be emphasised: Firstly, the order in which 
we list the members is immaterial. The set { 1 ,2,3) is the same as the set {3, 1 ,2) 
which in turn is the same as the set {3,2 ,  1 } .  Why ? Because the sets have the 
same members. Secondly if the elements are repeated in the list then this again 
does not alter the set. This convention may seem a little strange but there is 
good reason for it. 

Suppose you have a set of integers between 1 and 4, ie { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4) and another set 
of integers between 3 and 6, ie {3,4,5,6) .  In combining them we would expect to 
get the set of integers between 1 and 6, which can be written { 1 ,2,3,4,5,6) . If we 
combine the two sets mentioned above simply by placing all the elements in the 
same bracket we end up however with { 1 ,2,3 ,4,3,4,5 ,6) . Elements 3 and 4 get 
repeated because they wer� present in both lists. 

By looking at our definition of the membership criteria of the two initial sets, and 
the criteria for the final set you should see that it makes. sense to regard the set 
{ 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6) and { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6} as identical . Thus the occurrence of repeats 
within a l ist of e lements has no special signif icance in itself but can arise due to 
the way we manipu late or combine one or more sets. If repeated elements are 
obvious then they can be removed but sometimes membership is defined in 
terms of more obscure conditions and it becomes more d ifficu lt to identify 
repetition .  It is therefore notationally convenient to 'al low' repetition to occur even 
though, as we have pointed out, we do not allow it to affect the definition of the 
set itself. 

Whenever we are dealing with collections of objects we are frequently implying a 
'local universe' or 'domain' that represents all of the items under consideration. If 
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you are defining a set S as a set of girls' names you might write this as . . .  

8 = { Jane, Carol, Penelope, Kate } 

Perhaps this particular set has been derived from a set representing ANY GIRLS 
NAME? Perhaps it came from a set representing ANY NAME? It might even 
have been derived f rom a set whose membership condition was just ANY 
WORD! Mathematicians find such potential ambiguity irritating (to say the least) 
so in tonnal arguments they'll frequently specify a 'Universal set' ,  often given the 
label E or U, that specif ies which elements are under consideration in a 
particular discussion. 

Again specialist abbreviations are used tor some important sets. The letter Z, tor 
instance, is used to represent the set of all the integers , ie the positive and 
negative whole numbers, and R to represent the set of all real numbers (which 
includes all the decimals , tractions, and covers both rational numbers such as 
3/4 and the i rrational numbers l ike 'pi ' ) .  The example that we gave earl ier 
i nvolv ing the integers between 1 and 5000 might , it we were concerning 
ourselves with all the real numbers, be written as . . .  

9 83 

S3 = { x E R : x >= 1 • x <= 5000 • x E z } 
A A A /\ 

I 
is the I 

I 
I 

I 
colon is read 
as 'such thar 

set of real numbers 
i.e. , the universal set 

with which we are dealing 

I 
these are the conditions 
that define membership 
of the set 

It, on the other hand, our Universal set was the set of integers, and not the set of 
real numbers then one would be inclined to write . . .  

9 
83 

S3 = { x e Z : X >= 1 , X <= 5000 } 
A A /\ /\ 

I I I I 
is the I colon is read these are the conditions 

I as 'such thar that define membership 
I of the set 

set of integers 

i.e., the universal set 

with which we are dealing 

By specifying the subject area or 'universe' in this way it's not only possible to 
avoid ambiguity but, in addit ion ,  the improved notation helps us separate the 
subject from the conditions. In this respect we can, from a formal viewpoint, now 
talk about the subject and predicate. These terms correspond roughly to typical 
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English Grammar use as the following examples show . . .  

A square has four comers 
A A 

I I · 

this is the subject I 
this is the predicate 

A predicate in mathematics involves similar ideas to that illustrated in the above A sentence. A predicate is simply a sentence involving an unknown that can be w 
either true, or false. Let's look at an example . . .  

x has four corners 

I 
this is the subject I 

this is the predicate 

When we substitute an element for the symbol x the resu lting statement is either 
true or false. Now consider the set. . .  

S = { Square, Triangular-Pyramid, Rectangle } 

We can say that, in the above example, the illustration predicate is valid for set S. 
This type of concise terminology can become very useful when dealing with many 
set conditions and constraints. 

If you are happy with the ideas so far it is worth making yourself familiar with the 
general terminology and in particular the use of the notation { x E Y : P (x) } as 
a way of defining a subset of Y whose membership criteria is that P (x) is a 
predicate in x which is valid. 

Subsets 

We talked of 'subsets' in chapter 2 but no working definition was provided. Set A 
is defined as being a subset of set B if all the elements in set A are also elements 
of set B. The set {2 ,4,6 ,8} and the set { 1 ,3,5 ,7,9} are both subsets of the set 
{ 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ,9}. The set consisting of the single element {2} is another subset. 
For reasons that I 'm not going to go into it is convenient to allow the original set 
{ 1 ,2 ,3,4,5,6,7,8 ,9} to be a subset as wel l .  One subset that is common to every set 
is the 'empty set' ,  i .e. a set without any elements at all. This set can be written as 
{} but a common alternative notation is to use the letter psi 0 instead. I use this 
frequently within the Warnier diagram to indicate that nothing needs to be done 
within some particular program description bracket. 
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Union And Intersection 

Set union is simply the combining of two or more sets to create a larger set. The 
union of the two sets { 1 2,24,36} and {5, 1 2  1 5} is the set {5, 1 2 , 1 5 ,24,36} . The 
intersection of two or more sets consists of those elements which are common to 
the sets in question. The intersection of { 1 2,24,36} and {5, 1 2 , 1 5} is therefore the 
single element set { 1 2} .  

Venn Diagrams 

One useful way to visual ise the manipu lation of sets is to use a p ictorial 
representation known as a Venn diagram. In essence we represent the set by 
enclosing its elements within a circle or 'bubble' . By re-using the example sets 
{ 1 2 ,24,36} and {5, 1 2, 1 5} the general idea can be illustrated . . .  

SET -1 SET -2 

5 24 

1 5  36 

The shaded area containing the element 1 2  represents the intersection of the two 
sets. Obviously such diagrams are of l imited use for situations involving large 
numbers of sets but nevertheless they do provide a means of creating a picture 
of particular situations and as such are worth utilising on occasion. 

The Complement of a Set 

One last piece of terminology that has to be ment ioned is the idea of the 
'complement' of a set. When we know precisely what universal set is being 
discussed then the complement of Set A is defined as all the elements within the 
universal set that are NOT elements of set A. 

-

Such a set is often written as A' or A and it is this latter terminology that gave rise 
to the Warnier diagram bar notation which is used to invert the meaning of a 
statement. 

From a mathematical viewpoint if, for example, we consider as the set' universe' 
as being the letters of the alphabet S = {a,b,c,d . . . .  z} ,  and then define S1 as the 
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set of vowels, ie S1 = {a,e, i ,o,u} ,  then the complement of S1 , written S1 can be 
seen to be the set of letters of the alphabet that are consonants. A general 
representation of the ideas that we have been discussing can be shown by using 
Venn diagrams as follows: We consider our universe as being made up of the 
following three sets . . .  

( 
_

_ 1_b _

_ 

c_x _

_ 

0 __

_ 

)---- A SET OF ELEMENTS S1 

X Y Z T 

( 
_

_ 1_2_3 __

_ 
)---

A SET OF ELEMENTS S2 

A SET OF ELEMENTS S3 

The Union of SET S1 and SET S2 can be shown as follows: 

2 3 

THE UNION OF SET S1 
AND SET S2 IS 
REPRESENTED BY 
THE SHADED AREA 

The intersection is a single element as shown below: 

2 3 

e HERE THE SHADED 
AREA R EPRESENTS 
THE INTERSECTION 
OF SET1 AND SET2 

There are many subsets that can be identified. Here are just two : 
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THE SHADED AREA 
SHOWS ONE SUBSET 
OF SET S1 

THE SHADED AREA 
SHOWS 
ANOTHER SUBSET OF 
SET S1 

Since the set universe is  defined it's possible to specify the complement of  set S1 
as being all those elements from S2 and S3 that are NOT members of set S1 . . .  

b 

x 

Last Words 

c x e 

THE COMPLEMENT 
OF SET S1 

ie  S1 IS SHOWN SHADED 

The concept of a set is not actua l ly that d iff icult to grasp, although the 
terminology may throw you for a while i f  you have not come across i t  before. The 
benefit  of us ing such 'set t heoretic' descript ions is they have very sol id 
mathematical foundations. By using such descriptions we are very often able to 
draw on results obtained from formal set theory and deduce things that might not 
have been immediately obvious had we used some alternative representat ion. 
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Functions and Mappings 

Most programmers are familiar with the idea of a 'function' in a computing sense. e 
A fairly similar concept is of enormous importance in modern mathematics and it 
is useful to clarify some general ideas related to their use. Again it is the notation A and terminology, also nowadays in common use, that is the important thing to w 
grasp. 

Traditionally a function f i� a 'rule' that can take some allowable unknown, x say, e 
and turn it into some other value according to the rule being used. The number 
that the function f produces is usually denoted as f(x) and the general function A can thus be written as x 1--> f(x) . w 
Some typical rules are :  

3 
X l-> X  X l-> 2X 

3 2 
x 1-> 1 1x x 1-> x + x 

It is obvious from rules such as x 1--> 1 /x that it is not always possible to use 
any value of x. lr. this case the function would not be deiined for the value x=O. It 
is therefore not only necessary that we define the ru le being used, we must 
define which numbers can sensibly be used as wel l .  The ' input set ' ,  ie the 
numbers that can be used with a given rule, is called the domain and so when we 
talk of the domain of the function we are simply talking about the numbers with 
which the function 'rule' is able to work. 

The value that comes out of a function for a given input value is called the 
'image', hence if we consider a general function,  g say, the number the function 
will produce, i .e. g(x) , would be called the image of x .  

The important property about these types of  functions is  that if you put a single 
value in - you will get a single value out. In other words a function f associates 
with each relevant real number x, a value f(x) that is also a real number. 

Set Theoretic Description of a Function 

A more usefu l  and general definit ion of a funct ion comes by re laxing the 
requirements that x and f(x) be real numbers and defining what constitutes a valid 
'ru le' in tenns of a set theoretic description. 

Take two sets S and a. A function f from S to a  is a rule which assigns to each 
element in S a unique element in Q .  Set S is of course the 'domain' of the 
function .  Set Q is called the codomain. You might think that the 'output set' 
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should be called the 'image set ' .  In fact the values that come out of the function 
are indeed called the image set, but for reasons of flexibility it is helpful to allow 
the definition of set a to be larger than the image set. This example should 
explain the difference and introduce the relevant notation . . .  

Consider a function f whose domain and codomain are the set of real numbers. 
Using the symbol R for the set of real numbers we can conveniently specify both 
domain and codomain using a similar notation to that used for the rule itseH (by 
convention a slight change is made to the type of arrow used) . . .  

f :  R --> R  
domain c:odomain 

2 
We want to consider the rule x 1--> x and so the formal representation of the 
function f consists of the following two statements . . .  

f :  R --> R  

2 
f: X l-> X  

The image set of this function consists only of positive numbers, thus the image 
set is actually a subset of R. We can show this with the following diagram . . .  

SET OF 
REAL NUMBE RS 

DOMAIN SET S 

2 
Rule f:x I-> x 

This is the 'image set' 

• . • • • . • • • . . • . .  ::::::::::=:=:::· 

!j§ii.f.: f . . ? t( :]f PMr.mmu:•tt 
: �!f;l':�>=::: OOR QS  : •t f  •-•-••---•-�-�

-
··_J __ »• ...• _._&.•_. __ •.••-••-m_ ;· ? • 

�cnu ff�\:_;_;._:_�:_:._�:_/ . ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::� ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:· : ·:-;.:-·-· 

REAL 
NUMBERS 
LESS THAN 
ZERO 

CODOMAIN SET Q 

It is often possible to be more specific with the definition of the codomain. In this 
particular case, for example, the function can be written as . . .  

f : R --> { x e R : x >=<> } 

2 
f: X l-> X  
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Now the codomain would actually be the image set. 

Often though we may not be too su re exactly what constitutes the image set and 
so it is notationally convenient to allow some flexibility in the definition of the 
codomain.  

This type of set theoretic description of a function can now actually help us to 
explain diagrammatically exactly what a function is : 

Rule f: x I-> x2 

DOMAIN SET IMAGE SET 

Such d iagrams, cal led mapping d iagrams , show pictorial ly the fact that 

the rule x 1--> x2 produces a un ique image for any given domain value. I n  
other words; given a specific value for the domain variable x there is  never any 
doubt about what value the image f(x) will take. 

It is interesting to note that the inverse of the function x 1--> x2, which is x 1-
-> ..J x , is not a function. 

The example elements on the following mapping diagram should explain why. 

Rule f: x I-> ../x 

' 

-�'�======r=3 -3 9 

4-=r========l=-2 - -2 
\... ____ ,, 

\... 
DOMAIN SET IMAGE SET 
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In this case we do not produce a unique value for a given input value . If, for 
example, the domain variable takes the value 9 then the rule produces two 
images 3 or -3. 

I t  is useful for t he mathematician to sub-divide fu nctions according to the 
behaviour they exhibit in terms of inverses etc. For our purposes however it is 
u nnecessary to develop these ideas further .  Of mo re importance is the 
introduction of the idea of a 'mapping' .  

I n  general terms a mapping represents a relation between two o r  more sets (or 
between a set and itself) . You should appreciate that functions are always a 
mapping although the converse is only true in certain cases. 

There are many different kinds of mappings. Here are the fou r basic ones, 
together with a common 'arrow notation' that is often used to ind icate such 
relationships . . .  

r 

One-to-one 
. ��+-�����������..---� • 

• ��+-����������---lf--- . 

Many-to-one 

( :  J 
One-to-many ,, 

. ..........:'�=======t'= : 
· -=r�t : 

\..____ - · 
\.. 

<---> 

< <  > 

<---> >  
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Many-to-many 

• 

• 

·�r-----L. 

< <---'>> 
e 
e 

'"---

From the previous discussions you will realise that one-to-one and many-to-one 
e 

mappings are functions. One-to-many and many-to-many mappings are not ! 

Sets of Data 

So far we have spent qu ite a bit of t ime introducing the notion of a set, the e 
function,  and the idea of mappings as relations between sets. Why? It is because 
all of these ideas can actually be tied into the process of designing and creating e 
programs. 

Computer programs operate on sets of data, performing some process and e producing (in the widest sense of the word) some kind of output. This can be 
shown diagrammatically as follows . . .  

INPUT SET --1 PROCESS 

From a theoretical viewpoint many of the difficulties in programming and system 
des ign stem from having to cope with co mplex ,  namely many-to -many ,  
mappings. I f  such relations can be systematically broken down into less complex 
ones then there is a good chance that we will be able to reduce many of the 
difficulties . 

It turns out that simple mappings can always be coded to produce simple and 
effective program design solutions. One usefu l  strategy therefore revolves 
around recognising many-to-many mappings and being able to devise some 
means of systematically reducing them to simpler forms when necessary. 

Often this process requires the use of intermediate data sets as the fol lowing 
general diagram illustrates . . .  
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The interest in the sets,  functions, mappings etc. ,  is that they provide some 
mathematical tools with which to express our ideas on how we can decompose 
complex program design problems into simpler ( less error-prone)units that, when 
combined, will still provide the required end result. 

Breaking down problems in this fashion is nothing new. The breakthrough, from 
the point of view of program design, is the finding of a design technique which 
al lows us to use mathematical theory and terminology, together with the general 
principles of structured programming (first developed by workers such as Bohm,  
Jacopini ,  and Dijkstra) . 

Most of the things we've discussed so far are essentially just notational tools. 
Here are a few logic/maths techniques that are rather more than this . . .  

Truth Tables 

Truth tables, a type of decision table, are devices that enable us to represent 
complex logic in a tabular fashion.  They come in all shapes and sizes but Figure 
3 ,  1 shows a common form. It is based on the conventions that we shall use . . .  

Figure 3 . 1  An example 'truth table' 

INPUT CONDITIONS OUTPUT ACTIONS 

A B x y z T 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 1 0 

1 1 0 0 1 1 
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We tabulate the set of input condition combinations on the left hand side and the 
set of possible output actions on the right hand side ind icat ing the input 
conditions and which actions are to be related to them in the following manner: A 
"O" in an input condition column means that the condition is not true . A "1 " 
means that the condition is true. A "O" in the output action column mP.ans that the 
action is not performed. A "1 " means that it is. 

The first line of the example table therefore tells us that; if condition A is not true 
and condition B is not true . . .  then action X wi l l  be performed . This can be 
represented symbolically by the expression . . .  

X = A.B 

a notation that derives from a form of set theory algebra called Boolean Algebra. 
It is often convenient to be able to work with expressions in this form. 

As an example of this type of symbolic manipulation I am going to forge a link 
between the truth table a nd the Warn ie r  d iagram .  By showing you the 
relationship between Truth tables, Boolean algebra expressions and Warnier 
diagrams, and also showing how these representations can be manipulated, we 
can get some useful insight into the relationship between the various forms. 

Let's take a very general example of a Warnier diagram and use the letters A, B 
and C to represent three conditional tests that are present in the structure of the 
program. Let us also define U1 , U2, U3 and U4 as subsets of actions that are 
performed in accordance with the logical description shown in figure 3 .2. The 
equivalent truth table form is shown in figure 3.3 .  

There is nothing special about the example other than the fact that i t  was made 
purposely inefficient. You can regard U1 , U2 etc . ,  as being subroutines which 
are called as desired. If, for instance, condition A is true and condition B is also 
true, then the top third from left bracket will be performed. If, in the course of 
carrying out the operations in this bracket, the test C fails ( ie is not true) then 
subroutine U2 would be called. If the test C did not fail (ie condition C was true) , 
then subroutine U1  would be called instead . . .  
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C do U1 

c do U2 

c do U1 

E!l 

c do U3 

c do U1 and U4 

E!l 

c do U2 

c do U1 and U4 

E!l 

c do U3 

Figure 3.2 :  Warnier diagram for the hypothetical example 

Figure 3.3: Truth table form 

INPUT CONDITIONS OUTPUT ACTIONS 

A B c U 1  U 2  U3 U4 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
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Study figure 3.2. You will see that subroutine U2 is called in two places : If test A 
is true and test B is true but test C is not true then U2 will be called. If test A is 
not true and test B is true and test C is not true then again subroutine U2 will be 
called. We can easily express the fact U2 is dependent on these two condition 
requirements in the following way . . .  

U2 = A.B.C + A.B.C 

This is a Boolean algebra expression of the set of conditions under which 
subroutine U2 is called. We can, in a similar fashion, write down expressions for 
all of the subroutines U1 to U4 and doing this gives the following results . . .  

- -

U 1 = A.B.C + A.B.C + A.B.C + A.B.C 

U2 = A.B.C + A.B.C 

U3 = A.B.C + A.B.C 

U4 = A.B.C + A.B.C 

The notation is derived from Boolean Algebra but the way you describe the 
expressions in words is up to you . . .  U2, for instance, can be described as the 
subroutine that is carried out when either ·A and B are true but C is not true' ,  or 
' B is true but A and C are not true' .  

Now I 'm not going to delve into the complications which can arise with this type of 
algebraic manipulation because it's not appropriate at this time. What you will find 
interesting however is the potential of the following technique for simplify ing 
program structure. 

To follow the reduction of the above expressions all you need to be aware of is 
the fact that it is possible to treat the letters on the right hand side of the above 
expressions just as you would treat u nknowns in an any other equation. The 
object of the exercise is going to be to re-group the symbols so that we can 
bracket together complementary terms such as 

-

A and A because we can then eliminate them. Here's the reduction process for 
U2 . . .  

U2 = A.B.C + A.B.C 

Note that B.C is common to both expressions and re-arrange accordingly: 
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- -

U2 = B.C (A + A) 

This immediately leads to the reduced expression for U2 as: 
-

U2 = B.C 

Now we try to reduce U3 in a similar way: 

U3 = A.B.C + A.B.C 

U3 = B.C (A + A) 

U3 = 8.C 

With U4 we proceed as follows: 
-

U4 = A.8.C + A.8.C 

- -

U4 = A.C (B + B) 

U4 = A.C 

Lastly we can reduce U1  in the following manner: 
- -

U 1 = AB.C + A.B.C + AB.C + AB.C 

- - -

U 1  = A.C (B + B) + A.C (B + B) 

U 1  = A.C + A.C 

U 1  = C (A + A) 

U1 = C 

The result? All of the original expressions have been simplified and the following 
results obtained . . .  

U2 = 8.C 
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U3 = B.C 

U4 = A.C 

Now for the part that is relevant to the 'program design' aspects of the exercise :  
These expressions constitute a more efficient representation of the original 
problem. But how do we convert these expressions back into a Warnier diagram? 

Firstly, we re-arrange the expressions so that the most frequent condition test 
comes first on the right hand side, followed by the next most frequent - and so 
on. This provides the following forms . . .  

U 4  = C.A 

U2 = C.B 

U3 = C.B 

Look closely at the way in which the reduced forms are now arranged. Then look 
at the Warnier diagram in figure 3 .4. I've been able to draw a revised diagram 
directly from the re-arranged Boolean expressions . . .  

I I 
I I 
I I 
I c \ 
I I 

HYPOTHETICAL I \ 
EXAMPLE \ EB 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I \ 

c 

I 
I 

I \ 

I \ 

do U1 

A . 

EB 

A 

B 

B 

Figure 3 .4 :  l"l>roved diagram for the example 
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What has been the benefit? The reduction process has improved the logical 
structure of this hypothetical program - in terms of the number of tests which now 
have to be carried out the program is more efficient! 

Considering some earlier thoughts a number of useful concepts are emerging : 
The Warnier diagram can be used to create a 'picture· of the structure of a 
program. As well as being a representation which is easy to turn into real code it 
opens the doorway for checks to be made on the valid ity of any proposed 
solut ion .  By translat ing the Warnier d iagram into an a lgebraic form , and 
attempting to reduce the expressions obtained, it may then well prove possible to 
improve the original design. Best of all , the final Warnier diagram will still describe 
the necessary structure of the program in a way that is easy to translate into 
computer code. 

9 Karnaugh Maps (Veitch Diagrams) 

e 

Karnaugh Maps (also called Veitch diagrams) are another rather ingenious 
pictorial representation of the subsets existing within a set. They enable the sub
sets to be drawn in a way that makes it apparent which ones can be combined 
into larger subsets. The combination process provides an alternative pathway to 
the simplifying of the Boolean algebra expressions obtained from truth tables.  
Here's a brief account of the way they work.Let us consider a general set and 
draw it as a rectangle . . .  

e Now consider two properties, A and B, which the elements of a set possess, 

e 
e 

and divide the rectangle like this . . .  

A 

B 

B 

-

A 
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Each of the four possible subsets are now represented by one of the rectangle's 
quarters, eg the top left square represer:its the subset A.B. 

Now let's add another property, C .  We need to further divide the existing subset 
boxes and the way that we do it is rather clever. We draw two lines, placed each 
side of the vertical line, and call the M IDDLE slice subset C . . .  

-

A A 

B s a 

B 

c c 
c 

As you'll see, each of the eight divisions now corresponds to one of the eight 
possible subsets. 

The subset labelled S for instance corresponds to A.B.C,  the division A.B.C 
corresponds to the subset labelled a. 

Which subsets can be combined? Well, the 'rule' is that any adjacent 'boxes' can 
be combined to create a larger subset. If, for convenience , we number the boxes 
like this . . .  

-

A A 

B 6 7 3 2 

4 5 1 0 
B 

-

c c c 

then boxes 6 and 7 form the subset A .B  (which is the Karnaugh map's 
- -

way of saying that A.B.C + A.B.C = A.B ) 6 and 4 form the subset A.C! 

Because all adjacent boxes are on opposite sides of one of the lines that divides 
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a property from its complement, the combining of any two boxes produces a set 
that is independent of that property. It is necessary to regard the opposite sides 
as being 'connected'. Thus in this case the pairs 6 and 2, and 4 and O, are 
considered to be connected. Larger subsets can also be combined in a similar 
fashion. The subsets formed by combining boxes 6 and 7, with boxes 4 and 5 

-

are A.B and A.B, the diagram below shows that these constitute a group that 
are independent of properties of B or C, they thus represent the subset A. 

-

A A 

B 
3 2 

B 0 

c 

A fourth property can be added to the diagram like this . . .  

-

A A 

D 

B 

D 

B 

D 

c 
c c 

Again adjacent boxes can be combined but the adjacent edge convention is now 
extended to both opposite sides ,  and top and bottom boxes.  This means, 
amongst other things, that the four extreme corners now constitute a possible 
larger subset (actually the set C .D) .  

I t  i s  possible t o  extend the convent ions o f  the Karnaugh map to cope with 
additional properties but the diagrams become cumbersome and difficult to work 
with. Unless you are familiar with the Karnaugh map you may doubt its practical 
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use. The fact is that whilst the technique is not as generally useful as the Boolean 
algebra approach there are times when its pictorial qualities let you see reduction 
relationships that are not immediately obvious in Boolean symbolic form. Later in 
the book an example of the use these diagrams, as part of the strategy for 
handling the analysis of complex alternative data structures, will be given. 

Sigma Notation 

Occasional ly  it is u sefu l to produce genera l  express ions  for cu mu lative 
frequencies involving nested repetitive sub-sets. Consider, for instance , this 
s ituation ;  a routine collects a string of characters, places them in a buffer, and 
then copies the buffer contents into a memory area allocated for 'string space' . . .  

GET STRING 
( 1 ,n  times) 

I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 

INITIALISE BUFFER 

GET CHARACTER AND PLACE IN  BUFFER 
( 1 ,m times) 

COPY BUFFER TO STRING SPACE 

Here the bracket GET CHARACTER.  . .  is performed 'm' times. 'm' may take a 
different value each time the bracket labelled GET STRING is carried out so we 
could in  fact express the cumulative frequency as being the sum of the series m , 
m ,  m . . . . .  m 1 
2 3 n 

There is a convenient mathematical notation, called sigma notation, that can be 
used to express the sum of such a series in a concise manner. You probably 
know the conventions already, but for those of you who do not here is the general 
idea.The greek letter sigma I. is used to show that we are considering the sum of 
a series of terms. An identifying variable, a bit like a 'loop variable' ,  is used to 
represent the subscript of a specific element of the series and the lower and 
upper limits of this subscript are defined by writing them below and above the 
s ign.  If we use 'i' as the subscript variable then the sum of the series shown 
above would be written like this . . .  
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This is last term of the 
series, i.e. the highest value 

of · ; ·  I 
n 

I. m 

i=1 

t 
Represents the 'i th' 
term in the series 

This is the starting value for ' i ' 

The sigma notation form .is thus read as 'the sum of a series of terms m 
i 

from i=1 to i=n, and the following two forms are just different ways of 
expressing the same thing . . .  

n 
SUM m 

i=1 

SUM = m + m + m .. . + m 
1 2 3 n 

9 Parting Words 

e 
e 

All of these topics, from a mathematical viewpoint, are well explained in most 
standard modern maths textbooks. In most cases my usage of all of these 
techniques will be kept at a level which should be fairly straightforward. If you do 
hit problems in understanding the way in which the various techniques have been 
applied specifically to writing computer programs, then re-read the relevant parts 
of this chapter as and when it becomes necessary to do so. Don't forget that with 
many mathematical topics it is the notation , rather than any complexity in the 
underlying ideas, that tends to cause most of the difficulties. 
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Chapter 4 

Sequence, Alternation, and Repetition 

Th is  chapte r dea ls  with the  th ree basic 'bu i ld i ng b locks '  of structured 
programming, and relates them to the ideas and techniques that have been 
discussed so far. During the following discussions it is worth bearing in mind that 
one of the reasons these building blocks have been found to be so useful is that 
they have an important 1 :1 function type quality, ie for a given single input - they 
produce a single output. By sticking to some common sense 'rules' it turns out 
that it's possible to combine the different constructs producing more complex 
u nits that again have this functional one-in/one-out quality. This 'simplicity' ,  
which somewhat surpris ingly is rarely explicitly mentioned in  most books on 
structured programming, is  both theoretically and notationally appealing and in  
practice it quite simply helps us to write tidier programs! 

Sequence 

This simply means 'doing things in a serial order'. In flowchart form a series of 
single input - single output, ie sequential, 'processes' can be represented like 
this . . .  

On a Warnier diagram the same situation is shown by listing the  processes 
downwards inside a 'curly bracket' . . .  

I PROCESS 1 
I 

I PROCESS 2 
\ 
I 
\ PROCESS 3 
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Alternation 

Alternation is exemplified by Basic's I F-THEN-ELSE facility which enables us, on 
the basis of a conditional test, to perform one of two processes. The flowchart 
representation is as follows . . .  

true false 

CONDITION 

It is important to bear in mind that the two processes are not allowed to occur 
together .  If we d id not impose the restrict ion of mutual exclus ion  on the 
alternation construct then we would not be able to maintain the single input -
single output correspondence in all possible cases.As you already know, the E9 
sign is used to show mutual exclusion on a Wamier diagram, so the equivalent 
representation of alternation in Warnier diagram form is�·� 

I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
\ 

CONDITION TRUE PROCESS 1 

CONDITION TRUE PROCESS 2 

There is no reason why one of the 'outcomes' cou ld not be a 'do-noth ing' 
process, ie an empty 'action set' . This situation can be shown in flowchart form 
as. . .  t 

C-.·�����--),_�tr-ue�� ... ��__. 
CONDITION _ ... I 

false PROCESS 
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The equivalent Warnier diagram representation is straightforward. I frequently 
use the empty set indicator or, as in the following example, the words SKIP, ie do 
nothing,  to remind myself that no actions are being carried out with in  the 
bracket . . .  

I 
I 
\ 

\ 

CONDITION TRUE 

CONDITION TRUE 

PROCESS 

SKIP, ie do nothing 

These ideas are easily extended to cope with more complex situations, i .e. those 
where more than two outcomes are involved. This type of structure is commonly 
called a 'case' structure , and the corresponding code a 'case statement' . . .  

l 
CONDITION 

C 1  C 2  C3 C4 

PROCESS 1 PROCESS 2 PROCESS 3 PROCESS 4 

Once again the condition roost be such that the outcomes are mutually exclusive. 

When dealing with more than two possible outcomes it is not possible to use the 
'bar' notation on the Warnier d iagram. Instead the names of the individual 
outcomes are used. In  the above example this simply means that we specify the 
outcomes c1 , c2, c3, and c4 - separating them by a e sign to show that they 
are mutually exclusive . . .  
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PROCESS 1 

PROCESS 2 

PROCESS 3 

PROCESS 4 

I n  talking about the possible types of 'alternation construct' it has been assumed 
that the result of such testing is that there will only be a single output case for 
every possible input item. This situation is important - you should always ensure 
that the test conditions cover every possible input item possibility. In other words, 
the possibilities should be mutually exclusive and exhaustive. What happens with 
X = O or X = 3 in the flowchart segment drawn below? What would happen in the 
corresponding program? 

CONDITION 

PROCESS 1 PROCESS 2 PROCESS 3 PROCESS 4 

I n  general , whenever we talk about mutual exclusion the implication is that 
outcomes which are both mutually exclusive and exhaustive are being dealt with. 
Providing this requirement is met, all of the alternation structures discussed can 
be described as single input - single output units concerned with selecting one 
course of action out of two or more possible choices, one of which may involve 
the process of 'doing nothing'. 
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So far the Warnier diagram has only been used to represent program structure. 
In the next chapter we'll see that it is equally useful for describing the structure of 
the data on which a program operates . Subdivisions based on alternation also 
occur in such descriptions but there the alternation constructs can arise in two 
ways. Firstly, when we describe or define a data set it is possible that subsets will 
be identified that may or may not always be present. A transaction record on a 
bank statement might for instance have either a 'debit' field OR a 'credit ' field . 
S ince a s ing le transaction would only have one of the two possible subsets 
present in a given instance we'd represent a set of transactions like this . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
TRANSACTION \ 
(m times) I 

I 
I 
I 
I \ 

Transaction number 

Debit field 
(0, 1  time) 

Credit field 
(0, 1  time) 

For a given set of 'm' records, some will have credits and some will have debits 
thus the alternation is due to the physical presence or absence of the items. The 
other type of alternation occurs because of different VALUES in the fields. A set 
of personnel records might have a field indicating whether the employee is male 
or female. The field is always present - but it can take one of two values . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 

PERSONNEL RECORDS ) 
(m times) \ 

I 
I 
I 
I \ 

Other details 

Male 
(0, 1  time) 

Female 
(0, 1  time) 

Content based alternation poses no particular theoretical problems, but it does 
present a minor notational problem. Suppose we were dealing with the 'throws of 
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a dice' in some game, we might decide to describe the situation like this . . .  

I ROLL= 1 
I 
I e 
I ROLL=2 I 
I e 
I 

I ROLL=3 

PLAYER'S 
TURN 
(1 time) 

\ e I 
I ROLL=4 I 
I e 
I 
I ROLL=5 

I e I \ ROLL=6 

So far so good, but supposing the game involved taking two or three dice, 
perhaps even more ? We would then have a lot of possibilities to show and this 
rapidly becomes awkward. One solution is to use notation of the type . . .  

I 
I ROLL=1 

I e I 
I ROLL=2 I 
I e I 
I ROLL=3 I 

PLAYER'S I e 
TURN \ 
(1 time) I 

I ROLL=4 
I 
I 
I 
I . e  
I 

ROLL=n \ 

Sometimes in these situations the same sort of 'processing' might be required in 
all of the brackets - but using different codes, ie different subset contents. I n  
such cases i t  would be nice i f  to  find a convenient 'shorthand' notation .  Here's 
one possibility . . .  
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I 
I 

SUBSET I 
NAME I 

\ 
I 
\ 

This tells us which of the possible 
subsets will be used 

1 1""""""', m <>] / 
Usual details of the (1 time) 
operations involved 

This tells us that we are 
dealing with 'm' mutually 
exclusive sets 

If the program involved throwing two dice and adding the sum of the scores 
obtained to a running total then, since there are eleven different outcomes, we a 
might write. . .  w 

I 
I 
I 

I 
PLAYER'S 

\ 
TURN I 
(1 time) J 

I 

\ 

THROW DICE FOR PLAYER 

I 

I 
I [ sum of two dice , 1 1  e ) 

ADD SCORE TO TOTAL \ TOTAL= TOTAL + THIS 
I THROW 
\ 

It is only possible to use this notation if the processing involved is identical in all 
of the subsets. If you look back at figure 2.8 in chapter two a similar alternative 
structure was being dealt with, but in that case each control character required a 
DI FFERENT set of actions to be performed . It would not therefore , in that 
particular case, have been possible to use the above shorthand representation. 
The content-based alternative structure occurs very frequently. If for example, 
you consider a diskette or tape data-file as a 'set' of records then ,  by selecting a 
particular record for processing on the basis of some identifier or 'key', you are 
effectively selecting one record from a number of possibilities. The structure is 
alternative and the number of possible outcomes corresponds to the number of 
records in the data file. 

Repetition 

Repetitive structures, loops, come in two forms known as 'pre-test' and 'post-
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test' . The difference depends on whether the test for an 'exit condition' is made 
at the beginn ing of the loop or at the end of it ! The flowchart forms are as 
follows . . .  

EXIT 
CONDITION 

false 

PROCESS 

true 
PROCESS 

EXIT 
CONDITION 

true 

There has , in the past, been much debate over the relative advantages and 
disadvantages of each form. Some languages implement DO-UNTIL type loops, 
ie the post-test arrangement, others adopt pre-test structures such as WHILE
WEND.  The trend nowadays is for both forms to be provided. 

In the next chapter a connection will be made between the subsets identified 
within program and data descriptions and the relative frequencies with which 
those sets occur. In terms of this relationship there is some case for preferring 
the post-test repetition arrangement . A sketch of the underlying reasons are 
included in this section since it is relevant to repetition,  but the material is best 
read after the following chapter has been examined . . .  

I t  turns out that repetitive subsets present in a description of a program's output 
description can lead to repetitive 'action subsets' in the actual program structure. 
The same is true of alternative subsets, ie alternative subsets in the programs 
output set can lead to alternative 'action subsets' in the program structure. 

Because of the way that the concept of 'set frequency' can be used it is 
convenient to recognise only two types of subset - repetitive subsets defined as 
those which occur more frequently than the defining set, and alternative subsets, 
namely those which occur less frequently than the defining set. Providing these 
divisions can be kept as unambiguous, any given subset can be identified as one 
of only two possible types as the following Venn diagram shows . . .  
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LESS 
FREQUENT ie 
ALTERNATIVE 
SUBSETS 

MORE 
FREQUENT ie 
REPETITIVE 
SUBSETS 

If however we allow repetitive subsets to occur both less frequently AND more e 
frequently than the defining set then this clear cut division would disappear . . .  

LESS FREQUENT 
SUBSETS ie 
ALTERNATIVE 
SUBSETS PLUS SOME 
REPETITIVE SUBSETS 

MORE FREQUENT 
SUBSETS ie SOME 
REPETITIVE 
SUBSETS 

This shaded area would represent an over1ap, or 
'intersection' between the two basic types of subset. e 

What type of subsets can occur both less often and more often than the defining 
set? Well ,  it turns out that it's the repetitive subsets which are based on pre-test A 
repetition. It is easy to see why . . .  W' 

On a Warnier diagram we indicate repetition in the following way. . .  e 
This is the 
'Universal ser 
being considered. 

"" 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 

I 1, 
Frequency F 

This is a repetitive subset 

� i' 
PERFORM 

I 
I 
\ 
I 
\ 

!' ·"r 
Frequency cannot 
be less than F 

PROCESS 

Since the 'perform' subset is executed at least once, its frequency can never be 
less than that of the set from which it derives. Now let's make a minor change -
and perform the repetition from zero to n times . . .  
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PERFORM I PROCESS 
(O,n times) I I 

\ 
I \ 

\ Frequency in this case 
could be less than F 
or not less than F 

The result? By a seemingly minor change, it has become more difficult to make 
use of the frequency correspondences -it's no longer possible to regard subsets 
occurring more frequently than the defining set as repetitive and those occurring 
less frequently as alternative . 

It must be said that this distinction ,  or  the lack of it , creates few practical 
diff iculties. Having said that if such frequency relationships are regarded as 
particularly important then it is useful to avoid repetitive notation of the (O ,n  times) 
variety. This is easily done by adding an extra alternation layer to the Warnier 
descriptions. Here is a specific example to illustrate the ideas : Imagine that you 
want to search a series of personnel records to find all employees that have cars. 
The records allow for the fact that any given employee may have no car, one car, 
or indeed many cars and because of this it is tempting to write the necessary 
process as . . .  

PRINT DETAILS 
(O,n times) 

I 
I 
\ 
I \ 

Car make 
Registration 
Location 
etc. 

There's an unmentioned distinction here 'worth recognising - some employees 
have cars and some do not. Furthermore those employees that do have cars may 
have either one or several .  This means that it is possible to re-write the (O ,n  
times) type of  repetition in terms of  alternation and ( 1 , n  times) repetition like this . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I I 

\ 
I 
I 
I 
I \ 

E MPLOYEES WITH CARS 
(0, 1  time) 

EMPLOYEES WITH CARS 

(0,1 time) 

I 
I 
\ 
\ 

I 
I 
\ 
\ 

I Car make 
P RINT DETAILS I Registration 
( 1 ,n times) \ Location 

\ etc. 

SKIP i .e. DO NOTHING 
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If you play around with flowchart and Warnier diagram forms using your own 
examples, you will see that what we are really doing is re-formulating conditions 
that are candidates for pre-test repetition in terms of a post-test equivalent. The 
reason this is done, is that it enables a direct correspondence between subset 
type and frequency to be maintained. 

A Usefu I Plan 

From examples such as the one that we have just discussed we can extract 
some very important general principles relating to the 'design process'. We start 
by defining exactly what the program is supposed to do, ie we define the 'output 
set'. By reasoning backwards we then attempt to deduce what ' input items' are 
going to be required. The logical view of this input data that we either choose or 
perhaps are forced to take, enables us to define an ' input set' which is used to 
provide a preliminary program structure. Since we have dealt with the output 
requirements first we are able to use our knowledge of the 'output set' to help us 
determine the most appropriate view of the input data. 

The next job is to see whether we can associate every output subset with a 
subset within the program that occurs with the same frequency and in the correct 
processing order. Why? We're trying to find whereabouts in the chosen program 
structure those output actions should be occurring. If we can do this then it 
becomes possible to use the contents of the corresponding output subsets to 
decide what actions the corresponding program subsets should be performing. 

If suitable input subsets cannot be found then they have to be created. This 
means e ither revising the ideas on the structure of the program or extending the 
existing program structure so that the required frequency correspondences can 
be found.  Sometimes these 'extensions'  i nvolve just recognis ing fu rther 
divisions, ie subsets, that can exist within the 'input set ' .  At other times data 
subsets may have to be created by the program itself . 

Because the 'creat ing' of such addit ional  subsets would be something the 
program itself does, the processes involved would also need to be included in the 
'output set'. These 'internal processes' should therefore also comply with the 
frequency and process-order requirements, ie each should be capable of being 
related to an input subset that occurs both the right number of times and in the 
right processing order. 

It's worthwhile putting these ideas into 'picture· form like this . . .  
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Subsets must 
correspond both in 
terms of frequency 
and processing order 

1 
Total 'Output set' 

In these cases the program 'structure' becomes based on an extended input set. 
By the time that the design is complete, EVERY output subset (and that includes 
any 'internal' ones whose job is to create any 'additional' input subsets) should be 
able to be related to a program subset that occurs the right number of times and 
is in the right processing order. The actions to be performed by any given 
program subset can then be determined solely by the contents of the output 
subset with which it corresponds. 

In complex situations it is often necessary to separate various parts of a problem 
and handle them separately. Sometimes the intermediate data that needs to be 
created is kept separately and used by different programs. On other occasions 
the intermediate data is created because of structure clashes occurring within the 
program itself. When a problem is broken down into different segments EACH 
PART must conform to our frequency guidelines. Programs containing sets of 
actions that do not correspond in this manner quite simply CANNOT work. 

Now you see why ' relative frequencies· are placed under Warnier d iagram 
statements - by clearly labelling the alternative and repetitive structures present 
they make it easier to recognise particular subset connections. 

In  theory our 'rules' can be applied to any program and additionally, as shown 
earlier, can be applied to situations involving multiple programs operating on 
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common data-f i les.  It should be possible to take general expressions for 
cumulative frequency of all output subsets, and work backwards through any 
nu mber of p rocessing stag e s ,  to arrive at g e n e ra l  expressions for the 
corresponding input subsets. 

It is easy enough to do this with simple problems, but as the hierarchies become 
deeper the general expressions become very cumbersome and so are of limited 
value. It is however quite possible to do a similar type of analysis using direct 
numerical values and this approach can be useful at times. In  practice however it 
is best to al low a certain 'flexibility' in how to confirm (or not confirm) particular 
frequency correspondences. 

Many workers, including myself, use an 'iterative' approach in the early design 
stages. Having obtained a 'possible solution' they then examine the obvious 
trouble spots in more detail .  

Other workers have formulated rigidly fixed procedures, sometimes going as far 
as listing every coded instruction together with its frequency - then piecing the 
program together by collecting instructions that have the same frequency. In  
theory such an approach should work - in practice it does work for  small  
programs (or small sections of a larger program) . 

The best advice that can be given is to develop an appreciation of ALL aspects of 
the methodologies - regard the various ideas as a 'toolkit ' ,  and in any given 
instance use the tools that you feel are appropriate . Remember that neither my 
techniques, nor any of the current methodologies, will show you exactly how to 
decompose complex problems into specific segments (although the Warnier 
diagram used as an 'iterative design tool '  is a great help in such processes) . 
Once however a particular plan has been chosen the techniques which I 
advocate should enable a suitably detailed analysis to be carried out - and that 
should help show whether you are heading for problems or not! 
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Chapter 5 

The Warn ier Diagram - More Advanced 
Uses 

Paradoxically the most fruitful place to begin the design process is at the 'output' 
end rather than the front end of the program. The concept of working backwards 
from the required outputs turns out to be surprisingly useful .  Yet defining outputs 
is nothing new, in fact almost every other scientific discipl ine has been doing this 
for centuries. When a research chemist wants to synthesise a particu lar material 
he doesn't just mix chemicals together in the hope that something fruitful may 
result .  He wil l  look careful ly at the structure of the compound he wishes to 
prepare and using this structure wil l reason backwards to identify some likely 
starting materials. Along the way he will , of course, make use of both established 
react ion pathways and his previous experience , but h is basic approach 
nevertheless is to work backwards from his output requirements. 

If you approach an architect to have a house designed, the first thing that the 
architect will want to do is to get a clear picture of the end result that is required. 
The detailed plan that he will produce is the 'output definition·. How many bui lders 
do you know who would start building your house before a proper design was 
available? How many electricians do you know who would wire up components 
before they have decided what it is they are trying to do? 

How on earth then can anyone justify designing or writing a program , or a 
system specification,  without knowing precisely what it is the program or system 
is supposed to do? When looked at in the light of the approaches to design in 
other professions, it is actually quite difficult to justify not starting the design 
process by clearly defining the required output. 

It seems then that the best idea, as far as program design goes, is to develop a 
clear specification of the output that is required. Using this specification we then, 
by backward reasoning, attempt to deduce what input data the program will need 
to produce the required output . Such an approach should then ensure that we 
become aware of exactly what data is needed to produce the necessary outputs. 

I am of course using the word 'output' in the very widest possible sense - printed 
results, a VDU display, an updated file , a re-arranged (eg sorted) data set, a 
directory listing, even a file deletion.  In short, whatever it is that the program is 
supposed to do - can be regarded as the programs 'output' .  

We saw in chapter 3 how Venn diagrams can be used to illustrate simple sets. 
For real life set description problems the Warnier diagram provides a rather more 
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powerful alternative . . .  

Describing the Output Set 

For a description of the output definition stages I 'm going to use an example from 
a project I was involved with some time ago: A company of consulting analytical 
chemists. let's call them Company X, analyse many thousands of samples each 
year. The samples arrive from all over the world and represent materials that are 
being bought and sold on the various commodity markets. Each sample requires 
various analytical tests to be carried out and these tests vary from sample to 
sample according to the requirements of the sale contract . The stat istical 
information collected is published each year, and used as a source of reference 
data by other interested organ isations .  Part of the problem g iven to me 
concerned the design of the software that handled the collection ,  statistical 
reduction and the reporting of the information collected during the Company's 
day-to-day business. Figure 5 . 1  overleaf shows the type of output that was 
required. 

Some observations can be made : Each Commodity in the report is divided into 
'subsets' according to Origin. For each Origin there is a further classification 
called 'Type' ,  which is a somewhat misleading term relating to particular pre
treatments that a given commodity may have undergone. For example; some 
materials are sold as 'pellets' , some as 'chips' , others (cal led 'extractions') have 
had the oil in them removed by a solvent extraction process. 

Within these classifications many different types of analytical tests have been 
carried out. Each test has a name,  eg '% moisture' ,  and for each test carried out 
the report has to provide the various statistical items, ie the number of samples 
analysed, the lowest value found, the highest, the average value, and finally the 
standard deviation (this latter item simply measures the 'spread' or amount of 
variation of the analytical test results) . 

It is usefu l at this stage to distinguish between two types of items: 'Primary data 
items' , ie raw data, and 'secondary' or 'derived' data items, which would be 
obtained by performing some operation on a specified group of primary data 
items. By considering secondary items , and asking upon which primary data 
items they depend, it's often possible to uncover further primary data items. The 
following examples show the sort of information that came to light during the 
in itial investigations . . .  

'Number Tested ' . . .  This item is  the  sum of  a l l  occurrences o f  a particu lar 
'analytical test '  for a given Commodity-Origin-Type-Test combination .  This 
derived item implies the existence of two other primary items, namely TEST-
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Commodity O r i g i n  Type Test Name No. Tested Low H igh Average St. Dev. 

e Cottonseed Burma E x p e l l e r  O i l  1 2  1 5 . 1 7  1 7 .97 1 6 .21 0.84 
Protein 1 2  34 .72 36.29 35.41 0.56 
Fibre 1 2  7 .75 8.93 8.37 0 .40 
S a n d  & / o r  S i l ica 6 0 .67 1 .30 0.90 0 .20 
Castorseed Husk 1 1  0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

e 
Cottonseed India E x pe ller Oil 340 14 . 18  1 8 .07 1 6. 1 1  0 .94 

Protein 228 34.72 36.01 35 .81  0 .66 
Fibre 250 6.75 9.93 8 . 1 2  0.7 1 

e Sand &/or S i l ica 1 1 2  0.27 1 .38 0.97 0 .2 1  
Castorseed Husk 298 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 

e Cottonseed M al i  E xt ract i o n  Moisture 49 9. 1 7  1 0.97 1 0.01 0.44 
Oil  48 1 .02 1 .97 1 .21 0.34 
Protein 48 38.72 40.29 39.41 0 .56 
Fibre 49 8.75 9.93 9.37 0.40 
Sand &/or S i l i ca 34 0.67 1 .30 0.90 0.20 

e Castorseed Husk 39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Grapepulp B r az i l  Unclass. Moisture 1 29 9. 1 1  1 1 .96 1 0 .24 0.49 

e Oil  1 29 2.06 4.93 3.26 0 .69 
Protein 1 23 8.73 1 2. 1 9  1 0 .40 0 .40 
Fibre 1 22 1 8 .79 29.91 23.31 1 .4 1  

e Grapep ulp Spain Unclass. Moisture 1 20 9 . 1 7  1 1 .90 1 0.21 0.41 
O i l  1 1 8  2.02 4.97 3.21 0.64 
Protein 1 20 8.72 1 2 .29 1 0.41  0 .36 

e 
Fibre 1 20 1 8 .75 29.93 23.37 1 .40  

Groundnut Sudan E xpel ler  Moisture 63 7 .1 7 9.97 9.01 0 .4 1  

e 
Oil  63 1 1 .01 1 2.92 1 1 .90 0.52 
Protein 63 48.72 50.29 49.47 0 .33 
Fibre 61  4 .75 6.94 5 . 17  0.36 
Sand &/or S il ica 52 2 .67 4.30 . 3.32 0.22 

e Groundnut Sudan E x t ract i o n  Moisture 49 6 . 1 4  8.92 8.01 0.46 
Oil 48 1 .09 2.97 1 .91 0 .54 
Protein 48 51 .72 57.29 54.41 0.41 

e 
Fibre 49 5.73 7.96 6 . 1 8  0.36 
Sand &/or S i l ica 34 2.77 4.60 3.52 0.22 

e 
Groundnut USA E xtraction Moisture 1 29 6 . 16  8.98 8 .12 0.4 1 

Oil 1 29 1 .1 9  2.67 1 .90 0.59 
Protein 1 29 51 .02 57.20 54.49 0 .43 
Fibre 1 08 5.79 7.98 6.08 0.34 

e 
F igure 5 . 1 :  Example page from the repo rt 

e 
e 
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NAM E and TEST-RESULT. 

'Lowest value' . . .  The lowest item for a particular Commodity-Origin-Type-Test 
combination is found by comparing occurrences of the appropriate test value, 
again implying TEST-NAM E and TEST-RESULT as primary data items. 

'Highest Value' . . .  same applies as for Lowest value 

'Average' . . .  This is the sum of the analysis results for a particular Commodity
Origin-Type-Test combination divided by the number of occurrences of the test. 
This can be obtained by counting the results as they are analysed and therefore 
requires the necessary TEST-NAME and TEST-RESULT data to be available. 

'Standard Deviation' . . .  is COr11>Uted from the analytical test data, using the sum 
of the squares of the test results, the sums themselves and the number of 
occurrences. The point to note is that the data needed to obtain this item is 
available as a mathematical function of the primary data items found so far. 

So, the report itself was based on this sort of data . . .  

PRIMARY DATA ITEMS: a) SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
b) COMMODITY 
c) ORIGIN 
d) TYPE 
e) TEST NAME 
f) TEST RESULT 

SECONDARY DATA ITEMS: g) Number of samples tested 
h) Lowest value 
i) Highest value 
j) Average 
k) Standard Deviation 

Having found out this mJch the objective now is to try and describe an 'output 
set' in Wamier diagram form. Quite simply - the output set is a description of the 
output or 'end result' which the program is to produce. Re-read the above 
description and then look at figure 5.2.  It shouldni be too difficult to convince 
yourself that the Wamier diagram does indeed represent the logical ordering . . .  
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I I I I COMMODITY-NAME I TEST-NAME 
I I I I (1 time) I (1 time) 
I I I I I 
I I I I ORIGIN-NAME I Number Tested 
I I I I (1 time) I (1 time) 
I I I I I 
I I I I TYPE-NAME I Lowest value 
I I I I (1 time) I (1 time) 
I I I I I 

REPORT I COMMODITY/ ORIGIN I TYPE I TEST I Highest value 
I (m times) I (n times) I (p times) I (q times) I (1 time) 
I I I I I 
I I I I I Average (1 time) 
I I I I I 
I I I I I St. Dev. (1 time) 

Figur� 5.2 :  Logical 'Output Set' 

This description represents the hierarchical structure that exists in the report itself 
and tells us that: the report consists of a number of commodities and that for 
each commodity there are a number of origins each of which are further sub
divided into 'type· with each type having its own set of tests. Finally, each test has 
its own set of statistical parameters. 

The diagram uses several repetitive data sets, ie groups of data items that occur 
more than once. The division of the report at the highest level is according to the 
criteria 'commodity' (perhaps commodity-name would be a more appropriate 
term). We can recognise that the sub-division implies that the report consists of, 
or can theoretically consist of, many different commodity sets each of which are 
similar in structure although they will differ in terms of their actual contents. 

At the highest level, ie 'commodity' ,  the data structure is repetitive. Now let's just 
concentrate on  a s ing le commodity. We can say that we are tak ing ONE 
commodity as  the 'universal set'. At the second level the sub-set 'origin' i s  also 
repetitive because at this level where we are considering just one commodity, . 
there may be many different origins. 

The hierarchy goes further than this. Consider 'origin' as the Universal set and 
you can see that type is also repetitive and within type itself the set 'test' is again 
repetitive. The elements within the test classification are NOT repetitive in the 
sense previously defined, but there is one characteristic of the description which 
is worth keeping in mind: For a given test the element TEST-NAME occurs only 
once so this element is obviously not repetitive . The elements - Number tested, 
Lowest value, Highest value, Average and Standard Deviation , although they 
occur only once in the program output for a given Commodity-Origin-Type-Test 
combination, are secondary data items which are dependent on a whole set of 
results and not just a single result. 
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Defining the Input Set 

We have seen then that the output set structure and its contents is simply a 
diagrammatic representation of the output requirements as they have been 
stated. It's equally possible to describe the structure of any input data in the same 
way but the definition of the 'input set' is not so rigidly defined - often we will be 
able to decide how we are going to present the data to the program. Obtaining a 
suitable input set structure often turns out to be the design area that determines 
the extent of any difficulties likely to be incurred when writing a program. Ideally 
we would always wish to be in a position to define the logical view of the data that 
is most appropriate. Unfortunately it is not always possible for this to be done. 
You may for instance be having to wor'r< with a data-file structure that already 
exists, or perhaps be restricted to using only sequential file access! Often the 
answer to such problems lies in creating data arrangements that are f lexible 
enough to cater for the possibility of a number of different logical views existing at 

· the same time. In  the next chapter you'll find a section on a technique called data 
nonnalisation which has proven to be very useful in this respect. For the moment 
however there is a much easier way of devising a potential input set structure for 
the example problem? It's based on the output set itself and is shown in figure 
5.3 . . .  

COMMODITY-NAME 

I I I I 
(1 time} 

I I I I ORIGIN-NAME I I I I (1 time} I I I I 
I I I I TYPE-NAME I I I I (1 time} 

REPORT I I I I I TEST-NAME 
MODULE 

I I I I I (1 time) 
INPUT-SET 

\ 
COMMODITY / ORIGN ( TYPE 

I 
TEST I I (m times) \ (n times) 1 (p times) 

\ 
(q times) I I I \ I I I I I TEST-RESULT I I I I \ (1 time) \ \ \ \ 

Figure 5.3: One possible ' Input set' structure for the report module 

Just suppose that the input data could be sorted into this order: test-name within 
type , within o rigin with in  commodity, then our processing wou ld,  for each 
Commodity-Origin-Type-Test data subset, read in each element of data and 
perform for each test the following actions . . .  

a) " INCREMENT THE TEST 'COUNT 

b) ADJUST THE HIGHEST/LOWEST VALUES ACCORDINGLY 
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c) _ADD CURRENT RESULT TO THE SUM OF TH E TEST ITEMS 

d) ADD THE SQUARE OF THE RESULT TO THE SUM OF THE SQUARES OF 
THE TEST ITEMS 

Figure 5.4 shows the Warnier diagram of the essential details of a program that 
could provide the required output. . .  

I I I I PRINT I 
I 

PRINT TEST -NAME 
I I I COMMOOrTY I (1 time) 

I I I I NAME I 
I 

I I I I I 
I GET 

I I I I I 
I TEST-RESULT 

I I I I I 
I (1 time) 

I I I 
PRINT ANALYSE I 

I I I 
I ORIGIN I TEST-RESULTS \ 
I NAME I (1 ,r times) 

I I I I I 
I PROCESS 

I I I I I 
I TEST ·RESULT 

I I I I I 
I (1 time) 

I I I I I 
\ 

I I I I 
PRINT 

I 
I I I 

TYPE 
I I I 

I NAME I 
I I 

REPORT 
I 

GET I GET I GET I GET I 
PROORAM \

I 
COMMODrTY \ ORIGIN \ TYPE \ TEST-NAME \ 
(1 ,m times) I (1 ,n times) I (1 ,p times) 

I 
(1,q times) 

I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

PRINT STATISTICAL DATA 

I \ \ \ \ 
(1 time) 

\ 

Figure 5.4 One possible program structure for the 'report module' 

In the days of 'batch processing' this is exactly the sort of solution that would 
have been chosen. The input set, ie the input data, would have been physically 
sorted and then presented to a program based on figure 5.4. Here is a pseudo
code equivalent that illustrates the sort of coding that would be needed . . .  

FOR EACH COMMODITY 
FOR EACH ORIGIN 

FOR EACH TYPE 
Print Commodity, Origin, Type, titles for report line 
FOR EACH TEST NAME 

Print the name of the Test 
FOR EACH TEST RESULT 

Get test result 
Add result to cumulative data 

NEXT TEST RESULT 
Print cumulative statistical data 

NEXT TEST NAME 
NEXT TYPE 

NEXT ORIGIN 
NEXT COMMODITY 
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Examine the suggested input structure in figure 5.3,  the Warnier description of 
the program in 5.4 and the equivalent pseudo-code description, and ask yourself 
the following question . . .  WHY does it work? It might be suggested that it works 
because the logical structure of the program is the same as the logical structure 
of the program's input data. It turns out however that there is a more subtle 
relationship which is tied to the rather interesting observation that every output 
subset present in it ( ie the element 'Commodity' has frequency 'm' ) . The 
program, which is based on the structure of the input set, executes a repetitive 
action subset the same number of t imes. When we print the accumulated 
statistical data for a given Commodity-Origin-Type-Test combination we are 
printing values that are dependent on ,  or derived from, a set of 'r' separate 
analytical results. The equivalent program subset that collects this data must then 
be performed 'r' times. 

Some Intermediate Conclusions 

If we can relate the structure of the program to the structure of the input set and 
can relate the frequency of the input subsets present to those of corresponding 
output subsets, then it is but a small step to realise that it must surely be the 
CONTENTS of those output subsets that determine what actions the equivalent 
program subsets should perform. If we are able, by using these criteria, to assign 
a subset of actions within the program to every subset present in the output set, 
then our program cannot fail to produce the required output - and our design 
process be complete. In  some cases the job of creating a program is a simple as 
this : Identify the output set, create an input set which provides directly obvious 
frequency correspondences, and build the program by coupling the input set 
structu re and the output set actions .The trouble,  in practice , is that d i rect 
frequency correspondences cannot always be found. Sometimes the solution lies 
in adopting an intermediate data structure that can solve the individual conflicting 
set views . . .  
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Figure 5.5 Opposite shows an intermediate stage might eliminate a single stage 
design conflict. 

At other times it is necessary to look more closely at the set descriptions to 
ident ify potential t rouble spots such as the appearance of more complex 
groupings. In  dealing with the ideas related to repetitive and alternative subsets 
we have, up to now, carefully avoided the difficulties that may arise when it is 
necessary to consider combinations of such structures that occur at the same 
'level' .  Such situations are classed as 'complex structures' and fall into three 
categories . . .  

• Complex Repetitive Structures 
• Complex Alternative Structures 
• Complex Mixed Structures 

A complex structure thus includes two or more of our elementary structures and 
it's now time to see what help is on hand for tackling their analysis . . .  

Complex Repetitive Structures 

Complex repetitive structures cause l ittle difficulty. If ,  for instance, we were 
considering some Company's staff records and the input data ( ie the input set) , 
has a structure such as this . . .  

I I 
OFFICE STAFF { 

I I 

I I (m times) 

I I { INPUT SET \ COMPANY-BRANCH \ LABORATORY STAFF 

I 
(a times) 

I 
(n times) 

I I 
MAINTENANCE STAFF { 

I I 
\ \ vc(p times) 

Then the corresponding program structure would 'mirror· this. In other words it 
would be based on this arrangement. . .  

PROGRAM I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I \ 

COMPANY-BRANCH I 
( 1 ,a times) \ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
' 

OFFICE STAFF 
( 1 ,m times) 

{ perform some process 

LABORATORY STAFF { perform some process 
( 1 ,n times) 

MAINTENANCE STAFF { perform some process 
( 1 ,p times) 
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Complex Mixed Structures 

If the mixed structure only includes ONE alternative subset, and all the rest are 
repetitive, then again there are no additional problems. Suppose, in the previous 
example, only the larger branches of the Company had 'Branch Supervisors' .  
Since only record sets of certain branches would have a supervisor record we 
might represent this as follows . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
l· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

BRANCH SUPERVISOR 
(0,1 time) 

BRANCH SUPERVISOR 
(0, 1 time) 

OFFICE STAFF 
(m times) 

{ 

{ 
{ 

I NPUT SET 
I 
\ COMPANY-BRANCH 

I 
\ LABORATORY STAFF 

(n times) 
{ 

I 
I 
I 
\ 

(a times) 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

MAINTENANCE STAFF 
(p times) { 

The corresponding program structure would again 'mirror' this , and be based 
on . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 

I 
PROGRAM \ COMPANY-BRANCH 

I ( 1 ,a times) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

BRANCH SUPERVISOR { perform some process 
(0, 1  time) 

BRANCH SUPERVISOR { skip 
(0, 1 time) 

OFFICE STAFF 
( 1 ,m times) 

LABORATORY STAFF 
( 1 , n  times) 

{ perform some process 

{ perform some process 

I MAINTENANCE STAFF { perform some process 
\ ( 1 ,p times) 

If more than one alternative structure is present at any given level ,  then it is 
sometimes necessary to consider the structure as 'partly complex alternative'. 
Corf'4)1ex alternative structures do require special handling and it is the analysis 
of these structures that provides the subject matter for the rest of this chapter. 
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This material might be usefully omitted on first reading if you are unfamiliar with 
the mathematical techniques mentioned in chapter three . . .  

Complex Alternative Structures 

Imagine that you are writing a program to play a game involving two dice. Points, 
equivalent to the values on the dice, are obtained if the total is even, but twice the 
score is obtained if you 'throw a double' ,  e.g. if you throw two sixes the score 
would be 2 x 1 2  = 24. For the segment of the problem with which we are dealing 
the input set is simply a set of 'pairs of numbers' representing the results of 
throwing two dice. What 'view' should we take of the input data? To score we 

need to know whether the total is even , and whether a 'double' has been 
thrown. We could show this in this fashion . . .  

I EVEN SUM THROWN { I (0, 1 time) 
I 
I @ 
I { I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I (0, 1  time) 
I 

I DOUBLE THROWN { \ 
(0, 1  time) II 

I @ 
I { I DOUBLE THROWN 
I (0, 1 time) 
I 
\ 

This representat io n ,  which is called a pure 'complex alternative' structure ,  
expresses diagrammatically our view that the i nput set consists of a set of 'pairs 
of nu mbers' that f irstly,  may or may not add up to an even nu mber, and 
secondly may or may not be identical. 

Is this the only representation that can be used? Most certainly not ! Supposing 
we first consider the input set as being divided into pairs that are doubles and 
those that are not, then further sub-divide the resulting subsets according to 
whether the sums are even or not, like this . . .  
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I I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I I (0 , 1  time) e I I 
I DOUBLE THROWN I $ 
I (0, 1 time) \ 
I I e I I 
I I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I I (0, 1 time) 
I \ e I $ 

\ I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I I (0, 1 time) e I I 
I I 
I DOUBLE THROWN \ $ 
I (0, 1 time) I e I I 
I I 
I I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I \ (0,1 time) e \ 

Alternatively we could reverse the sub-division ordering, ie use the 'even sum' e criteria first . . .  

I I 
I I 

DOUBLE THROWN 

e I I 
(0,1 time) 

I 
EVEN SUM THROWN 

I 
I \ $ 

I 
(0, 1 time) 

I e I I 
I I DOUBLE THROWN I I 
I \ (0, 1  time) e I 

\ $ I 
I I 

DOUBLE THROWN 

I I 
(0, 1 time) e 

I I 
I \ 
I EVEN SUM THROWN 

I 
$ e I (0, 1 time) 

I 
I I 
I I 
I \ DOUBLE THROWN e \ (0, 1 time) 

Does it matter which representation we use? Well, if we base our program on the e input set representation given in the first form we would certainly end up with a 
different program to that based on the second form. The second and third forms, 
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which are called 'tree' structures have more in common but again they are not 
identical ,  or are they? They certainly end up producing the same four basic 
divisions - so the final subsets identified are identical. Is this all that matters?Had 
we considered three attributes rather than two then the situation becomes more 
complex. Supposing the scoring in our example game included a rule that gave 
triple points if the total score obtained was the same as that obtained in a player's 
previous go! Our first pure complex alternative representation would now look 
like this . . .  

I 
I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I (0, 1 time) 
I 
I $ 
I 
I 
I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I (0,1 time) 
I 
I DOUBLE THROWN I (0, 1 time) 

\ 
I $ 
I 
I 
I DOUBLE THROW 
I (0, 1 time) 
I 
I SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
I (0,1 time) 
I 
I $ 
I 
I 
\ SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 

(0, 1  time) 

There are eight different possible pure tree structures, of which one is shown 
overleaf . . .  
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(0,1 time) I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

e I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

\ 
EVEN SUM THROWN I 

(0,1 time) : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

\ 

I 

\ 

I 
I 
I 
I I 

DOUBLE THROWN 
\ 

(0,1 time) I . 
I 
I 
I \ 

e 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

\ 
DOUBLE THROWN I 
(0, 1  time) I 

I 
I \ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

DOUBLE THROWN 
I 

(0 , 1  time) 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

e \ 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

DOUBLE THROWN \ 
(0, 1 time) I 

I 
I 
I \ 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

e 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

e 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

e 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

e 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1 time) 

Is this all that we need to consider? No, to make matters worse there are several 
'composite possibilities' to consider as well ,  this one for example . . .  
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EVEN SUM THROWN 
(0, 1  time) 

EVEN SUM THROWN 
(0, 1  time) 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1  time) 

E9 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0,1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

DOUBLE THROWN 
(0, 1  time) 

DOUBLE THROWN 
(0, 1 time) 

DOUBLE THROWN 
(0, 1  time) 

DOUBLE THROWN 
(0, 1  time) 

It should be obvious that as the numbers of attributes being dealt with increases, 
the difficulties of examining the various possible forms increases. It should also 
be apparent that as the complexity increases you are far less likely to hit on the 
'best' arrangement, if there is one, by chance. 

What do we do? We give up. To be more precise we give up the idea of initially 
defining the input set in terms of a unique structure. Instead a notation is adopted 
which represents the structure in a way that says, 'this structure is complex 
alternative and we're not sure which of the possible forms should be used as the 
basis for the program'. In  the example shown above the input set would be 
described like this . . .  
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I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I (0,1 time) 
I 
I + 

I 
I NPUT SET \ DOUBLE THROWN 

I (0,1 time) 
I 
I + 
I 
I SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
I (0,1 time) 
\ 

A plus sign + is used to show that these sets may occur together and 
corresponds to a logical OR situation. 

Whilst it is convenient to use this representation for describing the input set data, 
it is still necessary to be able to derive a suitable program structure. This can be 
done in several ways but I will discuss the two techniques that are probably the 
most important . Both require that the conditions leading to the complex structure 
are described in detail and the easiest way to do this is to prepare a truth table. 
You should satisfy yourself that the entries in the fol lowing table do indeed 
represent our text description of the problem given earlier . . .  

INPUT CONDITIONS OUTPUT ACTIONS 

Even Double Same USE SCORE SCORE • SCORE •3 
A B c U 1  U2 U3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Solution using Boolean Algebra 

F irst I wi l l  describe the actions U1  , U2 and U3 ,  in the table in terms of the 
conditions that result in the actions being performed. Then, as shown in chapter 
three, reduce the variables to their simplest forms . . .  

U 1  A.B.C + A.B.C + A.B.C + A.B.C 

A.B ( C  + C )  

A.B + A.B 

A (  B +  B )  

A 

+ A.B ( C + C )  

U2 = A.B.C + A.B.C 

- A.B ( C + C )  

A.B 

U3 = A.B.t + A.B.C 

A.C ( B +  B )  

A.C 

Solution using a Karnaugh Map (Veitch Diagram) 

A Karnaugh map for three variables can be completed directly from the truth 
table by filling in the actions associated with each subset. The elements in the 
completed diagram have been arranged so that the sets of actions which can be 
combined is easily visible . . .  
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A 
-
A 

U2 U2 

B 

U 1  U 1  "03 
U 1  U 1  U3 

---

B 

c 

c c 

Clearly U1 = A, U2 = A.B, and U3 = A.C and so having confirmed the Boolean 
reduction our  next job is to translate the reduced forms back into Warn ier 
diagram form. 

Translation back to Warnier diagram form 

The three simpl if ied expressions are re-arranged so that isolated Boolean 
variables, and the variables that occur most frequently within any expressions are 
placed on the left . . .  

U 1  A 

U2 A.B 

U3 A.C 

The f irst 'rule' is that any Boolean variables that occur alone in an expression 

e 
e 

e 
e 

must become a 'root' of a tree structure . 'A' is one such variable, so restructuring A of the diagram begins like this . . .  • 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 

The next  
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-

root, ie all the subsets that include either A or A. There are two such subsets in 
this case A.B and A.C, and we now disregard the chosen root and consider the 
remaining terms - looking again for

· 
variables that stand alone. Again any 

Boolean variables that now effectively occur alone in an expression will become 
'roots' of a tree structure. By ignoring the A term in A.B and A.C we can see that 
both B and C become candidate roots within the 'level' defined by A, so the 
diagram is extended accordingly . . .  

I I B 
I I 
I I EB 
I I 
I I B { I A \ 

I I 
\ I c { I I EB I \ 

{ I c 
I 
I A \ 

Al l  of the relevant expressions have now been dealt with and the general 
program st ructure is completed s imply by placing the act ions  i nto the  
corresponding subset brackets, like this . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

A I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A 

I do U 1  

B do U2 

EB 

B Skip 

c do U3 

$ 

\ c Skip 

Skip 

By translating this general form back into the conditions relative to the particu lar 
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problem in hand this final form is produced . . .  

I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

EVEN SUM THROWN ( 
(0, 1 time) 1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I EVEN SUM THROWN 
I (0, 1  time) 
\ 

USE THE SCORE OBTAINED 

DOUBLE THROWN 
(0, 1  time) 

e 

DOUBLE THROWN 
(0, 1  time) 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0, 1  time) 

SAME SCORE AS BEFORE 
(0,1 time) 

Skip 

DOUBLE THE SCORE 

Skip 

TRIPLE THE SCORE 

Skip 

Sometimes there are no expressions containing a single variable and in such 
cases we take the root to be the variable that occurs most frequently. On 
occasions subset definitions exist for sets that can never actually occur, or rather 
can never  have any  e lements .  The subsets co ns is t ing  of - - -
throws that are a 'double' AND not even, i .e. A.B.C and A.B.C in this current 

example, are two such sets. On occasion it is possible to use the existence of 
such sets to simplify the expressions with which we are working and examples of 
this will be shown later. 

An input set of complex alternative structure can therefore form the basis of a 
program with a pure tree structure,  a pure complex alternative structure ,  or a 
composite structure (ie a mixture of both) . For simplicity then we describe such 
input sets in a way that avoids having to be prematurely specific. This general 
description is supplemented with a truth table that il lustrates the overall logic 
involved. The structure of the part of the program related to the complex 
alternative input set is obtained by reducing the truth table to its simplest form 
and then re-expressing the results as a Warnier diagram. 

Due to the way that Boolean variables are combined , or Karnaugh maps 
interpreted, it is possible for the reduction process to provide more than one 
program structure. When this occurs it is usually possible to see which structure 
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is best by considering such things as the nesting complex ity and number of 
comparison tests required. 

It's worth mentioning that, due to ordering considerations, not all possible tree or 
composite solutions are usually valid for a given problem. In the example just 
examined only solutions where the, 'same score as before' , test was made at the 
end of a processing sequence would need to be considered. These types of 
considerations often help us, when there is a choice of more than one 'preferred 
structure' ,  to make the final choice. 

Multi-Valued Data 

The techniques used to handle complex alternative situations can also be used to 
translate mutually exclusive alternative subsets into tree structures. There are 
several reasons why this is useful. Firstly there are occasions, such as when 
using assembly language, when it is easier to test 'pairs of items' rather than 
create a 'case statement'. Secondly when some operations occur in more than 
one subset it is frequently possible to simplify the structure. Because of this, and 
the fact that only simple binary tests are involved, the resulting tree structured 
form often turns out to be more efficient than the corresponding 'case coded' 
equivalent. 

I 
A I I 

I I I 
I A I ED I B 
I I I 
I ED I - I 
I I A I ED I 
I B I I I c 

I \ \ I 

\ I I I 

I I I B I ED 
I I I \ 
I I \ I 
I c I I c 0 
\ \ \ 

CASE STATEMENT TREE FORM 

The following example shows how a case statement can be decomposed 
efficiently : Suppose within a program a dice is 'rolled' and the resulting number is 
used to perform the following actions . . .  
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Number Thrown Operations to be performed 

U 1  U3 us 

2 U2 U3 us 

3 U 1  U3 us 

4 U4 U6 

s U6 

6 U4 U6 

Since the outcomes of throwing a d ice are mutually exclusive the Warnier 
diagram segment would look like this . . .  

I 

I I U 1  
I I 
I \ 

U3 

I \ us 
I e 
I 
I I U2 
I I 

I 
2 \ U3 

I \ us 

I e 
I I U 1  
I 

3 I U3 I \ 
I 

\ us 
\ e 
I I 
I I U4 
I 4 \ 

I \ U6 

I e 
I 

I I 
I s \ U6 
I \ 
I 
I e I U4 
I I 
I 6 \ U6 
\ \ 

The t rick used to translate the case fo rm into a tree is to introduce some 
additional two-valued variables to represent the single multi-valued variable. 
The number of variables, n ,  that needs to be introduced must be such that 2 to 
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the power n equals or exceeds the number of possible outcomes. Since we have 
six outcomes we introduce three variables, A, B and C and allocate subsets 
accordingly. Fortunately the codes used in this example can be used directly 
since their binary patterns correspond to some of the subsets, eg 1 = 001 binary 

which is equivalent to the condition A.B.C, 4 = 1 00 binary and thus represents 

A . B . C  and so o n .  O n  other  occas ions  we reg ard these subsets as  
corresponding to 'dummy b inary codes' and use them only to derive the  
appropriate program structure. 

A A 

(S) (7) (3) (2) 

B U4 US U1 U3 US U2 U3 US 

(4) (S) ( 1 )  (0) 

B U4 US us U 1  U3 US 

- -

c c c 

As with the complex alternative techniques we now check to see which subsets 
can be combined. Rearranging the terms within each subset It becomes easy to 
see the possible simplifications. Notice how the nul l  sets are used in the 
simplification . . .  
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A 

(6) (7) (3) 

B U4 U6 NULL 'OT 

U4 U6 U6 U 1  
..._ ..._ 

B 
(S) ( 1 )  

-

c c 

The reduced expressions obtained are these . . .  

U 1  �.C 

U2 �.B:C 

U3 

U4 A:C 

us 

U6 A 

-

A 

(2) 

IU3 US U5 U3 

U3 US NULL 

(0) 

One tree structure corresponding to these fonns is shown opposite . . .  
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I I 
I I do U6 

I I c 
I 
I 

A 
I 
\ e 

I 
I 

I 
\ c do U4 

I 
I 
I 

I 
do U3 

I 
I I do US 

I I 
\ 
I 

I c do U1  
I 

I I 
I I e I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
B do U2 

\ I 
I c I e 

I I \ 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I B 
I \ 

\ \ 

An interesting point arises in that A.B.C is an unused code and no actions are 
associated with this particular subset. If we look again at the Kamaugh map we 
can see that we have in fact missed an opportunity to simplify the expression for 
U2 by combining it with an adjacent null subset - like this . .  

A A 

(6) (7) (3) (2) 

B "04 U6 NULL m � U3 US US U3 

� 

U6 U6 
U3 US NULL 

U4 U 1  Null 
- -

B 
-

(4) (S) ( 1 )  (0) 

- -
c c c 

This reduces the expression for U2 to A.C, which simplifies the corresponding 
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Warnier diagram to this . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 

I 

A 
\ 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 

A 

I 
I 
I 

I 
do U6 

c 0 

e 

\ 

I c do U4 
do U3 

do us 

c do U1  

e 

\ 
c do U2 

So, perhaps surprisingly, we end up with a structure that does NOT need to test 
B in order to achieve the desired logical effect. 

Last Words 

The techniques discussed in this chapter can be applied in many ways to the 
analysis of the complex structures that you , as a programmer, will encounter. 
I 've covered the approaches that have proven to be the most generally useful but 
there are in fact many other mathematical tools that can also be of help. Logical 
analysis , followed by translation into a corresponding Warnier diagram form, 
provides a very effective means of s ide-stepping the problems that other 
approaches walk straight into when handling complex structures. 
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Chapter 6 

Other Tools 

Taken i n  isolation almost all of the parts of a typical 1 6  bit computer system are 
easy to use. The trouble is that doing things on these types of machines usually 
involves a lot of operations . . .  On the Amiga for instance it's necessary to do a 
whole host of things (opening libraries, setting up structures, al locating bitplanes, 
opening any devices needed etc.) before even the simplest 'real programming' 
tasks can be started. When al l  of these th ings are taken i nto account the 
programming seems to become complex. The solution? It is to understand what 
you want to do and be able to break down your needs into well defined areas 
which can be tackled independently. 

Design  is t he key area and as the nu mber of logic/des ign tool s  i n  the  
programmers repertoire increases so the design process becomes more flexible. 
The result? Life gets easier for the programmer! 

In this chapter I'm going to look, at a number of issues beginning with a brief 
historical review of the early program-design research which led to the formation 
of several conflicting schools of thought . . .  

It all started during the mid 1 960's when some major academic bombshells were 
dropped on the computing community. In 1 966 Bohm and Jacopini demonstrated 
that any program may be written in terms of simple blocks based on sequence, 
repetition and alternation. Two years later Professor Edsgar Dijkstra published a 
paper which included further radical suggestions, namely that programs should 
be capable of being tested for correctness (as opposed to being tested for errors) 
and should be structu red us ing successive decomposit ion into levels of 
abstraction. It was Dijkstra, incidentally, who dealt the death blow to the GOTO 
instruction - he recognised the fact that its use (as an unconditional branch) was 
not only unnecessary but was the chief culprit as far as 'poor program structure' 
was concerned. 

· 

During this time Dijkstra, Hoare (who amongst other things was responsible for 
the initial Quicksort algorithm), and many others formulated ideas which were to 
become known as 'st ructured' programming.  One of the most i mportant 
connections discovered during these early years was the relationship between a 
program or system, and the data which drives it. 

Jean Dominique Wamier was another theoretician in this field but one whose 
ideas were not translated into English until the mid 70's. Michael Jackson and 
Alan Cohen, exponents of what is now called 'data structured program design', 
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were also prominent and their techniques gained early acceptance amongst 
many programmers. Following in the wake of the early research have come other 
workers, such as Ken Orr and Albert Gardner.who publicised the original works 
and developed methodologies based on their 'enhancements' of the original 
ideas. In  this respect you should be aware that my use (and at times my notation) 
of the Warnier diagram is somewhat different to those uses proposed by other 
researchers working in this field. I am using the Warnier diagram as a tool for 
de-scribing sets and adopting only some of the characteristics of the Warnier 
design methodology itself. 

The i mportance of the structured programming phi losophy,  ie the use of 
sequence, repetition, and alternation was quickly established - the use of these 
building blocks was clearly a major breakthrough as far as program design was 
concerned. With the more detailed design methodologies which followed the 
s i tuat ion is not so clear cut and it i s  general ly  accepted that a l l  cu rrent 
methodologies, have their strengths and weaknesses. Most published works 
concerning the various approaches tend to use examples especially picked to 
highl ight the advantages of some favoured scheme, whi lst highl ight ing the 
failures of the alternatives . 

Beneath the methodology 'hype' there are essentially two basic approaches -
data structured design and data-flow orientated design. From a purely personal 
viewpoint I have not found any of the methodologies, as a complete package , 
satisfactory. Having said that my use of the Warnier diagram does lean quite 
heav i l y  towards t h e  d ata-st ru ctu red des ign  approaches . A l l  cu rrent 
methodologies contain i nteresting ideas and provide some effective design 
techniques. My advice? Firstly , try to learn something about all of the various 
methodologies. Secondly, place those techniques which you find to be useful in 
your 'toolkit of methods' - use these tools as and when experience tells you that 
such use is appropriate. I have not dealt with any specific methodologies with this 
book, nor will I be doing so. Having said that, some words about the various 
methodologies are sti l l  in order because a number of the ideas and methods 
relate to techniques discussed within this book . . .  

Data Structured Design 

The driving force behind th is  group of  methodologies is the notion that the 
structure of programs and systems can be derived from the structure of the data 
itself. You might be forgiven for thinking that a data structured design technique 
would place considerable in it ial  emphasis on the input data. This is most 
definitely NOT the case. There is general agreement that the first stage of the 
design process must analyse the program's output requirements, not its input 
requ irements. This topic was discussed in chapter five .As we saw, 'output' 
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means literally anything that the program produces or does . . .  printed results , 
updated records or screen displays, file deletions, sorts etc. All of these types of 
events can be represented as subsets of an overall 'output set' and the object of 
such an exercise is to understand and document this set in a way which exposes 
the underlying hierarchy. Figures 6.1 to 6.3 show the three basic programming 
and output-set constructs (sequence, repetition and alternation) represented 
using both Jackson style notation and Warnier diagram form. 

p I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
\ 

x { 

y { 

z { 

Warnier form Jackson form 

Figure 6.1 : Sequential operations . . . P consists of x followed by y and then z 

I x { 
I 
I 

p I @ \ 
I 
I y { \ 

Wamier form Jackson form 

Figure 6.2: Alternation . . .  P consists of either x or y (but not both) 

I I 

� 
I 1 ·  

p I x I 
\ (n times) \ 
I I 

\ \ 
Warnier form Jackson form 

Figure 6.3: Repetition . . .  P consists of x which occurs n times 

The notational differences as such are not particularly troublesome. Warnier 
diagrams uses braces, the contents of which are read from top to bottom within 
any one level. Repetitive subsets are indicated explicitly by placing an indication 
of the subset frequency underneath the identifying label .  Mutually exclusive 
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labels (which indicate alternate subsets) are separated by a + sign. Jackson's 
technique results in levels which are read from left to right . Here repetitive 
subsets are shown by placing an asterisk inside the subset box and alternation 
(selection) using a degree sign or small circle. It's worth mentioning that amongst 
the various methodologies you'l l  find a multitude of relatively minor notational 
differences . . . .  Hansen adopts Orr's technique of embellishing the basic Warnier 
form with a variety of extra notes. Many of the early notations are reappearing 
(with modifications) in newer schemes - part of the SSADM (Structured Systems 
and Design Methodology) for instance involves showing the life histories of 
identified entities using a notation that is obviously derived from Jackson's ideas. 
Gardner, who has essentially developed a methodology based on Warnier's work 
has also adopted ,a 'Jackson like' nqtation, although his ideas and use of such 
diagrams leans heavily towards Warnier's approach, rather than that of Jackson. 

In theory at least there can be only one correct description of the 'output' which a 
program or system produces. Such a description should after all simply mirror a 
set of observed actions which we know are expected to occur. In practice life is 
not qu ite that s imple because the various methodo logies impose certain 
constraints on these descriptions. I t  is not possible to go too deeply into this but 
the main differences are that Warnier insists that repetitive subsets occur at least 
once whereas both Orr and Jackson will allow repetitive subsets to occur zero 
times. This leads to the the Wamier form needing combined alternation/repetition 
constructs to describe the 'zero or more' situation. Another difference arises in 
that Jackson does not favour mixed constructs at any given diagram level, so 
additional levels need to be incorporated as the example in figure 6.4 indicates . . .  

REPORT I \ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
\ 

Report-Title Details 

I 
I 

Employee Details \ 
(n limes) \ 

Report-End Details 

Wamier form 

EMPLOYEES • 
DETAILS 

Jackson form 

e 
e 

e 
e 

e 
e 

Figure 6.4: Methodology constraints will result in some differences to the output e set description 

The result is that that the logical output descriptions produced by the various e methodologies wi l l ,  at most levels, be recognisably similar but wil l  rarely be 
identical. Once the output set description has been produced a similar exercise is 
carried out with the input data. All of the main data structured design schools e 
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follow this pattern and al l ,  with varying degrees of emphasis merge the two 
descript ions to produce a f inal  program structure.  Here,  some signif icant 
differences come to light . . .  Jackson combines input and output data structures to 
get the program structure . Warnier gets his initial program structure from the 
input description but uses the output description to identify the actions which 
should be occurring. Both schools look for the necessary correspondences using 
any clues which are available.Two of the favoured criteria are commonsense and 
the existence of specific frequency relationships - if for instance some output item 
has to be produced N number of times it's fairly obvious that the instructions 
which produce that output must be present in a part of the program which is 
executed N number of times. 

All of the methodologies hit problems when it is not possible to identify suitable 
correspondences. Jackson identifies a number of 'structure clash' problems and 
has developed techniques known as 'backtracking' and 'inversion' to remove 
such difficulties. Warnier on the other hand uses some interesting mathematical 
tricks to circumvent many of the problems. No one methodology has been 
anywhere near 1 00% successful in handling all difficult cases. 

Data-Flow Orientated Design 

Traditionally the hierarchy based diagrams of the data structured design schools 
have proved weak in defining the flow of data within a program or system. During 
the early 70's alternative schools of thought appeared and these were based on 
data-flow considerations . A paper by Larry Constantine in the IBM Systems 
Journal provided some initial impetus and was soon followed by publications from 
Myers, Meiler Page-Jones, Yourdon, DeMarco, Weinburb, Gane and Sarson, and 
many others who led support to data-flow orientated design. As with the data 
structured design schools the early work of the data-flow exponents led to a 
number of competing methodologies most of which adopted somewhat different 
diagramming conventions. Despite this early notational and ideological chaos it 
has become apparent that these workers did indeed discover a most valuable 
tool - the Data Flow Diagram or DFD. There is little point in describing the large 
number of d ifferent notations that existed in the early days so the fol lowing 
paragraphs concentrate on explaining the main notational styles which are 
becoming increasingly favoured today. 

A dataflow diagram is essentially just that - it is a description of the sources and 
dest inations of a program's or system's data, together with detai ls of the 
processes which transfonn the data along the way. Figure 6.5 shows some basic 
conve nt ions - square boxes a re used for  data sources and data s i nks 
(destinations), circular bubbles are used to indicate processes which transform 
data, and parallel lines are used to indicate a data-store(which can act as either a 
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data provider or a data receiver) . Figure 6.6 shows a typical 'DFD sketch' as 
might be used during the early analysis and development phases of a program A design . . .  W 

0 
Data flow Process 

Terminator Data-Store 

Figure 6.5: Common Data Flow Diagram (DFD) conventions 

Serial Data 

t 
Buffer 

\ 
Valid MIDI message 

-- system messages 

Invalid MIDI 
message 

Identify error 

channel messages 

Figure 6.6:  Example sketch of a preliminary DFD 

\ 
Next job is to 
decide what we 
must do with 
these two basic 
message types 

Some current schemes add additional procedural information ,  eg Yourdon's 
notation, frequently uses * between data flows when two input flows must both be 
present and + when only one flow is necessary. Figure 6.7 gives the basic idea . . .  
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either A or B is sufficient 

Figure 6.7: You'll sometimes find additional notation being used with DFDs. 

Demarco, incidentally, was not in favour of this type of procedural information 
being included in such d iagrams. His main argument was that the dataflow 
diagram should offer a functional description not a procedure alone. I n  other 
words a DFD should show how a program or system behaves, not how it should 
be implemented. It's worth bearing in mind that most dataflow diagram notations 
do not imply process ordering except for the fact that a process which produces a 
dataflow must obviously occur before one which depends on it. 

The DFD as first used by Constantine, Yourdon, DeMarco and followers ran into 
various problems. There was no way to express control considerations, no way to 
d istinguish between continuous and discrete data streams , and no way to 
express t ime-ordered processing or the relationships between data items. 
Yourdon Inc. ,  d id in fact revise their use of the DFD and in their current YSM 
(Yourdon Structured Method) methodology have made a number of notational 
changes to the basic DFD diagram. 

Construction and expansion of a DFD is, in some ways, just the start of the story. 
When a program or system is broken down into such bubble descriptions we can 
see many different processes - do we regard them as separate processes, ie do 
we create modules for each one ? Do we combine some bubbles ? If so, which 
combinations are best ? These questions lead us to consider how closely 
coupled the various defined processes are, ie how much dependence any one 
process has on any other. It turns out, somewhat predictably, that the best idea is 
to subdivide ( ie modularise) the system/program in a way which minimises the 
inter-module interactions. These ideas, and many other related topics, are taken 
considerably further in the references which you will find in the bibliography. 
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The Middle Way 

The data-flow schools of thought were well aware that the data structured design 
techniques failed to provide a suitable documentation tool for the flow of data 
through a system or program.  Similarly the data structured design afficiandos 
were equally conscious of the fact that the dataflow techniques, even with 
considerable notational extensions, failed to provide a suitable tool for offering 
procedural information. Nowadays modern methodologies, such as those of 
Jackson and Orr, tend to recognise and use aspects of both data structured 
design and data-flow techniques. 

My opinions? Forget the methodologies. Aim to develop an awareness of the real 
problem which is that effective design is not possible unless complex problems 
can be broken down into tractable and logically coherent segments. 

Use the early stages of the design process merely to identify the main features of 
the problem. Don't necessarily formulate just a single plan,  but try to obtain 
several possible 'courses of action' and follow this up by e�mining each in more 
detail at a later stage. There is no foolproof initial path - experience is needed 
both in general problem solving and in the discipline to which the problem relates . 

Having decided on a possible approach however the situation becomes distinctly 
better: Each segment of the 'plan· can be examined in detail and by working 
backwards from the encl results required, ie the 'outputs' ,  it is possible to develop 
the necessary program or system structures needed . The process remains 
' iterative' :  If, for instance, detailed analysis indicates that major difficulties are 
present - then the adopted plan must be modified, or perhaps even discarded, in 
favour of an alternative.There is, incidentally, absolutely no reason why tools 
other than the Wamier diagram should not be used during the initial stages of 
'plan fonnulation' - sometimes it is helpful to use more than one representation. 

Time-Dependency 

Up to now I have made the assumption that we are always aware of the order in 
which operations should be carried out. If , for instance, processes shown on a 
Wamier diagram include the opening of a file, the reading of some data from that 
file , and the closing of the file, then it has been assumed that the file must be 
opened BEFORE reading the data and the data read ing phases must be 
complete BEFORE closing the file. In such a case one might well describe the 
situation using a diagram like this . . .  
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I OPEN FILE 
I (1 time) 
I 

GET DATA I READ DATA 
(1 time) \ ( 1 ,n times) 

I 
I CLOSE FILE 
I ( 1  time) 
\ 

You would not however expect to see the operations written in this order . . .  

I 
I 

GET DATA I 
( 1  time) \ 

I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 

READ DATA 
( 1 ,n times) 

OPEN FILE 
(1 time) 

CLOSE FILE 
( 1  time) 

In many cases the assumption about the ordering of the processes being dealt 
with is not unreasonable, but there are a number of occasions when it might be 
usefu l  to show such t ime dependenc ies separately. Certainly as problems 
become more complex it is less easy to be SURE that potential 'relative order' 
timing problems haven't been missed. 

The Warnier diagram does of course already document the order in which 
operations should be carried out but if say process A occurs before process B the 
diagram will not explicitly show whether the execution of process B is actually 
dependent on process A having been completed. 

Let us look at a specific example: Suppose we are writing a 'spelling checker' 
program that reads i n  a text file , compares a sorted l ist of text words (with 
duplicates removed) to a dictionary, then writes the 'unknown words to a third 
data file. We might sketch a preliminary outline along the fol lowing lines . . .  
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I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

OPEN TEXT FI LE AND READ TEXT 
(1 time) 

OPEN DI CTI ONARY FI LE AND READ DI CTION ARY 
( 1  time) 

SORT AND REMOV E DUPLI CATES FROM TEXT FI LE 
(1  time) 

COMPARE LI STS OF WORDS 
(1  time) 

OPEN RECEIVI NG FI LE 
(1  time) 

WRI TE UNK NOWN WORDS TO RECEIVI NG FI LE 
(1 time) 

Such an ordering is reasonable, so is the following alternative . . .  

I OPEN DI CTI ONARY FI LE AND READ DI CTION ARY 

I (1 time) 

I 
OPEN TEXT FI LE AND READ TEXT I 
(1 time) 

I 
I SORT AND REMOV E DUPLI CATES FROM TEXT FI LE 

I (1 time) 
I 
\ OPEN RECEIVING FI LE 

I 
(1 time) 

I 
COMPARE LI STS OF WORDS 

I (1 time) 
I 
I WRI TE UNK NOWN WORDS TO RECEIVI NG FI LE 

\ (1 time) 

But the following alternative would obviously not be satisfactory . . .  

I OPEN DI CTI ONARY FI LE AND READ DI CTI ONARY 
I (1 time) 
I 
I OPEN TEXT FI LE AND READ TEXT 

I (1 time) I 
I SORT AND REMOV E DUPLI CATES FROM TEXT FI LE I 

\ 
(1 time) 

I OPEN RECEIVING FI LE 

I (1 time) 

I 
WRITE UNK NOWN WORDS TO RECEIVING FI LE I 

I 
(1 time) 

I COMPARE LI STS OF WORDS 
\ (1 time) 
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So although the Warnier diagram documents the chosen ordering perfectly well -
it does not explicitly document the reasons for the ordering. If you start at the last 
statement and work backwards, considering the data sets that each statement 
requires access to , it is easy enough to convince yourself that one particu lar 
arrangement works , but even then it is often not necessarily obvious whether 
there are alternative, more appropriate.arrangements that could be adopted. 

It is of course possible to develop further Warnier diagram notation but for several 
reasons it is debatable whether such extensions are wise. The notational 
requirements needed to represent t ime dependency are in fact quite simple and a 
number of tools are already available - it is hard to justify not using them! 

Time-Dependency diagrams 

If two processes P1 and P2 are such that process P1 must be performed before 
process P2 then we can show this diagrammatically like this . . .  

The implication in  the above d iagram is that P2 cannot start before P 1  is  
complete . If P2 cannot start before P 1  is complete th is  means that P2 is  
dependent on at least one output subset of P1 . 

As we've already seen there are several methodologies which are based on the 
concept of 'data flow',  that essentially involve identifying data transformation 
centres, and identifying the flow of data between such centres. Such diagrams 
can be used to supply the same type of information as my diagrams, which I 
incidentally tend to call 'Process Time-dependency diagrams' but keep clear in 
your mind that there are several aspects of the time-dependency notation (and 
use) which differs from conventional data-flow diagram (DFD) use. 

In some respects the time-dependency diagrams resemble those found in Critical 
Path Analysis, where the key element or purpose is to recognise which events 
within the 'system'  are dependent on the completion of other events. For our 
purposes the arrow notation implies that process P2 cannot be carried out until 
process P1 is complete. It is convenient to regard this as being due to the fact 
that P2, as part of its input set, requires access to an output subset of P 1 . It's 
even  poss ib l e ,  and somet imes usef u l ,  to show t h i s  dependence 
diagrammatically . . .  
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t 

P 1  
SORT WORDS 
INTO ORDER 

Output set of P 1 
is a sorted list 
of words 

t 
Input set of P2 
is the output set 
from P 1  

P2 
REMOVE DUPLICATE 

WORDS 

t 
Output set of P2 
is a sorted list 

without duplicates .e 
It is also convenient to al low data subsets to be nul l ,  ie to be able to show e 
process time-dependency such as this . . .  

" e 
CLEAR 

SCREEN DISPLAY 
MENU 

In the above situation the process 'DISPLAY MENU' is dependent on the process 
'CLEAR SCREEN' having been performed, but actual data transfer or 'flow' of 
data is not being implied. Because normal input-output set Warnier descriptions 
are capable of handling complex input-output representations it is possible to 
allow to express multiple arrows exits in an alternative way . . .  
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I n  this above example an attempt is being made to identify the hierarchy existing 
in the structure of the data sets. My suggestion is that this type of diagram 
situation should be avoided because we already have an excellent tool for such a 
job - the Warnier diagram. If our interest lies primarily in the time relationships 
then, in the above example, we M UST know which words are mis-spelt before we 
can write ANY word to a data list. The following representation can help to make 
this point explicit . . .  

"-
SORT 

I DENTIFY 
MIS-SPELT 

WORDS 

I 
I 

This is the / ' 'strucrure· 
of the input 
set for the 
last process 

I 
' 

WRITE 
WORDS TO 

APPROPRIATE 
LIST 

Words known 
EB 

Words Known 

and on occasions mixed diagrams can also help . . .  

• B-e 
I DENTIFY 

MIS-SPELT 
WORDS 

Words known WRITE TO 
R E C O G N I S E D  
LIST 

Words Known 
This is the 
'strucrure' 
of the input 
set for the 
last proc:eu 

Words Known 
WRITE TO 
UNRECOGNISED 
LIST 

I t is worthwhile using two types of notation, one that can be used for init ial 
sketches, like the exafll>le shown overleaf . . . 
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INPUT 

D 

B 
Sort and remove 
duplicate words 

Open receiving 
file 

A 
Open file and read . 

text 

Compare lists 

F 
Write unknoen words 

to receiving file 

c 
Open dictionary file 
and read dictionary 

dictionary words 

OUTPUT 

and another, substantially cleaner, arrangement created by 'tidying up' the initial 

I 
N 
p 
u 
T 

sketch . . .  

0 
u 
T 
p 
u 
T 

By 'inverting' this form (and numbering the resulting nodes for convenience) we 
arrive at a representation that resembles the diagrams, called 'activity networks' ,  A 
that are used in Critical Path Analysis. The arrows now indicate the processes W 
occurring . . .  
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process F 

0 
u 
T 
p 
u 
T 

A rather interesting observation is that we can now consider the ! nodes' as 
representing interfaces where information sets are exchanged. Each node is 
thus capable of being described by a pair of Warnier diagrams representing the 
information presented to, and the information used by, a given node. In  most 
complex p roblems and systems there are some cases where part icu lar  
processes or  'activities' can only commence after other processes are complete, 
in other cases processes may occur concurrently. It is possible then that the 
approaches used for Critical Path Analysis may become one of the tools for the 
design of programs based on concurrent processing and parallel processing.  
Activity network analysis being used, in conjunction with logic based techniques, 
to examine both the overall processing strategy and the detailed analysis of the 
possible segments. 

Data Normalisation 

In chapter five's discussion of output sets a problem was discussed which 
involved the creation of a statistical report. It was mentioned that the structure of 
both the  i nput and output set descript ions  play a part i n  developing a 
corresponding program structure. Even with this fairly simple problem there is a 
potential snag, because the most obvious way to store the input data may not 
necessarily be the most logical or the most convenient form for dealing with the 
logical output. It is important now to be aware that during previous discussions 
I 've avoided talking about specific data access constraints. In short I 've been 
talking about data items as though they are totally independent from, and not 
restricted by, the physical format used to store the data. 

One can go further than this and say that there are enormous advantages to be 
gained by making sure that data is represented in a way that enables varying 
logical structures to be imposed, free from any constraints due to the physical 
structure of the data . One techn ique that he lps to achieve th is  type of 
independence is called 'Normalisation·. 
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The appl icatio n of a s imple set of ru les enables us to produce a log ica l 
description of the required independence , and this in turn provides the clues 
needed for the practical solutions. A normalised file structure can be turned very 
easily into a physical arrangement that offers logical-view flexibility. 

Normalisation is best understood by seeing it performed, so I'm going to work 
through the operations in detail explaining the terms and operations as we go. 
The discussion, as mentioned above, is based on the statistical report example of 
chapter five . It might be worthwhile to re-read the chapter five section dealing 
with the initial analysis and identification of the various data items. 

Firstly we need a bit of 'jargon'. The word 'Ent ity' is used to describe a data item 
type that has 'real-life' existence. The data item SAMPLE is an example of such 
an entity. Such entities have various characteristics or 'attributes· .  To digress for 
a moment, if storing data about customers then one entity which might be dealt 
with wou ld be CUSTOM ER and the datafi le attributes might include NAM E ,  
ADDRESS, TELEPHONE-NUMBER etc. 

An attribute or combination of attributes used to identify a specific occurrence of a 
data record is called the 'Identifier' or 'Key' .  By assuming that no two customers 
lived at the same address it would be possible use ADDRESS as an identifier. In 
practice this would be most unwise because a customer's address is NOT going 
to be u nder your contro l (they might move) . The important point is th is . . .  
descriptive attributes are prone to change and duplication as well as causing 
other problems, they therefore make poor identifiers. 

To avoid such difficulties it is common practice for organisations to create their 
own identif iers.  A company would a l locate 'Customer Numbers' to their  
customers. Such numbers allow the Company to uniquely identify a particular 
customer. If, as another example, you look at a manufacturing stock l ist you will 
invariably find that 'part descriptions' are supplemented by 'part-numbers' etc. 

Returning to the main example we see that the attributes of the entity 'SAM PLE' 
include SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, COMMODITY NAME, COUNTRY 
OF ORIGIN, TYPE and also a collection of tests and test results that may occur 
mc>re than once. For example - a particular sample may have half a dozen or 
more different analytical tests carried out on it . For such a sample there would be 
half a dozen or more TEST NAMES and TEST RESULTS present. 

Attributes l ike these that can occur more than once for a particular ent ity 
occurrence are called a 'Repeating Group'. One obvious way to store the data set 
would be to regard SAMPLE as the only entity and sequentially store the attribute 
values associated with particular sample identification numbers as variable length 
records . This would represent our input file correctly but some of the data would 
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. . 

be very awkward to get at. I magine for instance that you want to f ind those 
samples wh ich had been tested for 'percentage of mo istu re ' .  I t  would be 
necessary to sequentially search the whole of the data file in order to find each 
occurrence of the test name MOISTURE. Such information would in fact be much 
easier to obtain if the details for such tests were stored separately. 

The problems caused by repeating groups, data item inter-dependency etc . ,  can 
be greatly reduced by applying a standard 'set of rules' to search out and remove 
trouble areas from a proposed file structure. Three distinct processes look for, 
and remove, the dependencies that cause trouble in the applications programs. 
Before looking at how to create 1 st, 2nd, and 3rd Normal forms of a data set 
description,  I' l l introduce two more pieces of common terminology . . .  

a) The # sign is  frequently used to  indicate a number and thus the 
attribute COMMODITY# is read as commodity number. 

b) I am using a common standard form to represent an ' Entity' :  The 
notation is as follows; I write the name of the entity and then, in brackets, 
l ist the attributes of the entity. The attribute or attributes that uniquely 
identify a particular occurrence of an entity type (ie the 'key' or 'identifier') 
is underlined. 

The text description of the primary data item i nformation avai lable 
with a given sample can be written in bracket notation as fol lows . . .  

SAMPLE (SAMPlE#,COMMOOITY-NAME,ORIGIN-NAME,TYPE-NAME ,(fEST-NAME ,TEST-RE SULT)) 

The key identifier in this case is SAM PLE#, the sample identification number. 
Note also how nested brackets are used to imply that the attributes TEST-NAME 
and TEST-RESULT are a repeating group, ie an attribute set that may occur 
more than once in any one particular SAMPLE record. 

Following on from our mention of the troubles that descriptive attributes can 
cause you should appreciate the next move: I take the precaution of creating 
some additional attributes that provide reference numbers for descriptive 
attributes such as test names, country of orig in (countries DO occasionally 
change name c.f. Ceylon /Sri-Lanka etc.) The expanded form is as fol lows . . .  

SAMPLE (SAMPlE#,COMMOOITY#,COMMOOITY-NAME,ORIGIN#,ORIGIN-NAME, 

TYPE#,TYPE-NAME ,(TEST #,TEST -NAME ,TEST -RESULT)) 
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At this point we are in a position to start what is usually regarded as the first 
stage of normalisation :  The object is to remove any repeating groups from any 
currently identified entity descriptions and to rewrite them as attributes of new 
entities. The result of doing this to the current description of the SAMPLE entity 
is shown below. It leads to the creation of another entity, which I have called 
ANALYSIS-RESULT. 

SAMPLE (SAMPLE#, COMMO DIT Y#, COMMO DIT Y- N AME, ORIGIN#, ORIGIN- N AME,T Y PE#,TY PE- N AME) 

ANALY SIS- RESULT ( SAMPLE#,T EST#,TEST- NAME,T EST- RESULT ) 

I have included the identifying attribute, SAM PLE#, as an attribute of the new 
entity. This must always be done when removing repeating groups. It should be 
obvious that in order to uniquely identify a particular analysis result we would 
need to know not only to which test we were referring, but to which sample also. 
This being so we should not be surprised to see both identifiers present in the 
key in this particular case. 

To convert these descriptions to 2nd Normal form we examine each of the above 
entity descriptions to ensure that each non-identifying attribute ( ie attributes that 
are not part of the key) is functionally dependent on the whole of the key. This 
sounds f rightening but it is very easy to do indeed. In effect all that we mean is 
that it must not be possible to uniquely identify an occurrence of a part icular 
attribute without specifying the whole of the key. Here's the first example . . .  

AN ALY SIS- RESULT ( SAMPLE#, T EST#, TE ST- N AME, TE ST- RE SULT ) 

To uniquely identify a particular test result we would need to know not only to 
which test we were referring, but to which sample also. Thus TEST-RESULT is 
obviously dependent on both parts of the identifier. Unfortunately the same is not 
true of our other 'non-identifying attribute' .  To identify an occurrence of a TEST
NAME we would only need to be in possession of a corresponding TEST#, not 
TEST# and SAMPLE#. The second stage of Normalisation seeks to remove 'non 
identifying attributes that are only partly dependent on the selected 'key' by 
creating further additional entities. In the case in question we remove the TEST
NAME attribute to a new entity which we call TEST . . .  

ANALY SIS- RESULT ( SAMPLE#,T EST#,T EST-RESUL T )  

T EST ( T EST#,TEST- N AME ) 
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If we now look at our other 1 st nonnal entity description, SAMPLE, we can see 
that the non-identifying attributes already satisfy the 2nd Normal Form criteria, 
but there is another data item characteristic that can cause problems. It concerns 
the re lationships that ex ist between the non-identifying attributes, ie those 
attributes that are not part of the designated key. The 3rcl stage of Normalisation 
aims to ensure that all non-identifying attributes are 'mutually independent'. If 
dependence exists then attributes are removed by creat ing new entit ies.  
Relations obviously exist between COMMODITY# and COMMODITY-NAME,  
ORIGIN# and ORIGIN-NAME, and TYPE# and TYPE-NAME so these must now 
be el iminated. To do this the additional entities COMMODITY, ORIGIN and 
TYPE are created as shown below . . .  

SAMPLE (SAMPLE#, COMMODITY#, ORIGIN#, TYPE#) 

COMMODITY ( COMMODITY#, COMMODITY-NAME ) 

ORIGIN ( ORIGIN#, ORIGIN-NAME ) 

TYPE ( TYPE#, TYPE-NAME ) 

This last exercise completes the examination of the original 'SAMPLE' entity. By 
applying fixed rules I 've produced an expanded entity set that has very important 
properties. The entities are free from repeating groups, have attributes that are 
dependent on the whole of the selected record identifier, and all non-identifying 
attributes in an entity description are 'mutually independent'. The result? These 
final forms have been produced . . .  

SAMPLE (SAMPLE#, COMMODITY#, ORIGIN#, TYPE#) 

COMMODITY ( COMMODITY#, COMMODITY-NAME ) 

ORIGIN ( ORIGIN#, ORIGIN-NAME ) 
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TYPE ( TYPE#, TYPE-NAME ) 

ANALYSIS-RESULT ( SAMPLE#,TEST#,TEST-RESUL T )  

TEST ( TEST#,TEST-NAME ) 

Seems like hard work? It isn't once you are familiar with the ideas. With practice it 
takes no t ime at all and the rules are , usually, easy to apply. To recap, the 
reduction to the '3rd Normal Forms' is obtained using these operations . . .  

1 .  The initial entity descriptions are written i n  bracket notation form. Any 
repeating groups present are removed by creating further entities. 

2. The non-identifying attributes of each entity are checked to ensure that 
they are functionally dependent on the whole of the selected identifier. If 
they are not, then those particular attributes are removed,  again by 
creating additional entities. 

3. Al l  the non-identifying attributes of each entity are then checked to 
ensure that they are mutually independent. If they are not then once more 
the offending attributes are removed by creating further entities. 

Now for the important stuff : Entities that contain common attributes, either in the 
identifying or in the non identifying parts, imply that a 'relation' exists between 
the items .  Yes, you've guessed it - these ideas are part of the basis of 
Relational Data Base theory. Figure 6.8 shows the relations we've uncovered in a 
'pictorial' fashion as shown opposite . . .  

A normalised data set has some particularly useful characteristics. One of the 
reasons that the technique is so effective for designing 'flexible' data files is that 
we have systematically s implified the relations between the data items. You will 
find that if you follow the rules correctly you wil l NEVER end up with many-to
many relations in your final diagram. 

By the time you have normalised the definitions of a data set you will have a very 
clear picture of the relations that exist between the various entity types. You will 
be aware of the identifying attributes that your programs must use to identify 
specific elements from a data set. This type of awareness is of great help in 
developing an overall 'model' of the data requirements. 
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TEST ( TEST#,TEST-NAME ) 

+ 
·name of test is" 

I 
ANALYSIS-RESULT ( SAMPLE#,TEST#,TEST-RESUL T )  

T 
"has b7sted for" 

SAMPLE ( SAMPLE7 1TY#,ORIGIN#,TYPE# ) 

71e or 

COMMODITY ( COMMODITY#,COMMODITY-NAME ) 

·7mes from" 

ORIGIN ( ORIGIN#,ORIGIN-NAME ) 

"is�f type" 

TYPE ( TYPE#,TYPE-NAME ) 

Figure 6.8: Relations between the entity types 

Since this section of the book is supposed to be dealing with the language 
independent issues of the design process it is inappropriate to delve too deeply 
into issues concerning the physical format of the data. It is however certainly 
worth mentioning that it is quite possible to base the design of the physical file 
structure on the Normalised description using for example 'embedded pointers' 
to imply the necessary relationships. The advantages are readily seen when it is 
necessary to create a file structure that can have more than one 'logical' view 
imposed upon it. 

Taken to the extreme such ideas merge into the realm of the relational database. 
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One of the fundamental objectives of th is ,  nowadays extremely complex , 
philosophy is to be able to provide an environment that allows for data items to 
have various and changing logical views imposed upon them without regard to 
the way that the data items are physically stored. The relational database 
management system thus attempts to give the user complete logical freedom 
over the way in which the data can be used whilst isolating them as much as 
possible from the physical representation being used. 

I call diagrams such as figure 4.5 'entity relation diagrams'. Quite simply they 
represent the relationships that exist between the various entities. The term 
entity relation diagram should not however be confused with the 'entity diagram' 
which is a more genera l  d iagram in common use to describe the global 
information movement within an organisation or system.  Figure 8 .9 gives an 
example of part of an entity diagram. The differences between this and an entity
relationship diagram should be self-explanatory . . .  

ORDERS 
DEPT 

goods 
delivered 

goods 
delivered 

CUSTOMERS 

Figure 6.9: Part of a general 'entity diagram' e 
The entity diagram is useful for representing the activities that occur within an 
organisation. It is, as you can see from the example, primarily concerned with e the 'flow' of information and not detailed entity relationships. 
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Chapter 7 

Computer Languages 

The design techniques I 've been discussing provide a set of tools for program 
description. So also do programming languages.  I n  fact by their very nature 
programming languages usually al low highly detailed program descriptions to be 
prepared. 

Whi lst there are enormous benefits to be had by e nsuring that language 
i ndependent design considerat ions are the d riving force behind program 
construction it's also true to say that practical design realities should not be 
forgotten - sooner or  later most program designs have to be turned into forms 
that can be used . . .  and that means implementing the design using a real  
computer language. 

The subject of computer languages, and their design, is a fascinating computing 
science topic and by delving briefly into this world we're able to make a number 
of useful observations. When we write a computer program we are providing a 
sequence of steps which indicate how some desired objective may be achieved. 
In other words we are describing an algorithm. Programming languages then are 
a 'notation' which allow algorithms to be described with great precision. Broadly 
speaking, computer languages have historically been classified into two main 
groups . . .  

Languages High-Level and Low-Level? 

Low-level languages are conveniently thought o f  as  being close to  the actual 
machine (and its underlying hardware) .  The underlying characteristic of these 
types of languages is that there is an almost 1 :1 correspondence between the 
language instructions and processor instructions . 

H igh- level l anguages have attempted to provide a vehicle for expressing 
algorithms which is more human orientated and powerful. A single statement in a 
high level language might correspond to operations which, when expressed in a 
lower-level language, might require many hundreds of code instructions. 

This two-tear classification is of course a gross over-simplification because in 
reality there exists a wide spectrum of languages each possessing features from 
both groups. Current assemblers, for instance, allow macros, reusable groups of 
low-level operations , to be built up and the creation of these types of units allow 
the programmer to tackle code writing at a significantly higher level than was 
possible with early assemblers. Similarly a high-level language like C can offer as 
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much control over the individual bits of a memory location as is obtainable from 
an assembly language. 

The Benefits of the Higher-Level Approach 

Where you draw the line as far as high-level/low-level classification schemes 
doesn't matter - there's something far more important to think about. . .  

To see what it is let's go right down to the processor level. What is wrong with 
programming at the machine instruction level using binary numbers? In theory, 
nothing. I n  practice plenty - coding which is performed by using masses of binary 
numbers creates a situation where errors are easy to make and, once made, are 
difficult to find. That, after all , is why assembler languages were created in the 
first place - the idea being that since assembly language mnemonics were easier 
to remember and recognise so programming errors became less frequent and 
were easier to spot when they did occur. 

The development of assembler languages was of course just the start of the 
programming language evolution. Even with assembly language the coding of a 
computer program seemed a rather protracted affair and as more high-level 
languages were developed a number of benefits became evident. . .  

• The structure of  the program can be based on ,  or reflect , the inherent structure 
of the original problem. 

• High-level languages can usually offer a degree of 'self-documentation·. 

• High-level languages allow meaningful ,  hardware independent, names to be 

e 
e 

used both for data and procedures/subroutines. e 
• The abstraction offered by high-level languages allows for a clearer algorithm 
representation .  Much of the detail which would be present in a lower-level form e is hidden by the more powerful language statements. 

• H igh-level languages are easier to learn than low-level languages. e 
• High-level languages often offer sophisticated debugging facilities. 

• H igh-level programs are often more portable , ie can run on any machine for 
which the language has been implemented. 

The key advantage offered by high-level languages is that they provide a means 
of expressing the steps of an algorithm at a more 'problem solution' orientated 
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level . It tor example you wish to open a fi le, read some data, and then close a tile 
it might be possible to use program statements which represent these t i le 
opening, data reading, and t i le closing operations directly. Three statements 
which relate closely to the things which need to be done, as opposed to hundreds 
of assembler instructions which, taken in isolation,  will give few obvious clues as 
to the work being carried out. 

As the level of abstraction increases, the programmer becomes less concerned 
with the hardware on which the program runs and is able to work more and more 
at a problem-orientated leve l .  Symbolic names take the place of memory 
addresses, support tor different data types means that the language (as opposed 
to the programmer) can be left to figure out the details about the sizes of objects 
being used and how/where they should be stored. Similar generalised control 
abstraction facilities al low loops and decision tests to be used as building blocks -
again making it easier for the programmer to tackle problems in a 'solution 
orientated' ,  rather than a hardware orientated, way. 

Broader Classifications and Characteristics 

Nowadays languages can be classified into five groups: imperative languages 
such as Basic,  C and Pasca l ,  logic programming languages l ike Prolog ,  
functional languages (of which LISP i s  the oldest example) , object orientated 
languages like C++, and finally the miscellaneous specialist languages (such as 
Snobol which is used tor string processing) . 

Most of the general languages in use tall into the f irst category and so it is 
imperative languages which are the main discussion vehicles within the rest of 
the text. An imperative language is one in which the commands mostly comprise 
of statements which specify actions that must be performed - in a sense it's a 
language geared to a description of the behaviour needed to achieve a certain 
result and this in turn is related, albeit in a general way, to the conventional 
computer hardware concepts of memory locations and step-by-step program 
execution. 

Subprograms and Parameter Passing 

All but the simplest languages otter the use of subprogram type blocks. Whether 
such units are called subroutines, procedures, or functions is largely irrelevant. 
What matters is that they al l  provide a means of creati ng wel l  structured 
programs since they allow a complex task to be divided up into any number of 
self-contained units each capable of performing a specified job. 
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Subprogram un its shou ld also al low the programmer to create 'b lack box· 
packages - units which can be used to carry out a specified set of operations 
without the calling program needing to know anything about how the called unit 
operates internally . It's quite easy to achieve this type of situation but obviously 
there has to be clearly def ined conventions for passing information to , and 
receiving information from, the routines in question. 

As far as parameter passing is concerned various techniques are adopted by 
language developers . C ,  for instance, adopts a call-by-value method whereby 
functions receive local copies of the parameters specified in a given function call .  
This is  good from a safety viewpoint because it means that a function cannot 
inadvertently alter the variables passed to it. It does however mean that such 
function calls carry a time overhead for the parameter copying process as well as 
the t ime overhead for whatever actions they must carry out once they are 
operational. 

It must be said that, at times, the parameter copying overhead of the call-by
value approach might be unacceptable to the programmer. It is therefore useful if 
the language also provides ways of avoiding this. Limited use of global variables, 
ie variables which are accessible from anywhere within a program, can eliminate 
the copying overhead and produce a faster running program. Another possibility 
is to use a call-by-reference approach, ie pass just the address of the object in 
question rather than copying all of its elements. This is often done automatically 
by the language when potentially large objects (strings, arrays etc.) are being 
dealt with. 

Variable Declarations, Typing and Scope : 

Most languages a l low storage areas to be g iven symbol ic  names.  M a ny 
languages will also allow the type of such 'variables· to be specified. This in turn 
al lows the nature of the data which may be stored in particular locations to be 
implied. Similarly, such declarations may al low the type of operations which can 
be carried out to be fixed. The main benefit is the potential for checking against 
misuse - the language can prevent you from multiplying strings, concatenating 
two integers, or inadvertently doing other unspeakable things to your data! 

Another practical ly important language related issue is that of the scope and 
lifetime of a variable. It's important for programmers to be able to define and 
control which parts of the program can 'see' a variable and additionally define 
how long a variable remains in existence. Local variables, temporary variables 
which are visible only within the routine which declared them, are very important 
as far as writing 'black box· type iso lated procedures is concerned - up until 
recently one of the big disadvantages of many Basics was the lack of such local 
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variables. 

Hidden Benefits of the Low-Level Path 

It was once thought that there were only three reasons for using assembly type 
languages : speed, compactness and the ability to achieve the ultimate control 
over the system. The benefits are rather more subtle than this because there 's no 
doubt that an understanding of an assembly language gives the programmer an 
in-depth appreciat ion of what high-level languages must do to achieve their 
abstraction magic. I t 's a similar situation to driving a car - if  you don't know 
roughly how the gears work then you might wonder why you can't pull away in 
fourth gear without stalling the engine . Plenty of driving will convince you that this 
is indeed the case, but no matter how much you drive you ' l l  never actually find 
out why this is so. Learn a bit about the internal mechanics however and it wil l 
become obvious within a very short space of time! 

My advice? If you are not already familiar with an assembly language then make 
the effort to learn one. High-level language topics that programmers often find 
d ifficu lt to u nderstand, such as bit-manipu lat ion operations and the use of 
indirection and pointers , have natural and easy to recognise counterparts in 
assembly language. The overall result, believe it or not , is this; knowing about 
assembly languages will frequently help you to write more effective high-level 
code ! 

It is incidentally qu ite possible to to el iminate many of the diff iculties which 
assembly language programming presents simply by tackling all the design/logic 
problems separately. That way you don't start writing the low-level code until 
you're suro of exactly what it is you are trying to do. Such projects may well take 
longer than their counterparts coded in a high-level language, but it is possible to 
significantly reduce many of the problems which were once thought to be 
inherent in assembly language programming. 

The Bottom Line 

There's no doubt that a program written in a standardised high-level language 
can often achieve a signif icant degree of machine independence and in this 
respect the portability of the high-level approach is often a major advantage. It's 
also true that h igh-level languages are easier to read and easier to debug 
because they are more obviously understandable. 

Having said this these benefits are not absolute: Using a high-level language 
doesn't for instance necessarily mean that intelligible code will be written - it is 
usually easy to write obscure , difficult to read/debug, code in ANY language ! 
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Conversely it is qu ite possible to write we l l  documented , and easi ly 
u nderstandable,  low-leve l code. 

Choosing a Language 

The most obvious factor determining the choice of language is the availability of 
the language on the chosen computer. Equally important from a portabi lity 
viewpoint is knowing that the language is also available on other computer 
systems. When the languages that could be used are known then it's time to look 
at the problem again and, given the nature of the program you are trying to write, 
see which languages look most attractive. 

General high-level languages, by their very nature, have to be content to offer 
compromises. They attempt to provide a set of generally useful facilities which 
can be used by the programmer to construct solutions to their programming 
problems. Despite thi� it's clear that unless there are clear contra-indications you 
should normally travel . along the high-level language path for the bulk of your 
code. 

Don't forget however that i t  is often possible to combine both high-level and low
level approaches in the so called 'mixed code' approach. Here the bu lk of the 
code is written as normal using a high-level language, then any routines which 
are particularly critical are added as assembler patches. The benefits? It gives 
the programmer the best of both worlds - essentially high- level development 
coupled with the absolute speed and control in the program sections where it 
counts ! 

A Point Worth Making 

To a certain extent the above discussions are usually taken as implying that 
portability and abstraction-orientated benefits are inextricably tied to the use of 
high-level languages. Such ideas seem, in the main, to have evolved because so 
many programmers have tended to work out solutions to programming problems 
in terms of their favoured languages. 

Abstraction is clearly the key but the benefits of abstraction arrive long before the 
coding starts . . .  design techniques, such as the Warnier diagram, have infinitely 
powerfu l  abstract ion capabi l i t ies bu i lt in s ince you can obviously express 
particular solutions at any required level of detail .  Better than that the detail level 
is flexible - it can be modified as more and more is learnt about a problem. 

During the design stages the programmer gets to a point where it is possible to 
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say 'yes, the design diagrams already sketched are now sufficiently detailed to 
allow coding to start'. The distinction to make is that where this position lies is 
only a matter of degree - high-level languages let you reach the 'ready to code' 
position more quickly because more powerful operations are supported. 

Writing Portable and Re-Useable Code 

If you're going to create a program that is l ikely to have long term use or appeal 
to a large number of users then it 's worth ensuring that it is as easy as possible to 
port the program to another machine. In a commercial environment this objective 
translates into real saving of time and money. If , for example, a Company invests 
1 0  man years in a program then it's in their interests to get the program running 
on as many different machine and operating system environments as possible. 

In such cases the last thing the company will need is a development tied to the 
hardware of a SuperSolver Mark I computer because even as they work the 
chances are that the SuperSolver mark 1 1  machine will already be on the drawing 
board .  Even more likely is the fact that the SuperSolver range wi l l  become 
obsolete during the expected lifetime of the software being written! 

Portability, or the lack of it, comes in several flavours and depends to a large 
extent on  the language, the way that it has been standardised, and on its 
availabi lity across a large number of machines. Totally portable programs, ie 
programs whose source can be moved to virtually any environment and run 
without problems, are few and far between . Some C programs exhibit this 
degree of portabil ity and in most cases a number of common traits are exhibited 
- such as the use of very simple standard I/O facilities. 

At the other extreme come programs which have been written in some language 
dialect that is only available on a particu lar machine, or whose code contain 
masses of machine or operating-system dependent function calls. Porting these 
types of programs to alternative environments usually means re-writing them,  so 
even though with sufficient effort the programs can be moved, it isn't what most 
people would consider a good working definition of portability. 

The great majority of programs tend to fall somewhere in-between these two 
extremes. A more realistic definition of 'portability' therefore goes something like 
this . . .  if a program can be moved to a different environment using less effort than 
it would take to re-write it, then that program can be considered portable. In terms 
of degree . . .  the less effort such an endeavour requires, the greater the 'portability' 
of the program! 

The best way to minimise potential problems is to regard the portability issues as 
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an integral part of the design and coding strategy and not consider it as an 
afterthought. Even if portability is a major worry you ' l l  inevitably be making 
assumptions about the program's execution environment from the minute you 
start coding. These assumptions will without doubt restrict the ease with which 
the program can be ported to a new environment. Even the assumption that 
colour displays or WIMP interfaces are available immediately limits the program 
to execution in environments which support those facilities. Think carefully about 
such things during the design stages because the more restrictions of this type 
you place on your program, the less portable it will become. 

Flexibi lity is the keyword here . Could your mouse operations be replaced by a 
joystick or keyboard function keys? Could your program be effective using just 
monochrome graphics? If the answer is yes it might be wise to plan for such 
eventualities right at the beginning! 

I 'm not going to pretend that such issues are always easily solved, because they 
most certainly are not. Current WIMP based machines such as the Amiga where 
much dependence has to be placed on use of large numbers of system calls 
coupled with the need to process incoming event streams rapidly turns many 
portability considerations into a nightmare. 

I nput/Output and Operating System Dependencies : One of the most important 
steps that can be taken to improve the portability of a program is the elimination 
of all input/output dependent and system dependent calls from the main body of 
program code. With languages like C it's actually possible to place the system 
and I/O dependent sections in a separate module using conditional compilation to 
bring in  appropriate machine specific, operat ing-system specific and even 
compiler-specific code sections of code as and when necessary. This type of 
conditional compilation approach has proved very useful for switching terminal 
drivers, printer drivers etc. 

In the WIMP/graphics arena the situation is far more awkward, mainly because of 
a lack of a generally accepted standard .  GEM on the ST was good idea and its 
availabil ity on PC machines makes it a good choice to learn about , but the 
faci l i t ies aren't powerfu l  enough for it  to have been adopted as a general 
standard. To use the admittedly good graphics capabilities of the Amiga requires 
use of the machine specific Intuition and graphics libraries - this entails writing 
code which is obviously going to be non-portable. The Apple Macintosh? Again 
there's another set of totally different WIMP standards to contend with !  

Since no generally applicable defacto standard has emerged the safest idea 
would seem to be to put an extra layer of software between your application and 
the WIMP interface . In other words decide exactly what facilities you expect of a 
WIMP interface in terms of menu operat ions, mouse features, screen display 
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features, graphics primitives and so on, and then devise and write your program 
using some hypothetical, suitably ideal, interface. Having done that create a set 
of interface routines, isolated neatly in their own little module, whose job it is to 
translate your idealised graphic calls to representations which can actually be 
physically implemented on the target machine environment. 

This approach is often called veneering. It is not always a big job since most 
routines end up being short pieces of code that perform simple functions such as 
changing screen co-ordinate resolutions and rearranging the order in which 
parameters are supplied etc. This may sound all very feasible, but unfortunately 
there is a snag . . .  in practice the extra layer of software tends to slow things up in 
just the area where most 16 bit machines still need al l  the speed they can get, ie 
in the graphics department. Having said that the virtual interface approach is a 
nice idea and may be worth thinking about if portability considerations come very 
high on the list of priorities. 

SubProgram and Program Documentation 

Over the years much has been  wr i tt e n  about the q u a l ity of program 
documentation and in the professional , large-project, arena there are many 
easily-enforceable guidelines for both user and system documentation.With 
smaller programs it is usually convenient to adopt a more flexible framework. I'll 
restrict my remarks to program comments which occur within the source code . . .  

In-line comments, ie comments placed within the source code itself, should be a 
valuable documentation aid . Having said that it is unfortunately not uncommon to 
find examples of program comments which are at best inadequate and at worst 
even misleading. 

Such documentation failings can be serious for several reasons : Firstly, for better 
or worse, in-line program remarks tend to be long-lived - by their very nature they 
remain embedded within the code for the duration of its lifetime. Sometimes, 
even at a professional level, in-line comments may be the only form of program 
documentation available and if the comments are out-of-date, uninformative, or 
perhaps downright misleading then the maintenance of the program is likely to 
prove more difficult than if the program had been left uncommented. 

I n-line commenting problems fall into a number of recognisable classes . . .  

* Relatively pointless additions which essentially duplicate information that is 

e obvious from looking at the code itself. 

* Comments which are misleading or incorrect. 
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• Situations where so many comments are present that the important ones 
become hidden amongst a mass of trivial remarks. 

• Situations where an insufficient number of comments have been included . 

• Situations whereby comments have become dangerous by virtue of the fact 
that they are out-of-date. 

Pointless additions are surprisingly common. A programmer may add a comment 
which simply duplicates something that is perfectly obvious from the code itself. 
For example . . .  

COUNT = O' Set count to zero !  

These types of additions arise for a number of reasons. Occasionally the less e experienced programmer may include such a remark to remind themselves what 
they are doing . It's an understandable trait but more experienced programmers 
reading the code wil l  find such comments of no value whatsoever. There are e however occasions where it might be necessary to draw attention to the fact that 
such an initialisation is important. This example for instance tells the programmer 
reading the code something very important about the variable in question . . .  e 

COUNT = O' don't forget that this count 
variable must be set to zero each 
time this routine is entered! 

C o m m e nts wh ich  are m i s l e ad ing or incorrect can a lso be part icu la r ly 
troublesome. Programmers examining your program code will invariably accept 
in- l ine comments without question and this assumption ,  that any comments 
present correctly reflect the actions of the source code, is known to lead to the 
programmer suffering psychological blind spots. The results? Programmers may 
fail to recognise errors that might otherwise have been patently obvious. 

Over-commenting is perhaps less of a danger but it is worth bearing in mind that 
rather more sparing use of comments in general might enable you to effectively 
highl ight any difficult areas by providing additional comments in those areas 
needing special attention.  This potential benefit is lost if such areas are buried 
deep within large numbers of less important comments. 

A total lack of comments isn't a danger . . .  it's a nuisance because you have to 
work harder to understand what the program is doing if you wish to change 
something. There are a number of reasons why a programmer might not bother 
to comment a program. Perhaps the program was originally written for a once
only use, perhaps the programmer thought that the code was self-explanatory. 
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Many programmers do not bother to change comments when they make program 
modifications. The resu lt, another danger, is that program code and in-l ine 
documentation diverge. 

Don't make the mistake of thinking that comments are just to help other users 
and that you understand your code well enough not to need additional remarks. 
That may be so when you write the program, but you'll be in for a surprise when 
you regularly start looking back at code you wrote several years ago - it 's 
amazing how code tricks which seemed perfectly obvious at the time seem to 
loose their ' inherent obviousness' with the passage of time. The solution? Make 
sure that you provide decent in-line documentation and most importantly . . .  get 
the appropriate notes into the source code whilst you are creating the program -
don't wait until after the program is complete ! 

Several options exist for improving the quality of source code documentation.  
Comments should be structured in the same way as the program code itself. 
Remarks placed within a routine should be such that they apply only to the 
routine in question ,  not to the application which it is part of. This ensures that 
when a routine is re-used in another application, extraneous comments relating to 
a previous application are not inadvertently included. 

Adopting a clean, structured, approach to program design helps to ease potential 
maintenance and comment ing problems.  Modules and rout ines should be 
created which communicate via well defined interfaces so that the details of a 
particu lar routine can be hidden within that routine. Modules should be given 
comment headers which explain their purpose. At lower levels subroutines and 
functions should also contain details which provide an over-view of the routines 
themselves, explain any conventions in use, identify the parameters expected, 
and indicate the way in which results are returned. 

Self Commenting Languages 

I n-line commenting, whilst important, should still be considered essentially as an 
addition to , and not a replacement for, any self-documenting faci l ities of the 
language itself. Self-documenting facilities? Yes, nowadays almost all languages 
allow useful conventions to be adopted which can help to make the source code 
more intelligible . 

Use u nderstandable names for variables and symbol ic co nstants . Adopt 
conventions such as prefixing global variables with the character g_ and suffixing 
pointer variables using _p, so that the type of variable can be implied from its 
name . . . .  
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g_exit_ftag=FALSE; r dear exit flag - user has 
decided not to quit */ 

is a much preferred alternative to code which reads like this . . .  

ef=O; r dear global exit ftag - user has 
decided not to quit */ 

Don't get carried away with such conventions. You are after all aiming to produce 
guidelines which can help, not bu i ld rigid restrictions which will hinder. For the 
most part all that's needed is a common-sense understanding of the usefulness 
of in-l ine documentation, coupled to a consistent methodical approach - a bit if 
thoughtfulness in these areas will pay handsome dividends. 

Last Words 

Before leaving the topic of languages, documentation and so forth there's one 
last po int to make . Whatever conventions you adopt you w'i l l  need more 
documentation than any language alone can provide . Programmers are of 
course more noted for their "Let 's do some cod ing" attitudes than for any 
excessive desire to document their programs, but eventually fai lure to keep 
adequate notes will cost dearly, both in lessons not learnt and in lost time. The 
fol lowing guide-lines provide a reasonable starting point although I'm sure that 
you are not going to be short of your own ideas . . .  
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• The golden rule is simple . . .  document WHILST you are developing the 
program and not afterwards. By all means tidy up the development notes 
after the program is complete but don't wait this long before you make any 
notes at all. I n  this respect design techniques based on Wamier diagrams 
provide their own documentation as far as the progress of the design path 
goes . You'l l usually need however to keep plenty of other notes as wel l .  

• If possible try to develop a pseudo-standard layout for al l  your projects. 
Produce development notes that, in conjunction with any design work, will 
show what the objectives of writing the program were, and explain the 
reasons behind your approach. The task of producing this documentation 
is not quite as onerous as it might seem. If you have a text editor program 
then you can keep most of the documentation on disk which has the 
advantage that it is very easy to keep up to date. 

• Keep al l  of your design d iagrams etc . ,  and make notes about the 
problems you encounter duri ng the development. Especial ly note any 
assumptions you make that might affect program operation i f  they were 
changed in the future. Note also which parts of the code are dependent on,  
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eg the operating system I/O characteristics, particular control characters 
that might vary from system to system etc. 

* If the rout ines are small then include the documentation with source 
code. Remember - if a routine requires a particu lar format for the data 
that it works on ,  then provide some sort of indication within the routine 
itself so that the general ideas behind it are apparent. Use a title that 
indicates what operation the routine performs. If you are writing for an 
interpreted language (eg most Basics) then you can keep two versions of 
the program - a documented 'source code' form, and a 'pseudo-object 
code' form created by 'stripping' ,  ie removing the remarks. If the programs 
are l a rge r ,  t h e n  use  you r ed i tor  p rog ram to create a separate 
documentation file. 

* Keep some details within the source code itself telling you the name of 
the program, when it was written ,  where any additional documentation may 
be found and notes about other points which might be relevant. A simple 
scheme is usually all that is required such as in the shown in figure 7. 1 
below . . .  

!*======================================================================= *I 
I* AUi-SPELL: Spelling Check Program (CU/Shell test version 0 . 1 0) */ 
I* *I 
I* Programmer: Paul Overaa �I 
I* *I 
I* Date: 2nd March 91 
*I 

I*---------------------------------------------- *I 
I* Info: This is the first intermediate (test) release of the AUi-SPELL */ 
I* program. In it's current state it provides a line-by-line scan */ 
I* of the specified text file with high-lighting of all unknown */ 
I* words. At the moment the program just provides a rapid scan */ 
I* mode without any correction or dictionary addition facilities. */ 
I* The display can however be stopped and started by using the */ 
I* space-bar and return key. *I 
I* � 
I* There are good reasons for the current limitations:  Firstly, I */ 
I* wanted this stage to be fairly lntuition/Amiga independent - this */ 
I* ensures a straightforward port to other 68000 machines. Secondly, */ 
I* I wanted to see and use some kind of visible version (to see if */ 
I* there are any problems with the routines to-date) before adding */ 
I* further code and/or producing an Intuition based version. */ 
I* � 
I* Dictionary additions? In my early notes I said that my initial *I 
I* dictionary scheme was going to be a simple list of words. This */ 
I* WILL change in the next release to an ADT-dictionary orientated */ 
I* form which eliminates the need to compare every word in the */ 
I* dictionary whilst checking a textfile. Quite simply I did not *I 
I* want to waste time writing dictionary addition/deletion code for *I 
I* handling a dictionary structure that I know is only temporary! */ 
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/* 
/* If you want to modify the sorted list of words which constitutes 
/* the dictionary write your own insertion routines or (if you have 
I* enough memory) use a text editor. Current dictionary incidentally 
I* has about 1 2 ,500 words in it. 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/* � 
I* The program identifies all of the words in a specified textfile */ 
I* using a binary word tree with duplicates list-tied to their */ 
/* respective tree nodes. Here is a brief summary of how the program */ 
I* works. . .  */ 
/* � 
I* Files are opened and a scan is made to count words and linefeeds. *I 
/* Descriptor space is allocated and then an assembly language patch */ 
/* does all the tree and list orientated descriptor building. Once */ 
I* descriptors are available a simple binary tree routine scans the */ 
/* tree and checks words against a sequential sorted-list dictionary */ 
/* file. Characters of all unidentified words are marked (bit? high) */ 
/* and the print routine uses these Hags to high-light unknowns. */ 
/* � 
/* Usage: aui-spell <text filename> <dictionary filename> */ 
/* ----------------------------------------------- */ 

Figure 7. 1 A typical program "header" 

Since the programs that you write are part and parcel of your documentation it is 
worth digressing for a moment to make the following point: In the same way that 
a standardised documentation layout helps to provide consistency, so does a 
standardised program layout. But all your programs are different ? Well yes, to a 
certain extent this is true, but there are many things about the overall structure 
that will often be similar and a bit of consistency in style and overall layout can go 
a long way. 
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Chapter 8 

Abstract Data Types 

The term abstraction, as we saw in the last chapter, essentially refers to the 
process whereby details which are deemed superfluous at some particular level 
are discarded in preference to more important features of interest . Even in  
everyday conversation we continually abstract . . .  John may well be a brown eyed 
six foot tal l  accountant , married with three ch i ldren ,  who drives a black X 
registered 1 300cc Ford Escort car which has four wheels, three of which are 
currently inflated to the correct pressure of 26 psi . If however you are trying to 
convey to someone who knows John well that John's car has a flat tyre then most 
of the above information is irrelevant - the simple phrase "John has a flat tyre" will 
do the job perfectly adequately. 

In  everyday conversation excessive additional details will clearly tend to obscure 
any points being made and it's pretty obvious that abstraction doesn't just provide 
convenient high-level phrase building blocks . . .  it serves the very useful purpose 
of protecting us from having to deal with excessive detail . The same philosophy 
applies to technical discussions. Notwithstanding the fairly manageable obstacle 
of 'specialist jargon' the result of using well defined terms for common complex 
operations is usually an overall simpl ification of the communications process. 

We've already seen that procedu res , functions and subroutines are , in the 
computing world , abstractions of a different sense. Here potentially complex sets 
of operations can be described and used using just a name, a few parameters , 
and some details about the effect produced. Again such abstractions have many 
advantages . . .  by defining functions which reflect the structure of a problem being 
solved a programmer can not only minimise the cluttering of their thought 
processes with excessive detail but , by using what are effect ive ly functional 
bu ilding blocks, can tackle the problem-solving situation at a significantly higher 
level. 

Now the last chapter dealt with these sort of concepts on a program section level .  
This chapter is going to make the point that the same principles apply to data 
items as wel l .  Floating point numbers, strings etc . ,  are a l l  data types which 
prov ide us w i th  s i m i l a r  ' abstract ion  o r ie ntated '  benef it s .  At t h e  
assembler/machine-code level all data items consist of bits, bytes, o r  groups of 
bytes but most high-level languages allow the programmer to use a number of 
more useful 'data types'. These are objects of some specified unit type which will 
have a number of associated, and well defined , operations available. Basic, C 
and Pascal integers, for example, can be added, subtracted, multiplied and so 
on. 
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As well as a selection of basic data types most high-level languages usually 
provide additional data item facilities. Namely they al low sets of data items to be 
grouped together in some useful way. Basic provides arrays, C goes one step 
further and provides complex variables called structures. 

The Basic and C declarations D I M  R ESUL TS( 1 00) and int results[ 1 00] ;fo r 
instance, allows us to store one hundred integers and refer to them using an 
index which identifies the relative position in the array. 

Again there are a number of operations, +, -, · . \, I  etc . ,  which can be performed 
on the array elements. We can, and frequently do, add additional Subprogram 
definitions, we might for instance find a use for a routine which would set the 
elements of some array to a user def i ned in it ia l  va lue . I n  doing this we've 
effectively extended the facilities offered by the language. 

To solve most problems we invariably need more data structure facilities than 
most general high-level languages such as Basic, C and Pascal can offer. It is for 
instance often usefu l to work with l ists , stacks, trees, graphs and so forth .  
Unfortunately none of these objects are directly supported. 

Some languages do indeed provide support for these more complex structures -
Lisp, for instance, has strong list processing capabilities. Ideally it would be nice if 
general high-level languages, such as Basic and C ,  also had such facilities built 
in. For a number of implementation reasons (high run-time overheads etc. )  this 
'in-bu ilt complex data structure path' has rarely been followed. One difficulty is 
that there is usually no single efficient method for doing this - complex data type 
implementations often need to be tuned to a particular problem. 

One thing is certain though - the definition of the characteristics of such complex 
data structures can be made without worrying about the implementation issues at 
all and this pathway leads us into the world of the Abstract Data Type or ADT.The 
ADT philosophy is essentially simple : Firstly, define the important properties of a 
data structure, identifying the allowable operations from a logical viewpo int .  
Secondly implement this ADT description in  a way which allows it, together with 
its associated (and well-defined) interface definition, to become used as a 'data 
structure' building block. The benefit of the the ADT orientated approach is that it 
allows the programmer to use lists, stacks, trees etc . ,  just as easily as they would 
use integers, floating point numbers and strings. 

I'm not going to talk about the theoretical ADT issues at all. Instead I want to look 
at the practical side of th ings. Why? Because ADTs , or rather the real- life 
implementations of ADTs, are extremely useful and I happen to be a firm believer 
in the view that the time for understanding the theoretical aspects of the ADT 
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Chapter 8 Abstract Data Types 

world is after you have developed a gut feeling for the benefits ,  rather than 
before. 

I n  most cases where a programmer chooses to use an ADT approach it will be up 
to them to provide a suitably efficient implementation in terms of the real data 
structu res that a chosen language supports. Pascal programmers are at an 
advantage here because almost all existing ADT texts have opted for Pascal or 
Pascal-like descriptions of ADT routines. Translation of textbook descriptions of 
common ADT forms to real code is ,  for the Pascal programmer at least, a 
relatively straightforward job. 

There's less di rect help avai lable for the C programmer but once the basic 
· properties of a given ADT are understood writing the corresponding C code, at 

least for the simpler ADTs, should not prove unduly difficult .This example then is 
specifically chosen to i l lustrate the approach I 've used within a great many C 
programs . . .  

A Dynamic Stack ADT C Implementation 

A stack is a set of objects logically arranged in a Last- In-First-Out order. The type 
of operations which can be usefu lly associated with stack structures are well 
known . . .  there will for instance have to be some means of defining and initialising 
a stack, of pushing items onto the stack, and of retrieving items from the stack. 

It might ,  for some purposes, be felt that other faci lities should be included : 
Perhaps it would be advisable to test a stack to see if it is empty, or look at the 
top ite m  of a stack wi thout  re mov ing it . He re t h i ng s  can  get very 
implementation/use dependent. Looking at the top of a stack, for example , is not 
really a fundamental operation because it could be done using a combination of 
pop and push commands. If however an applications program was going to need 
to frequently look at the top of a stack without removing the item the pop/push 
method, though clean in an abstract sense, is unl ikely to be favoured from a point 
of view of efficiency. 

Firstly get very clear in your mind exactly what we are attempting to do : We want 
to be in a position to use some standardised function calls for creating, deleting, 
adding to, removing from and perhaps testing for emptiness, a stack structure. 
The idea being that a program could use such facilities whenever a stack is 
required. What we want to do is hide from the program all of the details about the 
implementation which does all the work - the program which uses the stack 
should not know where the data is stored, should not access, nor be able to 
access, the data by any means other than by the use of a well defined 'stack 
interface'. 
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As far as implementation itself goes there are several options : One way of 
implementing a stack is to use an array in conjunction with a 'stack pointer· 
variable . . .  

stack pointer 
variable (sp=3) 

ARRAY SPACE for five items 

Item 3 

Item 2 

Item 1 

Item 0 

This is quite efficient, very easy to implement, and perfectly adequate for many 
applications. An array and its related stack pointer variable can be linked together 
using a C structure . . .  

#define SIZE 5 

struct stack { 

} ; 

int stack_pointer; 
int items{SIZE); 

which then allows the use of declarations of the type . . .  

struct stack s ;  

Slightly more flexible arrangements, using unions, can allow dissimilar objects to 
be stored on the same stack but this is not a practice to be encouraged unless 
there is an over-riding reason for creating mixed object stacks. Similarly the use 
of pre-processor modifiable, unit types such as . . .  
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struct stack { 

} ;  

int stack_pointer; 
STACKTYPE items[SIZE]; 

Chapter 8 Abstract Data Types 

coupled with #define based modifiable ST ACKTYPE definitions, are frequently 
suggested as C solutions for generic ADT stack building. 

These type of schemes are fine as far as they go , but they are essentially all 
'define at compile time' static solutions which can produce a number of problems 
in practice. As far as array based implementations are concerned stack overflow 
is of course another danger which needs to be considered. 

To see the benefits of more flexible paths it is best to consider some potential 
uses of the stack ADT. Within a single program we might want several stacks 
handling several different types of objects. We might also want to have different 
types of stacks in existence at different times. 

There are other general issues to consider: Firstly, we should ideally be aiming to 
create a stack module that can be used in any number of programs without being 
re-compiled. Secondly, we should be aiming to create a module which hides any 
implementation details so well that it is transparent enough to allow the possible 
rearrangement of any of the internal underlying data structures without it affecting 
the applications-program which is using the ADT. 

If fo r  i n stance we opted for  rou t i nes  based o n  an stat ic ar ray stack 
implementation, and then at a later stage wanted to swap to a linked list dynamic 
memory allocation form, then we should be able to achieve this change without it 
affecting any of the programs using the ADT (other than the fact that the new 
stack ADT module would have to be linked in place of the earlier one) . 

So, how do we create this L IFO structure? I n  the following example I've opted for 
a list based approach which uses calloc()/free() calls to provide dynamic memory 
allocation for the items being stored on the stack. The only l imitation on stack 
size with this approach will be the amount of available system memory. 

Within the stack module the routines are based on two types of C structures. A 
stack descriptor structure contains a pointer to the first item on a l inked list of 
stack items (NULL if stack is empty), and a value representing the size of the 
objects being placed on the stack . . .  
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struct StackDescriptor { 

struct Stackltem *Firstltem ; 

UBYTE ltemSize;} ; 

Also defined is a stack item structure which contains a next item in the stack list 
pointer, and a reference to the first byte of some unspecified data item . . .  

struct Stackltem { 

struct Stackltem *Nextltem; 

UBYTE Data( 1 ) ;  I* actually user defined amount of data */ 

} ;  

The code for the stack routines use these structures internally but the definitions 
are not required to be either known nor used by applications program using the 
module.As far as the stack ADT user-interface is concerned, five access routines 
are available . . .  

s=C reateStack(t) 

e=PushStack(s,x) 

e= PopStack( s,x) 

KillStack(s) 

f=StackEmpty(s) 

Th i s  i n i t ia l i ses a stack su i tab le  for  sto ri ng i tems 
of type t specified by the applications program and 
returns a pointer s to the stack's descriptor. 

This stores item x on stack s and returns an error flag e 
that is TRUE if an error has occurred. 

This retrieves an item from stack s and places it in 
variable x.  Errors are signified by the returned error flag 
e being TRUE. 

This unloads and then removes the definition of stack s. 
No return value. 

This tests stack s to see if it is empty and retu rns 
a flag f as TRUE if  there are no items on the stack. 

These calls are macros designed to create a slightly more friendly interface to the 
user. You can get further details from the header and source code listings which 
follow . . .  
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!* ========================================================== *! 
/* Source: Stack ADT header */ 
/* � 
typedef void ST ACK; 

/* These macros are used to create a slightly more friendly interface to the user. 
They just remove the need for explicit sizeof(), casting and address taking 
operations in the applications code . . .  */ 

#define CreateStack(t) CreateStk(sizeof(t)) 

#define PushStack(s,x) PushStk(s,(UBYTE *)&(x)) 

#define PopStack(s,x) PopStk(s,(UBYTE *)&(x)) 

#define KillStack(s) KillStk(s) e #define StackEmpty(s) StkEmpty(s) 

I* These are the prototypes for the underlying stack access routines which do the real work . . .  */ 

STACK *CreateStk(ULONG unit_size); 

void KillStk(STACK *descriptor_p); 

BOOL PushStk(STACK *descriptor_p, UBYTE *clata_item) ;  

BOOL PopStk(STACK *descriptor_p, UBYTE *data_item); 

BOOL StackEmpty(STACK *descriptor_p) ;  

!* ========================================================== *! 
I* SourceCode: Stack ADT routines */ 
I* � 
I* Notes: These routines allow a program to use a true dynamic stack data 

structure without the knowing anything about how it's done. */ 
I* � 
#include <types.h> 

#include <stack_adt.h> 

struct Stackltem { 

struct Stackltem *Nextltem; 

UBYTE Data[1 ) ; r actually user defined amount of data */ 

} ;  

struct StackDescriptor { 

} ;  

struct Stackltem *Firstltem; 

UBYTE ltemSize ; 

!*�����������������.�������- *! 
STACK *CreateStk(ULONG unit_size) 
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struct StackDescriptor •stack_descriptor_p; 

if (stack_descriptor_p=(struct StackDescriptor •) 

calloc( 1 ,  sizeof( struct StackDescriptor))) 

stack_descriptor_p->ltemSize=unit_size; 

retum((STACK •)stack_descriptor_p);  

r _________________________ ., 
void KillStk(STACK •ctescnptor_p) 

UBYTE •cteact_block_p; struct StackDescriptor •stack_descriptor_p; 

stack_ descriptor J>=( struct Stack Descriptor •)descriptor _p; 

while (stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem) 

dead_block_p=(UBYTE •)stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem; 

stack_descriptor_p->Firstttem=stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem->Nextltem; 

free(dead _ block_p); 

free( stack_descriptor _p) ; 

r-------------------------- ·1 

BOOL PushStk(STACK •ctescriptor_p, UBYTE •data_item) 

BOOL error_ftag= TRUE ;  COUNT i; struct Stackltem •new_item_p; 

struct StackDesaiptor •stack_descriptor_p; 

stack_ descriptor J>=( struct Stack Descriptor •)descriptor _p; 

if (new_item_p=(struct Stackltem •) 
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calloc(1 ,  sizeof(struct Stackltem •)+stack_descriptor_p->ltemSize)) 

new_item_p->Nextttem=stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem ; 

stack_descriptor_p->Firstttem=new_item_p; 

for (i=O;i<stack_descriptor_p->ltemSize;i++) 

new_item_p->Data[i]=•data_item++; 
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error_flag=FALSE; 

retum(error_flag) ;  

BOOL PopStk(STACK *descriptor_p, UBYTE *data_item) 

BOOL error_flag= TRUE; COUNT i; UBYTE *dead_block_p; 

struct StackDescriptor *stack_descriptor_p; 

stack_descriptor_p=(struct StackDescriptor *)descriptor_p; 

if (stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem) 

for ( i=O ;  i<stack_descriptor_p->ltemSize; i++) 

*data_item++=stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem->Data{i]; 

dead_block_p=(UBYTE *)stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem; 

stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem=stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem->Nextltem; 

free(dead_block_p); error_flag=FALSE; 

retum(error_flag) ;  

/* 

BOOL StkEmpty(STACK *descriptor_p) 

e BOOL empty_flag= TRUE ;  struct StackDescriptor *stack_descriptor_p; 

stack_descriptor_p=( struct StackDescriptor *)descriptor_p; 

if (stack_descriptor_p->Firstltem) {empty_flag=FALSE;} 

retum(empty _flag); 

The above routines have been written according to the basic jobs they have to 
perform and no particular trouble has been taken to maximise their efficiency. 
You will also see that in most routines I have used a local variable to copy and re
cast the (void *) descriptor pointer parameter as a StackDescriptor pointer. Here I 
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just felt that, because it avoided, continual re-casting in order to use the structure 
definitions this 'inefficiency' just made the code that much easier to read. 

If you are happy with the C code you may be wondering why I did not opt for 
creating routines which worked directly with StackDescriptor pointers instead of 
opting for a generic form (void *) . 

The problem is that in this alternative arrangement we would be dependent on 
the StackDescriptor tag being visible in the header f i le being used by the 
appl icat ions program .  A change in  the underly ing stack implementation 
mechanism would, in al l  probability, therefore affect this definition. That would 
mean that the applications programs themselves would have to be recompiled if 
the underlying stack ADT implementation mechanism was changed. 

In the arrangement chosen, such a change can be kept totally transparent - the 
stack ADT header file can be protected from change and so incorporating some 
newly designed stack ADT, were it to become necessary for some reason, would 
just involve linking the new ADT module to the existing, already compiled, main 
applications code section. 

The Routines In Use 

This short example should give the general idea of how these routines can be 
used. A stack is created for storing TEXT size objects (actually chars) , and the 
LIFO characteristics of the stack ADT is then .used to reverse a string . . .  

r - � 
r EXAMPLE OF THE STACK ADT ROUTINES BEING USED TO REVERSE A STRING */ 
r � 
#indude <types.h> 

#indude <stack_adt.h> 

main() 

UBYTE i=O; TEXT xD="This Is Just A Test Line"; 

STACK *mystack_p; I* declare a stack identifier variable */ 

mystack_p=CreateStack(TEXT); /* ask for a stack storing TEXT sized items */ 

while(x[i)) PushStack(mystack_p, x[i++)); /* store characters of the string */ 

i=O; while(l(PopStack(mystack__p, x[i++]))); r remove in LIFO order •1 

KillStack(mystack__p); /* cancel the stack facility (release memory) •1 

printf("%s\n",x) ; I* display reversed string */} 

1*���������������������� ·1 
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The key point in all of this is that we've now got a piece of code which can be 
used whenever we need to use a stack data structure. 

Here's another example of where such routines come in handy, th is t ime 
embedded within routines that are manipulating a totally different type of data 
structure - the binary tree. During binary tree searching routines it is often 
necessary to keep track of the path being taken as we move down the tree. One 
way of tackling this difficulty is to add an extra field to each node descriptor which 
stores the address of its parent node. The disadvantage here is the extra space 
required. What is really needed is some way of memorising the path being taken 
as the tree structure is traversed . . .  so that we can follow the path backwards 
when having to 'climb back up the tree'. 

The idea is simple enough - whenever a move to a descendant is made the 
address of the current node (ie the parent) is stored and a note made of whether 
the move is being made from a left or a right descendant.This is most easily done 
using a stack data structure and obviously if a stack ADT is at hand the work, 
from the programming/time viewpoint, becomes a piece of cake - you're able to 
re-use ex ist ing code i nstead of having to write the necessary routines from 
scratch . 
Here are fragments of code which illustrate how those routines which were just 
used to reverse the characters in a string are now used to store structure 
addresses which describe both the nodes in a binary tree and the direction being 
taken during the traversals. Firstly, two stack descriptor pointers are declared and 
created . . .  

STACK *g_parent_stack_p, 

*g_path_stack_p ;g_parent_ stack_p=CreateStack( struct T reeNode *); 

g_path_stack_p=CreateStack(UBYTE); 

Having done that the routines can be used in just the same way as before .Here's 
some typical C code which shows the stack operations in use . . .  
!* ======================================================================= */ 
I* B I  N A  A Y - T A  E E  - A 0 U T I  N E S  */ 
I* � 
void lnorderTreePrint(struct TreeNode *node_p) 

g_parent_stack_p=CreateStack(struct TreeNode *); 

g_path_stack_p=CreateStack( UBYTE); 

node_p=FindLowest(node_p); 

while(node_p) 

printf("°lo.*s\n", node_p->eount, node_p->word) ; 
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node_p=FindNext(node_p); r FindNext() returns NULL if no more nodes */ 

l 
Kil!Stack(g_parent_stack _p); KillStack(g_palh _ stack_p); 

struct TreeNode *FindNext(struct TreeNode *node_p) 

if(node_p->right_descendant) return(RightExists(node_p)); 

else return(TestForRoot(node_p)); 

r������������������������- *I 

struct TreeNode *RightExists(struct TreeNode *node_p) 

PushStack(g_parent_stack_p, node_p); PushStack(g_path_stack_p, RIGHT); 

return(FindLowest(node_p->right descendant)); 
} 

-

r������������������������- ·1 
struct TreeNode *TestForRoot(struct TreeNode *node_p) 

BOOL exit_flag=FALSE; 

do I 

if (StackEmpty(g_parent_stack_p)) {node_p=NULL; exit_flag= TRUE;} 

else { 

PopStack(g_parent_stack_p,node_p); 

PopStack(g_palh_stack_p, g_palh); 

if (g_path==LEFT) exit_flag= TRUE; 

}wh�e (lexit_flag);  

retum(node_p);} 

r������������������������- *I 
r If node supplied does NOT have a left descendant then 

following routine returns the unchanged node address */ 

struct TreeNode *FindLowest(struct TreeNode *node_p) 

while (node_p->left_descendant) 

PushStack(g_parent_stack_p, node_p) ;  
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PushStack(g_path_stack_p, LEFT); 

node_p=node_p->left_descendant; 

return(node_p);  
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The benefits of the ADT are very real .  To start with you'l l find that, with care, 
large amounts of your code becomes infinitely re-usable . Because the code 
becomes thoroughly tested you'll also be more confident about using it. 

Equal ly important is the fact that if , and when, you decide to change the 
underlying mechanisms (perhaps to opt for a more advanced representation) 
then you'l l  be able to do it in a way that will be totally transparent to existing 
software which uses the routines - you'll be able to update existing software with 
the new routines simply by re-linking with the new module. I ' l l  only say this once -
learn as much as you can about the world of the ADT . . .  the ADT philosophy will 
make your l ife as a programmer considerably easier! 
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Chapter 9 
Preliminary Translation Notes 

I 've already dealt with a number of general language orientated issues. Now it's 
time to deal With the overall approach of converting Warnier diagrams into code. 
In doing this I wanted to avoid creating the impression that this translation is done 
one way for Basic, another way for C, yet another for 68K assembler and so on.  
So this chapter wi l l  concentrate on the general themes but wi l l  give examples of 
the translation technique using several forms. 

The assumption for this chapter is that you have already produced a Warnier 
diagram and that you want to translate it into code. Notice however I said 'a 
Warnier diagram' not 'the final Warnier diagram' .The first point worth making then 
is that the diagram translation can be done at ANY time. Why should you wish to 
translate a diagram that is perhaps unfinished? The reason is simple . . .  it helps 
you begin to see the program structure hierarchy in terms of the real language. 
This in turn allows you to recognise the unfinished parts of the design that might 
conveniently be hand led in isolation .  Let me explain by re-visiting the f i rst 
example from chapter two whose Wamier diagram is repeated opposite in figure 
9 .L.  

A useful beginners intermediate stage, which admittedly i s  not always necessary 
if you are very fami l iar  with the language you are us ing ,  is to prepare a 
pseudocode form. Here are the steps involved in more detail . . .  

Look at the leftmost bracket of the diagram. The statements i n  order of execution 
(ie from top to bottom) tell us we must ask for a filename and then, depending on 
whether the file exists or not, do one of two things. 

The first statement in this bracket is always performed, the second and third form 
a pair of mutually exclusive items. This being so it shouldn't be too hard to see 
that we cou ld pseudocode this bracket level using this type of conditional  
testing . . .  

ASK USER FOR filename 

IF (the file exists) PERFORM FileExists() ELSE PERFORM NoFile() 

Don't get bogged down about rules for pseudocode, do what I do . . .  make it up as 
you go along.  The only objective is to recognise the order in which things occur 
and recognise the conditional tests that must be used to represent the control 
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hierarchy involved. If you are familiar with Basic then you might prefer to write the 
above pseudocode using something along the lines of . . .  

INPUT filename 

IF (the file exists) THEN GOSUB FILE_ EXISTS ELSE GOSUB NO_FILE 

By all means use whatever forms you are comfortable with, but . . .  try however to 
be reasonably consistent! 

I 
BEGIN REPORT I 
(1 time) I 

I ASK FOR FILENAME I 
I 

(1 time) I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I II 

. I I 
I I 
I I 

BEGIN FILE EXISTS 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

FILE RESTRICTED( 
(0, 1  time) 

I 
I 

I ASK FOR CODE 
(1  time) 

I 
CODE CORRECT I 
(0 , 1  time) \ 

I 
Gl 

I 

\ 
I 

ACCESS FILE 
(1  time) 

PRINT DETAILS 
(1 time) 

I 
FILE EXISTS 

I I CODE CORRECT I WRITE SECURITY I I I 
I 
I 

REPORT ( 

Figure 9 . 1  

(0,1 time) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

FILE EXISTS I 
(0,1 time) I 

I 
\ 

END REPORT 
(1 time) 

Gl I 

FILE RESTRICTED I 
(0, 1  time) \ 

END FILE EXISTS 
( 1 time) 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

(0, 1  time) 

ACCESS FILE 
(1  time) 

PRINT DETAILS 
(1  time) 

INFORM OPERATOR THAT 
FILE DOES NOT EXIST 
( 1  time) 

The sketch from chapter 2 revisited 

I RECORD I LLEGAL I ACCESS 
I ATTEMPT 
\ (1  time) 
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The next step is to forget all about the leftmost bracket we've just dealt with ar:id 
concentrate on the major bracket in the next level of the hierarchy, the one 
labelled FILE EXISTS. There are two mutually exclusive statements present . Can 
you code it along similar lines to the above examples? Notice before you start 
that the actions related to the security code being correct and the file not being 
restricted are the same - both relate to accessing a file and printing the details. 
I 've combined these using a 'provide details' label. If you do the same you should 
end up with something along the lines of . . .  

IF  (file restricted) PERFORM Restricted() ELSE PERFORM ProvideDetails() 

or perhaps . . .  

I F  (file restricted) THEN GOSUB RESTRICTED ELSE GOSUB PROVIDE_DETAILS 

Do you see what's happening? The brackets are being coded as subprograms, ie 
subroutine type units, and the subroutine hierarchy is mirroring the hierarchy 
present in the diagram. Now let's do the same exercise for the bracket labelled 
F ILE RESTRICTED.The translation is a piece of cake . . .  

ASK FOR CODE 

IF (code correct) PERFORM ProvideDetails() ELSE PERFORM l llegalAccess()  

Now out al l  three cieces together with some appropriate labels you'll get this type orpseuooeoae outune . . .  
---------------------------------- -
Report: ASK USER FOR filename • 

I F  (the file exists) PERFORM FileExists() 

ELSE PERFORM NoFile() 
-----------------------·--------------------------

FileExists: IF (file restricted) PERFORM Restricted() 

ELSE PERFORM ProvideDetails() -------------------------------------------------
No File: ----------------------- --------------------------
Restricted: ASK USER FOR code 

I F  (code correct) 

ELSE 

PERFORM ProvideDetails() 

PERFORM lllegalAccess() -------------------------------------------------

ProvideDetails: Acx:essFile() 

PrintOetails() -------------------------------------------------

I llegalAcx:ess: ------------------------------------------------
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OK, so there are a couple of empty labels, NoFile and l llegalAccess, and some 
incompletely specified operations, such as AccessFile() . We have nevertheless 
duplicated the diagram hierarchy exactly. Why didn't I pay too much attention to 
the other brackets? It 's because they contain straightforward statements that 
didn't affect the overall hierarchy development. All I had to do was note that they 
existed. Some can of course be easily fi lled in with reminders of what has to 
occur like this . . .  

Report: ASK USER FOR filename 

I F  (the file exists) PERFORM FileExists() 

ELSE PERFORM NoFile() 

FileExists : I F  (file restricted) PERFORM Restricted() 

ELSE PERFORM ProvideDetails() 

NoFile : I nform operator that file does not exist 

Restricted: ASK USER FOR code 

IF (code correct) PERFORM ProvideDetails() 

ELSE PERFORM lllegalAccess() 

ProvideDetails: Access File() 

PrintDetails() 

l llegalAccess: write some data to the security record log 

In this form you should begin to see the 'program like' relationship. Admittedly 
much remains to be done - how for instance do we ask the user for a filename or 
for a security code value, or how do we inform the user that a fi le doesn't exist. 
What such a translation has done however is to provide an almost automatic way 
of getting the overall structure of the program right. 

Even at this early stage we are in a position to consider some of the outstanding 
questions. It's pretty obvious that we'll need some type of variable for recording 
the fact that a file exists (or doesn't exist) , we'll need another for collecting a 
security code value. We'l l  also. need an input routine for collecting those names 
and values and a print routine for telling the user when a file doesn 't exist. You 
shouldn't be too d isappointed that these questions still need to be answered 
because we have after all only done the translation at the detail level of the 
Warnier diagram. Since the diagram did not provide specific details of things like 
input routines and so forth you 'd hardly have expected a direct pseudocode 
translation of the diagram in it's current form to provide any additional help in 
those areas! 
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Two points however are worth making in th is respect : F i rstly these latter  
outstanding code requirements are qu ite trivial - already most programmers 
would say 'yeh doing all those types of things is easy' .  Secondly, even before 
we've filled in complete details we know quite a lot about the structure of the 
program. Expanding the ASK FOR FILENAME bracket isn't going to change the 
overall hierarchy we've developed. Neither is a line of code which, for instance, 
prints "this file doesn't exist". 

Well we've knocked up a pseudocode form. Now let's convert it to a much more 
Basic orientated sketch. I 'm not going to alter the structure, just add a few Basic 
f lavoured constructs , R ETU R N  statements at the end of subrout ines,  l ine 
numbers, remarks line separators and so on. 

The fol lowing example shows the sort of sketch I would produce. OK I know that 
nowadays most Basics offer line labels as well as numbers but I just thought I 'd 
show you how it used to be done - when I f irst started using Basic, labelling lines 
wasn't al lowed and so I adopted another approach. I used to code the main 
bracket levels using gaps of 1 OOO. When the subroutine start l ines had been 
sketched I went back and used intermediate values to number the code lines. 
During this time incidentally I was never too worried about including details about 
code aspects that seemed straightforward - if I knew that some routine was going 
to have to print an error message for instance I 'd be quite happy to leave the 
code details blank and just make a note indicating what the routine should do . 
Here then is the sort of Basic sketch I would have made . . .  

990 REM-------------------------------------
1 000 REM MOST LEFTHAND, HIGHEST LEVEL, BRACKET 

10 10  ASK USER FOR filename 

1 020 IF (the file exists) THEN GOSUB 2000 ELSE GOSUB 3000 

1 030 RETURN 

1 990 REM-------------------------------------
2000 REM FILE EXISTS BRACKET 

201 0 IF (file restricted) THEN GOSUB 4000 ELSE GOSUB 5000 

2020 RETURN 

2990 REM-------------------------------------
3000 REM FILE DOES NOT EXIST BRACKET 

???? Inform operator that file does not exist 
301 0  RETURN 

3990 REM----------------------
4000 REM FILE RESTRICTED BRACKET 

401 0 ASK USER FOR code 
4020 IF (code correct) THEN GOSUB 5000 ELSE GOSUB 6000 
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4030 RETURN 

4990 REM--------------------------------------
5000 REM PROVIDE FILE DETAILS 

???? ACCESS FILE e ???? PRINT DETAILS 

501 0 RETURN 

5990 REM--------------------------------------
6000 REM ILLEGAL ACCESS BRACKET 

???? write some data to the security record log 
601 0  RETURN 

6990 REM--------------------------------------

So far we have produced a Warnier diagram form, a pseudocode form and a 
Basic language orientated sketch. What about a C based equivalent while we're 
at it? This time I've added a few local variables for storing filenames and code, 
and have also included some additional dummy function references ,  such as 
CheckName() , CheckRestricted() and GetRealCode() , which are intended to 
represent details of areas that have not yet been considered . . .  

I*------------------ --------------------------- ., 

void Report(void) 

TEXT *filename; 

e l nputRoutine(filename); 

if (CheckName(filename)) FileExists(filename); else NoFile(); 

} 
/* ----------------------------------------------- ., 

void FileExists(TEXT *filename) 

if (CheckRestricted(filename)) Restricted(filename); 

else ProvideDetails(filename); 

� ------------------------------------------------ ., 

e void NoFile(void) 

I nform operator that file does not exist 

} 
r -----------------------·------------------------- ., 
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void Restricted(TEXT *filename) 

ULONG code,c:orrect_code; 

correct_code=GetRealCode(filename) ; lnputRoutine( &code) ; 

if (code==Correct_code) ProvideDetails(filename); else l llegalAccess(); 

}/* --------------------------------------------- ·1 
void ProvideDetails(TEXT *filename) 

AccessFile(filename) ; PrintDetails(filename ) ;  

� ---------------------------------------- ·1 

void lllegalAccess(void) 

write some data to the security record log 

l r -------------------------------- -------------- ·1 

Do you see the connections between all of these versions. It's simple -structurally 
they are all identical .  Better than that we knew the structure before we even 
sketched the pseudocode version because . . .  

THE PROGRAM HAS THE SAME STRUCTURE AS THE WARNIER DIAGRAM. 

How come? I t 's  because we made it happen - our  subset to subrout ine 
conversion policy gave us a program which was based on the structure of the 
original Wamier diagram sketch. I'm going to save the assembler examples for 
chapters 1 2  and 1 7, but take it from me the same principles apply even though 
the diagramming and code gets rather more detailed. 

I ' m  not going to take these sketches through to completely runable forms 
because again later chapters will deal with far more interesting Amiga orientated 
examples. For this chapter however I wanted to deal with an example whose 
design had been previously created ( so I didn't have to duplicate the design 
stages again) - in that way there was time to deal with the conversion process in 
a bit more detai l .  
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Chapter 1 O Basic 

Basic, to a large extent, has always been considered a beginners language.This 
isn't too surprising because that is exactly what it was designed to be - Basic, 
wh ich was developed by Professors John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz at 
Dartmouth college in 1 963,  actually stands for Beginners All-purpose Symbolic 
Instruction Code. 

Now Basic may have started out as a very rudimentary language but over the 
years it has grown enormously and nowadays al most a l l  vers ions of the 
language, and that includes those available for the Amiga, are qu ite good. Basic 
is best thought of as a general high-level language that is particularly su itable as 
a beginners 'first' language. 

So, Basic has come of age so to speak. Why? There are several reasons. Firstly, 
the dominance of Microsoft during the 8 bit CP/M days of the previous decade led 
to a sort of 'Microsoft flavoured defacto standard' being accepted. This eliminated 
the earlier situation whereby almost all available implementations of Basic were 
different. People who write Basic interpreters nowadays tend at least to keep the 
main 'core' of the language in line with other offerings. 

Following on from those early M icrosoft days there has been a trend for providing 
decent 'structured' constructs. I F-THEN-ELSE, FOR and WHILE loops, ON
GOSUB etc. This coupled with recent improvements such as argument passing 
and the use of local variables in subprograms etc. ,  has meant that many earlier 
criticisms of the language are now not valid. 

Unfortunately there are still many areas where Basic can be criticised although 
the one most publicised, namely that because it is an interpreted language it is 
slow running, is actually unfair. I nterpreted Basic is slow because the high-level 
instructions , ie the statements which make up a Basic program, have to be 
translated line by line BEFORE they are executed. Nowadays you can get Basic 
compilers which will do that translation process in advance. The result is Basic 
programs which do not suffer from the same run-time translation overhead. This 
makes it possible to get the best of both worlds . . .  the programmer can use the 
interpreter based version to obtain a rapid code/run/edit/re-run cycle time during 
development ,  and when the program is complete the compiler can be used to 
produce the final version. 

The real criticisms of Basic stem not so much from faults in the things that Basic 
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does offer, but from the realisation that there are advanced features found in 
other languages that are not found in Basic . . .  lack of easy modular/library routine 
facilities and the inability ( in general) to support things like recursion, complex 
variables, and multiple indirection.Basic remains, and will continue to remain, one 
of the best languages to learn first. Having said that there will , if you are seriously 
interested in programming, come a time when you will wish to move on to richer 
pastures. 

One th ing is however qu ite certain - nowadays if you want to write Basic 
programs there is nothing to stop you from writing good Basic programs. There 
are none of the earlier restrictions (which often included things like being stuck 
with variable names that could only be a couple of characters long and if-then, 
gotos and for-loops being the only control statements) to hold you back. 

I 'm not going to go through the main capabilities of the Basic language, as I have 
incidentally done with C in the next chapter. Why? Well ,  Basic is so very well 
known that I 'm sure that anyone who knows about any languages at all wi l l  
already know more than a little Basic. What I wi l l  do however is spend a bit more 
time discussing the main control structures and their purposes. I am, perhaps 
slightly unfairly, making the assumption that those who are particularly interested 
in the Basic orientated parts of the book are likely to be rather less familiar with 
general principles of structured programming and so forth.  If you feel slighted, or 
perhaps feel that I'm talking rubbish, then please accept my apologies. 

As far as this chapter goes I am NOT going to get version specific, I 'll be talking 
primarily about Basics in general not about version XX for machine YY. If I make 
references to specific versions it will only be to try and emphasise a more general 
point. 

Because of this I 've stuck primarily to using line numbers and have also avoided 
discussing some of the newer faci lities, such as event trapping and col l ision 
detection, which have been introduced with interpreters such as M icrosoft 's 
Amiga Basic. This way the things I say will apply, in a general sense, to almost 
every form of Basic which has ever been written !  

For similar reasons I 've also not introduced the idea of subprograms. That is 
perhaps less of an omission because as far as the creation of the appropriate 
control h ierarchies are co ncerned it doesn't matter whether we ' re us ing 
subroutines, subprograms, or (when applicable) Basic's user-defined functions . 
Obviously once program development reaches the stage where the overal l  
structure is known things change because it becomes necessary to consider 
variables and how parameters are to be passed between the various code 
sections. 
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One point however must be made : Basics that offer subprogram facilities (which 
include the use of formal parameters, local variables etc.) are a big improvement 
over earlier versions of the language - subprograms are a facility which greatly 
simply the task of creating black box units. Control-wise, as you 'll see, there are 
usually some restrictions on called Basic subprograms which do not apply to 
Basic's subroutines. 

Reserved words and other magic items : I 've got to include a note about reserved 
words and the like because otherwise someone is bound to say "you used a label 
PRINTFILE in one of your chapter ten examples . . .  didn't you know you can't use 
that with XZYBASIC because it contains PRINT which is a reserved word". OK I 
admit it - I don't know about every Basic on every machine. If your particular 
version doesn't like embedded reserved words, or supports do-while rather than 
do-u nt i l ,  or doesn't a l low labels (or alternat ively no longer supports l ine 
numbers) . . .  then please adjust your lines of thought accordingly. 

Control Constructs 

I spent the whole of chapter fou r ta lk ing about sequence , repetition and 
alternation without offering even one line of program code. Those three building 
blocks are however inextricably related to programs, their structure , and general 
languages like Basic. Why? It's because sequence, repetition and alternation 
form the cornerstone of structured programming - in fact since their importance 
has been recognised languages, including Basic, have been deliberately altered 
to make it easier for us to write well-structured programs. 

Our first job then is to look at the links between Warnier diagrams and real Basic 
code . . .  

Sequence: 
This is the easy one . With imperative languages l ike Basic th ings happen 
sequential ly s imply by v i rtue of the order in  which statements are written .  
Translation of sequential Warnier diagram statements to Basic code is therefore 
just a matter of writing the equivalent language statements in the same order. 
The fragment . . .  

1 
Set reply string to null I 

I 
\ 
I 
\ 

Collect user response 

Interpret user reply 
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might, for instance, be translated into this type of code . . .  

1 900 X$="" 

1 91 0  GOSUB 5000' Collect user response 

1 920 GOSUB 6000' Interpret user reply 

Repetition: 
Consider the diagram fragment. . .  

I 
I 

Ge!Character I do something a total of n times 
( 1 ,n times) \ where n is at least 1 

I 
\ 

If it is known in advance how many times the GetCharacter routine wil l  be 
repeated then we can code such a fragment using a for loop . . .  

FOR 1=1 TO N 

do something with each iteration of the loop 

NEXT I 

If the extent of the repetition is not known in advance (when collecting an input e string for example characters may have to be collected until such time as the 
user hits the return key) then a do-until or do-while type loop could be used. 
Ideally then we'd like to write this type of code . . .  e 
DO 

do something repetitive and set 
exit flag to true when ready to 
quit the loop 

UNTIL (EXIT_FLAG) 

or perhaps the inverted test form . . .  

DO 
do something repetitive and set 
exit flag to true when ready to 
quit the loop 

WHILE (NOT EXIT_FLAG) 
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There is a potential problem here because not all Basic implementations support 
these type of post-test repetition functions. The solution is easily found - you can 
deliberately execute the necessary actions and then follow this with a pre-test 
repetition while/wend type arrangement. 

Most Basics support while/wend loops so if you choose, or are forced, to use 
diagram constructs which allow (0, n times) repetition then a diagram fragment 
such as . . .  

I 
GetCharacter / do something a total of n times 
(O,n times) \ but possibly never 

\ 

could be coded along the lines of . . .  

e WHILE( some exit condition is not true) 

do something 

e 
e 
e 
e 

WEND 

Simple alternation: 
The if and if-then else type testing was i l lustrated in  chapter n ine.  A 
fragment such as . . .  

PRINTER CONNECTED 

PRINTER CONNECTED 

I 
I 
\ 

\ 

I 
I 
\ 

\ 

Print file 

Tell user printer 
is not connected 

could be coded in Basic using this sort of skeleton form . . .  

1990 IF PRINTER_ CONNECTED THEN GOSUB 2100 ELSE GOSUB 2200 

2100 REM PRINTFILE ROUTINE 

do something 

2190 RETURN 

2200 REM ERROR MESSAGE 

do something 

2290 RETURN 
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or a more modern version based on line labels such as . . .  

I F  PRINTER_ CONNECTED THEN GOSUB PRINTFILE ELSE GOSUB ERROR_MESSAGE 

PRINTFILE: · 

do something 

RETURN 

ERROR_MESSAGE:  

do something 

RETURN 

Whether, incidentally, subroutine calls are needed for ALL parts of hierarchy 
depends very much on what actions are involved. If , for instance, the above error 
message routine simply involved printing a short string then one might well write 
the corresponding code as . . .  

I F  PRINTER_ CONNECTED THEN GOSUB PRINTFILE ELSE PRINT "NO PRINTER CONNECTED" 

PRINTFILE: 

do something 

RETURN 

Earlier I mentioned that the relatively new Basic subprogram facility had some 
restrictions - here's a chance to show you exactly what I mean .Supposing the 
fragments shown above were going to involve passing certain values to the 
subprogram ( ie involved calls which included parameters) . ldeally we'd like to be 
able to write the above fragment using something along the lines of. . .  

I F  PRINTER_ CONNECTED THEN CALL PRINTFILE(parameter list) 

ELSE CALL ERROR_MESSAGE(parameter list) 

Now this sort of facil ity would undoubtedly be very useful indeed. Bad luck . . .  most 
current Basic implementations which support subprograms do not a l low it ! 
Neither do they offer a subprogram based equivalent of the on-gosub statement. 

Case alternation : How do we Basic code a Warnier diagram fragment looking like 
this . . .  
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I x do X related operations 
I 
I @ 
I 
I y do Y related functions 

I 
\ @ 
I 
I 
I z do Z related functions 
I 
I @ 
I 
I 
\ T do T related functions 

Wel l ,  Basic doesn't have a part icularly f lexible case alternation form but 
segments such as the above can still often be coded relatively in a relatively tidy 
manner by using this type of skeleton scheme . . .  

500 ON(ITEM_NUMBER) GOSUB 1 000, 2000, 3000, 4000 

1 OOO REM Do X related functions 

do something 

1990 RETURN 

e 2000 REM Do Y related functions 

do something 

2990 RETURN 

3000 REM Do Z related functions 

do something 

3990 RETURN 

4000 REM Do T related functions 

do something 

4990 RETURN 

Obviously these translations schemes can be combined. This sort of fragment . . .  
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I x 
{ 

do X related operations 
I 
I I 
I EB 

I 
error flag is set 

I I 
I y \ EB 

I I 
I I error flag is set 

I \ 
\ 

I z { do Z related functions 
I 
I 
I EB I printer connected 
I I 

I I 

I T \ EB 

I I 

J I printer connected 
\ \ 

{ do Y related functions 

{ do nothing 

{ do T1 related functions 

{ do T2 related functions 

could be coded using the on-gosub statement together with if and 
form conditional tests . . .  

500 ON(ITEM_NUMBER) GOSUB 1 000, 2000, 3000, 4000 

1 OOO REM Do X related functions do something 

1 990  RETURN 

2000 REM Do Y related functions 

do something 

201 0  IF  ERROR_FL.AG THEN GOSUB 2100 

2090 RETURN 

2100 REM Execute Y related functions 

do something 

2190 RETURN 

3000 REM Do Z related functions 

do something 

3990 RETURN 

4000 REM Do T related functions 

4010  IF PRINTER_ CONNECTED THEN GOSUB 4100 ELSE GOSUB 4200 

4090 RETURN 

4100 REM Execute T1 related functions 

do something 

4190 RETURN 
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4200 REM Execute T2 related functions 

e do something 

4290 RETURN 

9 Final Notes 

As you will have gathered I 've not been trying to teach you all about Basic. In fact 
I expect you to know plenty about the language itself - when a user defined 
function can be used, when statements are simple enough to be coded in-line 
rather than requiring an extra subroutine call and so forth. What I have been 
trying to do is make some important connections between the Warnier diagram, 
the structured programming building b locks, and the control faci lities which 
Basics ( in general) offer. It's these things that will let you get the overall structure 
of your programs correct from the very early coding stages. It's an important first 
step because it helps make many more detailed considerations fall into place 
much more easily. 
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CHAPTER 1 1  

The C language 

This chapter is not meant to teach you C.  It is however meant to cover control 
constructs and characteristics of the language so, if you are not a C programmer, 
you ' l l  still be able to appreciate something of its power. It should also help non-C 
programmers to understand rather more of the C orientated examples dealt with 
e lsewhe re in the book .  Lastly it offers some C specific notes about the 
relationships between the sequence, repetition and alternation constructs used in 
Warnier diagrams and the forms which the C language uses to express the same 
control patterns.We'll start with a summary of the type of facilities the language 
provides . . .  

Functions 

Functions are the subprogram units which form the essential building blocks of al l  
C programs. You don't have to write functions for everything you need to do in C 
- many functions come pre-written with the compiler or as part of the computer's 
operating system. 

C functions, when properly written, make ideal program building blocks. They 
behave in many ways just like a black box - the user provides some input (called 
parameters or arguments) and the function carries out its job (possibly returning 
some information) . The basic C syntax for a function call looks like this . . .  

return-type function-name ( parameter list ) 

variable declarations 

C statements which specify what the function does 

Here's a simple example which calculates the area of a rectangular box . . .  

int BoxArea(int width, int length) 

int result; 

result=Width •length; 
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return( result); 

you wouldn't normally write such a trivial calculation as a function, but if you were 
going, this shortcut form would also be allowed . . .  

int BoxArea(int width, int length) 

return(width*length) 

Funct ions can cal l  other fu nct ions and,  if su itably written ,  can a lso cal l  
themselves. In  other words C supports recursion! 

Decisions Using if Statements 

In C 'if' conditional testing takes this form . . .  

if (expression) 

statement 

The statement which gets executed can either be a single C statement or a group 
of statements enclosed within braces like this . . .  

if (expression) 

any number of statements 

Both syntax forms operate in the same way - the expression enclosed i n  
parenthesis i s  evaluated and, if it's true, the statement o r  statements which follow 
are executed. For example the statement . . .  

if (exit_flag== TRUE) closedown() ;  

has this effect. The variable exit_flag is tested and if the condition is true, which in 
C means it has evaluated to a non-zero value, then the function closedown() is 
called. 
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C also provides an if-else extension whose formal syntax is . . .  

if (expression) 

statement 1 

else 

statement 2 

Again the statement parts may be either a single statements or blocks of 
statements placed in braces, for example . . .  

if (keypress==ESCAPE) /* user wants some help */ 

PreserveScreen(); DisplayMesage(); 

GetCharacter(); RestoreScreen(); 

else 

HancleCharacter(keypress); 

C's switch Statement 

C provides the case structure construct, although it calls it a switch statement. 
This allows you to test an expression and then, on the basis of the result, carry 
out any number of code sections. The general form looks like this . . .  

switch (expression) 

case1 constant-expression: statement 

case2 constant-expression: statement 

case3 constant-expression: statement 
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caseN constant-expression: statement 

default: statement 

Again the sections of code can be either a single statement or a bracketed block 
of statements . The only l imitation is that the expressions used to identify the 
individual cases must be integers. 

As written the switch statement does not execute a particular set of statements 
and then return control to the program, execution falls through to other case sets. 
The way to avoid this is to use C's 'break' statement which effects an immediate 
exit from the switch statement. So, although not specified in the syntax the most 
useful description of the switch construct is this . . .  

switch (expression) 

case1 constant-expression: statement 
break; 

case2 constant-expression: statement 
break; 

case3 constant-expression: statement 
break; 

caseN constant-expression: statement 
break; 

default: statement 

break; 

While and For Loops 

The while loop uses this type of format. . .  

while (expression) 

statement 
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As before the statement part may consist of either a single C statement or a block 
of statements enclosed in braces . . . .  

while (expression) 

any number of statements 

C's equivalent of the common 'for loop' adopts a most useful arrangement . . .  

for (entry-€xpression ; exit-expression; continuation-expression) 

statement 

Again the statement part may consist of either a single C statement or a block of 
statements enclosed in braces.  The parenthesised conditions are most usually 
assignment statements and conditional tests. The first part specifies the entry 
conditions, the second (commonly a conditional test) is evaluated before the body 
statements are executed, and the third part is usually an assignment which 
controls ( increments or decrements) a loop variable. 

An alternative C construct, a do-while loop, is also supported . Here the condition 
test is made at the end of the loop. As before braces are unnecessary for the 
single statement form, so the following two versions are acceptable . . .  

do 

statement 

while (expression); 

and . . . 

do 

any number of statements 

} while (expression) ;  

Notice that, unlike the control statements mentioned earlier, a semicolon must 
follow the parenthesised expression. 
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Data Items 

Data items used within a C program tall into two basic categories - constants and 
variables. C allows tour fundamental type specifiers . . .  

e char a single byte capable of holding one character. 

int an integer, usually reflecting the natural size of an integer on a given computer/processor. 

float a single precision floating point number. 

double a double precision floating point number. 

and to these a number of 'qualifiers' can be applied . . .  

short applies to int type only 

long applies to int type only 

unsigned applies to int or char types 

signed applies to int or char type 

The exact number of bits which must be used to represent particular data types 
aren't specified by the language, they are determined by the underlying hardware 
of the machine and are therefore hardware dependent. On the Amiga tor instance 
a long int is a 32 bit number, a short only 1 6  bits. Character char variables 
contain 8 bits. 

The intention is that these qualifiers otter additional flexibility . If ,  tor instance, we 
were dealing with a variable that we were certain would never hold values greater 
than 255 we could declare it as an unsigned char and the compiler would realise 
that the item will never require more than 8 bits of storage and would allocate 
memory accordingly. 

Integer Constants 

An integer constant is a whole number which may be positive, zero or negative. 
In C they may be specified using decimal, octal or hexadecimal(hex) notation. 

The only restriction which C places on decimal integer constants is that they must 
not start with a O (zero) . 999 and - 1 26 are decimal constants . . .  0 1 6  is not ! Why 
the restriction ? It's because numbers which start with zeros are regarded as 
octal numbers, ie they're assumed to be base 8 numbers. Octal numbers must of 
course only contain the digits 0-7. 
Numbers which start with the characters Ox (or OX) signify a hexadecimal, ie base 
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1 6 , number. These may consist of the digits 0-9 and the letters A-F (or a-f) 
inclusive. Hex numbers are very usefu l as a concise way of representing bit 
patterns, masks for logical operations etc. 

I nteger constants can be written with a qualifier. A decimal , octal or hex number 
followed by L indicates a long integer, U indicates an unsigned int. 

Floating Point Constants 

In C floating point constants can be written in one of two ways - as decimals or in 
scientific, exponential , form. The latter scheme involves writing the number as 
either a floating point number or integer, adding the letter E, and then following 
that with an integer representing the appropriate power of 1 0. 

Character Constants 

Character constants in C are single characters written within single quote 
marks . . .  'B ' ,  'd' ,  '7' , '% ' etc. The value of the constant is the numeric value of the 
character in the machines character set. These are not to be confused with the 
equivalent integer numbers . . .  the ASCI I  character O (zero) for instance, which can 
be written as as the constant 'O', is represented internally by the numerical value 
48 not by a iero value. Equally important is the fact that, on a machine which 
used a different character set , 'O' would (as represented internally) be yet a 
different value again. 

C allows a number of 'escape sequences' to be used . . .  

\a alert (bell) 

\b backspace 

\f form feed 
\n newline 

\r carriage return 

\t horizontal tab 

\v vertical tab 

\\ backslash 

\? question mark 

\' single quote 

\" double quote 
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As well as the above sequences, byte-sized bit patterns can also be specified . . .  

\ooo,where ooo i s  a n  octal number, x\hh i s  the hexadecimal equivalent. The 
ASCI I  space character could .therefore be defined using the definition #define 
BELL '\x20' .  One constant that crops up very frequently is '\O ' ,  character. It's 
internal numerical value is zero and it is commonly known as the null character. 

9 String Constants 

A string constant is written as a sequence of characters enclosed in double 
quotes . . .  

"some string" 

Such constants can be concatenated at the time the program is compiled so it is 
legal to spread such strings over a number of lines if necessary. I nternally all 
strings terminate with a nu l l  character ,  ie with '\O ' .  This is a C language 
requirement and it means that if , for instance , you write an eleven character 
string "some string" it will be stored using 1 2  locations. 

Identifiers 

C requires that various quantities, such as variables and constants, are given 
names in order that they can be referenced within the program. These names, 
wh ich are called identif iers,  can be made up of letters , d ig its and '_' the 
underscore character. The only proviso is that the name must NOT start with a 
number. Identifiers are case sensitive and C programmers, because of a long 
established convention, tend to write all symbolic constants in U PPERCASE. It is 
worthwhile maintaining this convention. 

9 Arithmetic Operators 

C supports all of the normal arithmetic operations . . .  addition (+) , subtraction (-) , 
multiplication (*) and division (/) . C also provides the % operator which is a 
modulus function. The expression x % z for instance gives the remainder after x 
has been divided by z.  

9 Relational Operators 

C offers the following relational operators . . .  
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> greater than 

>= greater than or equal to 

< less than 

<= less than or equal to 

equal to 

not equal to 

Notice that equality uses a double = =  sign. 

Assignment and the Assignment Operators 

Assignment itself, as we've just mentioned, uses a single = sign. Its simplest use 
is in statements which take the form . . .  

variable = some expression o r  value 

For assignments such as . . .  

area = area + 40 ;  

C allows a shortcut - the above expression can be written as  . . .  

area += 40; 

Most binary operands, namely +, - ,  • , I, %, «, », &, " , and I can be used in this 
way. 

C's Increment and Decrement Operators 

C provides two very useful  operato rs for increment ing and decrement ing 
variables .  Operations such as y = y + 1 can be written as . . .  

y++; r this means add 1 to the value of y ·1 

Similarly y = y - 1 can be written . . .  

y-; 

It's also possible to control when the incremenVdecrement operation will occur. 
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There are post-increment and pre-increment modes available . . .  

y = x++; 

y = ++x; 

x is incremented AFTER the right hand side expression is 
evaluated and assigned. 

x is incremented BEFORE the right hand side expression 
is evaluated and assigned. 

Type Conversions 

If an operator like • or + is used with operands of different types then the less 
precise operand will usually be promoted to the same type as the most exact 
operand for the purposes of the calcu lation .  The above type of conversion is 
called implicit type conversion. C also allows the programmer to explicitly change 
types, providing of course that it is sensible to do so. 

Bit Manipulation Operators 

C was originally designed as a systems programming language and because of 
this it was given quite a few operators that can act on the individual bits of an 
integer operand. 

Categorv 

Bitwise Operators 

Shift Operators 

& 

<< 
>> 

unary one's complement 

bitwise AND 

bitwise inclusive OR 

bitwise exdusive OR 

left shift 
right shift 

The unary one's complement operator will turn all the 1 's present in the binary 
form of an integer into O's, and all positions that were originally O's are converted 
to 1 's .  

Bitwise AND is most often used to mask out a particular bit pattern, ie to turn off 
certain bits of the number. If ,  for instance , the #define statement defines a 
constant called BITMASK as . . .  
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#define BITMASK Ox7FFF 

then the expression . . .  

x = x & BITMASK; 

results in the most significant bit of the x variable being set to zero. 

Similarly bitwise OR can be used to turn bits on. For instance, the expression . . .  

x = x I BITMASK; 

is an assignment which will set to 1 all of the bit positions in x which are set to 
one in the constant called BITMASK. 

These types of operat ions,  particu larly in  system's programming are very 
common so the shortcut notation which C's assignment operators provide are 
very useful. The expression x = x & BITMASK for instance can simply be written 
more concisely as . . .  

x & = BITMASK; 

The bitwise exclusive OR operator " performs the standard exclusive OR 
operation: Every bit position where the two operands have different values will be 
set to 1 ,  bits in other positions are set to zero.Shift operators perform left and 
right shifts of their specified operands by a number of bits specified on the right of 
the operand, The expression . . .  

x = x << 4 ;  

shifts the contents of x four positions to the left. 

Logical Operators 

The operators && and I I  are known as C's AN D and OR logical operators . 
Expressions connected by these operators are evaluated from left to right to see 
whether they are true or not. By definition the numeric value of a relational or 
logical expression is unity i f  the expression is true, and zero if i t  is false. A unary 
negation operator ! is also available which converts a non-zero operand into a 
zero operand and vice versa. 
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Precedence 

The C language gives operators a precedence and in cases where operators of 
equal precedence have to be resolved it defines whether evaluation occurs on a 
left-to-right or a right-to-left basis. The following table gives the details of all of the 
C operators . . .  

PRECEDENCE TABLE 

Operators 
o a -> 

! - ++ + - • & (type) sizeof 

• I %  

+ -

<< >> 

< <= > >= 

== != 

& 

&& 

I I  

? :  

= += -= ·= I= %= &= �= I= <<= >>= 

The C Preprocessor 

Assocjatjyity 
left to right 

right to left 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

left to right 

right to left 

right to left 

left to right 

One of C 's greatest strengths is that it offe rs a user programmable pre
processing stage . Prior to the start of compilation proper the source f i le is 
scanned for special preprocessor directives and these can be used to modify the 
source code. In general the preprocessor can perform three basic jobs : File 
i nclusion, macro substitution and conditional compi lat ion.  The syntax of the 
preprocessor is quite separate from C.  To start with, all preprocessor directives 
(ie preprocessor commands) must start with a hash # sign.  The restrictions on 
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the layout are also stricter than the C language itself. 

Pointers and Address Related Operators 

C allows you to work with pointers which represent memory addresses.The 
declaration . . .  

char *buffer __p ;  

declares a variable called buffer_p as  being a pointer to a char type item.An 
address of operator & is also available. 

Complex Variables 

The C language supports arrays of all types using separate square brackets for 
individual dimensions. It also allows variables of different types to be collected 
together into a unit known as a structure. For instance 

struct Date { 

} ;  

long int Day; 
long int Month; 
long int Year; 

Such structures may be copied or assigned as complete units, their addresses 
may be taken and their individual members can be accessed , copied and 
assigned. ANSll C allows a structure to be passed to a function as a complete 
unit - and it allows the function to return a complete structure. 

C has an alternative notation for working with structure pointers, the -> operator. 
If p is a pointer to a structure then one of its members can be accessed with this 
type of statement . . .  

p->MemberNarne; 

If date_p is a pointer which has been declared as a pointer to the Date structure 
described earlier, ie as . . .  

struct Date *date__p; 

then the ind ividual structure members cou ld be in it ia lised to represent 1 st 
January 1 992 using the statements . . .  
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As with other languages the key to all of these diagram to C code translations is 
to recognise the importance of the sequence, repetition and alternation diagram 
constructs and to know how to represent them in the language itself. 

Repetition :  

Consider the diagram fragment. . .  

GetCharacter { do something a total of n times( 1 ,n times) 
where n is at least 1 

If it is known in advance how many times the GetCharacter routine wi l l  be 

e repeated then we can code such a fr�gment using a for loop . . .  

for(i=1 ;  i<=n;i++) 

do something with each iteration of the loop 

If the extent of the repetition is not known in advance (eg when collecting an input 
string the characters may have to be collected until such time as the user hits the 
return key) then a do-while loop can be used . . .  

do { 

do something repetitive and set 
exit flag to true when ready to 
quit the loop 

}while( !exit_flag) ;  

If you choose to use diagram constructs which allow (0, n times) repetition then 
you'd need to opt for the pre-test form, ie use a while loop . . .  
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GetCharacter 
{ 

do something a total of n times 
(O,n times) but possibly never 

could therefore be coded along the lines of . . .  

while( some exit condition is not true) 

do something 

Simple alternation :  The if and if-else type testing was illustrated in chapter nine . A 
fragment such as. . .  e 

I 
I I 

\ 
I \ 

PRINTER CONNECTED { 
e 
PRINTER CONNECTED { 

Print file 

Tell user printer 
is not connected 

could be coded in C using . . .  

if(printer_connected) PrintFile(filename); else PrintMessage(NO_PRINTER); 

Case alternation: A Wam ier diagram fragment looking like this . . .  

I x { do X related operations 

I e 
{ I y do Y related functions 

\ e 
I z { do Z related functions 

\ e 
T { do T related functions 

can be coded directly using c·s switch statement. For example . . .  

switch(value) 

case X: PerformX(); break; 

case Y: PerformY(); break; 
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case Z: PerformZ(); break; 

case T: PerformT() ;  break; 

default: break; 

Obviously these translations schemes can be combined. This sort of fragment. . .  

I 
{ I x do X related operations 

I 
I I 

error flag is set { do Y related functions I $ 
I 

I I 
I y \ $ 

I I { I $ \ error flag is set do nothing 
\ 

I 

{ I z do Z related functions 

I 
I 

{ I $ I printer connected do T1 related functions 

I I 

I T I $ 

I 
\ 

I I 

{ \ \ printer connected do T2 related functions 

could be coded using c·s switch statement together with an if and an if-else form 
conditional test . . .  

switch(value) 

case X: PerforrnX(); break; 

case Y: if (error_flag) PerforrnY() ;  break; 

case Z: PerforrnZ(); break; 

case T: if (printer_connected) PerforrnT1 (); else PerformT2(); 

break; 

default: break; 
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Chapter 1 2  

Assembly Language 

When I first started planning this book I had one theme which I wanted to get 
across more than any other - the fact that program design, and the ability to write 
well structured programs, has little if anything to do with the languages you use. 

I 'm always reminded when I discuss this particu lar area about Basic's goto 
instruction ,  which got the blame for helping programmers to produce tangled 
web, spaghetti type, programs which no one could understand, debug or alter. 
Goto is now defunct within the world of high-level languages, discredited and 
largely unused. Any competent programmer however will tell you that gotos CAN 
be used properly and can result in tidy well structured programs. The difficulty is 
of course that it's only too easy to use the goto statement in an undisciplined 
way . . .  and it's that which leads to program structure problems. 

Why have I mentioned the goto at th is t ime? It's because it has a strong 
connection with  the branch and jump instructions of the 68000 processor. 
P rogramming at low-level then has all the d isadvantages,  yet none of the 
advantages, of the primitive high-level language facilities which have long since 
been superseded by forms which encourage the programmer to produce, or at 
least facilitate the production of, tidier programs. 

When you program using 68000 assembly language, or any other assembly 
language come to that, you ' l l  find no such encouragement. To a large extent any 
structure and tidiness in the code will have to come from you the programmer. Is 
it difficult to write structured assembly language programs? No, it can be done 
surprisingly easily - and what's more it can be done us ing exactly the same 
techniques as I 've advocated for pseudocode, Basic, and C. The secret is to 
tackle the design problems first in a language independent way, and then when 
you have a reasonably clear idea of what you are trying to do you can start to 
translate your designs into the assembly language equivalent. 

I 'm not going to teach you much at all about the 68000 instruction set - in fact I 
must assume that you know so meth ing of the art of assembly language 
programming already. Nor am I going to go into excessive program detail in this 
chapter - my concern, as with the other chapters in this section of the book, is to 
make the connection between the structured programming building blocks of 
sequence, repetition and alternation, and the Warnier diagram. It's a connection 
I 've made three times already (using pseudocode, Basic and C) - this time the 
target language is of cou rse 68000 assembler.  This relatively general ised 
approach may be a good thing because the types of control mechanisms I ' l l  be 
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mentioning at this time are common to a large number of microprocessors, so 
again the th ings we' l l  d iscuss wi l l  be of general use to those work ing with 
assembly language. Needless to say I am not, at this stage, interested in issues 
of efficiency and corner-cutting which many assembly language programmers 
seem to be obsessed with . . OK I agree that if you want absolute speed then 
efficient use of the instruction set is important. Where my approach d iffers 
however is that I do the corner cutting AFTER the design and overall code layout 
has been achieved not before . 

Labels and other magic items: I 've got to include a note about labels and the like 
because othe rw ise  someone is bound to say "you u s e d  a labe l 
IND IRECTION_ TABLE in one of your chapter twelve examples . . .  didn't you know 
you can't use that with the XZYASSEMBLER because the _ character isn't 
al lowed to be used in labels". OK I admit it - I don't know about every assembler 
on every machine. If your particular assembler doesn't like particular characters 
in labels, or needs semi-colons before comments etc . ,  then please adjust your 
lines of thought (and my examples) accordingly . The important thing with this 
chapter are the themes, not the specifics. 

So the theme in th is  chapter revolves essent ia l ly around program control 
structure issues : Before forging l inks in this area however there are a few points 
which are worth making about the 68000's instruct ion set and the various 
instructions which can be used for creating the necessary control units . . .  

Branches and Jumps 

The 68000 has two basic 'goto- l ike' ways of transfe rri ng control .  The J M P  
instruction which uses a fu l l  sized address, and the BRA instruction which uses 
relative addressing based on a 1 6  bit displacement. 

In addit ion to this there are conditional branch instructions, which take the 
general form Bee and DBcc, that are able to perform relative branching when 
specified conditions are met or not met (branch on zero, branch on plus and so 
on). 

The 68000 also supports two basic subroutine type instructions: The branch to 
subrout ine BSA inst ruct ion is  the relative add ress ing form of BRA which 
additional ly places a retu rn address on the stack a l lowing a terminal  RTS 
instruction to transfer control back to the instruction immediately after the one that 
caused the subroutine branch in the first place. The second subroutine instruction 
of interest is the jump to subroutine JSR form which , like JMP,  uses a full sized 
address rather than a displacement. JSR works like a JMP instruction but l ike 
BSA it places a return address on the stack. 
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In the context of usage flexibility there is a very important difference between the 
relative branching BRA type instructions .and full address orientated J M P  and 
JSR forms. The latter instructions have much more scope in terms of available 
addressing modes. In fact there are seven addressing forms listed as being 
available for the JMP and JSR instructions . . .  

Register Indirect 

Register Indirect with Displacement 

Register Indirect with Index 

Absolute Short 

Absolute Long 

PC Relative with Displacement 

PC Relative with Index 

The indirect addressing modes are particularly useful for creating some of the 
more complex control structures. The instruction . . .  

JSR (a5) 

for instance performs a subroutine call to a location whose address has been 
placed in address register a5. The 68000 also has a 'load effective address' LEA 
instruction which can compute and load an address register with an address 
computed using ANY of the 68000's addressing modes. This means that even 
with the simple indirect subroutine call the processor can be instructed to perform 
an infinite number of complex subroutine call arrangements. For example . . .  

. LEA $1 2(a2, d4.I) a5 

JSR (a5) 

Not on ly  does th is  mean that we 've got very f l ex ib le  convent ional  ru n
time(dynamic) and static address calculation facilities but also that things like 
key-to-address transformation (hash based) schemes are also relatively easily 
bu ilt . . .  

JSR CalculateAddress calculate hash address in dO 

MOVE.L d0,a5 copy to a5 

JSR (a5) call appropriate subroutine 
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The net result of al l  this is simple : the 68000 itself is not likely to place any 
restrictions on what you can do control-wise because al l  manner of clever 
schemes can be devised. In  fact once you start working at the processor level 
you begin to realise that the addressing modes of the 68000, coupled to it's 
relatively symmetrical· instruction set, actually tends to liberate the programmer, 
rather than restrict them. At times I sometimes wonder whether it isn't the high
level languages which suffer from shortcomings rather than the low-level ones 
although I'm sure most people would disagree. 

The point again needs to be made that one of the reasons that I feel just as 
comfortable working with assembly languages as with high-leve l languages is 
that before I write one l ine of assembler code I 'l l  have a logical plan available 
which shows what must be done! 

Black Boxes 

I 've made quite a point elsewhere of talking about information hiding and 'black 
box' units, subprogram/subroutine units. The ability to create isolated pieces of 
code which can be used without knowing how they operate makes for re-useable 
and easily modifiable code units . I nherent in such ideas of modular program 
construction come two other needs :  Decent parameter passing schemes as 
opposed to routines which use a hotchpotch of globally accessible memory 
locations, and the ability of a routine to create and use variables which are known 
only to them. Languages like C provide inbuilt mechanisms for parameter passing 
and use of local variables - but how can we do it from assembler? 

There are a number of schemes but one, stack based allocation ,  stands out as 
being particularly important. The idea is simple - as a subroutine is entered the 
stack pointer register is a ltered so that some temporary working space is 
reserved on the stack for the variables and other quantities needed by the routine 
(conven ient ly  accessed by sett ing up a 'frame pointe r '  wh ich a l lows the  
workspace to be accessed indirectly) . The 68000 has a powerful instruction pair 
called LINK/UNLK which allows this whole process to be automated. 
Another impo rtant technique, which I fee l su re most of you wi l l  know about 
already, is that of reserving and re-instating processor registers du ring subroutine 
calls. At the start of the routine you preserve, by pushing onto the stack, those 
registers which are going to be utilised during the subroutine call .  Just before the 
routine terminates the pushed values are pulled off the stack and used to return 
the processor to it's original state. 

For now though, with the above preliminaries out of the way, it's time to look at 
some of the basic ways in which the sequence, repetition and alternation building 
blocks can be tackled with 68000 assembler. 
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Control Constructs 

Sequence: 

As you might expect sequence is the easy one. Sequence is implied simply by 
virtue of the order in which statements are written .  If, for example, you need to 
code something like this . . .  

I 
I I NITIALISE REPLY STRING 

I 
I COLLECT USER REPLY 
I 
I INTERPRET USER REPLY 

then,  if all the operations were going to be handled as subroutines.you might 
write something along the lines of . . .  

JSR lnitializeReplyString 

JSR CollectResponse 

JSR lnterpretReply 

of course if one or more of the operations were simply enough, ie consisted of 
just a few relatively obvious instructions, then they might be coded in line. 

Suppose that the above routine was using aO as a reply string pointer and that 
the strings were using the NULL terminator convention. To initialise a string in 
such a situation al l that needs to be done is to set the first byte (which would be 
the byte represented by the address held in aO) to NULL, so the above example 
would just as likely be coded as . . .  

MOVE.B #NULL,(aO) initialise reply string to •• 

JSR CollectResponse 

JSR I nterpretResponse 

Similarly if you were using some system routine to collect a user string and this 
routine needed to have the start of the string supplied in dO you might have a 
fragment like this . . .  
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I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I N ITIALISE REPLY STRING 

SET UP c:IO TO HOLD START OF REPLY STRING 

COLLECT USER REPLY WITH SYSTEM CALL 

I NTERPET USER REPLY 

e I n  such a case it's not hard to see the sort of translation that would be needed . . .  

MOVE.B #NULL, (aO) 

MOVE.L aO, c:IO 

JSR CollectResponse 

JSR lnterpretResponse 

Repetition 

Consider the following fragment . . .  

GET CHARACTER 
( 1 , n times) 

I 
I I 

I 
I I 

initialise reply string to •• 

system requires start address in c:IO 

Repetitive sets, when coded, end up as loops. If we choose register dO as a 'loop 
variable' then the obvious way of coding the above fragment would be along the 
lines of . . .  

MOVE.B #LOOPCOUNT, dO 
Loop: JSR GetCharacter 

SUBQ.B #1 ,dO 
BNE Loop 

Of course the 68000 has an automated loop instruction DBcc which handles both 
the counter modification and, if needed, an extra conditional exit test. Bearing in 
mind that DBcc quits the loop when the counter register hits -1  (so the count must 
start at one less than the required value) we'd probably write the above loop l ike 
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this . . .  

Loop: MOVE.B #LOOPCOUNT-1 ,dO 
JSR GetCharacter 
DBRA dO,Loop 

If the extent of the repetition is not known in advance (as in the now well worn 
case of collecting keyboard characters until such time as a return key is detected) 
then we modify the test conditions accordingly.Supposing that in the above 
example the GetCharacter routine, as well as placing the collected character into 
a string buffer, also returned the character in question in register dO. The code 
fragment would then need to be something along the lines of . . .  

Loop: JSR GetCharacter 
CMP.B #CR,dO 
BNE Loop 

At times you might wish to show the exit conditions explicitly on your Warnier 
diagrams. The fragment for the above example might therefore have been written 
as . . .  

I 

I 
I 

I GET CHARACTER 

I CHARACTER=CR 
I (0, 1 times) 

COLLECTION LOOP I $ 
( 1 ,  n times) I 

I 
I 
I CHARACTER=CR 
I (0, 1  times) 
I 

{ exit from collection loop 

{ do nothing, ie keep going 

It is not worth being pedantic over the form, or the notation, for such translations. 
If a repetitive loop requires an exit condition which is obvious to code then there 
is l ittle point in cluttering up the Warnier diagram with unnecessary detail. Having 
said that there is, for documentation purposes at least, a case for including some 
note about any tests which are implied rather than expl icitly d iagrammed. 
Bracketed comments do nicely here . . .  
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GET CHARACTER 
( 1 ,n times) 

I 
I 
I I 

I 
I 
I I 

Chapter 1 2  Assembly Language 

(Collect these characters until a CR is encountered) 

The bottom line then is simple : You take your diagram detail to the point where 
the actions being specified become easy to code. Obviously the point where this 
occurs will vary according to your programming abilities, your familiarity with the 
language, and your familiarity with the problem being dealt with!The above loops 
are post-test forms - the exit condition occurs at the end of the loop. Pre-test 
repetition ,  ie repetition of the while/wend variety, is just as easy to create. The 
following diagram fragment. . .  

I 
I I 

CONVERT TO LOWER CASE I 
I I (O,n times) 

if we assume that ao holds the address of the first byte of the string being dealt 
with we might code the above fragment like this . . .  

Here: 

CMP.B 
BEQ 
JSR 

#NULL,(aO) 
Here 
ConvertToLowerCase 

is first byte a NULL? 

The implication here is that if the string is empty, ie contains only a terminal NULL 
character ,  then the  ConvertToLowerCase rout ine is never executed . I t 's 
interesting to note, but I 'm not going to dwell on this, that the assembly language 
form actually shows the fundamental nature of the repetitive set which occurs 1 
or more times. The above code actually represents this situation . . .  

MODIFY STRING 
( 1 ,n times) 

I 
I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I I 

CHAR = NULL { CONVERT TO LOWER CASE 
(0, 1  times) 

CHAR = NULL { 
(0, 1  times) 
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Simple Alternation 

To be honest we've already started looking at alternation in the sense of loop 
termination testing. The if-else type testing needed for fragments like . . .  

I 
I 
I I 

\ 
I 

I 
I 
\ 

CHECK PRINTER { 

PRINTER CONNECTED { 

PRINTER CONNECTED { 

(this routine will return zero flag 
set if printer is properly connected) 

Print file 

Tell User printer 
is not connected 

can be coded using these type of schemes . . .  

JSR CheckPrinter z flag indicates connection 

BEO Print 

JSR PrinterMessage 

BRA Here 

Print: JSR PrintFile 

Here: 

Case Alternation 

It is possible to extend the above simple alternation schemes to cater for case 
alternation. This leads to a step-by-step evaluation of each case. For example . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I I 

\ 
I 
I 
I \ 
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c:RRIAGE RETURN { 

TA� { 
$ 

BACKSPACE { 
$ 

OTHER CHARACTERS { 



e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

could be coded using this type of framework . . .  

LinefeedTest: CMP.B #LINEFEED,dO 

BNE CarriageReturnTest 

do line feed related stuff 

BRA CaseEnd 

Chapter 1 2  Assembly Language 

CarriageReturn Test: CMP. B #CARRIAGE_RETURN,dO 

Tab Test: 

Backspace Test: 

BNE Tab Test 

do carriage return related stuff 

BRA CaseEnd 

CMP. B #TAB,dO 

BNE Backspace Test 

do tab related stuff 

BRA CaseEnd 

CMP.B #BACKSPACE 

BNE OtherCharactersTest 

do backspace related stuff 

BRA CaseEnd 

OtherCharactersTest: ignore or do whatever else is necessary 

CaseEnd: 

Whether  the i nd ividual act ions associated with e ach case get written as 
subroutines calls, instead of being written in line, depends to a large extent on 
what is involved. If you are happy that the necessary code details are easily 
handled then by all means place them in line. Here's an example - supposing that 
the fragment we've just discussed had to expand tab characters to spaces. The 
relevant details might have been diagrammed as . . .  
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(aO is the pointer to the buffer holding these input characters) 

LINEFEED { 
$ 

CARRIAGE RETURN { 

TAB 

BACKSPACE 

$ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

\ 
I \ 

{ 

(expand tab character to spaces) 
(variable g_tab_count holds value 1 less than the 
equivalent spaces number) 

INSERT SPACE 
(1 , n times) 

I 
I I 

\ 
I 
I \ 

insert space in current location 

increment string pointer 

OTHER CHARACTERS { e 
The general type of loop for such space insertion would therefore go something e 
like this . . .  

lnsertSpace: 
MOVE.B 
MOVE.B 
ADDO.L 
SUB.B 
BNE 

g_tab_count,d1 
#SPACE,(aO) 
#1 ,a1 
#1 ,d1 
lnsertSpace 

get conversion count 
insert space 

move to next character 
decrease count 

Using postincrement addressing and the specialised DBcc instruction, the above A loop can be written more concisely as. . .  w 

l nsertSpace: 
MOVE.B 
MOVE.B 
DBRA 

g_tab_count,d1 
#SPACE,(aO)+ 
d1 , lnsertSpace 

get conversion count 
insert space/increment aO 

There would be no problem in coding those three lines directly. Most assembly A 
language programmers would be able to f i l l  that TAB segment so that the W 
skeleton code framework then looked something like this . . .  

LinefeedTest: 
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Carriage Return Test: CMP.B #CARRIAGE_RETURN,dO 

BNE Tab Test 

do carriage return related stuff 

BRA CaseEnd 

Tab Test: CMP.B #TAB,dO 

BNE Backspace Test 

MOVE.B g_tab_count,d1 get conversion count 
lnsertSpace: MOVE. B  #SPACE,(aO)+ insert space/increment ao 

DBRA d 1  , l nsertSpace 

BRA CaseEnd 

BackSpace Test: CMP.B #BACKSPACE 

BNE OtherCharacters Test 

do backspace related stuff 

BRA Case End 

OtherCharacters Test: ignore or do whatever else is necessary 

CaseEnd: 

The key , as always, is to only code those aspects which to you seem crystal 
clear. If you're having trouble figuring out what sort of code should be written for a 
particular piece of diagram then the chances are that you 've not taken the 
d iagram to a suff icient level of detai l .  The solution is simple - expand your 
diagrams until they do represent that required detail . 

Alternative Schemes for case Construction: 

It must be said that although the above approach has the advantage of being 
simple there are occasions when it is inappropriate. One example which springs 
to mind is where a very large number of individual cases need to be catered for -
if, for instance, you have a hundred different cases the above arrangement would 
lead (on average) to each character being tested fifty times. If you need fast case 
testing then the above approach is not going to help and alternative schemes 
need to be found. Here much depends on the particular application but if the 
values of the case structure entries are close together an indirection table, which 
provides the addresses of ail of the case entries, can be used . You cou ld , for 
instance, set up a table of routines like this . . .  
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INDIRECTION_ TABLE: dc. 1 Sub1 , Sub2, Sub3, Sub4, Subs, 
de.I Sub6, Sub7, Sub8, Sub9, Sub10  . . .  

Sub1 : some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub2: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub3: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub4: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub5: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub6: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub7: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub8: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub9: some relevant code 
RTS 

Sub10:  some relevant code 
RTS 

etc . . .  

It's then possible to index the appropriate address locations and use an indirect e 
subroutine call to select the appropriate piece of code . . .  

MOVE.L #INDIRECTION_ TABLE,a5 

(assume that the case data is in dO 
so dO times 4 will be lhe required 
table offset) 

ASL.W #2,dO 

MOVE.L (a5,d0.I) ,  ao 

JSR (aO) 

base address 

multiply by 4 

If it were necessary to transfer control to some place other than the place after 
the subroutine call you could modify the above scheme by pushing your own 
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return address onto the stack and then fol low this with the equivalent jump 
instruction . . .  

MOVE.L #INDIRECTION_ TABLE,a5 base address 

(again assume that the case data is in dO) 

ASL.W #2,dO 

MOVE.L #EndCase,-(a7) 

MODE.L (a5,d0.l),a0 

JMP (aO) 

(some other code or data, perhaps the indirection 
table itself, that shouldn't be executed) 

EndCase: . . .  continue execution at this point. 

Last Words 

push return address 

This chapter, like all of those in part two, has concentrated not on translating 
complete programs but on the translation of the underlying sequence, repetition 
and alternation constructs of which your programs will be composed. I 've kept 
things as general as possible so you should now have a pretty good idea of how 
such Warnier diagram->code translations are done in any language and any 
system. 

Having dealt with the translation of Warnier diagrams to pseudocode, to Basic, to 
C and now to 68000 assembler the overall strategy should be pretty clear: The 
Warnier diagram provides the structu re of the program.Conversion of the diagram 
proceeds primarily by coding the various bracket levels as subroutines only 
adding suitably detailed in-line instructions when the operations being dealt with 
are straightforward . 

The reason why this approach is so effective is simple . . .  it's because most ( if not 
all) of the design issues, as far as program structure is concerned, will have been 
dealt with BEFORE any coding is done. Consequently you ' l l  never at this stage 
have to ask questions like "whereabouts in the overall program should this piece 
of code be placed?", or ''what happens if this routine receives a character other 
than the ones it expects to receive?". 

In the early chapters I mentioned the point that the overall design process was 
'iterative' .  This begs the question . . .  when do you know that a diagram is finished? 
The answer is that you know that a diagram is finished when you look at the 
lower, ie most detailed , diagram levels and think ' all those things are easy to 
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code ! 

I certainly do not get these translations right every time, neither does anyone 
else . . .  and incidentally neither will you . Fortunately you'll know when you haven't 
provided a sufficiently detailed plan - all of a sudden you'll hit coding difficulties 
because you are not quite sure of what you are doing. That of course is the time 
to STOP CODING, go back to the Warnier diagrams, and think, in a language
independent way, about what you are trying to do. 
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Chapter 1 3  

An Introductory Amiga Basic Exam ple 

This chapter looks at a straightforward Amiga Basic example which will be  ideal 
for those who are new to the language and to the Amiga. It's based around the 
use of some Amiga graphics l ibrary calls so a few preliminary words are in 
order . . .  

The Amiga's Microsoft Basic is actually a very good implementation of the BASIC 
language but , like most interpreted languages , it suffers from some inherent 
disadvantages . Execution speed is one problem area . . .  when you run a Basic 
program each l ine of the program has to be converted ( interpreted) into an 
equivalent series of machine language instructions - and this has to be done for 
every instruction .  It is this translation overhead that sometimes makes it difficult 
to write good graphics programs using Basic and leads to the adoption of other 
approaches. Another difficulty is that the Amiga has a lot of facilities which you 
just can't use via conventional Basic statements. 

By adopting Basic as the main language and supplementing it with direct calls to 
Amiga system functions you can make up for some of the shortcomings of Basic 
at a price you can afford - With M icrosoft Amiga Basic, which is of cou rse 
provided with every Amiga which is sold, it' l l  effectively cost you nothing other 
than the time taken to find out how! 

If you wanted to use a certain system call in the good old 'eight bit' days, the 
chances are that you would either use a simple function number arrangement 
( like CP/M's approach) or you'd actually know the address of the routine to be 
called . As far as Amiga programmers are concerned - those days are over . . .  
some of  the rout ines are  in ROM , some are  p laced into memory a lmost 
immediately the machine starts operating, and some are only taken from disk 
when they are actually needed! Routines which are loaded into memory will get 
placed in any convenient area that's available - so on the Amiga you cannot rely 
on their physical locations being fixed. 

There are therefore two questions to answer: Firstly how do you find these 
system routines, and secondly how do you use them once you've found them? 
The answer to the first one's easy . . .  the Amiga adopts a very systematic 'Library' 
based approach which requires that you supply the name of the routine rather 
than its actual address. The Amiga's method of implementing libraries is complex 
and to understand it requires familiarity with 68K assembler or C. Fortunately, 
using the routines from Amiga Basic is something which is much easier to get to 
grips with - once you've seen how. 
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Amiga Basic provides several statements which allow you to open and use the 
system l ibraries and it's these that are the key to the proper use of the l ibrary 
functions . 

Identifying the Location of A Function 

The Amiga Basic statement . . .  

DECLARE FUNCTION name [parameter list] LIBRARY 

causes Amiga Basic to search all open libraries for the specified routine. The e 
parameter list is actually ignored by Amiga Basic (it's just used for documentation 
purposes) so often you ' l l  not see any parameters specif ied. Let's take two 
examples . . .  SetAPen() is a graphics library function which sets the colour of the e 
foreground pen used for graphics rendering. RectFill() is another routine which 
fills in a rectangle using the foreground pen colour. In order to use these routines A we have to tell Amiga Basic where they can be found, like this. . .  • 
DECLARE FUNCTION SetAPen& LIBRARY A DECLARE FUNCTION RectFill& LIBRARY -

Opening the Library 9 
To open a library we use the LIBRARY statement. Each library will have a name, 
e.g. the graphics library is called "graphics. library' so to open it we'd use . . .  e 
LIBRARY "graphics.library· 

When this statement is executed the Amiga wil l  expect to f ind a f i le cal led 
graphics.bmap in the LIBS directory. The Amiga Extra's disk contains a utility for 
producing these ' .bmap' files and it's well explained in the Amiga Basic manual. 
You'l l f ind however that a graphics .bmap file is already present in the 'demos' 
draw - so you can just copy that into the L IBS directory. If you want the ' .bmap' 
f i le to reside somewhere e lse you wi l l  have to specify the path within the 
LIBRARY statement like this . . .  

LIBRARY "dfO :BasicDemos/graphics.library" 

Once a library is open, you can use any function which is available in that library. 
These functions are documented in the ' ROM Kernel Libraries and Devices' 
manual (see bibl iography) but here are the details of the two routines which we 
will experiment with . . .  
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SetAPen& (rastport&, Colour) 

This routine needs two parameters, Colour is just a colour number and suitable 
values wil l  depend on the depth of the screen as per the usual Amiga Basic 
COLOR statement . The rastport parameter is a pointer ( i .e .  an address) to a 
drawing area and is obtained using the Amiga Basic WINDOW(8) statement like 
this . . . . .  

rastport& = WINDOW(8) 

so to get the rastport pointer and then set a colour we'd write this type of code . . .  

rastport& = WINDOW(8) 
SetAPen& (rastport&,2) 

The CALL keyword can also be used for Amiga Basic library calls and it's use is 
stated as being optional. Although not made particularly clear in the Amiga Basic 
manual it seems that l ibrary cal ls when used as shown above need to be 
provided with a place to store a return value so in practice (and even though this 
'return value' isn't used) it appears that it is necessary to write the above code 
using this type of scheme . . .  

rastport& = WINDOW(B) 
e&=SetAPen& (rastport&,2) 

Rectfi l l&( rastport&, x1 , y1 , x2, y2) 

The four x/y parameters are the top left and lower right pixel co-ordinates of the 
rectangle to be filled in, i.e. they represent the points (x1 ,y1 ) and (x2,y2) . To use 
the routine we just calculate our required co-ordinates and then pass them to the 
system routine alor:ig with the relevant rastport address. 

The Example Itself 

The objective is design a short program that draws coloured rectangular boxes 
into a window. In order to do this we are going to need to have the graphics 
library, a screen and a window open and available for use. We therefore need to 
open the library, then open a screen, then open a window within that screen. The 
most obvious scheme based on this arrangement. . .  
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I OPEN LIBRARY 

: OPEN SCREEN 

I OPEN WINDOW 
I I GET RASTPORT POINTER \ 
I DO SOMETHING 

I CLOSE WINDOW I 
I CLOSE SCREEN 

I\ CLOSE LIBRARY 

This is fine as long as everything works as it should but it is far from perfect 
because if something cannot be done (eg the library ·cannot be found) then the 
interpreter will stop the program with an error message . With this particular 
example l ittle can be done if the graphics library could not be opened but it is 
worth seeing how these types of error situations can be handled - on occasion 
some non-fatal error condition might cause similarly constructed programs to 
stumble headlong into a series of actions which make no sense at al l .  

I f  you've learnt the lessons of earlier chapters you should be able to produce a 
much better preliminary sketch which allows for potential error conditions. This is 
the sort of arrangement we should be looking at. . .  
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1 ATTEMPT TO OPEN LIBRARY 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 

(1 time) 

LIBRARY OPEN OK 
(0,1 time) 

{ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

LIBRARY OPEN OK I 
(0,1 time) 1 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 

ATTEMPT OPEN SCREEN 
(1 time) 

SCREEN OPEN OK 
(0,1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I I 

SCREEN OPEN OK \ 
(0,1 time) I 

CLOSE LIBRARY 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 

ATTEMPT OPEN WINDOW 
(1 time) 

I 
WINDOW OPEN OK ( 
(0,1 time) 

1 

$ 

WINDOW OPEN 
OK 
(0,1 time) 

CLOSE SCREEN 
(1 time) 

1
1 GET RASTPORT POINTER 

I DRAW GRAPHICS 

I CLOSE WINDOW 

Under this arrangement we are at least in a position, should anything untoward 
occur, to provide the user with rather more detailed information about what has 
gone wrong. Such details are easily added to the diagram . . .  
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I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I \ 

ATIEMPT TO OPEN LIBRARY 
(1 time) 

LIBRARY OPEN OK { Tell user that we have been unable to open 
(0, 1 time) the graphics library. 

I 
I A TIEMPT OPEN SCREEN 

I (1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

LIBRARY OPEN OK\ 

SCREEN OPEN OK 
I/ (0,1 time) 
I 
I 

(0,1 time) I ED I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

SCREEN OPEN OK : 
(0,1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I \ 

I 
CLOSE Li!RARY 

\ (1 time) 

Tell user that we have been unable 
to open the specified screen 

ATTEMPT OPEN WINDOW 
(1 time) 

WINDOW OPEN OK 
(0,1 time) 
the specified window 

ED 

WINDOW OPEN OK 
(0,1 time) 

CLOSE SCREEN 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I Tell user that we have 

1 been unable to open 

GET RASTPORT POINTER 
1 DRAW GRAPHICS I CLOSE WINDOW I 

Many newcomers to Basic don't realise that this type of error handling is possible 
with Basic nor do they realise its potential importance as far as catching error 
condit ions before the interpreter interrupts the execution of the program. 
M icrosoft Amiga Basic, like many other Basics, offers perfectly adequate error 
trapping facilities so it quite easy to protect a program from crashing as soon as 
something goes slightly wrong. 

It's actually quite convenient to tackle the programming of this example in two 
parts dealing first with the coding of the l ibrary, screen and window opening and 
closing that we've just discussed. If you think about the current Wamier sketch 
for this problem and relate it to the coding techniques discussed earlier you 
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appreciate that ideally we would like to be able to use the subroutine nesting 
approach and begin by writing the library opening code using something along 
the lines of . . .  

REM =========================================================�=== 
REM BASIC GRAPHICS EXAMPLE 
REM ------------·-------------------------

DECLARE FUNCTION RectFill& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION SetAPen& LIBRARY 

IF (LIBRARY("graphics.library")) THEN GOSUB LIB.OPEN ELSE GOSUB LIB.ERROR 

END 
REM --------------------

U nfortunate ly Amiga Basic doesn 't a l low th is  type of scheme wh ich l ets 
statements to return a test-able success/failure value to the caller.The next best 
thing is to use Amiga Basic's ON ERROR statements to gain additional control 
over program execution under error conditions. Here is a typical error handling 
outline suitable for the current example . . .  

REM ====================================================== 
REM EXAMPLE PROGRAM - BASIC LAYOUT WITH E RROR HANDLING 
REM ------------------

REM Program Initialisation Block . . .  

e DECLARE FUNCTION RectFill& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION SetAPen& LIBRARY e 
REM------------

REM Main Program Code . . .  

ON ERROR GOTO LIBRARY.ERROR 

LIBRARY "dfO:BasicDemos/graphics.library" 

ON ERROR GOTO SCREEN.ERROR 

SCREEN 1 ,640,200,4,2 

ON ERROR GOTO WINDOW.ERROR 

WINDOW 1 5,"TEST PROGRAM",(20,20)-(600, 1 80), 1 ,  1 

WINDOW OUTPUT 1 5  

e rastport&=WINDOW(8) 
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This is where we will place the rectangle drawing code 

REM Closedown operations . . .  

WINDOW CLOSE 1 5  

WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED: SCREEN CLOSE 1 

SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED: LIBRARY CLOSE 

LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED :  

END 

REM Error handling . .  

. LIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT "sorry - cannot find graphics library" 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED 

SCREEN.ERROR: PRINT "sorry - could not set up screen" 

RESUME SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED 

WINDOW.ERROR: PRINT "sorry - could not open window" 

RESUME WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED 

Now that we've sketched the part of the Warnier diagram which handled the 
relatively high level startup/closedown operations we can consider the drawing 
operations that are involved. Graphics-wise there's very l ittle to the example. We 
are going to draw a large rectangle made up of smaller rectangles of various 
co.lours . . .  

To identify the various boxes we can use the top-left points of each of the smaller e 
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rectangles and represent these points as a matrix l ike this . . .  

.. j columns .. 

t 
i rows 

� 
Now we can identify any particular smaller rectangle using some conventional 
matrix notation with ( i ,j) identifying the unit occupying the j'th column of the i'th 
row. To draw all of the rectangles in the ·above pattern we can use a repetit ion 
orientated scheme, ie some loop constructs. Here's the type of thing we are 
aiming at. . .  

I I Calculate rectangle co-ordinates 
SET ROW I SET COLUMN I 
( 1 ,r times) \ (1 , c times) \ Calculate rectangle colour 

I I 
\ \ Draw rectangle in specified colour 

In order to calculate the co-ordinate values we've obviously got to include some 
variables which specify the appropriate i and j values, so we can add some 
further details to this part of the diagram . . .  

I initialise i=O 
I 
I initialise j=O 
I 
I 
I SET ROW 

I ( 1 ,r times) 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
SET COLUMN I 1 ( 1 ,  c times) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ increment i 

I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
\ 

Calculate co-ordinates of rectangle(i,j) 

Calculate rectangle colour 

Draw rectangle in specified colour 

increment j 

Is this right? To be honest it is almost correct, but there is one point that has been 
overlooked. To see what it is we need to look specifically at how the small 
rectangle pixel co-ordinates might be calculated. Let's give the co-ordinates of an 
individual rectangle these label values . . .  
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(x1 ,y1 ) (x2,y 1 )  

I,, ,,,I D ('2.y2) 

For rectangle(i,j) with dimensions boxheight and boxwidth, it's now fairly easy to 
see that the final pixel co-ordinates of any given rectangular box wil l be given 
by . . .  

x1 = j • boxwidth 

x2 = x1 + boxwidth 

y1 = i • boxheight 

y2 = y1 + boxheight 

The point is this . . .  only the j values are needed to calculate x1 and x2, and only 
the i values are needed to calculate y1 and y2. This being so we do not need to 
calculate all four comer co-ordinates just prior to drawing the box because the y 
values only need to be computed each time we tackle a new row. This being so 
our diagram is best drawn as . . .  

I initialise i=O 
I 
I I initialise j=O I I I I Calculate row I I co-ordinates I I of rectangle I I I I I Calculate column I I I co-ordinates \ I I of rectangle I I I I SET ROW I SET COLUMN I 
I ( 1 ,r times) I ( 1 ,  c times) I Calculate rectangle colour I I I I I I Draw rectangle in specified colour I I I I I I increment j I I 
I increment i 

We should, had we thought more about this calculation before drawing the initial 
diagram, been able to realise this from the start. The calcu lation of the row co
ordinates occurs with the frequency equal to the number of rows ( I 've arbitrarily 
labelled this frequency as r) . I had placed this part of the calculation in the subset 
wh ich  actu a l l y  occu rs c x r t imes  - so it is c lear  f rom the  f reque ncy 
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correspondences alone that this position was not correct . 

We did however get there in the end so now it's t ime to think about how this 
fragment could be coded. The above Warnier sketch involves two repetitive loops 
and so it should be fairly obvious that the translation to the corresponding code 
can be t;>ased around this type of arrangement. . .  

FOR i =  1 to row 

e Calculate row co-ordinates 

FOR j= 1 to column 

Calculate column co-ordinates 

Calculate colour 

Draw rectangle in specified colour 

NEXT j 

NEXT i 

or, since we will be dealing with co-ordinate values starting at 0, this modification 
may make the translation easier . . .  

FOR i=O to row-1 

Calculate row co-ordinates 

e FOR j=O to column-1 

Calculate column co-ordinates 

Calculate colour 

Draw rectangle in specified colour 

e NEXT j 

NEXT i 

e We already know what calcu lat ions need to be made for the rectangle co
ordinates so this code can also be sketched in . . .  

e FOR i=O to row-1 

y 1 =i*boxheight 

y2=y1 +boxheight 

FOR j=O to column-1 

x1 =i*boxwidth 

x2=x1 +boxwidth 

Calculate colour 
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Draw rectangle in specified colour 

NEXT j 

NEXT i 

Bearing in mind that 9 have chosen to use a 4 bitplane ( 1 6  colour) screen in the 
example the easiest way of getting a selection of colour numbers wh ich l ie 
numerically between 1 and 1 6  is to use (i*j+j+ 1 )  MOD 1 6 . If we combine this 
function with the SetAPen() and the RectFl ll() graphics calls this is the result . . .  

e&=SetAPen&(rastport& , (i•j+j+1 ) MOD 1 6) 

e&=RectFill&(rastport&, x1 , y 1 ,  x2, y2) e 
Placing this code inside our twin loops produces a skeleton sketch of the section 
of the program which does the rectangle drawing for us. . .  e 
FOR i=O to row-1 

y 1 =i·boxheight 

y2=y1 +boxheight 

FOR j=O to column-1 

x1 =i*boxwidth 

X2=X1 +boxwidth 

e&=SetAPen&(rastport&, (i•j+j+ 1 )  MOD 16) 

e&=RectFill&(rastport&, x 1 ,  y1 , x2, y2) 

NEXT j 

NEXT i 

Now if we insert this new section into the program code devised initially we 
should have a virtually complete program. This is indeed what we do have and in 
the following example, which constitutes the finished program, the only additions 
to the code have been that the loop, co-ordinate, and rectangle size variables 
have had the short integer % signed tagged onto their names, a INPUT$(1 )  line 
has been added to hold the display until the user wishes to quit . . .  

REM ====================================================== 
REM EXAMPLE PROGRAM - BASIC LAYOUT WITH ERROR HANDLING 
REM ����������������� 
REM Program Initialisation Block . . .  

DECLARE FUNCTION RectFill& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION SetAPen& LIBRARY 

REM ����������������� 
REM Main Program Code .. .  
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ON ERROR GOTO LIBRARY.ERROR 

LIBRARY "dfO:BasicDemos/graphics.library" 

ON ERROR GOTO SCREEN.ERROR 

SCREEN 1 ,640,200,4,2 

ON ERROR GOTO WINDOW.ERROR 

WINDOW 15,"TEST PROGRAM",(20,20)-(600, 1 80), 1 ,  1 

WINDOW OUTPUT 1 5  

rastport&=WINDOW(S) 

REM ������������������-
rows% = 4 : columns% = 8 : boxwidth% = 20 : boxheight% = 20 

REM Draw rectangles . . .  

FOR i%=0 TO rows%-1 

y1%=i%*boxheight% 

y2%=y1  %+boxheight% 

FOR j%=0 TO columns%-1 

x 1%=j%*boxwidth% 

x2%=x 1 %+boxwidth% 

e e&=SetAPen&(rastport&, ( i%+j%) MOD 1 6) 

e&=RectFill&(rastport&, x1%,  y1%,  x2%, y2%) 

e NEXT j% 

NEXT i% 

x$=1NPUT$( 1) 'wait for user to press a key 

REM ������������������-
REM Closedown operations . . .  

WINDOW CLOSE 15 

WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED: SCREEN CLOSE 1 

SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED: LIBRARY CLOSE 

LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED: 

e END 

REM ������������������-

- REM Error handling . . .  

LIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT 'sorry - cannot find graphics library" 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN. FAILED 
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SCREEN.ERROR: PRINT "sorry - could not set up screen" 

RESUME SCREEN.OPEN.FAILEDWINDOW.ERROR: PRINT "sorry - could not open window" 

RESUME WINDOW.OPEN .FAILED 

REM������������������ 

To provide a point of reference here is a version of the same program using 
conventional Amiga Basic statements rather than library calls. I won't repeat the 
analysis steps because, as you can no doubt imagine, they are similar (actually 
simpler) to those discussed for the library version . . .  

REM ====================================================== 
REM EQUIVALENT NON-LIBRARY VERSION - WITH ERROR HANDLING 
REM ������������������ 

REM Program Initialisation Block . . .  

REM ������������������ 

REM Main Program Code . . .  

ON ERROR GOTO SCREEN.ERROR 

SCREEN 1 ,640,200,4,2 

ON ERROR GOTO WINDOW.ERROR 

WINDOW 1 5,''TEST PROGRAM",(20,20)-(600, 1 80), 1 ,  1 

WINDOW OUTPUT 1 5  

REM������������������ 

rows% = 4 : columns% = 8 : boxwidth% = 20 : boxheight% = 20 

REM Draw rectangles . . .  

FOR i%=0 TO rows%-1 

y 1 %=i% ·box height% 

y2%=y 1  %+boxheight% 

FOR j%=0 TO columns%-1 
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AREAFILL 

e NEXT j% 

NEXT i% 

x$=1NPUT$( 1) 'wait for user to press a key 

REM������������������-

REM Closedown operations . . .  

WINDOW CLOSE 1 5  

WINDOW.OPEN .FAILED: SCREEN CLOSE 1 e SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED: 

END 

e REM------------

REM Error handling . . .  

SCREEN.ERROR: PRINT "sorry - could not set up screen" 

RESUME SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED 

WINDOW.ERROR: PRINT "sorry - could not open window" 

RESUME WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED 

REM ������������������-
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Chapter 1 4  

Another Basic Orientated Example 

. The last chapter introduced the idea of using system library calls - this chapter 
takes the ideas a little bit further and attempts to throw light on some potential 
snags. As with the last Basic flavoured chapter I 'm going to play down the 
theoretical issues and provide straightforward descriptions of using Warnier 
diagrams to build, by a process of iterative refinement, a picture of the program 
structure . I 've opted for a topic which seems to cause a lot of Amiga Basic 
programmers immense problems - namely the hand l ing of error traps and 
system library error return values. 

It is no exaggeration to say that a very large proportion (almost all) of the Amiga's 
power stems directly from its libraries. These pre-written routines are there to 
make the job of the programmer easier - all Amiga programmers use them. The 
library interfaces from C (and to a certain extent from 68K assembler) are fairly 
straightforward but with Amiga Basic certain system orientated operations, such 
as recovering from a 'no disk' requester error without the interpreter stopping the 
program, are not quite as convenient. It is nevertheless still usually possible to 
find reasonably tidy solutions to any problems which might present themselves. 

I 've heard many people say 'the only way you can do decent things with Basic is 
to opt for using the system's own library routines. To be honest that type of 
remark, as a criticism of any Basic running on the Amiga, is simply rubbish. It is 
true that many Basic programs will make use of the system libraries but the fact 
that l ibrary calls are used to supplement more conventional Basic statements is 
just a natural outcome of the ways things are done on the Amiga . . .  C is a brilliant 
language, yet if you look at any Amiga C program you will inevitably find that it is 
totally dependent on calls to the system libraries. Does that mean that C is any 
less of a language? Of course it doesn't ! 

So, library calls are as important to the Amiga Basic programmer as to the Amiga 
C or assembler programmer.  U nfortunately successfu l  u se of the system 
libraries, from either Amiga Basic or any other language , requires some an 
u nderstanding of  the system documentation and of  the overall l ibrary-use 
protocols. 

Details of the function calls and any associated function call flag definitions are 
an obvious must. Also required is an understanding of the Amiga system data 
structures because many of the function calls will make no sense at all unless 
you have a reasonably detailed understanding of the structures that they work 
with. 
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Most Basic programmers who successfully develop l ibrary cal l orientated code 
are either competent C programmers or competent assembler programmers who 
understand C. The reason is simple - almost all of the Amiga system manuals are 
written for people who understand C !  This means of course that it will be virtually 
impossible to develop an understanding of the Amiga system unless you have 
some grasp of the C language. Fortunately the C language itself is easily learnt 
(you'l l find some suitable references in the bibliography) so it is liable to be the 
Amiga itself, rather than the C language, that provides the obstacles. 

Providing that the necessary documentation is available the only other thing to 
come to terms with are the protocol rules which need to be followed. These stem 
in the main from the fact that the Amiga is a multi-tasking machine. I n  short, 
because other programs cou ld be using the resou rces which you r program 
needs, virtual ly any system l ibrary call may fai l .  Because of this it really is 
necessary to check virtual ly every system cal l  to ensu re that it has been 
successfu l .  

Such checks can complicate the structures of even the simplest Amiga programs 
and with Basic it is not uncommon for the system checks to constitute a large 
proportion of the program code . The Basic interpreter may interfere because an 
open l ibrary call failed to find the appropriate .bmap file, a disk access might 
cause a system requester to appear. On top of this there's the usual array of 
system routine failure errors which result from such things as bad device names 
or the system running out of memory. 

Some of these errors are caught by the values returned by the system routines 
themselves. Others, caught as interpreter or DOS errors, can only be handled by 
error traps. Occasionally you'll get an error situation which defies all attempts to 
trap it without killing program execution .  

Make no mistake - error handling under such conditions is  not trivial.The best 
way to i l lustrate a suitable approach to handl ing this type of combined error 
trapping is to take an example in which many things can go wrong. 

Before I start there's something which needs to be said : Nowadays I 'l l  be the first 
to admit that I am not a Basic expert - in fact I rarely use the language. Having 
said that I w i l l  admit that ,  in my early days , I d id an awf u l  lot of Basic 
programming. At that time I had a reasonably good understanding of the internal 
workings of Basics on the machines I was working. Nowadays this is not the case 
and so it is possible that those of you who are currently Basic proficient may be 
able to improve some of the solutions which I am about to offer. 
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An Awkward Example 

The object is to write a program which asks the user for a disk device name, and 
then displays (in pie chart form) the amount of free space available on the disk. 

To do this we are going to need to open the DOS and exec libraries, open a 
screen and a window, and make a number of exec and DOS cal ls .  The 
description and coding of the library, screen and window opening procedures will 
be much the same as that described in the last chapter but with the DOS and 
exec orientated code there are some function calls which will need additional 
explanation.  Those of most immediate relevance are the Lock() ,  Unlock() and 
I nfo() DOS calls . . .  

Locks are AmigaDOS structures which are obtained using the Lock() AmigaDOS 
function. The format of this particular system call is . . .  

lock_p = Lock (name_p , accessMode) 

where name_p is a pointer to a null terminated text string, accessMode is a flag 
which indicates whether a (possibly joint) read access or exclusive write access 
is required, and lock_p is the returned pointer. If lock_p is non-NULL then the 
Lock() operation was successful, if lock_p is NULL the DOS operation failed. 

For most DOS operations the physical contents of the Lock structure aren't 
needed. All the programmer needs to know is that any non-NULL value signifies 
a valid 'Lock' and that all valid 'Locks' need to be removed using AmigaDOS's 
Unlock() function which takes this form . . .  

Unlock (lock_p) 

It's reasonable to ask why we need to obtain a lock in the first place. We don't 
have to delve into the underlying DOS meqhanisms here - the reason, from a 
practical viewpoint, is simple . . .  the DOS Info() system call, which provides all the 
disk information that we are going to need, requires us to use a valid lock as one 
of the function parameters. 

The Info() function takes this form . . .  

success/failure = Info (lock, info_data_p) 

This function uses the lock as a device/file handle and it tells the operating 
system to fill in details about the item in question .  The info_data_p field is a 
pointer (ie an address) to a block of memory used to store the details provided by 
the operating system. 
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I n  other  words we te l l  AmigaDOS what o bject we are intere sted i n ,  and 
whereabouts i t  should place the data it it going to provide ,  then a call to  the Info() 
function does the rest !The fields which Info() produces, as offsets from a base 
address, look like this . . .  

· 

base offset 
0 
4 
8 
1 2  
1 6  
20 
24 
28 
32 

meanjnq 
Number of Soft Errors; 
Unit Number 
Disk State 
Number of Blocks 
Number of Blocks Used 
Bytes per Block 
Disk Type 
Volume Node 
In-use Flag 

In other words, once I nfo() has fi led in the info_block details we only have to 
PEEK at the data 1 2  bytes in from the base in order to find the total number of 
b locks associated with the device . Amiga Basic lets us do th is  very easi ly 
because it has a PEEKL long word peek option. Providing we can actually get 
I nfo() to provide these details the actual calculation of the used and unused 
space on a disk is going to be very easy . Once the numerical values are available 
it will also be fairly straightforward to produce a graphic version .  

Unfortunately the Info() function creates a bit of  a problem because i t  expects the 
memory b lock to be long word aligned. For a number of reasons (mainly the fact 
that I could f ind nothing in the Amiga Basic manual which showed how to 
dimension, or otherwise allocate , variable space in a way which was guaranteed 
to e n s u re lo ng word a l ig n m e nt )  I o pted fo r  anot h e r  approac h .  Aft e r  
experimenting, and doing real-time calculations, on D I M  A&() and D I M  A%() type 
declarations etc. ,  I decided to allocate memory for the info_data block in a Basic
independent way - using Exec's AllocMem() and FreeMem() cal ls .  These are the 
Exec library 'allocate and deallocate with knowledge' routines which use these 
calling schemes . . .  

memory_p = AllocMem ( byteSize, memory attributes ) 

and . . .  

FreeMem ( memory_p, byteSize ) 

On allocation the program specifies the amount and type of memory required 
and, if successful ,  the AllocMem() function returns a pointer to the memory block. 
To de-allocate , ie hand back, the memory to the system FreeMem() requires the 
memory__p po inter originally supplied plus details of the size . Get any of these 
details wrong incidentally . . .  and you wil l Guru the system!  
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After searching the appropriate system manuals and thinking about what could 
go wrong we end up with quite a collection of potential nasties . . .  

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

User may not have inserted the designated .bmap disk 

exec.bmap or dos.bmap may not be present in specified directory so the 
corresponding open library calls would fail 

we may not be able to set up a suitable screen 

we may not be able to set up a suitable window 

AllocMem() for the info_block could fail* Info() call might fail anyway 

use might specify a device that doesn't exist 

user might specify a valid disk device but not have a disk in the drive 

Any number of these problems could occur so it is necessary to plan for any and 
all possible combinations . . . 

Making A Start 

As with the last chapter I 'm going to start with a relatively high-level sketch which 
handles the library, screen and window opening. The following diagram should 
now have quite a familiar ring to it . . .  
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I ATTEMPT OPEN DOS LIBRARY I (1 time) I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I \ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I \ 

I 
I 

DOS OPEN OK \ tell user that DOS library 
(0, 1 time) \ cannot be opened 

DOS OPEN OK 
(0, 1 time) \ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ATTEMPT OPEN EXEC LIBRARY 
(1 time) 

I 
EXEC OPEN OK I 
(0,1 time) \ 

\ 

EXEC OPEN OK ( 
(0,1 time) 

I 
I 
I 

tell user that Exec library 
cannot be opened 

ATTEMPT OPEN SCREEN 
(1 time) 

I 
SCREEN OPEN OK I 
(0,1 time) I 

\ 

I 

tell user that screen 
cannot be opened 

I ATTEMPT OPEN WINDOW 

SCREEN OPEN OK 
} (1 time) 

(0,1 time) \ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
WINDOW OPEN OK I tell user that 
(0, 1 time) I window cannot 

\ be opened 

I CLOSE EXEC I (1 time) I 

I EB 
I 
I 

1 At this point I 
I 
I 

WINDOW OPEN OK I we can tackle 
(0,1 time) I more detailed 

I CLOSE DOS I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 operations 

I 
\ 

(1 time) I \ 
I 
I CLOSE SCREEN 

\ (1 time) 

This type of coding framewor1< was dealt with in the last chapter and so a typical 
framewor1< can be given directly. I have incidentally opted for using an Amiga 
Basic OPEN statement coupled with an ON ERROR GOTO statement to force 
the device I/O error (error number 57) to execute an error routine that then stores 
the ERR error variable value (otherwise this info is lost as we resume execution. 
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This particular fragment which in Warnier diagram form looks like this . . .  

I 
I CLEAR DEVICE NAME VARIABLE (a safety measure) 

I (1 time) 

COLLECT DEVICE NAME 
(1 time) 

WINDOW OPEN OK 
(0, 1  time) 

I 
I 
I I 

\ TEST TO SEE I F  DEVICE EXISTS 
(1 time) 

I 
I 

DEVICE EXISTS \ Tell user that device doesn't exist 
(0, 1  time) \ 
e 

I 
DEVICE EXISTS I Lock device 
(0, 1  time) I 

\ retrieve and analyse data 

I \ Unlock Device 

is easily coded using this scheme . . . . 

ON ERROR GOTO DEVICE.ERROR 

dev$="":1NPUT "Please enter device name";dev$ 

OPEN dev$ FOR INPUT AS 1 

I F  (error.code%=57) THEN GOSUB DeviceErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB LockDevice 

I have incidentally added a simple left mouse button trap so that the closedown 
routines are not executed until the user hits the left-mouse button . . .  

PRINT "Hit left mouse button to exit!" 

MOUSE ON : WHILE (NOT MOUSE(O)) : WEND 

PRINT "dosing things now and quitting . .  . "  

The reason was simply to prevent the program from shutting down the display 
until some signal from the user had been provided.Here's the h igh-level Amiga 
Basic skeleton built using ON ERROR GOTO and RESUME error handling. I 've 
skimped on development notes here because, as you'l l  probably realise , it follows 
very closely the lines discussed in the previous chapter . . .  
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REM ====================================================== 
REM CHAPTER 1 4  EXAMPLE PROGRAM 
REM������������������ 

REM Program Initialisation Block . . .  

CLEAR 

e DECLARE FUNCTION Lock& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION Unlock& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION Info& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION AllocMem& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION FreeMem& LIBRARY 

REM ������������������ 

REM Main Program Code . . .  

ON ERROR GOTO DOSLIBRARY.ERROR 

LIBRARY "dfO:BasicDemos/dos.library" 

ON ERROR GOTO EXEC 

LIBRARY.ERRORLIBRARY "dfO:BasicDemos/exec.library" 

ON ERROR GOTO SCREEN.ERROR 

SCREEN 1 ,640,200,4,2 

ON ERROR GOTO WINDOW.ERROR 

WINDOW 1 5,"TEST PROGRAM",(20,20)-(600, 180), 1 ,  1 

WINDOW OUTPUT 1 5  

REM������������������ 

ON ERROR GOTO DEVICE.ERROR 

dev$="": 1NPUT "Please enter device name";dev$ 

OPEN dev$ FOR INPUT AS 1 

I F  (error.code%=57) THEN GOSUB DeviceErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB LockDevice 

REM ������������������ 

REM Closedown operations . . .  

PRINT "Hit left mouse button to exit!" 

e MOUSE ON : WHILE (NOT MOUSE(O)) : WEND 

PRINT "closing things now and quitting . .  ." 

WINDOW CLOSE 1 5  

WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED: SCREEN CLOSE 1 

SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED: LIBRARY CLOSE 

e LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED: 

END 
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REM ����������������� 
LockDevice: This cOde has yet to be written! 

REM ����������������� 
DeviceErrorMesage: PRINT "cannot identify this device" 

RETURN 

REM ����������������� 

REM Error handling . . .  

DOSLIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT "cannot find DOS l ibrary· 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED 

EXECLIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT "cannot find Exec library" 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED 

SCREEN.ERROR: PRINT •could not set up screen· 

RESUME SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED 

WINDOW.ERROR: PRINT "could not open window" 

RESUME WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED 

DEVICE. ERROR: error.code%=ERR 

RESUME NEXT 

REM ����������������� 

If you work through the code as before you'll see that the error traps ensure that, 
i rrespective of the errors, the program will only ever close those things which 
actually need closing! 

Lock Operations 

The fairly obvious scheme based on . . .  

I 
. \ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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can be quite easily coded . . .  

LockOevice: 

drive. lock&=Lock&(SADD(dev$+CHR$(0)), -2) 

IF (drive. lock&=O) THEN GOSUB NolockErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB CheckDrive 

RETURN 

Notice that the device name (held in the variable dev$) has to have a N ULL 
tagged onto the end of the string. This wil l  be quite general because all Amiga 
system cal ls expect st rings to be N ULL  terminated (this stems from the 
corresponding C string convention) . Basic's SADD() function is being used to find 
the first byte of the resulting string! 

Unfortunately the above scheme was not sufficient to catch all potential errors. 
For reasons, which were never discovered, the AmigaDOS Lock() function did 
not return a value of zero under all possible failure conditions. In particular Lock() 
produced a non zero value when supplied with a NULL terminated NULL string! 

The solution ,  which I adopted was the obvious one - test the device name and if 
the user hadn't typed anything DON'T call the Lock() function ! Here then is the 
Warnier description . . .  

I I 
1 NULL NAME I give a 'No Name' error message 

I (0, 1  time) \ 
I \ 
I 
I 
I 
I ED I 

\ 
I 
I : NULL NAME 

I (0, 1  time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

i' ATIEMPT LOCK 

I (1 time) 

I 
I 
I VALID LOCK : (0, 1  time) 

I ED I 
I 
I VALID LOCK 11 (0, 1  time) 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

which led to this corresponding code . . .  

LockDevice : 

give a 'No Lock' error message 

Check drive 
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IF (dev$="") THEN PAINT "You didn't type anything" : RETURN 

drive . lock&= Lock&(SADD( dev$+CH R$(0) ) , -2) 

IF  (drive.lock&=O) THEN GOSUB NoLockErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB CheckDrive 

RETURN 

Checking the Device 

In those situations that produce a valid lock we are going to want to get disk 
device details using Info() .  Before this can be done it's necessary to allocate 
some memory to provide Info() with a place to store its data.These details can be 
easily added to the Warnier fragment recently given to produce this expansion . . .  

I NULL NAME I 
I (0,1 time) I 
I I 
I I 
I I I EB I I 
I I 
I I 
I �ULL�AME 

I 
I (0,1 time) 

I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I 

give a 'No Name' error message 

ATTEMPT LOCK 
(1 time) 

I VALID LOCK I 
(0,1 time) I 

I 
EB I 

I 
I VALID LOCK 

(0,1 time) I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

give a 'No Lock' error message 

ATTEMPT TO ALLOCATE MEMORY 
(1 time) 

I 
ALLOCATION OK I (0,1 time) 

EB 

ALLOCATION OK I 
(0,1 time) I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

UNLOCK DEVICE I 
(1 time) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

give suitable error message 

GET INFO DETAILS 
(1 time) 

DISPLAY DETAILS 
(1 time) 

DEALLOCATE MEMORY 
(1 time) 

In the above fragment you'll see that we are allowing for the fact that the memory 
allocation might fai l ,  only deallocating when the memory was in fact al located, 
and we are only removing the lock from the device in cases where the lock was 
successfully applied. 
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This is stil l not enough because the Amiga system manuals tell us that the Info() 
call may itself fai l . To be honest the resu lt of such a fai lure wou ld not be 
catastrophic since Info() is only filling in a data block which we own. I suspect that 
at worst the info_data block, after a bad Info() cal l ,  would be either empty or only 
partially completed. This in itself would not be dangerous but it could lead to 
complications elsewhere in the program - particularly if assumptions about the 
correctness of the data held in the info_block were inadvertently being made. 

The solution, as usual , is to check the retu rn value of the I nfo()  ca l l .  The 
appropriate Warnier expansion is easy to _make . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

NULL NAME 
(0,1 time) 

NULL NAME 
(0,1 time) 

give a 'No Name' error message 

I ATIEMPT LOCK I (1 time) I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

I 
I 

VALID LOCK \ 
(0,1 time) \ 

give a 'No Lock' error message 

I 
I 
I ATIEMPT TO ALLOCATE MEMORY 

VALID LOCK ) 
(0,1 time) 1 

(1 time) 

ALLOCATION OK 
(0,1 time) 

e 
ALLOCATION OK 
(0,1 time) 

UNLOCK DEVICE 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
\ 

\ 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

give suitable error message 

TRY TO GET INFO DETAILS 
(1 time) 

I 
__ ! 
INFO OK \ give error message 
(0,1 time) \ 
e I 

I 
INFO OK \ DISPLAY DETAILS 
(0,1 time) 

\ 
(1 time) 

DEALLOCATE MEMORY 
(1 time) 

When the above diagrams and code fragments describing what should happen 
as we reach the point where a lock is applied to the (user supplied) device name 
are collected together we end up with this nested subroutine scheme . . .  
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LockDevice: 

IF (dev$="") THEN PRINT "You didn't type anything" : RETURN 

drive.lock&=Lock&(SADD(dev$+CHR$(0)),-2) 

IF  (drive.lock&=O) THEN GOSUB NoLockErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB CheckDrive 

RETURN 

REM������������������ 

CheckDrive: 

memory .pointer&=AllocMem&(36,0) 

IF (memory.pointer&<>O) THEN GOSUB Getlnfo ELSE GOSUB MemoryErrorMessage 

e&=UnLock&(drive.lock&)RETURN 

REM������������������ 

Getlnfo: 

e&=lnfo&(drive.lock&, memory.pointer&) 

IF (e&=O) THEN GOSUB lnfoErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB DisplaylnfoDetails 

e&=FreeMem&(memory .pointer&,36) 

RETURN 

REM ������������������ 

DisplaylnfoDetails: 

DO SOMETHING WITH THE INFO DATA (KNOWN AT THIS STAGE TO BE VALID) 

RETURN 

Extracting the info_block data is easy. Here's a very obvious piece of code which 
extracts the relevant numbers from the info_block described earlier . . .  

blocks.total&=PEEKL(memory .pointer&+ 1 2) 

blocks.in.use&=PEEKL(memory .pointer&+ 16) 

blocks.free&=blocks.total&-blocks.in.use& 

PRINT "device ";dev$;" is "; 

PRINT USING "###.#"; 100 *blocks. in.use&/blocks.total& ;  

PRINT "% full" 

If we now put this temporary fragment into the rest of the code that we have 
produced we should end up with a very solid 'error safe' runable framework 
program . . .  
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REM ====================================================== 
REM CHAPTER 14 EXAMPLE PROGRAM a runable version 
REM ������������������-

REM Program Initialisation Block . . .  

e CLEAR 

DECLARE FUNCTION Lock& LIBRARY 

e DECLARE FUNCTION Unlock& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION Info& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION AllocMem& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION FreeMem& LIBRARY 

REM ������������������-
REM Main Program Code . . .  

ON ERROR GOTO DOS 

e LIBRARY.ERRORLIBRARY "dfO :BasicDemos/dos. library" 

ON ERROR GOTO EXECLIBRARY.ERROR 

e LIBRARY "dfO:BasicDemos/exec.library" 

ON ERROR GOTO SCREEN.ERROR 

SCREEN 1 ,640,200,4,2 

ON ERROR GOTO WINDOW.ERROR 

WINDOW 15,"TEST PROGRAM",(20,20)-(600,180) , 1 ,  1WINDOW OUTPUT 1 5  

REM ������������������-
ON ERROR GOTO DEVICE.ERROR 

dev$="": 1NPUT "Please enter device name";dev$ 

OPEN dev$ FOR INPUT AS 1 

e I F  (error.code%=57) THEN GOSUB DeviceErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB LockDevice 

REM ������������������-

- REM Closedown operations . . . 

PRINT "Hit left mouse button to exit!" 

MOUSE ON : WHILE (NOT MOUSE(O)) : WEND 

PRINT "closing things now and quitting . . .  " 

WINDOW CLOSE 1 5  

WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED: SCREEN CLOSE 1 

SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED: LIBRARY CLOSE 
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LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED: 

END 

REM�������������������-

LockDevice: 

I F  (dev$="") THEN PAINT "You didn't type anything" : RETURN 

drive.lock&=Lock&(SADD(dev$+CHR$(0)). -2) 

I F  (drive.lock&=O) THEN GOSUB NoLockErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB CheckDrive 

RETURN 

REM �������������������-

CheckDrive: 

memory.pointer&=AllocMem&(36,0) 

IF (memory.pointer&<>O) THEN GOSUB Getlnfo ELSE GOSUB MemoryErrorMessage 

e&=UnLock&(drive.lock&) 

RETURN 

REM������������������-

Getlnfo : 

e&=lnfo&(drive.lock&, memory.pointer&) 

IF (e&=O) THEN GOSUB lnfoErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB DisplaylnfoDetails 

e&=FreeMem&(memory.pointer&,36) 

RETURN 

REM �������������������-

DisplaylnfoDetails: 

blocks.total&=PEEKL(memory .pointer&+ 1 2) 

blocks.in .use&=PEEKL(memory.pointer&+ 1 6) 

blocks.free&=blocks.total&-blocks.in.use&PRINT "device ";dev$ ;" is " ;  

PRINT USING "###.#"; 100 •blocks.in.use&/blocks.total&; 

PRINT "% full" 

RETURN 

REM�������������������-

MemoryErrorMessage: 

PRINT "oould not get info for memory block" 

RETURN 

REM�������������������-
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NoLockErrorMessage:PRINT "could not lock this device" 

RETURN e REM------------

DeviceErrorMesage: PRINT "cannot identify this device" 

e RETURN 

REM ����������������� 

lnfoErrorMessage: PRINT "could not get details" 

RETURN 

REM����������������� 

REM Error handling . . .  

DOSLIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT "cannot find DOS library" 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN .FAILED 

EXECLIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT "cannot find Exec l ibrary" 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED 

SCREEN.ERROR: PRINT "could not set up screen" 

RESUME SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED 

WINDOW.ERROR: PRINT "could not open window" 

RESUME 

WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED 

DEVICE. ERROR: error.code%=E RR 

RESUME NEXT 

REM����������������� 

The Resu Its So Far 

Certainly the trials made once the program had been written indicated that it 
could handle l ibrary failures, missing .bmap files, physically missing .bmap disks, 
non-existent devices, real devices that had physical problems (caused by such 
things as a user attempting to get statistics about a disk device when it didn't 
have a disk in it) . 
The result of this effort is that the program is using the system library facilities 
safely. But better than that, and because some time has been spent designing 
suitable error paths, the program DOESN'T come to a grinding halt when things 
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go wrong - the program executes it's own error routines which tell the user what 
has  happe ned and why  and t h e n  carr ies out  a l l  of the  necessary 
closedown/deallocation procedures! 

If you type in and run the program you 'll notice that, in terms of the display, it is 
rather basic (no pu n intended) . To be honest I 've given no real thought to 
producing a tidy or attractive display at all. These things have little or nothing to 
do with producing good, robust programs - my advice is regard the presentation 
graphics and general program appearance as the icing on the cake and add them 
O N LY O N C E  YOU HAV E D E V E LO P E D  A S O U N D  U N D E R L Y I N G  
FRAMEWORK. 

This is of course exactly what we've done. The important data , namely the 
number of disk blocks in use, is available for use in any way we see fit. In this 
following version I've added some circle segment and area paint commands so 
that a pie chart is produced. The following pie chart code was produced, for 
i llustration purposes only, in about 5 minutes - if you were thinking of creating a 
stable version of the program it would be best done by building a more generally 
useful separate subroutine or subprogram. Anyway, enough excuses - here's the 
Basic code that I sketched and inserted into the DisplaylnfoDetails subroutine . . .  

space.used=(space.used*2*pi/1 00)-pi 

CIRCLE(x1 ,y1 ), radius,fgcolour 

X2=X 1  +radius*COS(-pi) 

y2=y1  +radius*SIN(-pi)/aspect 

LIN E  (x1 ,y1 )-(x2,y2),fgcolour 

x2=x 1 +radius*COS( space .used) 

y2=y 1 +radius*SIN(space .used)/aspect 

LINE (x1 ,y1 )-(x2,y2), fgcolour 

Some additional static variables (fgcolour, aspect etc) have also been added to 
the previous runable example but, except for the introduction of the above pie 
chart code, the program is essentially the same as before.Here to finish with is 
the final version which, in terms of structure and error handling, achieve the 
objectives we set ourselves at the start of the chapter . . .  

REM ====================================================== 
REM CHAPTER 1 4  EXAMPLE PR,OGRAM with simple graphic display 
REM����������������� 

REM Program Initialisation Block . . . 
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CLEAR 

DECLARE FUNCTION Lock& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION Unlock& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION Info& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION AllocMem& LIBRARY 

DECLARE FUNCTION FreeMem& LIBRARY 

fgcolour = 4 : REM Foreground colour 

bgcolour = 1 1  : REM Background colour 

radius = 70 : REM Radius of pie chart 

x 1  = 400 : REM x co-oridinate of pie chart centre 

y1 = 80 : REM y co-ordinate of pie chart centre 

pi = 3. 1 41 2  : REM pi itself 

aspect = 2.25 : REM A display aspect adjustment value 

REM������������������ 

REM Main Program Code . . .  

ON ERROR GOTO DOS 

LIBRARY.ERRORLIBRARY "dfO:BasicDemos/dos.library· 

ON ERROR GOTO EXECLIBRARY.ERROR 

LIBRARY "dfO:BasicDemos/exec.library· 

ON ERROR GOTO SCREEN.ERROR 

SCREEN 1 ,640,200,4,2 

ON ERROR GOTO WINDOW.ERROR 

WINDOW 1 5,"TEST PROGRAM",(20,20)-(600, 1 80), 1 ,  1 

WINDOW OUTPUT 1 5  

REM ������������������ 

ON ERROR GOTO DEVICE.ERROR 

e PAINT (1 , 1 ), bgcolour 

COLOR fgcolour,bgcolour 

e PRINT : PRINT 

PRINT " •••••••••• GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF DISK SPACE EXAMPLE .......... . 

PRINT : PRINT 

dev$="":1NPUT "Please enter device name";dev$ 

OPEN dev$ FOR INPUT AS 1 
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IF (error.code%=57) THEN GOSUB DeviceErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB LockDevice 

REM ������������������-

REM Closedown operations . . .  

PRINT "Hit left mouse button to exit!" 

MOUSE ON : WHILE (NOT MOUSE(O)) : WEND 

PRI NT "dosing things now and quitting . .  ." 

WINDOW CLOSE 1 5  

WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED: SCREEN CLOSE 1 

SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED: L IBRARY CLOSE 

LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED: 

END 

REM ������������������-

LockDevice: 

IF  (dev$="") THEN PRINT "You didn't type anything" : RETURN 

drive.lock&=Lock&(SADD(dev$+CHR$(0)), -2) 

IF (drive. lock.&=0) THEN GOSUB NoLockErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB CheckDrive 

RETURN 

REM������������������-

CheckDrive: 

memory .pointer&=AllocMem&(36,0) 

IF (memory.pointer&<>O) THEN GOSUB Getlnfo ELSE GOSUB MemoryErrorMessage 

e&=UnLock&(drive.lock&) 

RETURN 

REM������������������-

Getlnfo : 

e&=lnfo&(drive.lock&, memory.pointer&) 

IF (e&=O) THEN GOSUB lnfoErrorMessage ELSE GOSUB DisplaylnfoDetails 

e&=FreeMem&(memory .pointer&,36) 

RETURN 

DisplaylnfoDetails: 

ON ERROR GOTO 0 
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WINDOW 1 5  

e blocks.total&=PEEKL(memory .pointer&+ 1 2)-2 

blocks.in .use&=PEEKL(memory .pointer&+ 1 6)-2 

e blocks.free&=blocks.total&-blocks.in.use& 

PRINT: PRINT "device ";dev$;" is " ; 

space.used=100.blocks.in.use&/blocks.total& 

PRINT USING "###.#";space.used; 

PRINT "% full" : PRINT 

space.used=(space.usect•2•pi/100)-pi 

CIRCLE(x1 ,y 1 ), radius,fgcolour 

X2=X1+radius*COS(-pi) 

y2=Y 1 +radius*SIN(-pi)laspect 

LINE (x1 ,y1 )-(x2,y2),fgcolour 

x2=x1 +radius*COS(space.used) 

e y2=y1 +radius*SIN(space.used)/aspect 

LINE (x1 ,y1 )-(x2,y2),fgcolour 

IF (space.used>1 ) THE N  PAINT (x1 -radius+2,y 1 - 1 ),fgcolour+1 ,fgcolour 

RETURN 

REM �������������������-

MemoryErrorMessage:PRINT ·could not get info for memory block" 

RETURN 

REM�������������������-

NoLockErrorMessage: 

PRINT •could not lock this device" 

RETURN 

REM ������������������� 

DeviceErrorMesage: PRINT ·cannot identify this device" 

RETURN 

REM������������������� 
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lnfoErrorMessage: PRINT "could not get details" 

RETURN 

REM ������������������-

REM Error handling . . .  

DOSLIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT "cannot find DOS l ibrary" 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN .FAILED 

EXECLIBRARY.ERROR: PRINT "cannot find Exec library" 

RESUME LIBRARY.OPEN.FAILED 

SCREEN.ERROR: PRINT "could not set up screen" 

RESUME SCREEN.OPEN.FAILED 

WINDOW.ERROR: PRINT "could not open window" 

RESUME WINDOW.OPEN.FAILED 

DEVICE. ERROR: error.code%=ERR 

RESUME NEXT 

REM������������������-
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Chapter 1 5  

Introductory C Example 

This example involves some very common file handling operations. The idea i s  to 
write a program which opens specified source and destination disk files, and then 
transfers data on a byte-by-byte basis from the source to the destination doing 
some (as yet unspecified) processing. 

Firstly I am going to tackle the general aspects of the problem without worrying 
about what wil l  be done to each byte as it is transferred. This wil l  give us a 
framework program. We'll then be able to slot in su itable code to carry out 
whatever processing is needed. 

It is very tempting, since the above description both tells us and implies a lot 
about what needs be done, to sketch a suitable C framework program directly. 
Certainly, at least for an experienced C programmer, there would be little harm in 
doing th is .  Our approach however wi l l  neverthe less be to adopt the more 
general ly useful plan of f i rstly attempt ing to describe in  detai l  the logical 
operations which the program should perform. 

In other words we shall try and sketch the output set. The benefits will be two
fold: Firstly, this analysis will help us understand more about the problem itself 
Secondly, since any vagueness which might be present in the original description 
can be eliminated, we'll be able to build a much better framework for the program 
than might otherwise have been possible. 

e Describing the Output Set 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

The f irst step may well be to identify or describe the output set. But, what do we 
regard as the output set? The best idea is to opt for including ANYTHING that 
can be recognised as being something which the program does - either in the 
way of internal processing or external output. Thus printed output, graphics/text 
d isplayed on the screen,  f i les being opened, fi les being closed etc . ,  are all 
'output' in our sense of the word. 

Perhaps the most important observation at this point in time is that we want to 
describe everything the program does, not just the things it does when everything 
is going smoothly. For instance - the problem description suggests that the first 
th ing the program should do is open the source f i le but what we need to 
recognise is that this operation m ight fai l . Bearing this in mind the output 
description is best started like this . . . 
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I 
I OPEN SOURCE 

I (0,1 time) 

I 
e \ 

I OPEN SOURCE 
I (0,1 time) 
\ 

What should the program do if the specified source file cannot be opened? Let's 
assume it should print an error message . . .  

( OPEN SOURCE I user bid that source file cannot be opened 

I 
(0,1 time) 

I e 
\ 
I OPEN SOURCE I 
I (0,1 time) 

\ 

Another thing the program must do is open a destination file. Since it only needs 
to do this if the source file has been successfully opened we place these new 
open details within the OPEN SOURCE subset . . .  

I 
\ 

I OPEN SOURCE 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

OPEN SOURCE / 
(0,1 time) \ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
\ 

user told that source file cannot be opened(O, 1 time) 

OPEN DEST 
(0,1 time) 

e 

OPEN DEST 
(0,1 time) 

user bid destination file cannot be opened 

If the files open OK the program is going to do some processing. It will read bytes 
from the source, modify them and write them back to the destination file. These 
are repetitive actions which will occur as many times as there are bytes in the 
file . . .  
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OPEN SOURCE { user told that source file cannot be opened 
(0,1 time) 

ED 
I 
I OPEN DEST ( user told destination file cannot be opened 

OPEN SOURCE 
(0,1 time) 

I (0,1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 

OPEN DEST ) 
(0,1 time) 

\ 

I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 

MODIFY BYTES I 
(1 ,n times) I 

\ 
I 
I 
\ 

READ BYTE 

END-OF-FILE 
(0,1 time) 

ED 

END-OF-FILE 

EXIT FROM 
MODIFY BYTES 
LOOP 

MODIFY DATA BYTE 
WRITE BYTE 

We also know that files which are opened have to be closed. Where do these 
details go? Again it's not too hard to fathom out : Files can only be closed if they 
have been successfully opened. Furthermore we'll only want to close the files 
after all read/write operations have been completed. The obvious place for the file 
close operations is near the end of the brackets which ind icate successful 
opening - that way every file that is ever successfully opened will be closed. If  we 
adopt this plan the output description will grow accordingly . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

OPEN SOURCE ( 
(0, 1 time) 

ED 
I 
I 
I 

OPEN SOURCE I 
(0,1 time) I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

user told that source file cannot be opened 

OPEN DEST 
(0,1 time) 

I 
OPEN DEST I 
(0,1 time) / 

\ 

CLOSE SOURCE 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

user told destination file cannot be opened 

I 

MODIFY BYTES ) 
(1 ,n times) \ 

CLOSE DEST 
(1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
\ 

READ BYTE 

END-OF-FILE 
(0,1 time) 

ED 

END-OF-FILE 
(0,1 time) 

EXIT FROM 
MODIFY BYTES 
LOOP 

MODIFY DATA BYTE 
WRITE BYTE 
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Chapter 1 5  Introductory C Example e We can recognise here that the WRITE BYTE operation might well fail - the disk 
could be full . I ' l l  assume that if a write is unsuccessful the program will display an 
error message, close the (perhaps partially written) file, and then remove it . . .  e 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

OPEN SOOOCE ( i.. told dlat1CU"oo tile camot be _..i .A (0,1 *'1•) • 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

OPEN SOURCEI 

(0,1 *nol 

OPEN DEST 
(0,1 line) 

OPEN DEST 
(0,1 line) 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I MODIFY Bl'TES I 

I . I 

I 
(1.n tinlll 

I 

I I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I I 

I CLOSE DEST I 

I I 
(1 lmol I I 

CLOSE SOU� 
(1 .... ) 

READ BYTE 
(1 limet 

(EXIT FROM 
END-OF-ALE MODIFY BYTES 

(0, 1 Imel LOOP 

I 
I J l«XllFY DATA BYTE 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

--- 1 I 
EHD-OF.flLE I WRITE BYTE I 
(0,1 lmej 1 (1 ilMj I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

WRITE OI< 

(0,1 .,,., 

$ 

WRITE OI< 

(0, 1 .,,., 

I 0 

I CLOSE OEST ALE 

I (1 line) 
I 

I 
I REMOVE DEST FlE 

I (1 line) 

I 

I EXIT FROM 

I MODIFY Bl'TES 
I 

LOOP 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

Now we have a slight problem:  According to the diagram the program always 
closes destination fi les at the end of the OPEN DEST bracket but we have 
decided that, in the event of a bad write, the destination file is going to be closed 
prematurely and removed. We cannot therefore leave the original CLOSE DEST 
operation where it is because we have decided that, where a write error has 
occurred, the destination file will no longer exist. 

We have got to move the original CLOSE DEST operation to a more su itable 
position and here's how we do it: Firstly, we note that destination files fall into one 
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of two mutually exclusive categories - those where a write error occurred, and 
those where no write error occurred! The secret now is to recognise that, out of 
all the file read and write operations which take place, only ONE normal read 
EOF will occur and at that time all of the necessary destination data would have 
been sent to the destination file. That subset therefore has both the right position 
and right frequency correspondence to hold our CLOSE DEST operation for 
closing destination files under non-error conditions. 

I 

I OPEN SOURCE 

I (0,1 limo) 
I a 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I OPEN SOURCE I 

I 
(0.1 ••> I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I UMf' mid ..... ICUl'C9 ,.. e.not be opened 

, __ 

I 
OPEN DEST 

I 
<0.1 •oJ 

a 
I I 

I I 

I I 
OPEN DEST I (0,1 .. o) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I 

I CLOSE SOURCE 
\ (1 -) 

u.., laid d•�m II• cannot be op1ned 

I 

I 

I 
MODIFY BYT� 
(t,n lim•) I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

READ BYTE 
(1 ••> 

ENl><>F·FILE I 
(0.1 llm•) I 

I 
I 

I 

a 

ENl>OF-FILE I 

(0,1 -) I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

CLOSE DEST 
(I limo) 

EXIT FROM 
MODIFY BYTES 
LOOP 

MODIFY DATA BYTE 

I WRITE OK I 0 
I 

(0,1 Im•) 

I 

WRITE BYTE I 

(1 ••> I a I 
I CLOSE DEST FILE 

I 
I (1 Im•) 
I 

I I 
I WRITEOK I REMOVE DEST FILE 
I (0,1 llm•) (1 Im•) 
I 

I 

I 
I EXIT FROM 
I MODIFY BYTES 

I 
I LOOP 

I I 

Now, the details present in the output set have been growing but there are stil l a 
few things missing, such as how the program knows which files are being dealt 
with! We should also recognise that the program will not just attempt to open files 
that are 'open-able' - it must of necessity try and open all files. The point to bear 
in mind here is that, although some file opening operations will succeed and 
others will fail, the actual attempted open operations will be made on each and 
every filename. 

With these details added the 'output set' ,  a description of what the program 
should do, is beginning to look reasonably complete . . .  
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COUECT DEST F� 

l l ti  .. ) 

I 
Ol'EN SOURCE 

I 10.1 1 .. 1 
I 

I 

I AMIFT 10CffN DEST 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 11 11NJ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

CffN DEST 

OPEN OEST 
(0,1 imo) 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

MODIFY BYTES 
I 

( 1 .n lmH) I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

READ BYTE 

(1 tlmt} 

END-OF-FILE 
(0.1 timo) I 

I 

I 
i 

11 I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

END-OF-FILE I 
10.1 1mo1 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

CLOSE OEST 
( 1 Imo) 

EXIT FROM 
MODIFY BYTES 
LOOP 

MODIFY DATA BYTE 

I WRITE OK I (0,l timo) 
I 

I 
WRITE BYTE\ 
11 -1 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I CUl6E DEST FU 

I 11 11mei 
! 
I I 

I 
I 

-n:OK I REllCM DEST FU 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

(C.1 11mei I 11 11mei 

I 
I EXITF!Dot 
I MOOfY BYTCS I LOOP 
I 

I think you'll agree that we now have a much better idea of what the program has 
to do, and have a clear idea of the various assumptions which have been made 
along the way. The thing to bear in mind at this point is that this output set should 
be a description of the actions that are to be carried out by the program. If we've 
thought carefully enough it WILL be, and in this sense it is a statement of output 
requ irements which are invariant - in other words it is a description of the things 
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which we now recognise the program M UST do!lt is of course quite possible that, 
as our understanding of the problem we are tackling grows, we may discover that 
we have forgotten to include something of importance but, notwithstanding such 
omissions, this output set description can be considered complete in the sense 
that it now appears to represent all of the actions which we feel the program 
should carry out. 

The Input Set 

On the face of it there is very little in the way of input data. Two obvious input 
items are the two filenames supplied . . .  

I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
\ 

SOURCE FILENAME 
(1 time) 

DEST FILENAME 
(1 time) 

The other inputs to the program is the source file, but here this may or may not 
exist depending on whether the source filename corresponds to a real file. This 
being so we can expand the input set definition to this . . .  

I SOURCE FLENAME 
I (1 time) 
I 
I DEST FLENAME 

I (1 time) 

\ SOURCE FILE { DATA BYTES I (0,1 time) (n b>ftes) 
I 
I ED 
I 
I SOURCE FILE 
\ (0,1 time) 

We now need to build a program description based on any extension of this input 
set which is compatible with both the existence of the data items shown in the 
input set and their frequencies. Given the trivial nature of the abovementioned 
input set I'm going to create the program description simply by duplicating the 
hierarchy of output set like this . . .  
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I 
I CXUKT IOlJICE F� 

I 1• -1 e <XU!CTCEIT � 
1• -1 

ATTBIPT TO OPEN 80UACE e 11 -1 

OPEN IOUACE  _ _  1111 _ ,._,,,, • .,... e (O,I WMj 

I 
• 

I I e I ATTE-TO OPEN OEST 
I I '' *""' 
I I 

I I 

I I 

e I I OPEN OEST .aYSM .... n leWll'IOttle otW'Wd  

I I (l11i•llll 
I I 

I OPENIOUACE 
I (11,1 ...., • e I 

I I I 
........ , I I AEAOllYll: 

I I I 1• -1 
I I I e I OPENOEIT I lollOFY llYll:S I ENO-OF.f'U I ClOSE OEST 
I I I I 
I 

(0,1 ...., I 
1•.•-i I "·' *""' I 

1• -1 

I I I I 
I I I I EXIT l'N* 

e I I I llODFY llYll:S 
I I LIXlP 
I 
I 
I • 
I I e I I llODFY OATA llYll: 
I I 
I I trrec. I I 

e I I llNI 
I I I 
I I I 
I I ENO-OF.f'U WllllE IYTE I 
I I "·' *""' (1 -1 1 .  e I I I 
I I I 
I I I I CLOSE OEST FU 
I I I I l"mtl 
I I I I e I I I I 
I I I 
I I f,:: I AEll:lw; DEST Fl.f 

I I I I 1"'"'1 
I I I I e I I I I EX!TFIOI 
I I I I 1100FY BYTES 
I I I I LOOI' I I I I 
I e I CUl6E SOURCE 
I l' *"lf 

What were the frequency correspondences which had to be present when I 
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mixed these descriptions? Here they are paired together . . .  

Input Set Items 
(these things exist as 
input to the program) 

SOURCE FILENAME 
( 1  time) 

DEST FILENAME 
( 1  time) 

SOURCE FILE 
(0, 1  time) 

SOURCE FILE 
(0, 1  time) 

• .. 

• .. 

• 

SOURCE DATA BYTES II • 
(n bytes) 

Are We Ready To Code? 

Output Set Actions 
(these are things which 

the program has to do) 

COLLECT SOURCE FILENAME 
( 1  time) 

COLLECT DEST FILENAME 
( 1  time) 

OPEN SOURCE (a successful open) 
(0,1 times) 

OPEN SOURCE (unsuccessful open) 
(0, 1 time) 

MODIFY BYTES (processes n bytes) 
( 1 , n times) 

Having produced a reasonably detailed Warnier diagram of the program my 
thoughts would be yes it is now time to start coding. How do I know that the 
diagram is complete? To be honest I don't, but . . .  I am happy that all of the 
operations OPEN SOURCE, OPEN DEST, WRITE BYTE etc . ,  shown on the 
diagram are things which (in my opinion) are very easily coded. 

Diagram to Code Conversion 

To produce some equivalent real code I 'll use the approach outlined in chapters 
9-1 2 . The idea then is to code the main bracket levels as function calls and only 
deviate from this when the code at a particular level is simple enough to code 
directly in-line. Obviously as we get into the code translation we have a certain 
amount of syntactic detail to show. ANSl l  C requires that you define prototypes 
for function calls so that the COrfl>iler can check that argument types and return 
values are correctly typed. It is possible to add this sort of detail to the Warnier 
diagram, ie include details such as . . .  

SPECIFY INCLUDE FILES 
( 1  time) 

stdio.h 
types.h 
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DEFINE FUNCTION PROTOTYPES j void OpenSource(void) ;  
(1  time) void OpenDest(void); 

DEFINE GLOBALS FILE *g_source_p; 
(1 time) FILE *g_dest_p; 

I d idn't do this and in fact, in my opinion, the addition of this type of syntactic 
deta i l  is unnecessary .  The Warn ier diagram should provide a language
independent description of what needs to be done - it  seems quite absurd to 
clutter such diagrams with details that are going to be present in the code in 
almost the same form. My advice then is to keep .the language-specific coding 
details well away from the Warnier diagram representation. Having said that you 
ought to try to document the program in a way which makes it easy for someone 
reading the source to see the layout. 

A si111>le scheme is all that's needed. Here's one that I commonly use . . .  

title 
includes 
defines 
prototypes 
globals 
main() function 
nested level() functions 
support functions 

For clarity I divide the various sections using /* -- *I lines and for non-function 
sections I' l l  include a title and, if I think it will help, perhaps some additional notes. 

Preliminary translation:  This is going to be a straightforward 'vanilla C' version 
that will run on anything from an ST or an Amiga to a UNIX system.Some notes 
are in order . . .  

• I 've chosen to  col lect fi lenames via command line argc/argv[) parameters. 
source and destination filename pointers are declared and these are initialised 
to point to the original command line arguments. 

• I'm not checking for the correct number of parameters, so if the user doesn't 
supply one or other  f i l enames that name po inter  w i l l  be N U LL and the 
corresponding fopen() cal l will fail - experience tells me i t  should fail harmlessly ! 

• This first translation ,  after all I 've said about minimising the use of g lobal 
variables, does in  fact use g lobal variables for the fi lenames and the F ILE 
pointers. Why? Initial simplicity in  the first runable version. I t  also allows me to 
defer th inking about what parameters are needed unti l  I 've got a C sketch 
available which shows clearly what information each routine will need access to . 
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* ANSl l  C 's buffered file operations can be used to handle the file opening and 
closing with statements like fopen(g_name_p,"rb") being used to open the 
specified files for binary mode reading. I 've opted for binary file mode because 
we haven't yet decided what processing is to be done. 

* I 've layered the open close operations as nested function calls but the do/while 
loop used to represent the MODIFY BYTES operations I 've kept within a single 
routine by using if { } else { } statements. 

* In this example my error message routines are just simple printf() statements. I 
have however deliberately kept them away from the bulk of the code by writing a 
short function ErrorMessage() .  

Here then i s  the first version . . .  

e r----------------------- ·t 
r Example: 1 5-1 . . .  skeleton framework 

r some includes . . . . , 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include <execltypes.h> 

I* some defines ... */ 

#define NO_SOURCE ·cannot open source file\n" 

e #define NO_DEST "cannot open destination file\n" 

., 

/*----------------------- */ 

e I* some prototypes . . .  */ 

void OpenSourceOK(void);void OpenDestOK(void);void ErrorMessage(TEXT *error_message); 

/*----------------------- */ 

I* some globals . . .  */ 

FILE •g_source_p, •g_dest_p ; 

TEXT •g_source_name_p, •g_dest_name_p; 

/*----------------------- */ 

e main(int argc, char *argv()) 

e g_source_name_p=argv( 1 ] ;  g_dest_name_p=argv[2); 

if(g_source_p=fopen(g_source_name_p,"rb")) 

OpenSourceOK(); 
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r ., e 
void OpenSouroeOK(void) 

e 
if (g_dest_p=fopen(g_ dest_name _p, "Wb")) 

OpenDestOK() ;  e 
else ErrorMessage(NO_DEST); 

fclose(g_source_p); e 
r ., 

e void OpenDestOK(void) 

BOOL exit_flag; int c; e 
do {  

if((e=fgetc(g_source_p))==EOF) e 
fclose(g_dest_p); exit_f\ag= TRUE; e 
else 

e 
r DO SOMETHING WITH DATA BYTE */ 

. if((fputc(c, g_dest_p))==EOF) e 
fclose(g_dest_p); e 
remove(g_dest_name_p); 

exit_flag= TRUE; e 
}while(lexit_ftag); e 

r ., e 
void ErrorMessage(TEXT *error_message) {printf(error_message);} r ., e 228 
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One thing you might notice is that we've forgotten to include error message for 
bad write cases. It is obviously not a major omission and these details are easily 
i mposed onto the Warnier description . . .  

I COLLECT SOURCE FLENAME 
I l l bmeJ 
I 

COLLECT DEST FLENAME 
(\ Orne) 

ATTCllPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
l\ bmeJ 

OPEN1'0URCE 1811 i.,.- f\ll: SOl.l'ce file c., not De operiea 

J0,1 brne) 

.. I 

I ATTCllPT TO OPEN OEST 

I I ( \ time) 
I I 

I I 

I I 

I I OPEN OEST 911 viii' !hatOlltl'llllon tie er.not be operecl 

I I I0.1 bmoJ 

I I 

I OPEN SOURCE I 

I 
I J0,1 bnw) 

I 
.. 

I 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I 

� BYTE 

I I (1 limeJ 
I 

I I I 
I I I 
I I OPEN OEST MOOFY BYTES I EllX>F-FLE 

I I I (O,\ timo) (1,n tim•l 
I 

(O,\ tmo) 

I I 
I 

I I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I .. 
I I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I ENl-OHLE 
I (ll,\ \rnoj 
I 

I 

I I 

I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I 
I I 

I CLOSE SOURCE 
I (\ time) 

I CLOSE DEST I 
I ( \ time) 
I 

I EXIT FlQI 
I MOOFY BYTES 
I LOOP 

I 

I 
MOOFY DATA BYTE 

I 

I I 
I I 
I 

I 
I WRITE BYTE I 
I I 
I 

(\ Omo) 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

WRITE OK 

JO,\ line) 

.. 

WRITEOK I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

0 

CLOSE DEST FLE 

(\ '""" 

TEU USER 

BAD WRITE 

( \ time) 

RE� DESTFLE 

JO,\ timo) (I trnoj 

EXITAnl 

MOOFY BYTES LOOP 
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What you will no doubt notice is that there was absolutely no difficulty in deciding 
where on the diagram this extra message would need to be placed. Similarly the 
section of C code in the program is also easily identified. and the changes simply 
involve adding a new #define message and changing the fragment which reads . . .  

fdose(g_dest_p); 

remove(g_ dest_name _p); 

exit_flag= TRUE ;  

to . . .  

fdose(g_ dest_p) ;  

ErrorMessage(BAD _WRITE); 

remove(g_ dest_ name _p) ; 

exit_flag= TRUE ;  

The result of these changes i s  shown below . . .  

r Example: 15-2 . . .  modified skeleton framework 

r some includes . . .  */ 

#indude <Stdio.h>#include <exec/types.h> 

r some defines . . . */ 

#define NO_SOURCE "cannot open source file\n" 

#define NO_DEST "cannot open destination file\n" 

*/ 

#define BAD_WRITE "error whilst writing - removing destination file\n" 

r some prototypes .. .*/ 

void OpenSourceOK(void); 

void OpenDestOK(void); 

void ErrorMessage(TEXT *error_message) ;  
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• some globals . . .  ·1 

FILE ·g_source_p, •g_dest_p; 

TEXT •g_source_name_p, •g_dest_name_p;/ 

main(int argc, char •argv[)) 

g_source_name_p=argv( 1 ] ;  g_dest_name_p=argv(2]; 

if(g_source_p=fopen(g_source_name_p,"rb")) 

OpenSourceOK(); 

else ErrorMessage(NO_SOURCE); 
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e r�����������������������- ·1 

e 
e 

e 
e 

void OpenSourceOK(void) 

. if (g_dest_p=fopen(g_dest_name_p, "wb")) 

Open DestOK() ; 

else ErrorMessage(NO_DEST); 

fciose(g_ source _p) ;  

void OpenDestOK(void) 

BOOL exit_flag; int c; 

do { 

if( ( e=fgetc(g_ source_p) )==EOF) 
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fclose(g_dest_p) ;  exit_flag= TRUE; 

else 

r DO SOMETHING WITH DATA BYTE ·1 

if((fputc(c, g_dest_p))==EOF) 

fclose(g_ dest_p); 

ErrorMessage(BAD_WRITE) ;  

remove(g_dest_name_p); 

exit_flag= TRUE;  

}while( !exit_ftag) ;  

void ErrorMessage(TEXT •error _message) {print!( error _message);) 

A More Sophisticated Translation 

Let us now create a more useful 'black box' version which, when given source 
and destination filenames, will carry out the file modification process returning a 
success failure indicator to the calling program. 

We've already got the basic shell of the program complete so we don't need to go 
back and change anything design wise. What we must do however is f irstly 
eliminate those globals and secondly remove our error message routine and 
replace it with code which returns an error number to the calling program. 

It's an easy translation to do but in case you 're new to such things here are the 
exact stages I used: First of all I removed globals and altered the function calls so 
that filename and file pointers are passed between the various levels, modifying 
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the prototypes accordingly. 

Other than the easy task of re-defining the error messages as error numbers I did 
NOT want to tackle the function parameter code changes and the success/failure 
e rror  code changes at t h e  same t i m e .  Consequ ent ly  I re moved the 
ErrorMessage() routine and commented out corresponding error calls - this 
enabled me to compile and check most of this partly complete version without 
getting any compiler errors . . .  e 
r--------------- ·1 

r Example: 1 5-3 . . partly complete version without globals ., 

r------------------------ ·1 e 
r some includes . . . . , 

#indude <Stdio.h> e 
#indude <exec/types.h> 

r------------------------ ·1 e 
r some defines . . . . , 

#define NO_ERROR 0 

#define NO_SOURCE 

#define NO_DEST 2 

#define BAD_WRITE 3 

e r--------------- ·1 

r some prototypes .. .'/ 

void OpenSourceOK(FILE •g_source...Jl, TEXT •g_dest_name...Jl) ;  

void OpenDestOK(FILE *g_source...Jl, FILE *g_dest...Jl, TEXT *dest_name...Jl) ;  e 
/*
------------------------

·, 

UBYTE ConvertFile(TEXT *g_source_name...Jl, TEXT *g_dest_name...Jl) 

FILE *g_source...Jl; e 
if(g_source_Jl=fopen(g_source_name_jl,"rb")) 

OpenSourceOK(g_source...Jl, g_dest_name...Jl); 
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I* else ErrorMessage(NO_SOURCE);•t return(NO_ERROR); 

/*------------------------ ·/ 

void OpenSourceOK(FILE •g_source_p, TEXT •g_dest_name_p) 

FILE •g_dest_p ; 

if (g_dest_p=fopen(g_dest_name_p, "wb")) 

OpenDestOK(g_source_p, g_dest_p, g_dest_name_p); 

I* else ErrorMessage(NO_DEST); 
., 

fclose(g_source_p); 

void OpenDestOK(FILE •g_source_p, F ILE •g_dest_p, TEXT •g_dest_name_p) 

BOOL exit_flag ; int c ;  

/* 
., 

do { 

234 

if( ( C=fgetc(g_ source _p) )==EOF) 

fclose(g_dest_p) ;  exit_flag= TRUE; 

else 

/* DO SOMETHING WITH DATA BYTE •1 

if((fputc(c, g_dest_p))==EOF) 

fdose(g_dest_p) ;  

ErrorMessage(BAD _WRITE) ; 

remove(g_dest_name_p); 
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exit_ftag= TRUE ;  

}while(!exit_flag); 

l*---------------------- ·1 

After a quick compile check confirming that no silly slips had been made it was 
time to decide how to get success/fai lure information back up to the call ing 
program. I chose to use local error number variables passing the error status 
back via return( ) .  Notice incidentally, that the error variables are initialised to a 
NO_ERROR state and reassigned only if an error occurs. Again this sort of 
translation seemed relatively trivial and, since the structure of the program is still 
essentially unchanged, I saw l ittle need to describe the initialisation of the error 
numbers and so forth on the Warnier diagram. 

What I'm trying to do of course is show you how I use these diagram and coding 
techniques in practice . I am not trying to kid either you (or myself) that trivial 
coding changes are best solved by going back and working in diagram form. I 
was quite happy making the global variable to parameter variable changes, and 
equally happy to revamp the error message code so that we dealt with error 
numbers. What I did not do however is make any significant changes to the 
overall program structure which the design diagrams led us to adopt ! 

Enough of the lecture, here's the final code without globals . . .  

/.• ______________________ ., 

r Example: 1 5-4 . . .  complete parameter driven version without globals •1 

r---------------------- ·1 

r some includes . . .  •1 

#indude <Stdio.h> 

#indude <exec/types.h> 

r---------------------- ·1 

r some defines . . .  •1 

#define NO_ERROR 0 

#define NO_SOU RCE 1 
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#define NO_DEST 2 

#define BAD_WRITE 3 

r some prototypes .. :/ 

UBYTE OpenSour'ceOK(FILE •source__p, TEXT ·c1est_name__p); 

UBYTE OpenDestOK(F ILE •source__p, FILE •dest__p, TEXT •dest_name__p); 

UBYTE ConvertFile(TEXT •source_name_p, TEXT •dest_name_p) 

FILE •source__p; UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if( source __p=fopen( source _name __p, "rb")) 
error_number=OpenSourceOK(source__p, dest_name__p); 

else error_number=NO_SOURC E ;  

return( error _number); 

r������������������������� ·1 

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE •source__p, TEXT •c1est_name__p) 

FILE •dest__p; UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if (dest__p=fopen(dest_name__p,"wb")) 

error _number=Open DestOK( source __p, dest__p, dest_name __p);  

else error_number=NO_DEST; 

fclose(source__p); 

retum(error_number); 

r������������������������� ·1 
UBYTE OpenDestOK(FILE •source__p, FILE •c1est__p, TEXT •c1est_name__p) 

{ 
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BOOL exit_flag ; int c; UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

do { 

if((c=fgetc(source_p))==EOF) 

fclose(dest_p) ;  exit_flag= TRUE; 

else 

r DO SOMETHING WITH DATA BYTE •; 

if((fputc(c, dest_p))==EOF) 

fdose( dest_p); 

error_number=BAD_WRITE ; 

remove(dest_name_p) ;  

exit_flag= TRUE ;  

}while( !exit_flag) ;retum(error_number); 

r---------------------- ·1 

Byte Conversion Code - An Example 

The reason I 've not dealt with any specific type of byte-by-byte conversion is 
simple - our generalised, and now well understood, framework can form the basis 
of any number of f i le modif icat ion uti l i t ies. Here is one such example - a 
straightforward black box file encryption/deciphering rout ine for use in other 
programs. 

The encryption trick uses a variant of byte-orientated exclusive-ORing ,an old 
favourite amongst programmers. The benefit of this approach is that the program 
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which performs the encryption process can also be used to do the deciphering. 
' 

Simple fixed key exclusive-ORing however is far too easy to break so , to make 
life a bit more interesting, I am going to use a scheme which takes into account 
the position of each character being encrypted. Used in conjunction with long 
string keys this twist, though simple to code, is surprisingly effective. (Although it 
isn't going to have the CIA's cipher boys quaking in their boots - with high-speed 
hardware this particular cipher mechanism is still going to be easily broken.  
Having said that you're unlikely to find anyone able to crack i t  using any Amiga 
based techniques!) 

The program/routine would need three parameters and as a command line utility 
might adopt this format . . .  

EncryptDecipher <SourceFile> <DestinationFile> <EncryptionKeY> 

A callable routine could adopt a similar parameter arrangement using this sort of 
function prototype . . .  

UBYTE EncryptDecipher(TEXT •sourcefile, TEXT *destfile, TEXT •encryptionkey) 

To write such a program all I have done is to add a few lines of code to the 
parameter driven general file transfer routine which has just been looked at . 
There is now an extra parameter to deal with, the string used as the encryption 
key - I have added a suitable extra argument so that the address of the key is 
passed down to the routine which needs to use it . 

Use of such a program? Text file encryption is one obvious possibility. Another 
use, which might come in handy for hard disk owners, is for encrypting potentially 
damaging system commands and restricting the use of certain utility programs -
keep the encrypted form on the disk and temporarily decipher a copy when you 
want to run it. Getting right up-to-date you've no doubt heard of virus programs 
which can attach themselves to program code. Well ,  there's no way a virus could 
attach itself to an encrypted version of a program and get away with it. .. because 
the additional code would become meaningless after it had been deciphered! 
Admittedly it is a bit 'over the top' for most purposes, but the encryption technique 
is another tool for fighting the virus makers so it might be worth thinking about. 

Now a word about the overall program design of this encryption utility :· I'm not 
going to repeat the program structure analysis because, other than a one line 
byte-modifying statement (which occurs just prior to a data byte being transferred 
to the destination f i le) the steps are the same as those outlined earlier in this 
chapter. 

Basically we need in addition to know the length of the encryption key and , at 
each stage of the processing, the relative position of the data byte being dealt 
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w it h .  Because of th i s  I 've added two addit iona l  local  var iab les  to t h e  
OpenDestOK() routine . the routine which handles the byte transfer operations. 
You'l l  see these in the source as . . .  

ULONG position ; I* the 'byte number' of the character i n  the file •1 
ULONG key_length ; I* length of the encryption key string ·1 

Believe it or not the code for the encryption is very simple - in fact this single line 
of code will do the job . . .  

c=c"(• (key _p+(position%key _length) )+position%256); 

Where does this line of code go? We already know the answer to this question 
from the Warnier diagram. 

Here then to complete this chapter is a command line encryption utility based on 
the use of the 'black box· routine we devised. Remember that the function 
Encrypt Decipher()  can be taken out (a long with a header contain ing the 
necessary #includes, #defines and prototypes) and used in any program which 
needs to use, or provide, such a facility . . .  

!* ====================================================================== ·! 
r Example: 1 5-5 . . .  parameter driven encryption utility ·1 
r � 

r some includes . . .  •1 

#include <Stdio.h> 

#include <exec/types.h> 

/*----------------------- ·! 

r some defines . . .  •1 

e #define NO_ERROR O 

#define NO_SOU RCE 1 

e #define NO_DEST 2 

#define BAD_ WRITE 3 

/*----------------------- ·/ 

r some prototypes .. .*/ 

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE •source_p, TEXT •dest_name_p, TEXT •key_p); 

UBYTE OpenDestOK(FILE •source_p, FILE •dest_p, TEXT •dest_name_p, TEXT •key_p) ;  
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UBYTE EncryptDecipher(TEXT •source_name_p, TEXT •dest_name_p, TEXT •key_p); 

r some globals Uust for the text messages of this example) . .  •1 

TEXT ·messageO = { 

"function complete\n", 

"cannot open source file\n", 

"cannot open destination file\n'', 

"write error - removing destination lile\n" 

} ;  

main(int argc, char •argv()) 

TEXT •source_name_p, •dest_name_p, •key_p; UBYTE error_code; 

source_name_p=argv[1 ] ;  dest_name_p=argv(2] ; key _p=argv[3] ;  

error_code=EncryptDecipher(source_name_p, dest_name_p, key_p) ;  

printf( message( error_ code)); 

UBYTE EncryptDecipher(TEXT •source_name_p, TEXT •dest_name_p, TEXT •key_p) 

FILE •source_p; UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if(source_p=fopen(source_name_p,"rb")) 

error_number=OpenSourceOK(source_p, dest_name_p, key_p) ; 

else error_number=NO_SOURCE; 

return(error_number); 

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE •source_p, TEXT ·dest_name_p, TEXT •key_p) e 
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FILE *dest_p; U BYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if ( dest_p=fopen ( dest_name _p, "wb ")) 

error_number=OpenDestOK(source_p, dest_p, dest_name_p, key_p) ;  

else error_number=NO_DEST; 

fclose(source_p) ;  

return(error_number); 

UBYTE OpenDestOK(FILE *source_p, FILE *dest_p, TEXT *dest_name_p, TEXT *key_p) 

BOOL exit_flag ; int c; 

UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

ULONG position=<>;  /* the 'byte number' of the character in the file */ 

ULONG key_length ; /* length of the encryption key string */ 

key _length=strlen(key _p); 

do { 

if((e=fgetc(source_p))==EOF) 

fclose(dest_p); exit_flag= TRUE; 

else 

c=e"(* (key _p+(position%key _length) )+position%256); 

position++; 

if((fputc(c, dest_p))==EOF) 
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fdose( dest_p); 

error_number=BAD_WRITE; 

remove(dest_name_p); 

exit_ftag= TRUE ;  

}while( !exit_ flag) ; 

return(error_number); 
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Chapter 1 6  
A More Advanced C Example 

M I D I  (an acronym for Musical I n stru ment Dig ital I nterface) i s  big business 
nowadays and the Amiga, after an admittedly slow start, is now starting to attract 
a substant ia l  M I D I  fo l lowing .  This chapter develops a moderate ly  complex 
example which i nterprets the dat a he ld inside Standard M I D I  F i les  ( more 
commonly called SMF files) . The routines themselves will obviously be of interest 
to M ID I  users, but you 'l l also find a lot of generally useful material included which 
should help you understand how to write programs that handle complex input 
data. 

It is not go ing to be possible to write a program for analysing an SMF fi le unless 
we know what sort of data these files contain. So much has been written about 
M I DI itself that I ' l l  assume you' l l  either know, or can easily find out ,  about the 
various types of messages which the M ID I  standard allows. Far less has been 
written about SMF files so I 'm starting this chapter with some basic details of the 
standard itself . . .  

Standard M I D I F i les are used primari ly t o  transfe r t ime-stamped M I D I data 
between different computers and/or software packages. These fi les have been 
around for quite a t ime and today almost all music software packages provide 
some level of M I DI file support. 

U nfortu nately t hings have gone rather  less than smoothly on the M I D I  f i le  
development front. The file format initially proposed was l imited to just a single 
stream of M I DI data. This turned out to be too restrictive and nowadays, the M I DI 
File standard, under the control of the I nternational M ID I  Association ,  has grown 
to allow track information, multiple streams, sequencer specific messages, and a 
host of other new event types. The penalty that SMF users have had to pay for 
these improvements is that the standard has changed sign ificantly from it 's 
original form. 

At the highest level M I D I  Files consist of blocks of data called 'chunks ' .  Each 
chunk consists of a 4 byte identifier fo l lowed by a 32 bit number which provides 
the byte-le ngth of the data held in the chunk. In other words a SMF chu nk adopts 
this arrangement . . .  

Chunk 
4 Bytes 

<chunk-identifier> <chunk-size> 
4 Bytes 

<actual chunk data> 
chunk-size bytes 

At the time of writing only two types of chunks are defined: Header chunks which 
have a 'MThd' identifier, and track chunks which have a 'MTrk' identifier. It is 
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however more than l ikely that additional chunk types will be defined, so programs 
which read SMF files should assume that, one day, they will come across chunks 
which they cannot understand. The idea then is to write programs which look at 
the chunk  ident i f icat ion  bytes and sk ip  over any chu nks that can not be 
recognised . 

The idea of files consisting of identifiable chunks which may be used or skipped 
over is of course similar to that used by Electronic Art's I FF format. There are 
however two important differences:  Firstly, the SMF arrangement doesn't support 
the idea of nested chunks. Secondly, SMF chunks are not padded to an even 
number of bytes like IFF  fi les. 

To be honest it wou ld have been better for 68000 programmers if SM F chunks 
were padded because then,  if the f i rst chunk in memory started on a word
aligned boundary ,  then all subsequent chunks would be automatically word
aligned. From a coding point of view this, at least at the chunk access level ,  
would allow the C programmer to use structure based chunk access to al l  SMF 
chunks. You can use some structure based access with in-memory copies of 
SMF files, but you have to be careful to avoid situations which might cause 68000 
addressing errors. 

SMF Chunk Arrangements 

The two SMF chunk types (Header and Track chunks) can be arranged in three 
ways. This leads to three types of M IDI  files . . .  

Format O type files contain a header chunk followed by  a single track chunk - this 
is the most portable of all M I D I  f i le  arrangements and is used for storing a 
sequence as a single stream of M I D I  file events. 

Format 1 type files have a different use: They al low multiple simultaneous track 
sequences to be stored. Type 1 f i les contai n  a header chunk fol lowed by a 
number of separate track chunks. 

Format 2 files are different again because they've been developed to allow sets 
of independent sequences to be stored. A sequencer might save the individual 
sequences ( intro, verse , bridge etc.) which make up a complete song as a single 
format 2 type SM F file. Figure 1 6. 1  shows the differences between these files 
types . . .  
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+++++++++++++ 
••• Trk 1 ••• 

e Type 0 files hold 
a single track 
of sequence data. 

+++++++++++++ 
••• Trk 1 ••• 

••• Trk 2 ••• 
••• Trk 3 ••• 

Type 1 tiles hold chunks of 
parallel track information. 

++++++++ header chunk 

•••••••• track chunk 

+++++++++++ . . . ... Seq 1 ··· . . . ... Seq 2 ·•• . . .  ·•· Seq 3 ··· etc. 

Type 2 files can store sets of independent sequences by 
treating each track chunk as a separate sequence. 

Figure 1 6. 1  : The three types of MI DI files. 

The SMF standard specifies that all SMF files should start with a header chunk. It 
also wisely specifies that even if this header is extended the existing fields will not 
be rearranged . Programs can therefore assume that , even though they may 
come across header chunks larger than anticipated all fields currently defined will 
remain in the same positions. 

Header Chunks 

The 'MThd' header chunk is always the first chunk in a M I DI file and, like all SMF 
chunks, they start with the identifier fol lowed by a 32 bit chunk size value. SMF 
header chunks currently have six bytes of data . . .  the f irst word gives the fi le 
format (0 ,  1 ,  or 2) , the second tells you how many track chunks are present in the 
file, and the last contains timing division information. The contents therefore take 
this form . . .  

4 Bytes 
4 Bytes 
2 Bytes 
2 Bytes 
2 Bytes 

'MThd' identifier 
Size in bytes of following data (cu rrently 6) 
MIDI  file type (0 ,  1 or 2) 
Number of Track Chunks (will be 1 for file type 0) 
Division information 

The 'division' field's contents and format may vary . If bit 1 5 , ie the most signif icant 
bit, is zero then bits 1 4-0 give a 1 5  bit number which specifies how many delta
time ticks make up a crotchet . . .  
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bit 1 5  bit 14  ------ bit 0 

0 Ticks per crotchet 

If on the other hand bit 1 5  is set to 1 it indicates that a M I  DI timecode or SM PTE 
based timecode is being used. In this case bits 1 4-8 will be a negative number e 
(two's complement) which represents one of the four SMPTE or M IDI Timecode 
formats . . .  -24 ,-25, -29 (used for 30 drop frame) or -30. The second byte gives the A resolution within the frame with typical values being 4, 8, 1 0, 80 or 1 00 . . .  • 

bit 1 5  bit , 4 - bit 8 bit 7 - bit 0 

Negative of the Resolution 
SMPTE format 

Don't worry if that last paragraph sounded like double-dutch . . .  we won't be 
dealing with this rather specialised SMF use! 

Track Chunks 

Track chunks start with a 4 byte identifier 'MTrk' ,  a 32 bit length field which shows 
how many bytes the chunk contains. Following that comes the data events 
themselves - these all start with a time field that specifies the amount of time 
which should pass before the specified event occurs. 

These time fields are an integral part of the syntax of an SMF file event. They're 
cal led delta-times and , like a number of M ID I  file items their values are stored in a 
variable length format containing 7 real bits per byte . 

The most signif icant bit (bit 7) is used to indicate either the continuation, or the 
end, of the number . . .  

1 st Byte 2nd Byte . . . .  n 'th Byte 

1 xxx xxxx 1 xxx xxxx . . .  Oxxx xxxx 

t t t 
shows that this is the last byte of the number 

shows that more bytes 
are to follow 

The reason for adopting this arrangement is simple - inter-event times which are 
less than 1 28 (and this means the majority of delta-times) can be stored using 
just a single byte. 
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The number 1 26 for example can be stored simply as binary 0 1 1 1  1 1 1 0. Once 
we get above 1 27 however, ie 01 1 1  1 1 1 1 ,  two bytes wil l be needed to store the 
nu mber. The variable length format, if you are not used to it, can seem awkward 
to decode so here is an example using the number 1 29 decimal to show how it is 
done . . .  

Take the binary form of the number, peel off bits seven at a time, and then put 
each group of seven bits into an eight bit ( 1  byte) arrangement. Once a suitable 
number of bytes have been formed ( and the M I D I  spec now specifies that a 
maximum of 4 bytes only may be used to represent delta-times) we set the high 
bits in every byte except the last one . . .  

Decimal form 

Hex form 

Binary form 

7 bits per byte form 

1 indicator bits 

Final binary form 

Hex equivalent 

1 29  

81 

1 OOO 0001 

0000 0001 0000 OOO 

t t 
set this keep this 
bit high bit clear 

1 000 0001 0000 0001 

81 hex 01 

The end resu lt is that the number 1 29 decimal would be stored (most significant 
byte first) as two bytes . . .  81 hex followed by 0 1  hex . MIDI  File events can be one 
of three types . . .  

MIDI Events 

Nowadays these are defined as being any MIDI  channel message. By definition 
this means that MIDI files can only contain channel voice or channel mode M IDI 
messages. 

SYSEX Events 

Normal  SYSEX messages are stored in a modified form which includes an 
additional length, ie byte-count, field (stored as an SM F variable length number) . . .  

SYSEX Event1 <FO hex> <length> <data bytes> 
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If the message is sent as a single packet then the last data byte should be the 
co nvent iona l  EOX ( F 7  hex)  SYSEX te rminator .  Th is  may appe ar to be 
unnecessary since a SYSEX message length field is also included and in the 
original MID I  File standard it was indeed unnecessary - the terminal F7 byte was 
not required. It has however been re- introduced because an alternative SMF 
SYSEX message has been devised which allows large block SYSEX messages 
to be broken up into time-stamped packets. 

The new form actually starts with the F7 hex terminator . . .  

SYSEX Event2 <F7> <length> <data bytes> 

So, if you want to partition a SYSEX message into time-stamped packets you can 
do it by us ing the FO form for the fi rst data packet , and F7 forms for any 
subsequent packets. The last data byte of the last packet of information will 
contain the real terminal F7 hex data byte. 

One of the th ings I 've noticed about this cu rrent spec is that there is  no 
requirement for the second message type to include an initial FO hex SYSEX 
status  byte .  This means that it is permissible for non- legal M I D I  file M I DI 
Messages (non-channel messages such as Song Select, Song Position Pointer, 
real-time or MTC messages) to be embedded within this latter form of SYSEX 
message. 

Meta Events 

The SM F standard supports a number of non-M I D I events known as Meta 
events. Meta events start with FF hex as a event identifier, followed by a 'type' 
field, a byte count, and the meta event data itself . . .  

Meta Event <FF hex> <meta-event type> <length> <data bytes> 

The meta-event type field is a 1 byte value between O and 1 27 and the length 
field is stored in the same variable length format as is used for delta-time values. 

The table which follows gives a summary of the most common meta events. 
Amongst the following types are some variations of a basic Text event used to 
identify certain embedded ASCII text messages. Meta event type identifiers 02 
hex - OF hex have incidentally been reserved for such messages although, at the 
current time, not all have been defined . . .  
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Description Type (Hex) Byte Length Details 

e Sequence No. 00 2 16 bit sequence number. Must occur 
at the beginning of the track . 

e . (before any non-zero delta-times.) 

Text Event 01  variable Text describing anything of interest. 

e Copyright Notice 02 variable If present it is supposed to be the 
first event of the first track. 

Sequence or 03 variable A specific type of ASCII text event 

e Track Name 

Instrument Name 04 variable An indication of the instrumentation 
to be used for a track. It can be 

e used in conjunction with a Prefix 
event to specify which MIDI channel 
the description applies to, or the 

e channel number can be specified 
within the text itself. 

Lyric 05 variable A lyric to be sung. The idea here 

e is that each syllable can be a 
separate lyric event which is to 
begin at the events starting time. 

e Marker 06 variable Used to mark a specific point 
within a sequence. 

e 
Cue Point 07 variable A marker event (used for video/film 

cue point marking). 

08 - 0F Currently undefined 

e Channel Prefix 20 This event contains a single data 
byte which associates subsequent 
events with a particular MIDI  

e channel. This state is effective 
until the next normal MIDI  event, 
or the next Channel Prefix event. 

e End Of Track 2F 0 This event MUST be used so that 
an exact ending point can be 
specified for a track. It's use 

e 
is non-optional! 

Set Tempo 51  3 A 24 bit number which represents 
microseconds per quarter note. 

e These events should ideally only 
occur at positions where real MIDI  
clocks could be located. 

e SMPTE Offset 54 5 The five bytes of this message 
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Time Signature 58 4 

Sequencer Specific ?F variable 

indicate hours, minutes, seconds 
frame and frame traction (in 
1 /1 00th's of a frame). 

The time signature is expressed 
as four numbers N N  DD CC and BB. 
NN is the time signature numerator, A 
DD is the denominator expressed W 
as a power of 2, CC is the number 
of MIDI clocks in a metronome click, 
and BB represents the number of 32nd A 
notes in a MIDI quarter note. W 
This event allows sequencers to 
include their own sequencer specific 
into. Manufacturers who use such 
events are SUPPOSED to publish the 
formats so that others can interpret 
them. 

So, that then is the basis of the current M I DI f i le standard as adopted by the 
International M I D I  Association . It's worth mentioning that running status (ie the 
use of impl ied status bytes) is allowed within a stream of M ID I  events but it must 
not be carried across non-channel events.  If a stream of running status M I D I  
messages are interrupted by one or more M eta o r  SYSEX events then a new 
status byte must be present in the first of any M idi  messages which follow. 

Designing a Standard MIDI File Reader 

As you can imagine writing a program to analyse an SMF file is rather more 
difficult than the earlier byte-orientated conversion example developed in the last 
chapter. Nevertheless, there is a certain amount of common ground as far as the 
f i l e  h a n d l i ng ope rat ions  g o ,  so i t  is go ing  to be conve n i ent to s p l it t he  
development into two parts producing a high-level 'chunk reader' (whose job i s  to 
identify S M F  chunks) and a lower level 'chunk analyser' (whose job is to look at 
the contents of each chunk) .Again the first step is to try and describe the output 
set, ie describe what the program should do . It should be obvious that we need to 
collect the various filenames and then attempt to open the specified source. This 
being so it is reasonable to start the output set description in this fashion . . .  
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I COLLECT SOURCE FILENAME 
I (1 time) 
I 
I COLLECT DEST F ILENAME 
I (1 time) 
I 

I ATTEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
\ (1 time) 
I 
I 
I SOURCE OPEN { user told that source file cannot be opened 
I 
I ED 
I 
\ SOURCE OPEN 

Now what? Should we now open the destination fi le? I 'd say no , because it 
would be rather pointless doing that unti l  you were sure that the source file was a 
proper SMF file. My suggestion would be to check that the source file is an SMF 
file . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

COLLECT SOURCE FILENAME 
(1 time) 

COLLECT DEST FILENAME 
(1 time) 

ATTEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
( 1  time) 

SOURCE OPEN { user told that source file cannot be opened 
(0, 1  time) 

I 
$ I 

I 
I 
I 

SOURCE OPEN ( 
(0, 1  time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 

READ HEADER CHUNK 
( 1  time) 

VALID SMF { 
(0, 1  time) 

$ 

VALID SMF { 
(0 , 1  time) 

The big question now is how do we check that an SMF file is valid, ie how to we 
check that it really is an SMF file? The SMF standard gives us the necessary 
clues - we've got to read the header chunk and see if the 'MThd'identifier is 
present. If these details are added we get this . . .  
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1 COLLECT SOURCE FILE NAME I ( 1  time) I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I \ 

COLLECT DEST FILENAME 
(1 time) 

A TIEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
(1 time) 

SOURCE OPEN { user told that source file cannot be opened 
(0, 1 time) 

SOURCE OPEN 
(0, 1 time) 

11 READ H EADER CHUNK I DENTIFIER 
1 ( 1  time) 

I 
I 
I 
� VALID SMF { user told that specified source is not an SMF file 

I (0, 1 time) 

I 
I Ell I 
I \ VALID SMF { 

(0, 1 time) 

If a valid SMF header chunk has been found the program will be able to read the 
header items described in the standard .  Notice in the fo l lowing expanded 
description I've al lowed for the fact that, at some later stage in the development 
of the SMF standard, new (and therefore unrecognised) fields might be added to 
the header . . .  
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
\ 

Chapter 1 6  A More Advanced C Example 

COLLECT SOURCE FILENAME 
(1 time) 

COLLECT DEST FILENAME 
( 1  time) 

ATIEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
( 1  time) 

SOURCE OPEN { user told that source file cannot be opened 
(0, 1 time) 

I 
I 
I 

Ell I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

SOURCE OPEN \ 

(0, 1  time) 

READ HEADER CHUNK IDENTIFIER 
( 1  time) 

VALID SMF { 
(0, 1 time) 

Ell 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

VALID SMF I 
(0, 1  time) \ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 

user told that specified source is not an SMF file 

READ CHUNKSIZE 
(1 time) 

READ TYPE 
(1 time) 

READ TRACKCOUNT 
( 1  time) 

READ DIVISION 
(1 time) 

DISCARD (CHUNKSIZE-6) UNRECOGNISED BYTES 
(1 time) 

If the program has identified a valid SMF fi le, and has col lected (and possibly 
further validated) the header details, the destination file can be opened. These 
details can now be added to the Wamier description . . .  
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I COLLECT SOURCE FILENAME 

I (1  •me) 

I COUECT DEST Fll.ENAME 

I {1 tm•I 

I ATTEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 

I (1 •m•I 

I SOURCE OPEN { 
I 10.1 tme) 

I I 
I I 
I • I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I SOURCE OPEN I (0.1 tme) 
I I I 

\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

READ HEADER CHUNK IDENTIFIER 
{1 lme) 

VALID SMF 
10.1 '"1•) 

• 

VAUD SMF 
l0.1 line) 

{ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

UMr" tald tiai tpec:ified to.re••• not an SMF file 

READ CHUNKSIZE 
(1 ....... , 

READ TYPE 
(1 lll'n•) 

READ TRACKCOUHT 
11 9im•I 

READ DIVISION 
11 Wn•I 

DISCARO (CHUNKSIZE�I UNRECOGNISED BYTES 
P lim•I 

ATTEMPT TO OPEN DEST 
(1 ...,,., 

OPEN DEST { UNr tokt deiMNtlion 
(0.t lm•I file C1nnot be apsied 

• 

OPEN OEST { (0,1 lme) 

In cases where the destiniition file IS successfully opened the program is going to 
examine the chunks which follow the header. A repetitive subset is needed and A when these details are added to the previous diagram we get . . .  W 
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I COUECT SOURCE FILENAME 

I 
(1 tune) 

COLLECT OEST FIL.ENAME 
(1  lime) 

ATTEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
(1 lime) 

SOURCE OPEN { (0.1 lime) 

I 
• I 

I 
I 

SOURCE OPEN I 
(0,1 lime) I 

\ 

I I 

\ I 
I 

I I 

Chapter 1 6  A More Advanced C Example 

READ HEADER CHUNK IDENTIFIER 
(1 ime) 

• 

VAUO SMF 
(0.1 1ime) 

{ UNf told l'\At tpeeitied IOU'C• •• not an SM� Me 

/ READ CHUNKSIZE 

I (1 lime) 

I READ TYPE 

I 
(1 lime) 

I READ TRACKCOUNT 

I 
(1 -) 

I READ DIVISION 
(1 lime) 

I 
DISCARD (CHUNKSIZE-&) UNRECOGNISED BYTElj 

I (1  lime) 

I ATTEMPT TO OPEN OEST 

I (1 lime) 

I 
\ 
I 

{ I OPEN OEST UMf told Ma•ndcn 

I 
(0,1 lime) l1e c:omol be -*  

I • 

I OPEN DEST { EXAMINE CHUNK 

\ (0.l lime) (1 n -) 

Remember now what sort of chunks are being dealt with: It seems as though (if 
I 've understood the SMF standard properly) there will be at least one track chunk 
present. There may however also be unrecognised chunks present and the SMF 
standard makes a point of suggesting that an SMF reader should be able to 
safely ignore these. I suggest that it is wise to allow for the situation of no track 
chunks being present because it seems to me that, at a later date, some new 
chunk type might be devised that makes sense stored as a stand-alone unit .  I n  
the next diagram I 've added the necessary details . . .  
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

COLLECT SOURCE FlLENAME 
(1 time) 

COLLECT OEST FILENAME 
(1 me) 

ATTEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
(1 lim•) 

SOURCE OPEN { uHf' k>ld Iha.I &ource fie c.,not be op«led 
(0.1 llm•) 

I 
Ill I 

I 
I 

SOURCE OPEN I 
(0,1 time) I 

\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

READ KEAOER CHUNK IDENTIFIER 
( t  lme) 

VALIO SMF 
(0.1 time) 

Ill 

VALIO SMF 
(0,1 lirn•) 

{ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 

user tad that specified SOU'Ce is not an SMF fiMt 

READ CHUNKSIZE 
(1  time) 

READ TYPE 
(1 llm•) 

READ TRACKCOUNT 
(1 llm•) 

READ DIVISION 
(1 llm•) 

DISCARD (CHUNKSIZE�) UNRECOGNISED BYTES 
11 lin•I 

ATTEMPT TO OPEN DEST 
(1 llm•I 

OPEN OEST { UMf totd deslinalion 
(0.1 lime) file camel bo _..., 

I I I a I / READ CHUNK IDENTIFIER 

I I I I I (1 Im•) 

I I I OPEN OEST I EXAMINE CHUNK I 
I I I (0,1 ime) \ (1 n lirn•I \ 
I I I I I TRACK CHUNK { OiSC•d Chunk 
I I I I I 

(0.1 time) 

I I I I I Ill 

I I I I I 
TRACK CHUNK { 

Analyse Chunk 
10.1 time) 

\ \ \ \ \ 

The Input Set 

For the high level part of the SMF reader the internal details of the chunks which 
follow the header do not concern us. This sketch gave the layout of the input data 
and confi rmed that there were unl ikely to be any problems as far as input
seUoutput-set subset frequency was concerned . . .  
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I 
I SOURCE FILENAME 
I 
I 

(1 time) 

I 
I SOURCE FILE { 
I (0, 1  time) 
I 
I 9 
I I 
I I 
I I SMF FILE { I I (0, 1 time) 
I I 
I SOURCE FILE / 
I (0 , 1  time) \ 

I 
I \ 
I I HEADER CHUNK 

I I I (1 time) 
I I I I I I 9 I I 

CHUNK IDENTIFIER 
I I (1 time) 
I I I I 
I I 

I 
I CHUNKS \ I I I ( 1 , n  times) 

I I I I I I I I I 
CHUNK SIZE 

I I I I 
(1 time) 

I I I 
I I SMF FILE \ I 
I I (0,1 time) I I 
I I I I 
I I I I CHUNK DATA { I I I I \ (p times) 
\ \ I 

\ 

The output set 'structure' is again compatible with this view, so the program 
structure can be created in a similar manner to that used in the last chapter. Here 
then is the program blueprint . . .  
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I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 

COLLECT SOURCE Fll.ENAME 
11 time) 

COLLECT DEST FILENAME 
11 bmel 

ATIEMPT TO OPEN SOURCE 
.1 bme) 

SOURCE OPEN 
10 1 timel 

{ inlam user that sourett lltt canno1 be opened 

SOURCE FILE 
• 0 1 bme) 

I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

READ HEADER CHUNK IDENTIFIER 
(1  bme) 

VAUD SMF { •ntonri user that specified source is not an SMF file 
(0,1 time) 

I 
I READ CHUNKSIZE 

11  •me) 

I READ TYPE I ( 1  �me) 

(!I I READ TRACKCOUNT I .1 •me) 

I qEAD DIVISION 
I ,, tme1 

DISCARD iCHUNKSIZE-61 UNRECOGNISED BYTES 
I (1 •me) 

I 4TTEMPT TO OPEN OEST 

I 11 �meJ 

VAUOSMF I 
(0.1 time) 

\ 

I { OPEN OEST 1nf0fm use< that destinltion I 10. 1 timel hie camot be opened 

I (!I 
I I I i I I I I READ CHUNK IDENTIFIER 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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I 
OPEN DEST I 
(0.1 twn•J 

\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

(1  tme) 

EXAMINE CHUN.I 
11  n bm:•I \ 

I 
I TRACK CHUNK 

{ 
Oiscatd Chu,. 

I (0.1 time) 

I (!I 

I TRACK CHUNK 
{ 

AnaJyse CN.ink 

I 10.1 lirnet 

\ \ 
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Translation of the High Level Reader To Code 

I am going to assume that C programmers are now familiar with the idea of 
subprogram nesting techniques, and the more general C issues of parameter 
passing, and using error numbers and code the description produced so far using 
a s imi lar process to that used in the latter part of chapter  1 5 . S ince the 
mechanical steps are much the same as described previously I will provide the 
code directly. 

Header reading , destination file opening and the loop which calls the chunk 
analysis routine has , in this implementation , been coded at a single level. Why? I 
could see even from the preliminary Warnier diagram exactly what needed to be 
done - We first try to open the source file, if that is OK we look at the header 
chunk identifier, if that's OK we read the header info and then attempt to open the 
destination file. If this destination file open is OK a loop is then used to analyse 
the track chunks. 

As with previous examples I have embedded the routine which does all of the 
work in a short command-l ine runable program.  The main() function in this 
example simply cal ls the routine that we have developed and interprets the 
returned error number so providing a suitable error message. For this preliminary 
(test) version no processing is done to the track chunks found (we haven't written 
this code yet) . As you'l l see from the source code this version recognises track 
and non-track chunks but ignores (ie reads over) both types of chunks. 

A very short routine Read4BytesFromChunk() has been included which should 
be self explanatory. It reads four bytes from the source file and build a ULONG 
variable which then becomes the returned value . . .  

!* ========================================================================== */ 
I* Example: 16-1 . . .  high level SMF reader *I 
I* ---------------------------------------------- */ 

I* some includes . . .  */ 

#include <Stdio.h> 

e #include <exec/types.h> 

I* --------------------------------------------- ., 

e I* some defines . . . • , 

I* Four character IDentifier builder */ 

#define MakelD(a,b,c,d) ( (LONG) (a)«24L I (LONG) (b)«16L I (c)«8 I (d) ) 

I* Standard MIDI File IDs. SMF files ALWAYS start with an ID_HEADER chunk which is then followed 
by one or more ID_ TRACK chunks. New chunk types maybe added . . .  so chunk readers must be 
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prepared to skip over chunks any which they do not understand or need ·: 

#define ID_HEADER MakelD('M' T'h' . 'd') 

#define ID_ TRACK MakelD('M' . 'T' , 'r ' . 'k') 

#define NO_ERROR 0 

#define NO_SOURCE 

#define NO_DEST 2 

#define BAD_HEADER 3 

____ ., 

1· some prototypes .. ·1 

UBYTE MidiFileReader(TEXT •source_name_p, TEXT •dest_name_p) ;  

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE ·source_p, TEXT ·dest_name_p) ;  

UBYTE ExamineChunk(FILE ·source_p, FILE ·dest_p, TEXT ·dest_name_p) ; 

UL ONG Read4BytesFromChunk(FILE ·source_p) ;  

/* ---------·-----------�------

r some globals (just for the text messages of this example) .. • / 

TEXT •messageO = I 
iunction complete\n", 

·cannot open source file\n", 

"cannot open destination file\n", 

"bad SMF header\n" 

} ; 
/*-------------------------

main(int argc, char •argv()) 

TEXT •source_name_p, •dest_name_p; UBYTE error_code: 

source_name_p=argv(1 ) ;  dest_name _p=argv{2); 

error_code=MidiFileReader(source_name_p, dest_name_p) :  

printf(message(error_code)); 
} 
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r � 
UBYTE MidiFileReader(TEXT *source_name_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

{ 
F ILE *source_p; UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if( source_p=fopen( source _name _p, "rb")) 

error _number=OpenSourceOK( source _p, dest_name _p) ;  

else error_number=NO_SOURCE;  

return( error _number) ; 

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE *source_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

FILE *dest_p; 

ULONG identifier, chunksize, bytes_to_discard; 

UWORD type, trackcount, division ; 

UBYTE i, error_number=NO_ERROR; 

identifier=Read48ytesFromChunk( source _p) ; 

e if(identifier!= ID_HEADER) error_number=BAD_HEADER; 

else { 

e chunksize=Read48ytesFromChunk(source_p); 

type=fgetc(source_p); type=(lype«S)+fgetc(source_p); 

e trackcounl=fgetc(source_p); trackcount=(trackcounl«S)+fgetc(source_p); 

division=fgetc( source _p); division=( division< <8)+fgetc( source _p) ;  

bytes _to_ discard=ch unksize-3* sizeof( UWORD); 

while(bytes_to_discard--) fgetc(source_p); 

if ( !( dest_p=fopen( dest_name _p,"wb"))) error _number=NO _DEST; 

else 

for (i=O;i<trackcount;i++) 
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error_number=ExamineChunk(source_p, dest_p, dest_name_p); 

if(error_number'=NO_ERROR) i=trackcount; /* force exit */ 

fclose(dest_p); 

!close( source _p) ; 

return(error_number); 

UBYTE ExamineChunk(FILE *source_p, FI LE *dest_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

ULONG identifier; 

U LONG chunksize: 

UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

identifier=Read4 BytesF romChunk( source _p); 

chunksize=Read4BytesFromChunk( source _p); 

if(identifier!= ID_ TRACK) 

{ I* discard bytes from unrecognised chunk ·1 

while( chunksize-) fgetc( source _p); 

else 

{ I* temporarily discard bytes from recognised chunk */ 

while( chunksize-) fgetc( source _p); 

retum(error_number); 
I 
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l*------------------------ ·1 

ULONG Read4BytesFromChunk(FILE •source_p) 

ULONG value; UBYTE i ; 

value=(ULONG)fgetc(source_p) ;  

for(i=O;i<3;i++) value=(value«8)+fgetc(source_p) ;  

retum(value); 

r ., 

The Chunk Analyser Routine 

The high-level reader that we have just described will quite happily skip through 
an SMF file on a chunk by chunk basis. Before looking at the analyser routine I 
am going to make the observation that we do not know, or rather have not yet 
decided, what this routine must do - other than specifying that it must be able to 
identify the various classes of events present in an SMF chunk. This is effectively 
saying that the programs 'output' is simply to mirror the structure of the input data 
so our first job is look more closely at the event classes and their definitions.The 
SM F standard tells us that three main classes of events are possible - SYSEX, 
M ETA and MIDI . . .  

SYSEX1 :  

SYSEX2: 

META: 

MIDI :  

NOTE_ OFF 

delta-time FO byte-count sysex-data-bytes 

delta-time F7 byte-count sysex-data-bytes 

delta-time sub-type byte-count meta-data-bytes 

These are not defined in the SMF standard - they are messages defined in the 
MIDI standard. The SMF standard does tell us that only channel messages can 
be stored in an SMF file so here are the details of these message types. 
Basically a channel MIDlmessage consists of a status byte (bit 7 set high) 
followed by either one or two trailing data bytes whose values can only be 
between 0 and Ox?F. The status byte itself need not be sent if the previous 
message had the same status byte (this is called running status and it is used to 
avoid unnecessary status byte duplication). The status bytes have a MIDI 
channel number (shown as n) embedded in the lower four bytes and this 
OxO-OxF value corresponds to MIDI channels 1 - 16. Channel message types and 
sizes are shown below . . .  

Ox8n 2 

NOTE_ ON Ox9n 

e POLYPHONIC_AT OxAn 

NOTE_ OFF _SIZE 

NOTE_ON_SIZE 

POLYPHONIC_AT_SIZE 

2 

2 
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CONTROL_CHANGE 

PROGRAM_ CHANGE 

CHANNEL_PRESSURE 

PITCHBEND 

OxBn 

oxen 

Ox On 

Ox En 

CONTROL_ CHANGE_ SIZE 

PROGRAM_ CHANGE_ SIZE 

CHANNEL_PRESSURE_SIZE 

PITCHBEND_SIZE 

2 

2 

A minor complication occurs which should be mentioned : The M I DI  standard 
actually defines , I believe wrongly, two classes of channel messages - voice 
messages and 'mode' messages. In reality, mode messages turn out to be a 
subclass of the control change messages and have the same status byte and 
same nu mber of data bytes as other control change messages .  I have not 
therefore treated them as special cases. 

As far as writ ing a ske leton chunk ana lyser program goes where do we 
start?We've got to try and describe the structure of the events which might be 
present in an SMF file. Delta times are always present, events are then either 
SYSEX, M ETA or M ID I .  If the event falls into the latter group then there are 
seven separate classes each of which consists of a status byte (which may or 
may not be present) and data byes. By now you should be able to draw such a 
structure with ease. Here's the result. . .  

I DELTA TIME 
11  lim•) 

I FO SYSEX EVENT 
I (0,t time) 

I .. I F7 SYSEX EVENT I 10.1 irn•) 

I .. 

FF MET A EVENT 
10,1 .... 1 

I 
I 
I 

SMF·EVENT I 
(1 . n limM) \ 

I 
264 

{ 

{ 

four byte value 

FO, lize,dllta 

F7. li:i.,dU 

FF, aitiitys-, lize, data 

NOTE OFF 
10.1 .m., 

.. 

NOTE ON 
10.1 .m., 

.. 

I STATUS BYTE 
(0,1 time) 

I .. 

I STATUS BYTE 
I 10.1 time) 

\ 
I DATA BYTE 
\ (2 limM) 

STATUS BYTE I (0.1 lime) 

I .. 

I STATUS BYTE 

I 
(0,1 lime) 

\ 
I DATA BYTE 

\ (2 limM) 
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I STATUS BYTE 

I 
(0,1 time) 

61 

I STATUS BYTE 
I (0,1 time) 

POLYPHONIC_AT \ MIDI-EVENT (0.1 lime) 
(0,1 time) I DATA BYTE 

\ (2 1imM) 
61 

I STATUS BYTE 

I 
(0,1 time) 

• 
I STATUS BYTE 

I (0,1 time) 
CONTAOL_CHANGE \ (0,1 time) 

I DATA BYTE 
\ (2 limM) 

• 

I STATUS BYTE 

I (0.1 ti-) 
• 

I STATUS BYTE 
I (0,1 llme) 

PROGRAM_ CHANGE \ (0,1 lime) 

I DATA BYTE 
\ (I lime) 

I STATUS BYTE 
(0,1 time) 

• I 
I • 

I STATUS BYTE 

\ (0.l lime) 
CHANNEL_ PRESSURE 
(0,1 11me) I 

\ DATA BYTE 
(I lime) 

I • 

I I STATUS BYTE 

I I (0,1 time) 
• 

I I 
STATUS BYTE I I (0,1 lime) 

I PITCHBEND \ 

I (0,1 lime) I 
\ \ DATA BYTE 

(2 limM) 

The structure of the skeleton program now has to recognise the data divisions 
shown in the input set description. Here is the structure which I adopted . . .  
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I READ DELTA· TIME 

I 
( 1  time) 

I READ FIRST REAL BYTE OF EVENT 
(1 time) 

I Read 9Yent size 

I 
FO SVSEX·EVENT Discard event 
(0.1 line) Clear running stalls 

I .. I Read event s.&Ze 

I F7 SYSEX EVENT Discard event 
(0 1 tme) Clear running stalls I 

I .. Read subtype 
Read event size 

I FF META EVENT Discard event 

I 
10.1 tme) Clear running stal.Js 

I I 
STATUS BYTE Set new status 
(0.1 time) Read 1 st tra1�ng byte 

I I 
I I .. I AS ALLOWED ""°' 

I I I (0,1 time) 

I 
··---

\ I STATUS BYTE .. 
I I 

(0,1 tine) I AS ALLOWED 
I I \ (0,1 time) 

I I NOTE_ OFF Otscard MIDI megpge 

I I (0 1 time) 
.. 

I I .. 
I I NOTE _ON 

{ 
Otsc.ard MIDI mesHge 

I I !0.1 time) 
SMF·EVENT I .. 
1 1 . n lmM) I 

I I POLYPHONIC_AT 
{ 

Discard MIDI me1&age 

\ 
MIDl·MESSAGE (0.1 time) 
{0.1 time) \ 

I 
I 

.. 

I CONTROL_ CHANGE Discard MIDI message 

I (0,1 time) 

I .. 

I PROGRAM CHANGE Discard MIDI meKag0 

I (0.1 time! 

I .. 
I CHANNEL_PRESSURE Discard MIDI me55age 
I (0,1 time) 

I .. 
I 

PITCHBEND { Discard MIDI meMage 
\ (0,1 time) 

Translation of the Low Level Chunk Reader to Code 

A n alyse C h u n k ( )  is t h e  topmost leve l of t h e  c h u n k  a n alys e r .  The  m a i n  
SYS EX/M ET A/M ID I  classif ications, a s  might b e  expected were handled by a 
switch statement and all unrecognised bytes, which should be either M ID I  status 
bytes or M I D I data bytes ( i nd icat ing running statu s) are sent to a separate 
M idiHandler() routine. Basically this checks/sets any status changes and then 
again uses a switch statement to handle the various M ID I  message categories. 

To keep the d iagrams as simple as possible I did not diagram the file read error 
material, nor the error conditions which cou ld arise if an SMF file contained badly 
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formed data. You' l l  notice from the code that routines, such as DiscardBytes() 
which checks for file over-reading, do have a certain number of error checks bui lt 
into them. The error number pass-back scheme ensures that appropriate error 
numbers are returned to the calling program . . .  

r ====================================================================== ·t 
r Example: 1 6-2 . . .  Completed Skeleton SMF reader •1 

e r some includes . . . • , 

#indude <Stdio.h> 
#indude <exec/types.h> 
r����������������������� ·1 

r some defines . . .  •1 
r SMF files ALWAYS start with an ID_HEADER chunk which is then followed by one or more 
ID_ TRACK chunks. New chunk types may be added so chunk readers must be prepared to skip over 
chunks any which they don't understand. •; 

#define MakelD(a,b,c,d) ( (LONG) (a)«24L I (LONG) (b)«16L I (c)«8 I (d) ) 

#define ID_HEADER MakelD('M','T','h','d') 

e #define ID_ TRACK MakelD('M','T','r',"k') 

#define NO_ERROR 0 

e #define NO_SOURCE 

#define NO_DEST 2 

e #define BAD_HEADER 3 

#define BAD_CHUNK_DATA 4 

e #define NO_STATUS 0 

e #define END_ OF_ TRACK Ox2F 

#define SYSEX_EVENT1 OxFO 

e #define SYSEX_EVENT2 OxF7 

#define META_EVENT Ox FF 

e #define NOTE_OFF Ox80 
#define NOTE_OFF _SIZE 2 

e 
#define NOTE_ ON Ox90 
#define NOTE_ON_SIZE 2 

#define POLYPHONIC _AT OxAO 

e #define POLYPHONIC_AT_SIZE 2 
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#define CONTROL_ CHANGE OxBO 
#define CONTROL_ CHANGE_ SIZE 2 

#define PROGRAM_ CHANGE OxCO 
#define PROGRAM_CHANGE_SIZE 1 

#define CHANNEL_PRESSURE OxDO 
#define CHANNEL_PRESSURE_SIZE 1 

#define PITCHBEND 
#define PITCHBEND_SIZE 

1· some prototypes ..  ."/ 

OxEO 
2 

UBYTE MidiFileReader(TEXT ·source_name_p, TEXT •dest_name_p) ;  

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE ·source_p, TEXT ·dest_name_p) ;  

UBYTE ExamineChunk(FILE •source_p, FI LE ·dest_p, TEXT •dest_name_p) ;  

UBYTE AnalyseChunk(FILE •source_p, FILE •dest_p) ;  

UBYTE MidiHandler(UBYTE current_byte. 

UBYTE current_status, FILE •source_p, FILE •dest_p) ;  

UBYTE DiscardBytes(ULONG count, FILE •source_p) ;  

U LONG Read4BytesFromChunk(FILE •source_p) ;  

U LONG ReadVarLen(FILE "source_p) ;  

r some globals Uust for the text messages of  this example) . .  • / 

TEXT •messageO = { 

"function complete\n", 

"cannot open source file\n", 

"cannot open destination file\n", 

"bad SMF header\n", 

"bad chunk data\n" 

} : 
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main(int argc, char *argv[)) 

TEXT *source_name_p, *dest_name_p; UBYTE error_code; 

source_name_p=argv( 1 ) ;  dest_name_p=argv[2); 

error_code=MidiFileReader(source_name_p, dest_name_p) ; 

print!( message(error _code)) ; 

UBYTE MidiFileReader(TEXT *source_name_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

FILE *source_p; UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if(source_p=fopen(source_name_p,"rb")) 

e error_number=OpenSourceOK(source_p, dest_name_p); 

else error_number=NO_SOURCE; 

e return(error_number); 

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE *source_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

FILE *dest_p; 

ULONG identifier, chunksize, bytes_to_discard; 

UWORD type, trackcount, division ; 

UBYTE i, error_number=NO_ERROR; 

identifier=Read4BytesFromChunk(source_p) ; 

if(identifier!=ID_HEADER) error_number=BAD_HEADER; 

else { 

chunksize=Read4BytesFromChunk( source _p); 
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type=fgetc(source_p); type=(type«8)+fgetc(source_p); 

trackcount=fgetc( source _p) ;  trackcount=(trackcount«8)+fgetc( source _p); 

division=fgetc(source_p); division=(division«B)+fgetc(source_p); 

bytes_to_discard=ehunksize-3*sizeof(UWORD); 

error_number=DiscardBytes(bytes_to_discard,source_p) ;  

if(error_number==NO_ERROR) 

if ( !(dest_p=fopen(dest_name_p,"wb"))) error_number=NO_DEST; 

else 

for (i=O;i<trackcount;i++) 

error_number=ExamineChunk(source_p, dest_p, dest_name_p); 

if(error_number!=NO_ERROR) i=trackcount; r force exit */ 

} r end of loop processing ., 

fclose(dest_p); 

} r end of successful fopen(dest_name_p,"wb") processing •1 

} r end of if(error_number==NO_ERROR) processing */ 

} r end of ( identifier==ID_HEADER) processing */ 

!close( source_p) ; 

retum(error_number); 

r������������������������� ·1 

UBYTE ExamineChunk(FILE *source_p, FILE *dest_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

ULONG identifier; 

ULONG chunksize; 

UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 
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identifier= Read4BytesFromChunk( source _p) ; 

chunksize=Read4BytesFromChunk(source_p); 

if(identifier!=ID_ TRACK) 

{ r discard bytes from unrecognised chunk •1 

error _number=DiscardBytes( chu nksize, source _p); 

else 

{ r analyse track chunk ·1 

e error_number=AnalyseChunk(source_p, dest_p) ;  

e return(error_number) ; 

e r---------------- ·1 

r In this routine I am making use of the returned 'current status' byte to hold the MidiHandler()'s 
error indicator. It is safe to do this because real status bytes are ALWAYS equal to or greater than 
Ox80. The NO_STATUS condition is therefore just one of 1 28 unused values 
BAD_CHUNK_DATA is the only handler error which has been defined to use this value gap. •1 

UBYTE AnalyseChunk(FILE ·source_p, FILE •dest_p) 

ULONG delta_time, event_size; 

UBYTE current_byte, current_status=NO_STATUS, error_number=NO_ERROR; 

e UBYTE meta_subtype=NO_STATUS; 

BOOL exit_ftag=FALSE . 

do { 

delta_time=ReadVarLen( source _p); 

current_byte=fgetc(source_p); r read first byte of this event •1 

switch( current_ byte) 

case SYSEX_EVENT1 : event_size=ReadVarLen(source_p); 
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case SYSEX_EVENT2: 

case META_EVENT: 

if (error_ number=DiscardBytes( event_ size. source _p)) 
exit_ftag= TRUE; 

current_status=NO_STATUS; 
break; 

event_ size=ReadVarLen( source _p); 
if (error_number=DiscardBytes(event_size, source_p)) 

exit_flag= TRUE ;  
current_status=NO _STATUS; 
break; 

meta_subtype=fgetc(source_p); 
if(meta_subtype==END_OF _TRACK) exit_ftag= TRUE;  

event_size=ReadVarLen(source_p); 
if (error_number=DiscardBytes(event_size, source_p)) 

exit_ftag= TRUE ;  
current_status=NO _STATUS; 
break; 

default: current_status=MidiHandler(current_byte, current_status, source_p, dest_p) ; 
break; 

if (current_statuS==BAD_CHUNK_DATA) {error_number=BAD_CHUNK_DATA; exit_ftag= TRUE;} 

}while( !exit_flag);  

re tum( error _number);} 

UBYTE MidiHandler(UBYTE current_byte, UBYTE current_status, FILE •source_p, FILE •dest_p) 

{ r All events which are not sysex or meta events come through this routine - they SHOULD all be 
MIDI messages unless chunk is bad •1 

UBYTE current_channel, data_byte_size; 

if( current_ byte>=Ox80) 

{ r this byte is a MIDI status byte so extract status and channel info •1 

current_channel=eurrent_status=eurrent_byte; 

current_status&=OxFO; r upper four bits give MIDI message type •1 

current_channel&=<>xOF; r lower four bits give MIDI channel ·1 

current_byte=fgetc(source_p); 

r at this stage we have ALWAYS just read the FIRST data byte 
of the MIDI message so we want to read MESSAGETYPE_SIZE-1 
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bytes . . .  this is why I am using pre-decrement --data_byte_size 
in the following fragments • / 

switch( current_ status) 

case NOTE_ OFF: 

case NOTE_ON : 

case POLYPHONIC_AT: 

case CONTROL_ CHANGE: 

data_byte_size=NOTE_OFF _SIZE ; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p);  break; 

data_byte_size=NOTE_ON_SIZE ; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p) ;  break; 

data_byte_size=POL YPHONIC _AT _SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p) ;  break; 

data_byte_size=CONTROL_CHANGE_SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case PROGRAM_ CHANGE: data_byte_size=PROGRAM_CHANGE_SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case CHANNEL_PRESSURE : data_byte_size=CHANNEL_PRESSURE_SIZE ; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p) ;  break; 

case PITCHBEND: data_byte_size=PITCHBEND_SIZE;  
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

default: current_status=BAD _ CHUNK_DATA; break; 

retum(current_status); r Under normal concition this will be a real 
status byte BUT under error conditions I am 
using the current_status return value as an 
MidiHandler() error incicator • / 

e r----------------------- ·1 

UBYTE DiscardBytes(ULONG count, FILE •source_p) 

UBYTE error_nurnber=NO_ERROR; 

while( count-) 

if (fgetc(source_p)==EOF) (error_number=BAD_CHUNK_DATA; count=<>;} r force exit •1 
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return(error_number); 

U LONG Read4BytesFromChunk(FILE •source_p) 

ULONG value ; UBYTE i; 

value=(U LONG)fgetc(source_p); 

for(i=-0 ;k3;i++) value=(value«B)+fgetc(source_p); 

return(value); 

U LONG ReadVarlen(FILE •source_p) 

ULONG value ; 

int c; 

value=(ULONG)fgetc(source_p); 

if(value&OxBO) 

value&=Ox?F; do {value=(value«7)+((c=fgetc(source_p))&Ox7F);} while(c&Ox80); 

return(value) ; 

r----------------------- ·1 

Where's the Destination fi le? 

I n  the chapter examples so far we've not written anything to  the file opened as a 
dest ination fi le . The reason? No,  I hadn't forgotten about it - I just wanted to 
produce a parameter driven 'black box' framework routine which was not tied to 
any particu lar use. As it happens the routine does have a l imited use already 
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because if you pass it a source file name(together with a dummy destination file 
name) it will not only scan the file but, by sending back a NO_ER ROR error 
message will confirm that a file is a validly formed SMF file! 

Creating more useful versions is actually extremely easy to do now .. . We just 
hang pieces of 'do something' code into the code subsets which are currently just 
discarding, ie skipping over, the various event classes. 

If for instance you wish the routine to provide details of all meta event subclasses 
present in a file you proceed as follows . .  

Identify the appropriate Wamier diagram segment, namely . . .  

I 
I 

FF META EVENT 
(0, 1 time) 

\ 
\ 

Read subtype 
Read event size 
Discard event 
Clear running status 

e which you'll easily find in the c code as . . .  

case META_EVENT: meta_subtype=fgetc(source_p); 

if(meta_subtype==END_OF _TRACK) exit_flag= TRUE ;  

event_size=ReadVarLen(source_p); 

if (error_number=DiscardBytes(event_size, source_p)) 
exit_ftag= TRUE;  

current_status=NO_STATUS; 

break; 

and insert an appropriate write routine, eg WriteSubtype(meta_subtype) thus 
changing the code segment to this . . .  

case META_EVENT: meta_subtype=fgetc(source_p); 

if(meta_subtype==END_OF _TRACK) exit_ftag= TRUE ;  

evenUsize=ReadVarLen( source_p); 

if (error_number=DiscardBytes(event_size, source_p)) exit_ftag= TRUE; 

current_status=NO_STATUS; 

WriteSubtype(meta_subtype, dest_p); 

break; 
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Actually you have to do slightly more than this because the write operation could 
of course fai l .  My favoured procedure wou ld be to use some defined error 
numbers NO_ERROR and BAD_WRITE and have the write rout ine assign a 
value to the error_number variable. I n  other words I 'd use this type of scheme . . .  

case META_EVENT: meta_subtype=fgetc(source_p); 

if(meta_subtype==E ND_OF _TRACK) exit_flag= TRUE ;  

event _size=ReadVarLen(source_p} ;  

if (error _number=DiscardBytes(event_size, source__p)) 
exit_Hag= TRUE ;  

current_status=NO _STATUS; 

error_number=WriteSubtype (meta_subtype, dest__p} ;  

If (error_number==BAD_WRITE) exit_Hag= TRUE ;  

break; 

The AnalyseChunk() routine would therefore return a BAD_WRITE error to the 
E x a m i n e C h u n k ( )  rout i n e .  Th i s  i n  t u r n ,  w i l l  p ick u p  t h is cond it i o n  a s  
(error_number!=NO_ERROR) being true,  and wil l pass that message back u p  
higher levels to the calling program. 

But Be Careful .  . .  

I deliberately did not diagram these additions and, although relatively harmless 
you'l l  notice , if you examine the above code, a certain number of inefficiencies 
are appearing. If DiscardBytes() returns an error why for instance should we 
bother to write subtype data - we would know at this time that something is going 
wrong with the chunk being read. Furthermore if, due to some error condition 
occurring , the routine is going to terminate - why would we need to set the 
current_status variable to NO_STATUS? 

Adding extra code without explicitly diagramming the logic is fine for small well 
understood changes but it does of course have to be done with care . Don't forget 
however that it is always possible to re-examine the segment in question. As an 
exercise I 'l l  re-sketch the above fragment in Warnier diagram form in a way which 
eliminates the identified inconsistencies. First a picture of the logical constraints . . .  
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WfiilOK Set e«CI' m.mber to tui�• vllue 
(0, 1 lirM) S.t exit la9 to TRUE 

• 

Write OK a .. MIDI atd.11 byte indteatof 
(0,1 timo) 

It's easy to convert this small fragment directly to code form. Here's the result . . .  

case META_EVENT: meta_subtype=fgetc(source_p) ;  

if(meta_subtype==END_OF _TRACK) exit_flag= TRUE;  

event_ size=ReadVarLen( source _p) ;  

i f  (error_number=DiscardBytes(event_size, source_p)) 

exit_flag= TRUE ;  

else I 

error_number=WriteSubtype(meta_subtype, dest_p) ;  

i f  (error_number==BAD_WRITE) 

exit_flag= TRUE;  

else current_status=NO_ STATUS; 

break; 
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Notice incidentally that in this program I am leaving the file closing operations up 
to the higher levels. I am also NOT removing destination fi les which gave a 
BAD_ WRITE error. The assumption here is that the calling program may want to 
examine partly written destination f i le data so I 'm leaving the responsibi lity of 
removing a BAD_WRITE file with the cal ler of the routine. 

The following example shows the skeleton routine modified to write this meta 
event information . You'l l  see my, self-explanatory WriteSubtype()routine at the 
end of the sou rce and should also notice a minor change in that within the 
SYSEX event handling case fragments the current_status variable is now only 
set to NO_STATUS if the DiscardBytes() routine was successful .  This minor 
change stems f rom the fact that we now realise that a DiscardBytes() error  
means that a l l  processing terminates - so we do not need to clear the variable 
holding the M IDI  status byte value.  Such points are often picked up during the 
analysis/coding iterative cycle and you should not find it unduly disconcerting to 
realise that, with a problem of this size, minor points such as this might be 
overlooked (either deliberately or unintentionally) .  As it happens in this particular 
case I did not .during the early design phases , want to concern myself with 
physical read-error problems and the like - the main priority was understanding 
the SMF standard and the structure of the input data so that we could get a 
reasonable grasp of the problem to be tackled from a logical viewpoint. 

Here then to finish this chapter is a program which uses the modified skeleton 
SMF reader to identify the types of M ETA events held within a standard M I DI 
file . . .  

!* ====================================================================== */ 
/* Example: 16-3 .. Skeleton SMF reader modified to provide META event info */ 
/* � 

• some includes . . .  */ 

#indude <stdio.h> 
#indude <exec/types.h> 

/*---------------------- */ 

I* some defines . . .  */ 

/* SMF files ALWAYS start with an ID_HEADER chunk which is then followed by one or more 
ID�TRACK chunks. New chunk types may be added so chunk readers must be prepared to skip over A chunks any which they don't understand. */ W 
#define MakelD(a,b,c,d) ( (LONG) (a)«24L I (LONG) (b)«16L I (c)«8 I (d) ) 

#define ID_HEADER MakelD('M' , 'T' , 'h ' , 'd') 

#define ID_ TRACK MakelD('M','T','r','k') 
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#define NO_ERROR 0 

e #define NO_SOURCE 

#define NO_DEST 2 

e #define BAD_HEADER 3 

#define BAD_CHUNK_DATA 4 

e #define BAD_WRITE 5 

#define NO_STATUS 0 

e #define END_ OF_ TRACK Ox2F 

#define SYSEX_EVENT1 OxFO 

e #define SYSEX_EVENT2 OxF7 

#define META_EVENT Ox FF 

e #define NOTE_OFF Ox80 
#define NOTE_OFF _SIZE 2 

e #define NOTE_ON Ox90 
#define NOTE_ON_SIZE 2 

e #define POLYPHONIC_AT OxAO 
#define POLYPHONIC_AT_SIZE 2 

#define CONTROL_CHANGE Ox BO 

e #define CONTROL_CHANGE_SIZE 2 

#define PROGRAM_CHANGE OxCO 
#define PROGRAM_CHANGE_SIZE 1 

e #define CHANNEL_PRESSURE Ox DO 
#define CHANNEL_PRESSURE_SIZE 1 

e #define PITCHBEND OxEO 
#define PITCHBEND_SIZE 2 

e r ., 

r some prototypes .. .*/ 

e UBYTE MidiFileReader(TEXT •source_name_p, TEXT •dest_name_p); 

UBYTE OpenSourc:eOK(FILE •source_p, TEXT •dest_name_p) ;  

e UBYTE ExamineChunk(FILE •source_p, FILE •dest_p, TEXT •dest_name_p); 

UBYTE AnalyseChunk(FILE •source_p, FILE •dest_p);UBYTE MidiHandler( 
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UBYTE current_byte, UBYTE current_status, FILE *source_J>, FILE *dest_p) ;  

UBYTE DiscardBytes(ULONG count, F ILE *source_p); e 
ULONG Read4BytesFromChunk(FILE *source_p) ; 

ULONG ReadVarLen(FILE *source_p);UBYTE WriteSubtype(UBYTE meta_subtype, FILE *dest_p); e 
I* some globals (just for the text messages of this example) . . .  */ 

TEXT *messageO = { 

"function complete\n", 

"cannot open source file\n", 

"cannot open destination file\n", 

"bad SMF header\n", 

"bad chunk data\n", 

"bad destination file write"} ; 

main(int argc, char *argv()) 

TEXT *source_name_p, *dest_name_p; UBYTE error_code; 

source_name_p=argv[1 ) ;  dest_name_p=argv(2); 

error_code=MidiFileReader(source_name_p, dest_name_p) ;  

printf(message[error _code)); 

UBYTE MidiFileReader(TEXT *source_name__p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

FILE *source_p; UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if( source _p=fopen( source _name__p, "rb")) 

error _number=OpenSourceOK( source _p, dest_name _p) ; 

else error_number=NO_SOURCE; 
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return(error_number); 

UBYTE OpenSourceOK(FILE *source_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

FILE *dest_p; 

ULONG identifier, chunksize, bytes_to_discard; 

UWORD type, trackcount, division ; 

UBYTE i, error_number=NO_ERROR; 

identifier=Read4BytesFromChunk(source_p); 

if(identifierl= ID_HEADER) error_number=BAD_HEADER; 

else { 

chunksize=Read4BytesFromChunk(source_p); 

type=fgetc(source_p);  type=(type«8)+fgetc(source_p); 

trackcount=fgetc(source_p); trackcount=(trackcount<<8)+fgetc(source_p) ; 

division=fgetc( source _p); division=( division< <8)+fgetc( source _p); 

bytes_to_discard=ehunksize-3*sizeof(UWORD); 

error_number=DiscardBytes(bytes_to_discard,source_p) ;  

if( error _number==NO _ERROR) 

if ( !(dest_p=fopen(dest_name_p,"wb"))) error_number=NO_DEST; 

else 

for (i=O;i<trackcount;i++) 

error_number=ExamineChunk(source_p, dest_p, dest_name_p) ;  

if(error_number!=NO_ERROR) i=trackc:ount; r force exit */ 
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} r end of loop processing • , 

!dose( dest_p) ;  

} r end of successful fopen(dest_name_p,"wb") processing */ 

} r end of if(error_number==NO_ERROR) processing */ 

} r end of (identifier==ID_HEADER) processing */ 

fdose(source_p) ;  

return(error_number); 

UBYTE ExamineChunk(FILE *source_p, FILE *dest_p, TEXT *dest_name_p) 

ULONG identifier; 

ULONG chunksize; 

UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

identifier= Read4BytesFromChunk( source _p) ; 

chunksize=Read4BytesFromChunk(source_p); 

if(identifier!= ID_ TRACK) 

r discard bytes from unrecognised chunk */ 

error_number=DiscardBytes(chunksize, source_p) ;  

else 

r analyse track chunk * / 

error_number=AnalyseChunk(source_p, dest_p); 

return( error _number); 

} 
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r In this routine I am making use of the returned ·curren.t status' byte 
to hold the MidiHandler()'s error indicator. It is safe to do this 
because real status bytes aie ALWAYS equal to or greater than Ox80. 
The NO_STATUS condition is therefore just one of 1 28 unused values 
BAD_CHUNK_DATA is the only handler error which has been defined to 
use this value gap. */ 

UBYTE AnalyseChunk(FILE *source_p, FILE *dest_p) 

ULONG delta_time, event_size; 

UBYTE current_byte, current_status=NO_STATUS, error_number=NO_ERROR; 

UBYTE meta_subtype=NO_STATUS; 

BOOL exit_flag=FALSE; 

e do ( 

delta_ time=ReadVarLen( source _p); 

e current_byte=fgetc(sourc:e_p);  r read first byte of this event ., 

switch( current_ byte) 

I case SYSEX_EVENT1 : event_size=ReadVarLen(source_p); 
if (error_number=DiscardBytes(event_size. sourc:e_p)) e exit_flag= TRUE ;  
current_status=NO_STATUS; 
break; 

case SYSEX_EVENT2: event_size=ReadVarLen(source_p); 
if (error _number= Discard Bytes( event_ size, source _p)) 

exit_ftag= TRUE ;  

case META_EVENT: 

current_status=NO _STATUS; 
break; 

meta_ subtype=fgetc( source _p); 
if(meta_subtype==END_OF _TRACK) exit_ftag= TRUE;  
event_size=ReadVarLen(source_p) ; 
if (error_number=DiscardBytes(event_size, sourc:e_p)) 

exit_flag= TRUE;  

else ( 
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error_number=WriteSubtype(meta_subtype, dest_p) ;  

i f  (error_number==BAD_WRITE) 

exit_flag= TRUE ;  

else current_status=NO_STATUS; 

break; 

default: current_status=MidiHandler(current_byte, current_status, source_p, dest_p) ;  
break; 

if (current_status==BAD_CHUNK_DATA) {error_number=BAD_CHUNK_DATA; 
exit_flag= TRUE;) 

}while{ !exit_flag) ;  

retum(error_number); 

I 

UBYTE MidiHandler(UBYTE current_byte, UBYTE current_status, FILE *source_p, FILE *dest_p) 

{ r All events which are not sysex or meta events come through this routine - they SHOULD all be 
MIDI messages unless chunk is bad */ 

UBYTE current_channel , data_byte_size; 

if(current_byte>=Ox80) 

{ r this byte is a MIDI status byte so extract status and channel info */ 

current_channel=eurrent_status=current_byte; 

current_status&=OxFO; r upper four bits give MIDI message type */ 

current_channel&=OxOF; r lower four bits give MIDI channel */ 

current_ byte=fgetc(source_p); 

r at this stage we have ALWAYS just read the FIRST data byte 
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case NOTE_OFF: data_byte_size=NOTE_OFF _SIZE ; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case NOTE_ ON: data_byte_size=NOTE_ON_SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case POLYPHONIC_AT: data_byte_size=POLYPHONIC_AT_SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case CONTROL_ CHANGE: data_byte_size=CONTROL_CHANGE_SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case PROGRAM_ CHANGE: data_byte_size=PROGRAM_ CHANGE_SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case CHANNEL_PRESSURE: data_byte_size=CHANNEL_PRESSURE_SIZE;  
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

case PITCHBEND:  data_byte_size=PITCHBEND_SIZE; 
while(--data_byte_size) fgetc(source_p); break; 

default: current_status=BAD_CHUNK_DATA; break; 

return(current_status) ;  r Under normal condition this will be a real 
status byte BUT under error conditions I am 
using the current_status return value as an 
MidiHandler() error indicator • / 

e �---------------------- ·, 

UBYTE DiscardBytes(ULONG count, FILE *source_p) 

UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

while( count-) 

if (fgetc(source_p)==EOF) {error_number=BAD_CHUNK_DATA; count=<>;} r force exit ·1 

retum(error_number); 
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ULONG Read4BytesFromChunk(FILE •source_p) 

ULONG value; UBYTE i ;  

value=(ULONG)fgetc(source_p) ;  

for(i=O;i<3;i++) value=(value«S)+fgetc(source_p) ;  

return(value); 

ULONG ReadVarlen(FILE •source_p) 

ULONG value; 

int c; 

value=(ULONG)fgetc(source_p) ;  

if(value&Ox80) 

value& =Ox7F; do {value=( value« 7)+( ( C=fgetc( source _p) )&Ox7F) ;} while( c&Ox80) ; 

return( value); 

r������������������������� ·1 

UBYTE WriteSubtype(UBYTE meta_subtype, FILE *dest_p) 

UBYTE error_number=NO_ERROR; 

if(fprintf(dest_p, "meta event type %x found\n",meta_subtype)«l) 

error_number=BAD _WRITE ; 

retum(error_number); 
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Chapter 1 7  

An Assembler Example 

I n  this chapter I 'm  going to  tackle a fairly easy 68K example - a word counting 
patch that will scan an in-memory copy of a text file and count the number of 
words it contains. Before doing anything design-wise we have got to decide on · 

the definition of a 'word' and for current purposes I' l l  define a word as being any 
set of characters a-z and A-Z delimited by any other characters! 

Where do we start? Ideally we want to define the 'outputs' but at first sight the 
output of the program is just going to be a number . . . 

WORD COUNT 
(1 time) 

The above description represents the physical output. We can do much better 
than this because it's obvious that the program is not going to be able to count 
words unless it can recognise them - so recognising words is another thing which 
the program must do . . .  

I 
I 
I 
\ 
I I 

WORD COUNT 
(1 time) 

FIND WORDS 
(m times) 

But HOW will it recognise words? It's going to have to be able to identify where a 
word starts, and where a word finishes. Bearing in mind that it may be necessary 
to look at any number of characters to detect the start or end of a word, we 
expand the diagram description like this . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 

WORD COUNT 
(1 time) 

I 
I 

FIND WORDS } 
(m times) 1 

I 
I 
\ 

FIND START 
(n times) 

FIND END 
(p times) 

How do we identify the start of a word? According to our chosen definition we 
check the character to see if it is in either the a-z range or the A-Z range. Let's 
now deal, in relative isolation, with this problem of finding the beginnings and 
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endings of words adding firstly the operations related to finding the start of a 
word . . .  

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I FIND START 

I 
I (n limMj I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

FIND WORDS I 
(m limH) 

FIND END 
(p �  

14X>k at CU'Ttnt ch•actet 
(1 •m•) 

&·Z 
(0,1 lim•) 

• 

I 
I 
I 

&·Z 
(0,1 lim•) I 

I 
I 

.wt fcund 10 
exit FIND START 

A·Z 
(0,1 im•) 

• 

A·Z 
(O,t lime) 

•tlltt fo4.rld &O 
exit FIND START 

mow to n•t ehar.:tlf 

Now what about finding the end of the word? These details are similar to the 
F I N D  START operations but of course now we are interested in f inding a 
character which is not in the a-z or A-Z ranges . . .  

I I lock M a.m.,t chara::W 

I I (1 lim•) 

I I .. aWt bund IO 

I I (0,1 -) exit FIND START 

I FIND START I 
I (n lim•) I • 

I I I A·Z atlrttound IO 
(0.1 lim•) exit FIND START I I I 

I I I 
I I .. I • 

I I (0,1 -) I 
I I I 

A-Z I I mov• to n•tchar.:W 
(0,1 limet 

FIND WORDS, I I 
(m im•) I look at OJnWtl chlracts 

I (1 limet 

I .. mew• k> ne.t chlrecW 

I (0,1 -) 

FIND END I (p limM) • 
I I 
I A-Z m� to nest cMr'actll' I (0,1 limel 

I .. I • I (0,1 -) I 
I I A-Z end lound I I (0,1 limel exit FIND END 

There's a potential snag looming because - when F I N D  START begins it is 
looking at character which has not yet been examined - apparently though it e 
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exits still looking at the character which has just been examined. F IND  END 
therefore, according to our description,  begins by looking at a character which 
has already been looked at. In other words the Warnier diagram, as it stands, is 
suggesting that we look at the starting character of each word twice! 

We can remove this fault by making sure that F IND START always exits looking 
at a new, ie untested, character . . .  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

FIND START I 
(n Im•) I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

FIND WORDS I I 
(m timM) I 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I FIND END I 
I (p lrn•) I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

look at current chaf.:W 

(1 Im•) 

a-z 
(0,1 1m•) 

I 
.. I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

a·Z I 
(0,1 lme) I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

look at curent c:har.c:tet' 
(1 lrno) 

a-z 
(0.1 time) 

I 
I 

a-z I 
(0,1 time) I 

I 
I 

*tl lcu>d oo  
mow tD M:ict 
c:h•9der.-.d 
exit FINO ST ART 

A·Z •Wt bJnd ao 
(0,1 Im•) mCJllfe to n•t 

chw.:ts .nd 
eidt FINO START 

.. 

A-Z mOYe to next character 
(0,1 Imo) 

move b next c:harac:tef 

A·Z mOe'e to nut c:harac:t. 
(0,1 Imo) 

.. 

A·Z end loJnd 
(0,1 Imo) exit FINO ENO 

There is however still another problem to contend with - how do we know when to 
stop looking at characters . . .  ie how do we know when all of the characters in the 
file have been examined? One way is to keep a count of all untested characters 
initially loading the counter with the size of the file and then decreasing it by 1 
each time a character is examined. When the counter reaches zero we'll know 
that we've got to quit. 

If you expand the existing diagram so that it includes the character count tests 
you'l l  realise that the F IND END subset is in the wrong place. We only ever need 
to look for the end of a word if a start has been found. If, for instance, a f i le 
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contained all non-text characters we'd never find a word start and in such a case 
would certainly not need to look for a word end. 

Rather than following to completion,  and then discarding, this diagram path I ' l l  
concentrate on the solution .  Realising that finding the end of a word was an 
operation that, depending on circumstances, may or may not be done I found it 
convenient to split the problem into two parts - dealing firstly with just the details 
of the FIND START operations identifying any 'find end of word' operations in just 
an abstract 'label only' way. 

It was convenient at this stage however to be more specific about the 'move to 
next character' operation. In adopting the idea of a pointer which 'points' to a 
character in the text buffer it wasn't too difficult to see that moving to the next 
character is equivalent to incrementing the character pointer. Adding these 
details produced an expansion which gave a somewhat cleaner idea of the 
problem . . .  

f SET CHAR COUNT TO SIZE OF ALE 

I 
(1 Imo) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

CHAR COUNT .o { 
(0.1 Imo) 

-��an FINO START 

I 
look .t a.wrent charac:s 

I 
I 
I 
I I 11 limo) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

CHAR COUNT ·O \ 
(0.1 Imo) 

.. 
(0,1 lim•) 

• 

-.. 
(0.1 time) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

incr.,,wit pcin• 

docfomont CHARACTER COUNT 

FIND END I ( 1 , p lmoo) 

I r.a-ement poinl9f 

I docroment CHARACTER COUNT 

A·Z 
I 

(0,1 limo) I ( FINO ENO 
(1,q timoo) 

• 
I 
I increment poin• 

A·Z I 
(0,1 limo) I decrement CHARACTER 

I COUNT 

Now it's possible to see exactly the conditions under which we need to look for 
the end of a word. The FIND END operations, which we already know a certain 
amount about, were expanded to take into account the fact that we may run out 
of characters to examine. Here's the result . . .  
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I CHAR COUNT-0 I oxlt -an FIND END 

I 
(0, 1 Im•) exit ffcrn FINO START 

FIND END I 
(q lm") \ I 

I I 
lodt at curr1nt cMlllCW 
(1 1rn•) 

I • I � incr.m1nt 1X*'• 
I I •• I 
I I 

(0,1 llm•) \ 
I I \ decr..,ent CHARACTER COUNT 

I I 
I CHAR COUNT-0 \ � 
I 

(0,1 Im•) 

I I incf""'"' polnlM 
I I 

A·Z \ 
(0,1 lrne) \ I I deer.., en I CHARACTER COUNT 

I I 
• 

I I •• • 

I I 
(0,1 11me) I increm'"I poinW 

I I A·Z 
I 

decromenl CHARACTER COUNT 

I I (0,1 tin•) \ 
\ I \ 

eldt trom AND ENO 

The output set, our description of what the assembler patch must do, is now fairly 
well understood. There's l ittle point is drawing it as as complete unit but it does of 
course now include our original WORD COUNT number (the physical output 
initially recognised) , and the F IND START operations which include within it's 
hierarchy all the actions associated with the FIND END subset. 

There are still some details missing. Where, for instance, should we place the 
operations which increment the count of the number of words? This, on the face 
of it, is easily solved . . .  every word which has a start will have a finish, so we 
could either increment the count in all of the subsets which identify a word start . . .  
o r  increment the count every time we execute the F IND END subset. Is this true? 
No - some care is again needed because, according to our def inition of the 
problem, one case exists where a word can have a start but no an end! Where is 
it? It's the last word in the file - if the last character of the last word is the last 
character in the file then that word will NOT have a 'non-alphabetic' delimiting 
character. Boundary cases like the one just described are, incidentally, well 
known for causing obscure bugs! 

Translation to 68000 Code 

Since we now know quite a bit about the problem we're tackling it is worthwhile 
producing some cod e .  The operatio ns s hown on the  Warn ier  d iagra m ,  
incrementing a pointer, decreasing a character count, testing a value against zero 
are simple to code. If register ao holds the character pointer and dO holds the 
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character count then increasing the pointer and decreasing the count for instance 
can be done like this . . .  

addq.I #1 ,aO 
subq.I #1 ,dO 

( I n  practice it's more efficient to use auto-increment address forms for pointer 
adjustment but in the first code example I will stick to the explicit increment form 
so that the purpose of the code remains obvious.) 

If the zero flag is set after these operations the dO count has fall en to zero .  
Similarly checking a character to see i f  i t  is within a certain range could be done 
using this type of range-test loop . . .  

(assuming equates LOWERCASE_Z equ $7A 
and LOWERCASE_A equ $6 1 )  

cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z.(aO) is char a-z ? 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE 
cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,(aO) 
bes NOTLOWERCASE 

if we reach here the character 
was in the range a-z 

NOTLOWERCASE: if we branch to here the character 
wasn't in the a-z range 

I n  th is following translation I 've basically just written pieces of code which 
correspond to the subsets shown on the Warnier diagram putting them together 
using a cascading method similar to that discussed in chapter 1 2. As might be 
expected, FINDEND has been coded as a separate subroutine and in doing this 
I 've opted for using the fact that counter decrement instructions, which always 
occur prior to FINDEND being called, mean that the zero flag can be relied upon 
to indicate the 'zero characters' condition from the moment the FINDEND routine 
is entered. 

This particular implementation was used as a C patch with global variables being 
used for passing buffer start, filesize and for accepting the returned word count. 
The associated initialisation instructions appear at the start of the program . . .  

opt L+ 
==========F========================================================== .illll • Assembler patch for analysing an ASCII file and counting words • W 

• defined as letters a-z or A-Z delimited by ANY other characters 

• aO is loaded with the address of the start of the buffer 
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is loaded with the total number of characters in the file 

XDEF 

XREF 
XREF 
XREF 

LOWERCASE"'-Z equ $7A 
LOWERCASE_A equ $61 
UPPERCASE_Z equ $5A 
UPPERCASE_A equ $41 

_WordCount 

_g_buffer_p 
_g_filesize 
_g_word_count 

• NOTE: For this example the movem instructions for preserving non-scratch 
• registers are NOT needed (only aO and dO are used). They are included 
• only as a reminder of their potential location . . .  

_WordCount movem.I a2-a6/d2-d7,-(sp) preserve registers 
move.I _g_buffer_p,aO start of buffer 
move. I  #0,_g_word_count no words yet 
move.I _g_filesize,dO characters in file 

• last instruction also clears the zero flag unless file is empty! 

FIN DST ART: beq EXIT _FINDSTART 
cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z,(aO) is char a-z ? 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE 
cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,(aO) 
bes NOTLOWERCASE 
addq.I #1 ,aO move to next character 
subq.I #1 ,dO decrease characters left count 
jsr FIND END 
bra FIN DST ART 

NOTLOWERCASE: cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,(aO) is char A-Z ? 
bhi NOTLETIER 
cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_A,(aO) 
bes NOTLETIER 

addq.I #1 ,aO move to next character 
subq.I #1 ,dO decrease characters left count 
jsr FIND END 
bra FIN DST ART 

NOTLETIER: addq.1 #1 ,aO move to next character 
subq.I #1 ,dO decrease characters left count 
bne FINDSTART and see if that's the word start 

EXIT_FINDSTART: movem.I (sp)+,a2-a6/d2-d7 re-instate registers 
rts back to C 

•Following routine returns with zero flag SET if _g_filesize characters 
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• have now been dealt with . . .  

FINDEND: beq EXIT_FINDEND 
cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z,(aO) 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE2 
cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,(aO) 
bes NOTLOWERCASE2 
addq.I #1 ,aO 
subq.I #1 ,dO 
bra FINDEND 

NOTLOWERCASE2: cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,(aO) 
bhi NOTLETIER2 
cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_A,(aO) 
bes NOTLETIER2 
addq.I #1 ,aO 
subq.I #1 ,dO 
bra FINDEND 

NOTLETIER2: addq.I #1 ,__g_word_count 
addq.I #1 ,aO 
subq.I #1 ,dO 
rts 

EXIT_FINDEND: addq.I #1 ,__g_word_count 
move.b #0,dO 
rts 

end of file found so quit 
is char a�z ? 

move to next character 
decrease characters left count 

is char A-Z ?  

move to next character 
decrease characters left count 

count word 
move to next character 
decrease characters left count 

count this word 
set zero flag 

This routine assembled OK was linked into an appropriate C testbed program 
and ran without problem. Even without any further optimisation the program 
loaded (from ram) and counted the words in a 1 OOK textfile (containing 1 20 ,000 
words) within 3 seconds. 

It is worthwhile now considering some questions raised by my implementation . I ,  
somewhat arbitrarily, decided it would be useful to take advantage of the increase 
pointer - decrease character count 'move to next character' instruction pair to set 
the zero flag when we had run out of characters to read. I was also using the zero 
flag to pass back information to the FINDSTART routine. 

This philosophy was already in mind when I decided to start coding but at that 
time I had already noticed that those move to next character operations were 
common to all of the FIND START and FIND END routines which did character 
test processing.  This meant that the instructions had the right f requency 
correspondences to allow them to be moved to a higher level in  the subset 
hierarchy. Doing this produces some interesting simplifications in the Warnier 
forms . . .  
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I SET CHAR COUNT TO SIZE OF FILE 

I 
(1  •me) 

I I CHAR COUNT ·O I .. ii �- FINO ST ART 

I 
(0,1 -) 

I 
I 

FINO START I 
(m lim•) 

I I 
I I lncremenl poilllr 

I 
I 

(1 -) 

I I 
I I decremenl CHARACTER COUNT 

I (1 -) 

I I I 
I I 

kx* at curtnt ctl•adlr 

I 11 -) 

I I .. I 
I I I I 

I I l·Z 

I (0,1 lime! I 
I I I I FINO ENO 

(1, p lim•) 

I I I 
I CHAR COUNT-0 I 

I (0,1 time) 

I I I 
I I .. 

I I 
I I I A·Z 

I I I (0,1 lme) 

I 
I I I 

I 
I I I 

I 
I I l·Z I .. 

I (0,1 Imo) I 
I I I 

I I I I 
I I I A·Z I I (0,1 lime} I I 

The FIND END operations can also be simplified . . .  

I 
I 

FINO ENO I 
(q lmH} I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

CHAR COUNT -0 I (0, 1 lme} 

.. 

CHAR COUNT-0 
I 

10.1 limo> I 

(0,1 limet 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

•Horn FINO ENO 
•It �orn FINO START 

ilaement point91' 
(1 lme} 

dea'ement CHARACTER COUNT 
(1 timo} 

k>ok M Cl.lrrWlt cti•acts 
(1 lme} 

I 
•• I 
(0,1 time} I 

I 

I 
A·Z 

I (0.1 lime) 

.. I 
I •• 
I 

.. 

I 
A·Z 

I (0,1 lme} 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

FINO ENO I (1,q lmMj 

0 

I 
I 

0 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

exit trom FINO ENO 
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These changes cannot be made in the preliminary code example for two reasons: 
Firstly, because of the way I am using the zero flag as a 'no characters' indicator 
and secondly, because incrementing the character pointer means that we would 
then be looking at another character. 

I t 's  an easy job to set up a separate f lag variable fo r ide ntify ing the ' no 
characters' condition. The second issues can be solved by copying the 'current 
character' leaving us free to increment the character pointer before carrying out 
the specified character tests. 

The following code is based on the revised Warnier diagrams. I n  making the 
changes I decided, for reasons of clarity, to move the 'move to next character' 
operations to a separate subroutine. Notice incidentally that that increasing the 
character pointer and decreasing the character count before actually looking at 
the character in question led to a situation which needed a sneak solution (see 
code for details) . . .  

opt L+ 
· ===================================================================== 
• Assembler patch for analysing an ASCII file and counting words 
• defined as letters a-z or A-Z delimited by ANY other characters 

• aO is loaded with the address of the start of the buffer 
• dO is loaded with the total number of characters in the file 
• d1 holds the current character being examined 

XDEF _ WordCount 

XREF _g_buffer_p 
XREF _g_filesize 
XREF _g_word_count 

LOWERCASE_Z equ $7A 
LOWERCASE_A equ $61 
UPPERCASE_Z equ $5A 
UPPERCASE_A equ $41 

• NOTE: For this example the movem instructions for preserving non-scratch 
• registers are NOT needed (only aO, dO and d1  are used). They are included 
• only as a reminder of their potential location . . .  

_WordCount 

FIN DST ART: 
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movem.I a2-a6/d2-d7,-(sp) 
move.I _g_buffer_p,aO 
move.I #0,_g_word_count 
move.I _g_filesize,dO 
sne characters_flag 
addq.I #1 ,dO 

tst.b characters_flag 

preserve registers 
start of buffer 
no words yet 
characters in file 
set if NOT zero size 
now file size + 1 

zero if no characters 
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beq EXIT_FINDSTART 

jsr N EXTCHAR 
anpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z,d1 is char a-z ? 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE 
anpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,d1 
bes NOTLOWERCASE 

jsr FINDEND 
bra FINDSTART 

NOTLOWERCASE: anpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,d1 is char A-Z ? 
bhi FINDSTART 
anpi.b #UPPERCASE_A,d1 
bes FINDSTART 

jsr FINDEND 
bra FINDSTART 

EXIT_FINDSTART: movem.I (sp)+,a2-a6/d2-d7 re-instate registers 
rts back to C 

. 

FINDEND: tst.b characters_flag zero if no characters 
beq EXIT_FINDEND end of file found so quit 

jsr NEXTCHAR 

anpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z,d1 is char a-z ? 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE2 
anpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,d1 
bes NOTLOWERCASE2 

bra FINDEND 

NOTLOWERCASE2: anpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,d1 is char A-Z ? 
bhi EXIT_FINDEND 
anpi.b #UPPERCASE_A,d1 
bes EXIT_FINDEND 

bra FINDEND 

EXIT_FINDEND: addq.I #1 ,_g_word_count count word 
rts 

• This routine places the NEXT character into register d1 and then 
• increments pointer and decreases character counter. This means that 
* characters_ftag WOULD BE CLEARED BEFORE THE LAST CHARACTER WAS EXAMINED. 
• I've avoided this by setting the original dO character count to one 
• more than it really is! 

NEXTCHAR: move.b 
addq.I 
subq.I 
sne 
rts 

(a0),d1 
#1 ,80 
#1 ,dO 
characters_ftag 

new character 
move to next character 
decrease characters left count 
made zero if no chars 
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characters _flag ds.b 1 

This new version is shorter and, from a purely aesthetic viewpoint, cleaner in both 
Warnier diagram and code forms. It is also very easily related to the Warnier 
forms which now provide a picture of what the code is actually doing ! OK so we 
are now 'tweaking' the code to some extent - but we are doing it with reference to 
a known logical structure. 

Improvements can sti l l  be made. The NEXTCHAR routine, since it contains an 
isolated group of 'move to next character' instructions is now a prime candidate 
for the auto-increment pointer adjustment .  So the explicit increments we have 
been using for clarity . . .  

NEXTCHAR: move.b (a0),d1 new character 
addq.I  #1 ,aO move to next character 
subq.I # 1 ,dO decrease characters left count 
sne characters_ flag made zero if no chars 
rts 

can be reduced to . . .  

NEXTCHAR: move.b (a0)+,d1 new character 
subq.I #1 ,dO decrease characters left count 
sne characters_flag made zero if no chars 
rts 

I n  fact it would be easy, barring silly mistakes, to modify any of the subsets we've 
recognised. Suppose, for instance, as well as counting words you wished to turn e all lowercase letters into their uppercase equivalent.The Warnier diagram tells us 
that there are two subsets which recognise lowercase letters and finding the 
equivalent code is easy . . .  e 
FINDSTART: 
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tst.b 
beq 

characters_ flag 
EXIT_FINDSTART 

jsr N EXTCHAR 

cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z,d1 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE 
cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,d1 
bes NOTLOWERCASE 

instructions placed here 
<- would be carried out on --> 

the first lowercase character 
in the word 

jsr 
bra 

FIN DENO 
FINDSTART 

zero if no characters 

is char a-z ?  
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NOTLOWERCASE: cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,d1 is char A-Z ? 

e the second subset, also clearly shown on the Wamier form, can be found in the FINDEND routine . . .  

FINDEND: 

NOTLOWERCASE2: 

tst.b c characters_flag 
beq EXIT_FINDEND 

jsr N EXTCHAR 

cmpi.b 
bhi 
cmpi.b 
bes 

#LOWERCASE_Z,d1 
NOTLOWERCASE2 
#LOWERCASE_A,d1 
NOTLOWERCASE2 

instructions placed here 
<- would be carried out on -> 

the second and subsequent 
lowercase characters.in 
the word 

bra FINDEND 

cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,d1 

zero if no characters 
end of file found so quit 

is char a-z ? 

is char A-Z ? 

So, the Warnier diagram not only helps us create reasonably structured offerings, 
but (with suitable labelling) it also helps us find our way around the code after it 
has been written! 

Unfortunately there is snag with our modified version. It has nothing to do with 
logic, or structure, or clarity . . .  it is simply that the routine, because of the extra 
subroutine calls, takes slightly longer to execute than its original counterpart. 

Without altering the logical structure of this final form it is reasonable to suggest 
e l iminat ing the NEXTCHAR subroutine call t ime over-head by placing the 
NEXTCHAR instructions in-line as shown in the following final version. For similar 
reasons I've used register d2 as a 'character flag' register, rather than a memory 
location, and the auto-increment addressing form mentioned earlier for pointer 
adjustment. . .  

opt L+ 
. ===================================================================== 
• Assembler patch for analysing an ASCII file and counting words 
• defined as letters a-z or A-Z delimited by ANY other characters 

• aO is loaded with the address of the start of the buffer 
• dO is loaded with the total number of characters in the file 
• d1 holds the current character being examined 
• d2 is used as an 'characters available' flag 
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LOWERCASE_Z equ $7A 

XDEF _WordCount 

XREF 
XREF 
XREF 

_g_buffer_p 
_g_filesize 

_g_word_count 

LOWERCASE_A equ $61 UPPERCASE_Z equ $5A 
UPPERCASE_A equ $41 

• NOTES: For this example the movem instructions for preserving non-scratch 
• registers would only be needed for d2 (since only aO, dO,  d 1  and d2 are 
• used). The non-scratch set are included only as a reminder. 

• The NEXTCHAR routine places the NEXT character into register d1 and then 
• increments pointer and decreases character counter. This means that 
• characters_ftag WOULD BE CLEARED BEFORE THE LAST CHARACTER WAS EXAMINED. 
• I've avoided this by setting the original dO character count to one 
• more than it really is! 

_WordCount movem.I a2-a6/d2-d7,-(sp) preserve registers 
move.I _g_buffer_p,aO start of buffer 
move.I #0,_g_word_count no words yet 
move.I _g_filesize,dO characters in file 
sne d2 set if NOT zero size 
addq.I #1 ,dO now file size + 1 

FINDSTART: tst.b d2 zero if no characters 
beq EXIT_FINDSTART 

NEXTCHAR: move.b (a0)+,d1 new character 
subq.I #1 ,dO decrease characters left count 
sne d2 made zero if no chars 

crnpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z,d 1 is char a-z ? 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE 
crnpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,d 1 
bes NOTLOWERCASE 

jsr FINDEND 
bra FI NOST ART 

NOTLOWERCASE : crnpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,d1 is char A-Z ? 
bhi FI NOST ART 
crnpi.b #UPPERCASE_A,d1 
bes FINDSTART 

jsr FINDEND 
bra FINDSTART 

EXIT_FINDSTART: movem.I (sp)+,a2-a6/d2-d7 re-instate registers 
rts back to C 
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FINDEND tst.b d2 zero if no characters 
beq EXIT_FINDEND end of file found so quit 

NEXTCHAR2: move.b (a0)+,d1 new character 
subq.I #1 ,dO decrease characters left count 
sne d2 made zero if no chars 

cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_Z,d1 is char a-z ? 
bhi NOTLOWERCASE2 
cmpi.b #LOWERCASE_A,d1 
bes NOTLOWERCASE2 

bra FINDEND 

NOTLOWERCASE2: cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_Z,d1 - is char A-Z ? 
bhi EXIT_FINDEND 
cmpi.b #UPPERCASE_A,d1 
bes EXIT_FINDEND 

bra FINDEND 

EXIT_FINDEND: addq.I #1 ,_g_word_count count word 
rts 

Before Leaving 

The key point in this chapter is that once again the main characteristics of this 
particular problem were examined in some detail before any attempt was made to 
produce any code. The outcome? The conversion process, even with 68000 
assembler, was to a large extent simply a mechanical translation of suitably low
level diagram statements to code statements. In short . . .  by the time we were 
coding we had already solved the logical problems and we knew what had to be 
done. The rest, including the odd code tweak, was easy! 
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Chapter 1 8  

The User Interface 

Whatever function your program or system is designed to perform it will invariably 
be necessary at some stage for information to be collected from, and at a later 
stage results delivered back, to a 'real person'. For many years the importance of 
this 'man-machine interaction was neglected, although not deliberately so . Now 
things have changed - user interface issues are big business. 

There are of course a great many ways of gett ing data into and out of a 
computer. For the 'micro', and nowadays for most other computers as well , it is 
the combined VDU/keyboard/disk-drive/mouse scheme, usually coupled with a 
pr in ter  and  perhaps a mod e m ,  that has  beco me the  most co mmon 
arrangement.These arrangements, in all their various forms, al low for a high 
degree of ' interaction' between the user and the computer itse lf and even 
relatively low cost machines like the Amiga easily make many large scale 'batch 
processing systems' seem appear positively archaic. 

We shouldn't forget however that overall there are still many other I/O devices in 
common use : Punched cards, paper tape, mark-sense readers, M ICA and OCR 
(magnetic ink and optical character recognition) , Teletypes, CIM(Computer Input 
M icrofi lm) , graphics plotters, COM (Computer Output M icrof i lm) , synthesised 
speech. The combinations of these devices are endless ! 

My concern in this chapter is not with the physical characteristics of these 
devices but with the 'personal ity' of the inte rface . With the ever increasing 
exposure of the general public to the use of computers in less established areas 
such as in homes, small businesses etc. , it has become more and more obvious 
that there are deficiencies in the ways that many programs communicate with the 
user. I ndeed it has been the continual pressure from the users themselves that 
has served as the 'catalyst' for this new area of research. 

The Big Question 

Why do some programs seem easy to use and others not so easy? There's no 
easy answer but what is certain is. rightly or wrongly, in many cases it is the user 
interface which forms the 'yardstick' by which the program or system is judged. A 
system with a poor interface is qu ite likely to be rejected by users - even if the 
technical performance of the facilities offered are first rate ! 
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One of the fundamental distinctions that must be made when considering how a 
program should communicate with its user is the difference between providing 
data and providing information .  This distinction is particu larly important when 
handling on line exception conditions - the user of your text editor program will 
not want to be presented with details saying that the operating system has 
detected an error XX.XX from the system routine reading from drive O - what they 
want is to know that there's no disk in the drive . Beneath these seemingly 
obvious points l ies the results of a lot of research which has brought us benefits 
like the mouse, WIMP style interfaces window based like Digital Research's GEM 
and Commodore's Intuition interface, and a host of other goodies . What I want to 
do then is dig below the surface of such research to identify some of those 
observations which are likely to be useful to us . . .  

Getting Information From the User 

We can identify two basic types of interfaces: those that are computer initiated -
and those that are user initiated. With the former type it is the computer that 
gu ides the dialogue either by asking questions or by providing a 'menu' of options 
to be chosen at appropriate stages. On the basis of the answers supplied, the 
computer identifies the course of actions that should be performed. User initiated 
interfaces are essentially 'command driven' ,  ie the user types commands at the 
keyboard which are then interpreted and trans lated into the appropriate set of 
act ions .  The implementation of s imple 'command languages' is relatively 
straightforward but as the sophistication increases such languages become far 
more difficult to implement. The ultimate in command driven systems is of course 
one that uses a 'natural language' interface, such as one that would enable the 
user to communicate to the computer using free form English or perhaps even 
spoken English. Much research is being carried out into the problems related to 
natural language interfaces - but it will be many years before we have both the 
computing power and sufficient theoretical knowledge to make such interface 
techniques generally available. 

Menu Driven Systems 

With a menu type of interface, the user will select one option out o f  a number of 
possibilities and indicate this option to the system by typing an 'option number', 
moving a cursor to an appropriate area of the screen and using a mouse/tracker
ball ,  or perhaps using a device such as a light pen. 

The advantages of using menu selection are firstly that the user often needs no 
prior knowledge of the system, and secondly the user can be protected from the 
overall complexity of the system's facil it ies by structu ring' the menu , ie by 
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providing at any given stage 'sub-menus' containing only options relative to the 
facil ities available at any one point in the program. Protecting the user from 
undue complexity is an important consideration - systems that appear to be 
'simple' are accepted more easily by casual users and this, if your program is to 
be of general use, may be an important consideration .  Such ideas lead directly to 
the question - how much information can the user absorb ? 

The answer to this question depends on several factors; the complexity of the 
information being provided, the sophistication of the user, the response time 
required etc . In general menus, at any given level , should be restricted to no 
more than about half-a-dozen 'options·. This applies whether you 're opting for 
screen based displays or WIM P  orientated pull down equivalents. The techniques 
that we have discussed for the hierarchical breakdown of program and system 
structure can of course easily be applied to menu structuring and here it's best if 
the design of such menu interfaces is not left until after the program is virtually 
complete - it is, or should be, an integral part of the program or system design 
process. 

If for instance part of a program requires the user to indicate whether they want a 
VDU output of some result or a VDU output and a printed copy.then your design 
diagrams should include the necessary detai ls. Whenever a user has to choose 
between different courses of action, ask yourself these sort of questions . . .  

• What options should be made available to the user? 

• How is it best to present the options to the user? 

• What errors can he or she make in selecting such options? 

• Can in fact, the error conditions be prevented? 

• How should the 'system' react to these errors if they occur? 

• How will the user know that the chosen process has been started? 

• How will the user know when the process is finished? 

Sketch out the sort of display that you have in mind and try to be consist in the 

e 
e 

e 
e 
e 
e 

way that choices are to be identified. If, for instance, you decide to use numbers e to identify option choices then use numbers for ALL of the menus within the 
program, and display the menus themselves using a standardised format. Help 
the user by offering clear explanations at each stage, eg if, as in figure 1 8. 1 , a e 
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data-base 'search' option has been selected and the results can be provided in 
more than one way - then provide an explanation !  

selected function: DATA-BASE SEARCH 

••• There are TWO WAYS of providing the results ••• 

Please identify which of the two alternatives you require by entering the 
appropriate option number and pressing the RETURN key. 

1 :  Results can be DISPLAYed on the VDU screen 

2: Results can be DISPLAYed on the VDU screen and in addition.a 
PRINTed COPY can be provided 

P L E A S E - E N T E R - O P T I O N - N U M B E R ?  

Figure 1 8. 1  : An example of a simple menu 

Do not forget that the user may NOT have really meant to choose a data-base 
search at all ! Provide some means of getting back to the 'previous menu' ,  ie of 
cancel l ing the instruction that led to the current situation. Figure 1 9.2shows a 
simple improvement . . .  

selected function: DATA-BASE SEARCH 

••• There are TWO WAYS of providing the results ••• 

Please identify which of the two alternatives you require by entering the appropriate 
option number and pressing the RETURN key. 

1 :  Results can be DISPLAYed on the VDU screen 

2: Results can be DISPLAYed on the VDU screen and in addition.a PRINTed 
COPY can be provided 

••• Press the ESCape key to cancel previous ••• 
••• command and return to earlier menu page ••• 

P L E A S E - E N T E R - O P T I O N - N U M B E R ?  

Figure 1 8.2 :  Don't forget any exception conditions ! 
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Do not forget that this type of dialogue, whi lst useful to the person unfamiliar with 
the system - will become a complete 'pain' once they become familiar with the 
facilities offered . Experienced users have different information requirements from 
the novice and, in general, will not thank you for displaying the obvious! 

There are several standard techniques for circumventing these two apparently 
opposing requirements . The system can be designed so that it is possible to 
change the ' level of detail' provided by the menus. Responses can be monitored 
so that additional help can be given if a satisfactory response is not obtained 
within a su itable amount of time. Devices such as pu l l-down menus' can be 
util ised so that the information is always there - if the user wishes to see it ! 

The key to the design of such interfaces is to a im to make the d ialogu e 
responsive to the individual needs of the users.  If you are to do this 'effectively it 
is important that you distinguish between the different classes of user and that 
you design your interface in a way that will cater for as many individual needs as 
possible ! 

Describing the Menu Structure 

It is fo r  you to dec ide the  extent  of t he  fac i l i t i es  that you w i s h  to 
include. Irrespective of your final choice it is necessary to implement your ideas 
and this means that they must be incorporated into your program or system 
design. Once again the Warnier diagram can be used to create a logical picture 
of the 'structure' to be created. If for instance, we go back to figure 1 8 .2 we can 
start to build up a picture of the logical requirements. Figures 1 8 .3 and 1 8 .4 show 
some early thoughts as they develop . . .  
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BEGIN GET OPTION 
(1 time) 

ldenity help levet and display app..opriate menu 
(1 time) 

I Collect UHi' Re&ponse 

I 
(1  time) 

GET I 
OPTION 

\ ( 1  time) 

I Re- Vaid 

I (0.1 time) 

I e 
I ReopMH Vaid 
\ (0,1 time) 

VDU ONLY { VDU output is hays implied I 
t0.1 time) 

e 

VDU AND PRINTER { Enable Pnnter OutpJt 
(0,1 time) 11 time) 

END GET OPTION 
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{ Display maximum help 
if not already set 

{ Skip and exit GET AEPL Y 

e ! 
{1  time) 

Figure 1 8.3 :  Sketch out initial thoughts in Warnier diagram form. 

Remember to al low for 'exception' processing in your early thoughts. If for 
instance you offer a choice of two menu options and are also checking the 
ESCape key to al low the task to be aborted then you have th ree 'val id '  
responses. Show the logical structure of such choices clearly on your diagrams, 
ie if the ESCape key is going to have priority then your diagram should reflect this 
as the expanded example of figure 1 8 .4 shows . . .  
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��LY I 

/ EGIN GET OPTION 
(1 •me) 

Identity help level and 
display appropriate menu 
( 1  -me) 

GET 
OPTION 

( 1 ,n lim.) ( l  lime) 

ESCAPE KEY PRESSED 
(0.1timo) 

.. 

ESCAPE KEY PRESSED 
(0,1 lime) 

END GET OPTION 
\ (1 Imo) 

I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

{ 

I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Collect User Response 
(1 lime) 

AetipOOSe Vaid 
{ {0,1 time) 

.. 

Response Valid { (0,1timo) 

Set EXCEPTION proce&&ng flag b i'ue 

I VDU ONLY { (0,1 time) 

I 
.. I 

I 

VDU AND PRINTER \ 
(0,1 time) I 

I 
I 

\ \ 

Display maxim001 help 
ii not a.,eady set 

Skip and exit GET REPLY 

�p (sys'8m VDU aways on-line) 

Enab4e Printer Ou�t 
(l time) 
Cheek that printer is' on·line' 
(1 time) 

{ Printer on line 
(0,1 lime) 
.. 

Printer on Line { (0,1 time) 

Figure 1 8.4: Further expansion of the example in figure 1 8 .3 

S�p 

Err er 

What happens if the user selects additional printer output - but hasn't turned his 
printer on (or perhaps it isn 't even connected ! ) . Can you send a 'dummy 
character' , perhaps a null character, to the printer interface to see how the 'busy 
flag' behaves? Is there any way in which you can tell whether the print 'buffer' is 
being emptied? If you can't devise some checks like these , someday, someone is 
going to hang your system - When they do you can bet your life that it will not be 
their fault - it will be yours! 

In general then 'menu driven' interfaces are fairly easy to implement. They can, 
with thought, be made sufficiently flexible to be suitable for both the casual and 
the experienced user .  There are d isadvantages where large systems are 
concerned, ie when thousands of options become available but even Preste l ,  
wh ich  is  a la rge menu dr iven syst e m ,  copes admirab ly  wel l  by us i ng a 
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hierarchical tree based structure. 

Even with small systems - without developing a coherent hierarchical structure to 
the faci l ities to be provided, it is easily possible for the final logic and thus the 
final coding to become a tangled mess - some of the best examples of 'spaghetti 
code' have been the result of help and exception processing being ADDED AS 
AN AFTERTHOUGHT. 

It is unrealistic to expect every facet of the menu structure and help facilities to be 
known right from the start, but the development can nevertheless proceed along 
exactly the same lines as we have outlined throughout the book - and exactly the 
same techniques can be used to avoid the pitfalls that so many people fall into . 
Continually question yourself about the ' logic' behind your menus - Are options 
always mutual ly exclusive? Do these options a l l  belong at this leve l?  What 
happens if a user . .  ? As you do so you will build a coherent pictu re of the interface 
facilities as you see them. 

9 Question/ Answer Driven Systems 

The other main computer initiated interface is that based on the computer asking 
the user a question and the user providing a su itable response . Normally the 
al lowable responses to such questions are restricted to a pre-defined vocabulary 
and these interfaces are thus in fact very similar to the 'menu driven' variety , 
except that the user must either know, or the system must be able to inform the 
user, what responses are possible. As the user is permitted to provide more and 
more complex replies the difficu lty of interpretation places an increased burden 
on the system.  Sophisticated pattern match ing algo rithms must be u sed to 
translate the reply into an organised set of actions to be performed. 

Some data-base languages provide a reasonable compromise by allowing pre
defined 'keywords' such as F IND,  SHOW, PR INT, AND, OR etc. to be used in 
conjunction with user defined entity and attribute descriptions and 'spacer words' 
that though ignored, make the responses from the user appear more' natural ' .  
Such a compromise allows queries to be formulated along the lines of  . . .  

Computer: PLEASE DEFINE REQUIREMENTS 

e User: SEARCH AND DISPLAY 

Computer: WHICH RECORD? 

User: PERSONNEL RECORD FOR JOE BLOGGS 

The design of such interfaces is very dependent on the appl icat ion being 
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considered. Question and answer dialogues are more common, in data collection 
applications . If , for instance, a series of standard questions has to be presented 
and a u ser 's responses col lected ( rather than interpreted) then a 01 A based 
system is quite capable of gu iding the user through the ' interview' and col lecting 
the responses . Such applications are not however strictly representative of an 
' interface' in our 'two way communicat ion' sense. 

User In itiated Interfaces 

This normally refers to command driven interfaces. Essentially a command driven 
system can accept . and act o n ,  a pre-def ined range of commands that are 
provided by the user. As an example the operating system MSDOS is command 
driven at the transient program leve l .  Typing the name of any program causes 
M S DOS to look through its d i recto ry , f ind the program and (provid ing it is 
present) - load it.and run it . The facilities that can be provided depend essentially 
on how much effort you are prepa red to put i nto the development of the 
'command analyser' . 

The logical structure of both O/A based and command based interface discussed 
can be designed using exactly the same approaches as used in the 'menu driven' 
examples described earl ier. 

Error and Exception Condition Messages 

Error and exception processing has come a long way f rom the good old days 
when the minute you made an incorrect response the terminal made a loud 
'bleep' that let you , and in  many cases half of your associates, know that you had 
typed something wrongly! 

User errors are inevitable. Error messages should in general be pol ite.concise, 
and constructive and should where possible ,  offer the possibility of further 'help' 
on both the nature of the error and possible remedies. If your program or  system 
offers rude or unintell igible comments, or if it utters audible indication that causes 
embarrassment to the user then the user will NOT consider it 'user friendly' . 

As with menu based dialogues, the extent of the explanation will vary from user 
to user. Lengthy explanations are suited to the novice and casual user but are 
intolerable to the experienced user. Exactly the same criteria can be applied as 
was discussed for menu driven systems. The level of the information provided 
can be graded according to pre-defined 'help levels' enabling experienced users 
to suppress the production of unnecessary information.  If a wrong response is 
given the system should be able to over-ride the establ ished help setting and 
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provide more detai led he lp .  The e rro r recovery procedure shou ld  re main  
consistent within the program or set of  programs invo lved . 

One of the general problems with all computer in itiated dialogues is that as soon 
as they become familiar to the user they become tiresome. Often,  because the 
user is familiar with the style etc. , the messages are not even properly read (one 
might argue that, for the established user, they do not need to be} .  

I t  i s  important to dist inguish carefully between non-critical 'error' condit ions -
wrong responses to menu options,  the mis-typing of commands etc . ,  and the 
critical exception conditions caused by things such as hardware malfunctions, 
printers jamming or  running out of paper. With these type of conditions you r  
prime objective i s  to ATTRACT THE ATTENTION O F  TH E USER above all else. 
Potentially dangerous conditions, or conditions that could cause loss of data wil l 
always be given priority. 

It is wise to reserve audible alarm signals for such conditions or formu late a 
display readout that is significantly different from all other screen layouts used by 
the system. The famous red and black Amiga alert screen is a good example of 
these ideas - I doubt if there is an Amiga user in the world who doesn't realise the 
significance of an alert screen appearing . 

The information given in such cases should be concise but should indicate the 
nature of the fault and its immediate cure . If at all possible the computer itself 
should take preventative action and the exception message should inform the 
user that this has been done. Again the Amiga provides a good example - when a 
program crashes the underlying Exec system stops it in its tracks (or at least 
tries) - it then puts up a message telling you that it has stopped the task from 
running. 

So far when I have talked of the dialogue ,  I have implied that the computer 
responds by providing a text message . Whilst this is the most common current 
means by which the computer commu nicates TO the user ,  it is beco mi ng 
i ncreas ing obvious that there are many other facets of the co mmu nication 
process , many of which are proving to be extremely effective . 

9 Providing The User With Information 

Several factors can be identified : The amount of information to be provided at any e one t ime, the response t ime, the form of presentation .  The key element in al l  
cases is to understand the information needs of the user and be able to supply 
useful information - rather than just data ! 
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If it is necessary for operations involving long response times to be performed 
then ensu re that users are given some indication of how long the process could 
take . Very occasionally, it would seem with inexperienced users that the reverse 
situation can occur, ie the response time is too short .  This has been said to cause 
users to feel  as though they are ' under  pressu re ' .  ( I 've mentioned this not 
because I personally think it's much of a factor to consider . . .  but because it has 
occasionally been mentioned in the l iteratu re . I n  practice it would be easy to 
degrade system response time - it is making improvements that usually causes 
the headaches) . 

One major area that has had a dramatic effect on ideas about the way in which a 
computer can communicate to the user is of course the field of computer graphics 
especially colour graphics. Today, with the advent of relatively cheap memory 
mapped V D U  d isplays it has been po ssible to provide graphic faci l it ies on  
virtually every home and small business computer. Now being avid Amiga users 
you lot don't need to be told about such things graphics faci l it ies are now an 
integral part of any interface design- the old adage , 'a picture is worth a thousand 
words ' ,  is if anyth ing an understatement . The key point then is that graphics 
based representations can be more easily assimi lated than the equivalent data in 
pu re text or numerical form. 

Nu merical data, monthly sales trends etc . ,  can often be effectively displayed in 
' h istogram form' .  D iskette f ree space can be supplied as a 'pie chart '  : f ree 
memory space or current memory allocation can be shown as a memory map 
rather  than simply displaying a terse 'xxx bytes free' message. It goes without 
saying that the majority of commercial games programs owe their effectiveness 
to the skil l  of the graphics programmers .  Colour adds another dimension to the 
graphics display (and can of course be used effectively with alphanu meric data 
also ) .  Comparative numerical data can often be effectively represented using 
multi-colou r graphics. 

Nowadays much of the work necessary for using good graphics will have been 
done for you because large nu mbers of pre-written rout ines co me with the 
system. The Amiga's Graphics and Intu ition l ibraries are bril l iant - if you had to 
write that lot from scratch you'd be unl ikely to actually get around to writing any 
applications programs at all .  

What you do have to do however is take the time to understand the facilities so 
that you can use these routines wisely and effective ly. Basically they provide a 
toolkit. . .  and it's up to you to use it as you see fit !  

A gadget might be created which shows a picture of a calculator. Moving the 
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cursor to this icon could activate a dialog box or requester which represented an 
en larged calcu lato r and the user  could then use  the mouse to operate i t .  
Underlying objectives of such ideas? I t 's to produce a more 'natural' interface - it 
is felt that by minimising the use of the key-board the computer becomes less 
intimidating to novice and casual users. Used thoughtfully it works! 

There's still room for creativity however. You don't always have to use just the 
WIMP objects provided. It is, for instance, frequently possible to enhance existing 
facilities of a particular machine by the appropriate use of other simple graphics 
ideas .  One part icu lar  theme that has been u sed with some menu  based 
packages is to utilise the 'programmable function keys' .These keys are usually 
found at the top of the keyboard - directly under the VDU display, and on most 
machines can easily be disabled and read as an ASCI I  code like any other key. If 
this is done then they can be used for option selection rather than having the user 
type a number or  a letter. If the bottom 2 or 3 centimetres of screen area can be 
util ised then it is possible to create screen copies of each of the function keys 
with the appropriate function name written inside each key shape. To select a 
function all the user needs to do is to press the function key immediately below 
the option he or she requires. Available options can be changed as required, 
selected options can be high-lighted or re-displayed in a different colour. Such 
approaches are of course only possible if menu options can be brief - H ELP, 
N EXT-PAGE,  LAST-PAGE,  ADD, DELETE, COPY etc. 

M achine 'tutorial packages' often extend on this idea of 'screen keys' by having a 
complete keyboard layout displayed to help the newcomer find their way around 
the keyboard ,  eg the purpose of the ' return key' ,  the 'editing keys' ,  the 'break key' 
etc. As the user presses a key the appropriate screen key is high-lighted to show 
which key has been pressed; if the user presses a wrong key then an 'arrow 
cursor' can point out the correct key and ask the user to correct the error. 

Current Trends 

Commercial software designers, having now realised that 'user-friendliness' is a 
strong sell ing point for packages, are expending much effort into this aspect of 
the design process. It is however difficult to define exactly what a 'good' interface 
is - in fact a major part of the problem is that the requirements are NOT static. 
What is 'good' for one person may not be good for another. When you sit down at 
a terminal to use a particular software package you instinctively know whether it 
is easy to use or not - but it is quite a different matter to quantify your feel ings in 
detail and a different matter yet again to try to combine the subjective views of 
many diffe re nt u se rs .  What is  fairly certain however is  that the concept of 
'adaptiveness· plays a leading role in the design of user-friendly interfaces .  
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The Shape Of Things To Come 

The idea of the 'adapt ive interface' is an extension of the principles behind 
facil it ies such as auto-help and qu ick-response menu suppression that are in use 
today . An interface that adapted automatically to the requirements of the user 
would need to be 'intel l igent ' .  I t  may need to bu ild up a conceptual model of the 
user by monitoring his or her performance - by measuring such things as typing 
speed, numbers of errors made, time to respond to queries, perhaps even initially 
employing a questionnaire to estimate personality traits or intelligence. 

By creating and maintaining psychological profiles of users, the interface cou ld 
decide itself how to cater to the demands of different users. It could for instance 
take an active part in deciding on a style of presentation, eg whether to operate 
as menu driven or command d riven,  whether to use icons, synthesised speech 
etc. 

Such an interface could in fact decide whether to obey a command or not -
Supposing a user, who usually makes few mistakes, starts a session by needing 
two or three attempts to 'log on' ,  is pressing keys at a distinctly slower speed than 
usual, and whose first command is to ask the computer to wipe out all existing 
data on a 80 megabyte hard disk? 

Science fiction? No, these and many other exciting topics are already current 
research areas for u ser  inte rfaces .  Furthermore as the ideas beco me more 
complex so the thought of regard ing the user interface, or as it is  often called the 
man-machine interface , as a completely separate entity becomes more like ly . 
Future trends will inevitably be based on the development of ' intell igent front end 
processors' whose sole job will be to communicate with , and adapt to, the needs 
of each individual user, thus acting as a translator, a 'go-between' ,  between the 
user and the applications program or system being used . 

Such interfaces would need some form of 'dynamic knowledge acquisition' that 
enabled the 'model' of the user to be created. They would also need to 'know' 
about the appl icat ions programs, ie they wou ld need access to a prog ram 
'knowledge base' .  They would in fact be a specialist type of 'expert system' in 
their own right ! This particular area of current research is a current 'free for all ' .  It 
is not the 'super-high-tech' companies with vast financial resources and massive 
r e s e a rch  f ac i l i t i e s  t h at are  n e c e s s a r i l y g o i ng to m ake t h e  t h eo ret ica l  
breakthroughs - what i s  missing i s  a proper understanding of the fundamental 
processes involved, ie the bricks and mortar with which the houses must be built. 
The breakthroughs will obviously come in stages, but who knows . . .  it may well be 
the enthusiast sitting at his home computer who provides some or perhaps even 
al l  of them! 
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CHAPTER 1 9  
Intu ition and the Am iga System 

This book is about program design, not Amiga system programming so you ' l l  not 
find, nor shou ld you expect to find, much Amiga reference material provided. This 
material is readily available in the RKM reference manuals ! Having said that there 
is clearly a case for providing an overview of the Amiga system and for dealing 
with some of the themes ( and t rouble spots) which occur  again and again in 
Amiga programs. 

As you probably know the Amiga's system software is based on a number of 
modules, known as Libraries and Devices. Some of these units are in ROM (read 
on ly memory) , others get loaded fro m  disk when,  and if , they are requ ired . 
There's noth ing magic about this arrangement, the l ibraries are just sets of 
functions designed to simplify the job of actually getting the Amiga to do useful 
work. The devices provide similar function type interfaces for interacting with the 
hardware . One of the n ice th ings about the arrange ment (and the system 
documentation in general) is that it  is consistent . . .  once you are familiar with i/o 
on say the serial device learning about the console device or  the audio device will 
come relatively easy. It's a bit like driving a car - once you learnt how to drive one 
type , changing to another is quite easy even though there may be many small 
differences!  

I t 's  worth pausing to think about the Amiga from the users viewpoint :At the top of 
the hierarchy l ies the WorkBench and the Command Line Interface (CL I ) .  The 
WorkBench is the 'user friendly' graphics-orientated high-level front end which 
uses some powerful functions provided by Intuition to create graphic displays. To 
the user  I ntu it ion is a concept which embod ies the W I M P  interface . To the 
programmer however Intu ition is just  a mass of  l ibrary functions and devices 
which need to be used in a particu lar way to dupl icate the expected ' Intuition 
style' of interface. 

Beneath this l ie all sorts of software goodies including AmigaDOS. This is the 
underlying disk operating system ( DOS) but on the Amiga, as well as providing 
normal filing system functions, it also controls many other things . At system level 
AmigaDOS is heavily dependent on the Exec which is the section of the system 
that manages such things as task switching, interrupt scheduling, and message 
passing . The overal l  result of cou rse is that th is  env i ronment al lows many 
p ro g r a m s  to s h are t h e  same p roce s s o r  and t h e  s am e  resou rce s .  T h e  
disadvantage, at least from the programmers viewpoint, i s  that programs have to 
mutually respect each other's ex istence so certain programming conventions 
need to be followed. 
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I n  the old Commodore 64 days system routines had fixed ROM locations . On the 
Amiga a much more flexible system is available which al lows function libraries to 
be loaded anywhere in memory . To the programmer this means two things: 
Firstly , that the concept of a given fu nction being located at a fixed address 
vanishes.  Secondly , that the conventions used for accessing these libraries need 
to be both mastered and adhered to . 

How does it work? The basic ideas are quite easy to understand. Libraries have 
to be 'opened', which means that the system loads them and produces a base 
address (a pointer) which enables the routines to be accessed. 

The first step, as far as using a function l ibraries is concerned , is to be able to 
open the library in the first place. An Exec call is used which takes this form . . .  

LibraryBasePointer = Openlibrary(LibraryName. LibraryVersion) 

The fu nction retu rns a pointer which , providing it is not zero ,  represents the 
l ibrary's base address. If the pointer retu rned has a zero value then ,  for any 
nu mber of reasons, the system hasn't been able to open the library. Why would a 
l ibrary open call fail? One reason is that the system might not have been able to 
find it on disk - it may not physically be there, it might be there but have the 
wrong version number. Another possibility.which though trivial does happen , is 
that the library name was spelt incorrectly in the program! One of the golden ru les 
of Amiga programming is that you must not make any l ibrary function calls unless 
you have got a valid base pointer. If you do you will almost certainly crash the 
machine. 

The Openlibrary() call resu lts in the system's active l ibraries l ist being searched. 
If the library name is found the operating system sets your program up as a new 
l ibrary user. If the library isn't open AmigaDOS goes looking in the L IBS:  directory 
and it's the programmers job to ensure that a su itable L IBS:  assignment has 
been made.  

I n  such cases the l ibrary, providing it is  found, is  loaded and added to the active 
l ibrary list . You ,  or rather your program, is given a pointer to its base address and 
as long as the library remains open that pointer will be val id .  

I n  case you 're wondering how it's possible to make an Openlibrary() Exec library 
cal l without first opening the Exec l ibrary and getting its base pointer its worth 
pointing out that the Exec l ibrary is an exception because it's base pointer is held 
at a fixed location . This l ibrary pointer, and often the DOS library which may have 
been opened by the standard start-up code, are therefore available from the word 
go . 
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To open the Intuition library this type of code is used . . .  

lntuitionBase=(struct lntuitionBase *) 
OpenLibrary("intuition.library",LIBRARYVERSION); 

If the pointer lntuitionBase comes back as a non-NULL the library is open and 
ready for use. C programmers usually take a few shortcuts and combine the 
opening and testing like this . . .  

if((lntuitionBase=(struct lntuitionBase *) 
OpenLibrary("intuition.library",LIBRARYVERSION))==NULL) 

{error_flag= TRUE;} 

or use a negated implicit conditional test. . .  

if(!(lntuitionBase=(struct lntuitionBase *) 
Open Library("intuition. library", VERSION))) 

{error_flag= TRUE;} 

When a program has f in ished with a l ibrary it must close it . This entai ls a 
straightforward call to Exec's Closelibrary( )  function using the l ibrary base 
pointer first supplied by the corresponding Openlibrary() call . . .  

Closelibrary( I ntuitionBase) ; 

As far as opening and closing the libraries is concerned that's all there is to it. 
The important thing of course is to remember to do it! 

Talking to Intuition 

Even whilst an Amiga is apparently idle I ntuition is active and is continually 
listening for information from the input devices (mouse, keyboard and so on) .  
Intuition, or rather its input device, look at this data as it arrives, use what it  can , 
and passes anything else on to other programs. 

Programs can be selective about the parts of this information flow they wish to be 
kept informed about. If, for instance, a program needs to know when a user has 
hit a close gadget then it can ask Intuition to send it a message when such an 
event occurs. If the same program doesn't need to worry when a user inserts or 
removes a disk then it just doesn't ask for those types of messages to be sent. 

The easiest way to get into this message system is to use I ntuition's Direct 
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Communications Message Port system ( I DCMP) .  This is based upon the Exec 
message arrangement and offers two way communication allowing your  program 
to both receive and transmit messages. 

The lntuiMessages used to carry the information have a predefined layout based 
on an extended exec Message structure. As a C structure they take this form . . . . .  

struct lntuiMessage { 

struct Message ExecMessage; 

U LONG Class; 

US HORT Code; 

US HORT Qualifier; 

APTR I Address; 

SHORT MouseX, MouseY; 

ULONG Seconds, Micros; 

struct Window · 10CMPWindow; 

struct lntuiMessage ·special link; 

} . 

I n  o rder to u se l ntuiMessages you need to be able to extract information from the 
structure . H ere are some brief details of the fields . . .  

The ExecMessage field contains things, like the length of the message's body 
data, which are needed by the Exec. Be warned - your programs can look at it 
but they should most definitely NOT interfere with it .  

Class is a variable whose internal bits correspond to the equivalent I DCMP flags. 
The contents of this variable can be checked against I DCM P definitions so that 
message types can be identified. 

!Address provides the address of the object to which the message refers .Class 
and !Address variables are often used jointly for selecting message handlers and , 
if appropriate, passing the address of the object to them. 

. 

C programmers usual ly use switch statements to handle the message stream like 
this . . .  

I' read the data from the message •1 
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class = message->Class; 

address = message->IAddress ; 

switch (class) { 

case GADGETUP:  

case CLOSEWINDOW: 
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I* identify type •I 

I* get object's address */ 

gadget_handler(address); break; 

exit_flag= TRUE ;  break; 

default: unexpected_event_handler(); break; 

The Code and qualifier fields depend very much on the type of message (see the 
RKMs or other Amiga system books for details) . 

Message are also stamped with mouse co-ordinates and the system t ime -
MouseX and MouseY are the mouse co-ordinates at the t ime g iven by the 
Seconds a nd M ic ros  f ie lds . T h 3  other  two f i e lds in the  st ructu re are 
I DC M PWindow, which is  a pointer to the re levant Window structu re ,  and 
Speciallink which has reserved system use. 

The IDCMP Flags Standard names for the IDCMP flags are defined in the system 
header files and should be used in preference to numeric values (or non-standard 
names) . The flags are used to both select which types of messages you wish to 
receive and to distinguish between the various types of message that may turn 
up at your message port. The definitions fall into six categories . . .  Window Flags, 
Gadget flags, Mouse Flags , Menu Flags, Requester Flags and Miscellaneous 
Flags. Again the place to look for details are the system manuals . 

The simplest way to gain access to an IDCMP is to specify one or more of the 
I DCMP flags at the time you open a window. If I ntuition sees that you've set one 
or more of the I DCMP flags in the NewWindow structure then it will create a pair 
of message ports for that window. One port, the Window Port , is used by Intuition 
itself ,  the other ( referred to as the UserPort) wil l  be fo r your use. I ntu ition 
arranges for signal bits to be allocated to the message ports and it is by looking 
at these signal bits that the program can tell when messages have arrived. The 
I D C M P  and the Amiga's message passing faci l it ies are very versati le , but 
unfortunately they fairly complex. 

Here's an example however which should be a useful  starting point : We' l l  
suppose that you have an appropriate set of gadgets present in a window display 
and that you want these gadgets to control whatever operations the program 
must perform. The IDCMP flags CLOSEWINDOW and GADGETUP wil l  have 
been set in the NewWindow structure so that Intuition will provide the program 
with these classes of messages. 
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'Both I DCMP message ports will be part of the Window structure describing the 
window being used . A message port structure contains a field designed to hold 
an eight bit value called mp_SigBit - it represents the signal bit number which has 
been assigned to the port. The messages which we have requested will arrive at 
the UserPort so . . .  if g_window_p is a pointer to the Window structure, then the 
type of C code needed to refer to the signal bit number of the UserPort will look 
like this . . .  

g_window_p - >  UserPort - >  mp_SigBit 

We will want to examine the allotted signal bit in order to tell whether there are 
any messages for us .  Often ,  when we are waiting for gadgets to be hit etc. , the 
program will be just s itting there wait ing for particu lar types of messages to 
occur. With the Amiga's multi-tasking system we use the Wait() function which 
al lows our program to sleep until some chosen event wakes it up.Wait() requires 
us to pass a parameter indicating which signal bits we are interested in and it's 
important to realise that the parameter which is expected is a 32 bit mask - it is 
NOT the signal bit number contained in the UserPo rt's mp_SigBit field . The 
d ifference betwee n  the two representations is easi ly seen by looking at an 
example . . .  

bit 16 
I 
v 

00000000 00000001 00000000 00000000 

mask arrangement needed 
if mp_SigBit = 1 6  

T o  convert the mp_SigBit value t o  a mask w e  simply left-shift the number 1 an 
appro priate number of t imes,  namely mp_SigBit t imes.  In C we use the « 

operator to achieve this, so the code required could take the following form . . .  

shift_required = g_window_p-> UserPort->mp_SigBit; 
mask = 1 « shift_required; 
Wait( mask); 

All of this code can be combined into a single l ine to produce the somewhat 
obtuse code that you've probably already seen many times before . . .  

Wait(1 «g_window_p -> UserPort ->mp_SigBit); 

When this line of code is executed the program goes to sleep, ie is temporarily 
suspended, until an event occurs which results in a message being sent to our 
UserPort. When such a message is received the program needs to do several 
things: 

a) It must use GetMsg() to collect the message.  This function requ ires 
UserPort address as a parameter. 
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b) It must retrieve the necessary information from the message. 

c) It must use ReplyMsg() to tell I ntuition that the message has been dealt with. 

What does the code look like that handles these messages, ie how do we detect 
them, identify their class , and act on them? 

Right at the outset it is necessary to realise that the 'message has arrived' signal 
actua l ly  means t hat ON E O R  M O R E  messages have arrived ,  so if every 
m essage is going to be acted u pon (which is not always the case) a loop 
arrangement is going to be needed. This loop may itself need to be placed inside 
another 'controller loop' that continues to look for messages until such time as the 
program terminates like this . . .  

/* At this point we are waiting for the user t o  d o  something 
terminate the program . . .  */ 

ie select a gadget or  

g_exit_flag=FALSE; 

do { 

Wait( 1 «g_window_p -> UserPort -> mp_SigBit); 

e message=(struct lntuiMessage *)GetMsg(g_window_p -> UserPort) ;  

do{ 

e class = message -> Class; 

object = message -> !Address; 

e ReplyMsg((struct Message *)message); 

if (ciass==CLOSEWINOOW) {message=NULL; g_exit_flag= TRUE ;} 

else { 

switch (class) 

case GADGETUP: gadget_activity(object); break; 

default: do_nothing(); break; 

message = (struct lntuiMessage *)GetMsg(g_window_p ->UserPort); 
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}while( message); 

}while( !g_exit_flag) ;  

r When we reach here the user has hit the CLOSEWINDOW gadget so we do whatever is A necessary to terminate the program ·1 • 
Another possibility which is often used when there is heavy I DCM P traffic (mouse 
position messages etc.) is to rapidly check for important information, such as the 
user wanting to quit, and to process only a selection of messages. This following 
loop only is content to act on just the last gadget message received with any 
group. It does however check every message to see if the user wishes to qu it . . .  

g_exit_flag=FALSE;  

do ( 
. Wait(1 «g_window_p -> UserPort -> mp_SigBit); 

message=(struct lntuiMessage •)GetMsg(g_window_p -> UserPort); 

do( 

dass = message -> Class; 

object = message -> !Address; 

ReplyMsg((struct Message •)message); 

if (dasS==CLOSEWINDOW) (message=NULL; g_exit_flag= TRUE ;} 

message = (struct lntuiMessage •)GetMsg(g_window_p ->UserPort) ; 

}while( message); 

switch (class) 

case GADGETUP: gadget_activity(object); break; 

default: do_nothing(); break; 

}while( !g_exit_flag) ;  

r User has now hit the CLOSEWINDOW gadget •1 
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9 Improving The Portabil ity of WIMP Orientated 

e Software 

e 

e 
e 

e 
e 

This section nearly didn't get written because it's concerned with an area that 
causes immense problems - physical code portabil ity ! As you' l l  now know my 
main priority when tackling a coding problem is to build a logically correct plan 
before I start coding. Now that's fine as an ideal but if you do that and then go 
and spo i l  th ings by t ranslat ing the langu age independent descript ion into a 
language form which is machine specific then you'll throw away many potential 
benefits. 

Despite all the remarks about C and 'portable software '  most of us know that 
there's a lot of C code around which falls short of perfection as far as portability 
goes. Why? It's not because most C programmers don't know any better it's just 
that ,  for any number of reasons,  something goes wrong along the way. With 
competent programmers the excuses can be anything from sheer lack of time to 
a conviction that some applications program is only ever going to useful for one 
particular computer. With C newcomers the story is totally different - portabil ity is 
not u su ally h igh on the agenda firstly because there seems to be so many other 
things that need to be learnt about and secondly because most introductory C 
books do not spend a great deal of t ime d iscussing the tech n iques and the 
benefits . 

If you fall into the latter category you may well be wondering what all the fuss is 
about. Most of the time, especially with programs you write for personal use, it 
may not seem to matter whether you r programs can be easily ported to other 
machi nes or  not. Given t ime however something crops up which eventual ly 
makes you wish you'd spent a bit more t ime making sure that you r  program could 
be easily moved. Sooner or later the penny drops completely and you realise that 
if you write a piece of software that is likely to have long term use, or is likely to 
appeal to a great number of users, then it is in your interests to ensure that 
porting it to another machine can be done as easily as possible should the need 
arise . 

Portabi l ity ,  o r  rather the lack of it , co mes in several f lavou rs :  Fu l ly portable 
programs, ie those whose source code can be moved to almost any environment 
then recompiled and l inked to run without problems, are few and far between. 
Most such programs, which may be anything from a simple utility to a C compiler 
package,  exhibit some very characteristic traits - mainly in that they deliberately 
use sirriple 110 facilities. 

At the other end of the spectrum come programs whose code contains masses of 
machine and operating system dependent references. Porting this latter class of 
programs to an alternative environment can often mean re-writing it, so even 
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though such a program could be moved, it is certainly not what most of us would 
e 

regard as a good working definition of portability. 

The fact of the matter is simple : The great majority of programs tend to fall 
e 

somewhere between these two extremes, so a more realistic defi nit ion of 
'program portability' goes like this . . .  if a program can be ported to an alternative e 
environment with less effort than it would take to re-write it, then that program is 
portable .  The less effort such an exercise requ ires, the more portable the 
program effectively becomes! e 
Surprisingly enough you as a programmer will start moving down the road of non
portability right from the moment you start planning a program. Assumptions e 
about a p rogram's  execut ion env i ro nment have to be made and these 
assumptions are obviously going to limit its effective portability. If, for instance, 
colour graphics and a WIM P  interface are going to be essential for the application e 
then the program can only be ported to environments which support such 
graphics. As more and more requirements are fixed the program becomes less 
and less portable - and all of this can happen before you've written even one l ine e 
of code. Flexibil ity is obviously the answer - if , for example, your program's 
window and mouse operations could be replaced with a conventional screen 
display and conventional keyboard operations it might be possible to create a cut- e 
down version which could run on any number of machines. I 'm not going to 
discuss such areas but obvious ly these topics are things which commercial 
developers think qu ite seriously about. e 
WIMP interfaces on the other hand, and their relationship with the programs we 
write, are issues which are important to every programmer. I 'm not going to e 
suggest or pretend that all WIMP/Applications-Program portability issues can be 
easi ly so lved - to be honest the WIM P interface, because of a lack of a 
universally accepted standard, has turned many portability considerations into an e 
absolute nightmare. 

Nowhere is this more apparent than on the graphics orientated Commodore e 
Amiga. The I ntuit ion orientated user interface is clearly not a un iversal ly 
applicable interface and because of this it seems as though the best idea is to put 
an extra layer of software between the Amiga system and the appl ications e 
program. 

Perhaps the most important step that can be taken in this respect is to remove all e 
system dependent and I/O dependent calls from the bulk of the program code. 
Obviously there's a strong case for placing the system and I/O dependent code 
into a separate module and it is common to use conditional compilation directives e 
to incorporate machine specific, operating-system specific and even compiler
specific code sections . . .  
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#ifdef ATARI-GEM 

e I* do things the ATARI-GEM way *I 

#endif 

#ifdef AMIGA 

I* do things the AMIGA way */ 

#endif 

In theory you could decide exactly what facilities you expect in terms of menu 
operations, screen resolution ,  co lours , graphics primitives etc . ,  and then create 
your own ideal 'hypothetical' interface. Having done that it would then be possible 
to create a l ibrary of routines which translate whatever graphics functions or 
facilities you require to those offered by the target machine/environment .  

Fortunately the definition of  these interface-connection routines doesn't usually 
have to be done all at once. I n  fact it makes far more sense to take things slowly 
and add just those faci l ities which are necessary for your immediate projects. If 
you are careful you ' ll be able to modify the ideas as subsequent programming 
projects suggest new extensions. 

Let's regard the applications program as an entity which carries out its specified 
fu nctions by 'communicating' with the WI M P  operating system. A picture is 
usefu l .  . .  

WIMP INTERFACE AND MACHINE OPERATING SYSTEM 

e -, ���W�IM-P--1-NT�E�R�F�A�C�E/_O_S_C_O_N_N_E�C�Tl�O-N_R_O_U�T-I N-E�S��� 

e APPLICATIONS PROGRAM free from WIMP/OS calls 

When the applications program code wants to do some WIMP/OS dependent 
operation it calls an interface-connection routine which then makes the necessary 
real WIMP/OS calls. To make the connection routines more flexible there is a 
case for adopting some kind of configuration file which can allow multi-purpose 
connection routines to be developed and this leads to this type of overall plan . . .  
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WIMP INTERFACE AND MACHINE OPERATING SYSTEM 

WI MP-INTERFACE/OS CONNECTION ROUTINES 

APPLICATIONS PROGRAM free from WIMP/OS calls 

CONNECTION ROUTI NES 
CONFIGURATION FILE 

Why not pass all configuration detai ls directly via function parameters? One valid 
reason is that some of the material will be identical in a great many applications 
programs, so we avoid having to repeatedly re-write certain sections of setting up 
code (eg window definitions) . 

Another, perhaps more important, reason is that almost al l  of these configuration 
file details will be WIM P/OS specific . . .  if we did pass such details as parameters 
we wou ld need to define some generally applicable interface values and then 
pass these values to binding routines whose job would be to convert them into 
the real WIMP/OS parameters. 

As the interface connection routines develop we 're l ikely to see some actions 
occurring in more than one connection routine (ope ning a window, or co::ecting a 
message are two typical E:xamples) . This suggests that the connection routines 
can themselves be logical ly spl it into those routines which have a clear cut 
specific job to do, and those routi nes which are of more general use .  Again a 
picture is useful . . .  

WIMP I NTERFACE AND MACHINE OPERATING SYSTEM 

CONNECTION ROUTINE UTILITY FUNCTIONS 

WIMP-INTERFACE/OS CONNECTION ROUTINES 

APPLICATIONS PROGRAM free from WIMP/OS calls 

CONNECTION ROUTINE 
CONFIGURATION FILE 

This seems like a clean, usefu l ,  division .  It is but . . .  there is a major snag because 
Amiga programming involves so many system related fu nctions .  To create a 
virtual interface you'd need to effectively create a duplicate l ibrary system !  
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What can you do? The important thing is to be aware of the problem in the fi rst 
place . OK so it may not be possible to completely isolate you r program but 
there's still quite a bit that can be done. 

You can write 'black box' functions using ANSI C that make no system specific 
calls at al l .  The AnalyseMidiFi le() example developed in chapter 1 6  is a good 
example of th is  type of re- usable code .  So also is the stack A DT modu le 
discussed in chapter 8.  For the professional programmer these types of bui ld ing 
blocks are invaluable. 

When you can't avoid system specific code then the idea of attempting to isolate 
it from the main program code comes into it's  own. 

One part icu la r ly  t ro u b l e so m e  area concerns p ro g ra m  start u p ,  program 
closedown, and more particularly the handling of  WIM P/OS related al location and 
dea l locat i o n  operat ions  invo lved u nd e r  abnormal  te rm i nat ion  and  e rro r 
conditions. On the Amiga your program may need to carry out a couple of dozen 
or more operations before it is successfully up and running and if during these 
i n it ia l isat ion ca l ls  the W I M P/OS decides it ca nnot g ive your  program the  
resources it needs then your program has to 'give up '  graceful ly !  

With the mu lt i -task ing Amiga y o u  can't j u st b a s h  away at the  hardware 
regardless. Other programs may be using the same resources so you usually 
have to follow a well defined protocol involving asking the WIM P/OS for some 
faci l ity, checking that you get what you ask for, and tel l ing the system when 
you've finished u sing it. 

Such calls are not always successful - you may ask for memory when the system 
has no more memory to allocate and if such a request fails your program has to 
take whatever actions it deems necessary. Such error recovery procedures have 
to be programmed and as programs get larger and larger the problems of system 
resource allocation and deallocation get larger and larger too ! 

So how can this type of code be isolated from your applications program?! came 
up with a solution several years ago which is simple yet very effective. To put 
things into perspective here is a diagram which shows, in relation to a typical 
applications program skeleton,  exactly where the operations I 'm about to discuss 
fit in  . . .  
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WIMP I NTERFACE A N D  MAC H I N E  OPERATI NG SYSTEM 

CONN ECTION ROUTI N E  UTI LITY FUNCTIONS 

Program Startup/Closedown Handler Code 

WI MP- INTERFACE/OS CONN ECTION ROUTINES 

G E N E RALLY USEFUL LIBRARY ROUTI NES 

PROGRAM SPECIF IC ROUTI NES 

APPLICATIONS PROGRAM free from WIMP/OS calls 

CON NECTION ROUTINES 
CON FIGURATION FILE 

The basic idea is to create a list of the things which need to be opened or set up 
and then use standardised routines to read this list and carry out the required 
operations. If whilst carrying out these operations some error occurs, the routine 
governing the al location operations reads the list backwards starting from the last 
successfu l ly exernted item . .A.t th is  t ime however it executes corresponding 
pieces of 'deallocation' code. 

The result? Deallocation/shutdown always occurs in the correct ' reverse order' , 
i rrespective of where the error condition occurred. Normal ,  ie non-error, program 
shutdown is achieved by the l ist reader routine reading the whole of the resource
allocation list in reverse order executing the appropriate pieces of deal location 
code as it does so. 

As an approach the idea is obvious enough, but it does nevertheless raise a few 
questions . . .  

How d o  we define these lists i n  the first place? 

How do we set up the allocation code segments? 

How do we set up the de-allocation code segments? 

How do we pair up segments of 'allocation code' with the equivalent deallocation code? 

How do we get the r!i;ht pieces of code executed at the right times? 
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The best way of answering these questions is to go through the steps I 'd use to 
set up this type of code.  Fi rstly some #defines are set up . . .  

#define OPEN_INTUITION_LIBRARY 

#define OPEN_GRAPHICS_LIBRARY 2 

#define OPEN_CUSTOM_SCREEN 3 

#define OPEN_WINDOW 4 

#define SET_MENU_STRIP 5 

This al lows me to set up a resource vector ( ie a one-dimensional array) which 
starts with a cou nt of the number of operations to be carried out and contains the 
details of whatever has to be done. Most importantly of al l ,  the resource vector 
defines the order in which the various operations should occur. Here's a simple 
example . . .  

UBYTE g_resource_vector[6) = (5. r count of labels to follow */ 

OPEN_INTUITION_LIBRARY. 

OPEN_GRAPHICS_LIBRARY, 

OPEN_ CUSTOM_ SCREEN, 

OPEN_ WINDOW, 

SET_MENU_STRIP 

) ; 

All that is needed now is some loop code which will read through the (globally 
defined) resource vector and pass the numerical equivalent of our text definitions 
to a routine which contains the real al location and deallocation code . Listing 1 
gives a typical routine that cou ld be u sed for program startup . . . . 

BOOL BeginBlock(void) 

UBYTE i,j ; 

e BOOL error_flag=FALSE;  

for ( i=1 ;i<=g_resource_vector[O);i++) 

error _flag =Allocate Resource( g_resource _ vector[i)) ; 
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if (error_flag== TRUE) 

{ for U=i-1 ;j>O;j-){DeallocateResource(g_resource_vectorUJ) ;} 

i=g_resource_vector[O)+ 1 ;  r force exit from 'i' loop •1 

return( error _flag) ; 

Listing 1 · This routine handles 'error condition' deallocation automatically 

The moment the Allocate Resource() routine (which I am about to describe]returns 
an e rror condit ion we' l l  get clean deal locat ion of everythi ng that had been 
successfully opened before the error condition occurred . Using this l ist approach, 
program closedown is a doddle!  Listing 2 gives a corresponding routine which 
reads the resource al location l ist backwards . . .  

void EndBlock(void) 

UBYTE i ;  

for(i=resource_vector(O); i>O ;i-) 

{Deallocate Resource( resource_ vector[i)) ;} 

Listing 2:  A loop routine which handles normal, ie error free, deallocation. 

So, what are these two routines actually doing? They are passing al location and 
deallocation requests to one of two routines which I 've named AllocateResource() 
and Deal locate Resource( ) .  Both of these latter rout ines are based on switch 
statements which identify the segments of code to be carried out for any given 
request. Listing 3 is an example of a routine which shows some typical allocation 
segments . . .  

BOOL AllocateResource( UBYTE tunction_number) 

BOOL error_flag=FALSE ;  

switch (function_number) { 

case OPEN_INTUITION LI BRARY 
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if(!(l ntuitionBase=(struct lntuitionBase ·i 
Open Library( "intuition. I i  brary". INTUITION_ VERSION))) 
{error_flag= TRUE ;} 
break; 

case OPEN_GRAPHICS_LIBRARY: 

if(!(GfxBase=(struct GfxBase •) 
Openlibrary("graphics .library",GRAPHICS_ VERSION))) 
{error_flag= TRUE;} 
break; 

case OPEN_CUSTOM_SCREEN:  

if(!(global_screen_p=(struct Screen ·)openScreen(&NewScreen))) 
{error_flag= TRUE ;} 
else {global_viewport_p=&global_screen_p->ViewPort;} 
break; 

case OPEN_WINDOW: 

NewWindow.Screen=global_screen_p; 
if(!(global_window_p=(struct Window •)OpenWindow(&NewWindow))) 
{error_flag= TRUE ;} 
else {global_rastport_p=global_window_p->RPort;} 

break; 

case SET _MENU_STRIP: if(SetMenuStrip(global_window_p, 
&menu 1 )==FALSE) {error_flag= TRUE;} 

break; 

default: error_flag= TRUE;  break; 

return( error _flag) ; 

Listing 3: Allocation code segments form part of a switch statement 

The equivalent deallocation routine ( l isting 4) uses the same #define labels, but 
here of course you specify the appropriate deallocation or shutdown code . . .  

void DeallocateResource(UBYTE function_number) 

switch (function_number) { 
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case OPEN_INTUITION_LIBRARY: Closelibrary( Intu ition Base) ; break; 

case OPEN_GRAPHICS_LIBRARY: Closelibrary(GfxBase); break; 

case OPEN_CUSTOM_SCREEN: CloseScreen(global_screen_p); break; 

case OPEN_ WINDOW: CloseWindow(global_ window _p ) ;  break; 

case SET_MENU_STRIP :  ClearMenuStrip(global_window_p,&menu1 ) ;  

default: break; 

Listing 4: This routine is the deallocation equivalent of listing 3. 

e 
The benefits? To start with this approach eliminates the mis-ordering problems 
that can arise as new code is added . To add new code just define a new label ,  
add i t  to  the resource vector ( in the appropriate place) , and then use this new e 
label to identify the new pieces of allocation and deallocation code that are being 
added to the switch statements.  

e 
Remember here that new code can be added ANYWHERE within these switch 
statements - the error handling will remain safe because it's the resource vector A that controls the order in which the individual pieces of code are carried out. w 
As a program starts a cal l  to Beg inB lock() w i l l  atte mpt to a l locate a l l  the 
resources you need. I f  i t  fails it'll handle the necesary deallocation and shutdown e 
procedures automatically. If it succeeds then a call to the EndBlock() routine just 
before you r program terminates wi l l  make sure that the appropriate pieces of A closedown code are executed . w 
AllocateResource( )  and Deal locateR esou rce( )  are machine dependent and 
co nst itute the startup/closedown handler connect ion routines .  Eve n though e 
routines l ike BeginBlock() and EndBlock() are generally usefu l ,  and machine 
independent, I do incidentally find it convenient to class them as part of the 
connection routine set (since they are logically related to this area of the code) .  e 
The resource al location vector is of course a typical configuration file entry whose A job is to define the startup/closedown operations needed by the program.  I n  w 
practice of course one would tend to separate the WIM P/OS specific includes, 
constant values etc. , into a separate configuration file header and include this A with the binding/uti l ity routine code.  Since the configu rat ion routines can be w 
compiled separately and then linked to the application program this allows the 
WIMP/OS specific global declarations, which are used for convenience in the A 
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configuration file routines, to remain hidden from the real applications code.  

Amiga Graphics Example 

I t ' s  obv ious ly important for  a prog ram to be wel l  des igned and robust but 
nowadays ,  at least from the users viewpoint ,  this alone may not be enough . Like 
everyth ing e lse ,  f ro m  bott les  of shampoo to the cars we dr ive ,  computer 
programs also have to be pleasing to the eye . 

I ntu it ion conta ins a wealth of too ls for helping the programmer create good 
looking and effective programs and with a bit of care you can build programs 
wh ich eas i ly  compete wi th  the  p rofess iona l  offerings ! Gadget s ,  m e n u s ,  
requ esters etc . ,  d o  however look most effective if they are set against an  
appropriate background. 

There are three basic approaches that can be used to p rovide a d ispl ay 
background. Firstly you can 'draw· a picture using a program like DPaint and then 
read the resulting I FF f i le into your program to provide the necessary details. With 
this approach the single background picture can hold any information (program 
name, user instructions etc. )  which, in the final display, will not need to change. 
Secondly you can use the graphics routines to build up a suitable background by 
writing di rectly into the display memory. Thirdly you can use the Amiga's co
processor, the 'Copper', to do the job. 

Since this material falls clearly into the system programming area you may be 
wondering why it's being mentioned at al l .  It's here because I asked a colleague 
to give me an Amiga topic suitable for u se as an example in a book on language 
independent program design . He thought for a moment and then said with a 
grin . . .  background colour shading using the Amiga's co-processor - and I for one 
bet you can't do it without being totally Amiga specific! 

I ' l l let you decide whether or not I 've succeeded but, in the meantime.here's your 
chance to find out a bit about how colour background shading can be achieved . . .  

e Background Shading 

This is used in hundreds of demos and in qu ite a few commercial programs as 
well .  To be honest I .could give you half a dozen lines of C or assembler code and 
say this is how youican do it .  

\ 

I could . . .  but that aRproach is really only of use if you know what the hardware 
does and know how to generate the colour values anyway. I ' l l  assume that you 
don't know about such things and, because it's not going to be that obvious how 
the final code works, I ' l l  tackle the explanations right from first principles. 
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On thinking about it the main problem really does have little to do with the Copper 
or the Amiga at all - it is to do with working out how to generate series of cycling 
numbers. Admittedly these numbers , at the end of the day , will be jammed into 
colour registers - but as far as the underlying ideas go that is neither here nor 
there .  

Essentially we need to step through the l ines of  the display changing the colour 
as we go, using a scheme l ike this . . .  

I 
SET LINE COLOUR I Identify new colour value j 
( 1 ,n times) I 

\ 
I Set screen line to colour value j 
\ 

which can be coded using this type of arrangement. . 

. for ( i = O; i<SCREENLINES; i=i+ 1 ) 

Identify new colour 'j' to be used 

Set line 'i' to colour 'j' 

The variable j must be kept within the range of colour numbers suitable for the 
screen . The obvious choice is to combine the changing value of i with a modulo 
function so that we generate a value of j which will always stay within the chosen 
l imits . . .  

SET LINE COLOUR 
(1,n tine&) 

I 
I 
\ 

\ 

Identify nwt colour value J 

j • 1 modulo m 

Set SO'Mn ine to colour value j 

this can be coded as the loop . . .  

for ( i = 0 ;  i<SCREENLINES; i=i+ 1 ) 

i = i % m  

Set line 'i' to colour 'j' 

If m is set to 5 then j wil l take values from 0 to 4 and the colours used down the 
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screen will follow this pattern . . . . .  O 1 2 3 4 O 1 2 34 O 1 2 3 4 etc. I n  practice it's 
usually better to produce an oscillating sequence rather than a direct cycling 
sequence and so instead of generating the above pattern we'd opt for one based 
on aO 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 type of arrangement. To do this we have to modify the 
generating function slightly. Here's one form which does the trick . . .  

SET LINE COLOUR 
1 1 .n times) 

I {v•iable i represents fle current screenline) 

I i/4 modulo 2 - 0 { increment j 
I 10.1 tim•l 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

i/4 modulo 2 - O 
10.1 timo) 

{ decremenl j 

Set s.aeen �ne to colour value j 

which translates to this type of C code sketch . . .  

for (i=O ; i<SCREENLINES; i=i+ 1 )  

if ((i/4) %2 == 0 ) { i=i+ 1 ;  } else { i=i- 1 ; }  

Set line ' i '  to colour 'j' 

This code does produce the required result but most C programmers would tend 
to u se C's increment/decrement operators combined with an ' implied ' i test, so 
they'd write the loop like this . . .  

for ( i=O ;  i<SCREENLINES; i++) 

if ((i/4) % 2) U-;} else U++;} 

Set line 'i' to colour 'j' 

Even this form can be improved by using the ternary operator ? to select the 
operation performed on j . . .  

for (i=O;i<SCREENLINES;i++) 

((i/4) % 2) ? j- : j++; 

Set line 'i' to colour 'j' 
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That then is one way of generating a set of colour register values. Now all we 
need to worry about is how to set a screen l ine to a particu lar colour .  One 
approach, and from a pu rely design viewpoint there would be nothing wrong with 
it, would be to use some standard l ine drawing function. We could use the 
graphics function SetAPen() to set the pen colour for drawing, then use Move() to 
position the pen at the start of a screen line, and finally use the Draw() function to 
pertorm the actual line fi l l ing operation. 

If we added this type of code to our existing loop we'd end up with a typical 
shading routine - this following example uses a screen's rastport pointer to 
completely fi l l  a screen display with an oscil lating colour pattern . . .  

for ( i=O ;i<SCREENLINES;i++) 

(i/4) % 2 ? j- : j++; r j selects the colour register */ 

SetAPen(rastportJ>,j); I* set APen to the reuired colour */ 

Move(rastporl.Jl, 0, i ) ;  r move to the start of the line */ 

Oraw(rasportJ>, SCREENWIDTH, i ) ;  r draw the line */ 

You can of course modify the amplitude of the oscillation range - the expression 
( i/n) % 2 ? j- : j++; will oscillate between O and n inclusive. Secondly, you can 
add a fixed amount to the final j value produced - so that any given oscillating 
function can be made to select any chosen range of colour numbers. 

Making the most of the Amiga's Hardware 

On the Amiga we don't have to use routines l ike Move() and Draw() at a l l  
because we can use the Copper to jam colour values into the appropriate colour 
registers as the video beam moves down the screen. Why bother? There are two 
reasons: Firstly, it is faster. Secondly, once the copper list has been created the 
display is created automatical ly and the program itself doesn't have to worry 
about it. 

Now that the basic mechanism for creating cycling numbers. has been discovered 
e 

the crux of the remaining problem is working out how to. build a suitable list of 
copper instructions (which is then linked into the viewport associated with the e 
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screen) . Inevitably we do start tangling with the hardware now, but don't forget 
we have already decided what operations are need so the preliminary analysis 
has made life somewhat easier for us.  

The Copper has three instructions WAIT, MOVE and SKI P .  WAIT is used to wait 
for the video beam to reach a particular screen line so I ' ll obviously use that to 
specify a screenl ine. I ' l l  use MOVE instructions to force the calcu lated colour 
value into the colour registers. Rather than cycling through many different colours 
I ' ll be using the generated cyclic values as colour intensities and jamming these 
into a single colour register. 

There are obviously a number of system specific code issues invo lved - the 
copper has to be be programmed according to the appropriate conventions and 
any necessary system structu res need to be set up. Once more the issues are 
really the domain of Amiga system programming , not program design but the 
following notes will i l lustrate the basic details . .  

F irst w e  need some space for a UCoplist structure. I n  the following fragment I 
am using an AllocMem() call. . .  

user_copperlist_p=AllocMem(sizeof(struct UCopList) ,MEMF _PUBLICiMEMF _CLEAR); 

Next ,  we use a system macro called CIN IT to initialise our copper list memory . . .  

CINIT(user_copperlist_p,SOOL); 

Now all that's needed are the Copper instructions themselves. To put things in 
perspective here is a Warnier sketch of what we are trying to do . . .  

I Alocale Memory lot UCopU.t srvcture 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

(1 time) 

Initialise UCopUst 
(1  time) 

SET LINE COLOUR 
(1,n time&) 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
(variable i repr..,ta !he current 5aeen�ne) 

i/4 modi.Ao 2 - 0 { Wlaementj 
(0,1 limes) 

.. 

L/4 modulo 2 "' 0 { deaement j 

(0,1 times) 

\ Set ICfNn line to colOU" value j 

I s  this right? No,  not quite . . .  the UCoplist memory allocation could fail so we 
ought to make a check to see that memory was obtained . . .  
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/ Allocate Memory for UCopU&t swclJre 

I (1 timo) 

I ALLOCATION OK 
I (0, 1 Imo) 

I 
I a 

I 
\ 
I ALLOCATION OK 

I co.1 *"•> 

I 
I 
I 
\ 

{ error condilon 

I ;7:: UCopUot 

I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SET LINE COLOUR 

\ 

I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

(i repr•ent& the OJrrent saeenine) 

1/4 modulo 2 - 0 
(0,1 ..... , 

i1'modulo2 ..- 0  
(0,1 ..... , 

{ inaement j 

{ dec:rementj 

Set screen line to colour value jl ought to point out that the UCoplist initialisation 
process is handled by a system macro cal l  that allocates the chip memory which 
holds the copper instructions. I 've not dealt with this because the allocation and 
the deallocation (which includes the handing back of the UCoplist structu re 
memory which we've allocated) is handled transparently. 

The Amiga system conventions require three other actions . We must terminate 
the copper l ist with an impossible wait (you' l l  have to see the Amiga hardware 
manua l  for  deta i ls  of why) , we m u st l i nk  t h i s  newly  created l ist i nto the  
appro priate viewport structure ,  and we must remake the  display so  that our  
copper list gets incorporated. Don't forget that these constraints have been found 
by digging around in the RKM manuals - that digging, plus some thought about 
what we were trying to do colour-wise, al lowed me to sketch a suitable plan of 
action. This logical description of what is needed is now complete and it looks like 
this . .  

I Alocate m9'1"1ay tor UCopUat structure 

I (1  *"•I 

I 
I 

ALLOCATION OK { ecrcr oonGtion 
(0. 1 *"•l 

I I lniti•i1e UCopLiat 
I 

I 
(1 lme) I 

I $ I 
I 

I I 
I I I 

(i repr8Hl'lts Iha current 5aeenine) 

\ ALLOCATION OK I SET LINE COLOUR I 1 •A modulo 2 - 0 { 1naement1 

I 
(0.1 timo) \ (1,n tin•) 

\ 
(0.1 tim•) 

I I I 
$ 

I I I { 

I I I i1' modulo 2 • 0 deaement j 

I 
(0,1 ..... , 

I I 
I I \ 

Set screen ine to colour value j 

I I TERMINATE COPPER LIST WITH IMPOSSIBLE WAIT 

I (1 lme) 
I 
I I LINK COPPER LIST TO VIEWPORT 

I 
(1  tme) 

I I REMAKE DISPLAY 
\ 

\ 
(1 time) 
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Here 's some example code . . .  

e if(user_copperlist_p=AllocMem(sizeof(struct UCoplist) ,MEMF _pUBLICIMEMF _CLEAR) 

e CIN IT(user_copperlist_p,SCREENHE IGHT•2+ 1 ) ;  

for (i=O;i<SCREENHEIGHT;i++) 

(i/1 5) % 2 ?  Intensity- : Intensity++; 

CWAIT(user_copperlist_p,i ,OL) ;  

CMOVE(user_copperlist_p,custom.color(O), lntensity); 

CEND(user_copperlist_p) ;  

global_ viewport_p->U Cop I ns=user _ copperlist_p; 

MakeScreen(global_screen_p) ;  RethinkDisplay() ;  

I 'm using a loop which works out the necessary instructions for each screenline, 
calculating the colour with a fu nction similar to the oscillating function discussed 
earlier. The CWAIT system macro creates copper instructions which say 'wait for 
the v ideo beam posit ion to reach co-ordinates ( j , O ) ' .  The C M O V E  macro 
p roduces the  i nstruct ions  which jams the co lour  I 've  calcu lated i nto the 
backgro u nd co lou r register ( register 0) . The resu lt of  the fol lowing loop is 
therefore a l ist of Copper instructions which conti nually change the value of 
colour  reg ister 0 as the e lectron beam moves down the screen .  Final ly we 
terminate the Copper l ist with an impossible wait instruction (that's what the 
CEND system macro does) , l ink our newly created Copper list into the viewport, 
and remake the display. 

So that's it : Grab some memory for a UCoplist structure, get the system to 
initialise it and allocate its internal list space, use a loop to generate some 'wait 
and jam a value into a co lour register' instructions, link the list into the viewport, 
and then remake the display. Once you know what you're doing you can actually 
squash the whole 'Copper list generation' thing into three or four  lines of C code . . .  
s o  don't let anyone kid you that there's anything i nherently diff icu lt about it . 
Having said that it is always best to take a bit more coding space and lay it such 
code in what will hopefu lly be an understandable fashion. 
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Here is some more code,  this time written as a call-able routine which returns a 
TRUE error flag if it is unable to install the designated background shading. To be 
honest the routine is not particu larly flexible but it is sufficient to i l lu strate the 
principles. The routine installs a blue band shading copper list into the Amiga 
background colour register . . .  

BOOL lnstallBlueBackgroundShading(void) 

BOOL error_flag= TRUE; r guilty until proven innocent approach ·1 

struct UCoplist •user_coppertist_p=NULL; 

COUNT j;  

if (user_copperlist_p=AllocMem(sizeof(struct UCoplist) ,MEMF _PUBLICIMEMF _CLEAR)) 

error_flag=FALSE; 

C IN IT(user_coppertist_p,SCREENHE IGHT'2+ 1 ); 

for (j=O;j<SCREENHEIGHT;j++) 

(j/ 15) % 2 ?  Blue- : Blue++; 

CWAIT(user_coppertist_p,j,OL) ; 

CMOVE(user _ coppertist_p,custom .color(O), Blue) ; 

CEND(user_coppertist_p); 

global_ viewport_p->UCopl ns=user _ copperlist_p; 

MakeScreen(global_screen_p); 

RethinkDisplay() ;  

return( error _flag); 

Obviously now that the approach is avai lable many similar routines become 
possible . Here is a useful modification which toggles the shading ( ie turns it on 
and off) with alternate calls. It's a relatively small extension of the routine just 
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dealt with although it does involve a nu mber of addit ional system calls (see 
Includes & Autodocs RKM manual for details of  the system calls) . . .  

BOOL ColourShading(UBYTE colour_number, UBYTE colour_shade) 

BOOL error_flag= TRUE; r guilty until proven innocent approach */ 

static struct UCoplist *user_copperlist_p=NULL; 

COUNT j ;  

e UBYTE lntensity=O;  

if(g lobal_ viewport_p->UCopl ns== NULL) 

else { 

if (user_copperlist_p= 
AllocMem( sizeof( struct UCoplist), ME MF _PUBLIC I ME MF_ CLEAR)) 

error_flag=FALSE; 

C IN IT(user_copper1ist_p,SCREENHEIGHT*2+ 1 ) ;  

for (j=O ;j<SCREENHEIGHT;j++) 

(j/1 5) % 2 ? Intensity- : Intensity++; 

CWAIT(user_copperlist_p,j,OL); 
CMOVE(user_copperlist_p, 
custom.color[colour_number],lntensity<<COlour_shade) ;  

CEND(user_copperlist_p); 
global_ viewport_p->UCoplns=user _ copperlist_p; 
MakeScreen(global_screen_p);  
RethinkDisplay(); 

global_viewport_p->UCoplns=NULL; 
MakeScreen(global_screen_p); 
RethinkDisplay() ;  
FreeCoplist(user_copperlist_p->FirstCoplist); 
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FreeMem(user_coppertist_p,sizeof(struct UCoplist)); 
user_coppertist_p=NULL; }return(error_ftag);} 

I 've used global variables for the viewport and screen references because these 
are system variables which tend to need to be both available and accessible to 
any number of Amiga specific routines throughout a programs lifetime. If you 
wished to isolate the Amiga specific code in the way discussed earl ier in this 
chapter, then these variables would be placed in the configuration file . If the 
variables were declared as static and the configuration file separately compiled 
these global references could be hidden within the configuration file module!  

Putting the Pieces Together 

During this chapter we've dealt with message passing, several OS/WIMP related 
calls . and copper l ist programming. Noth ing cou ld be more hardware and 
machine dependent than th is type of stuff yet, as I hope I 've shown , both 
preliminary investigations and the development of the overall approach CAN be 
done in a relatively general way. 

What I now want to do is to provide a straightforward example of how you can 
bundle these machine specific details up into a separate package. The aim? To 
create the configuration modu le which al lows an applications program to be 
written in a WIM P/OS independent way. 

I 'm not going to do a start-to-finish Wamier analysis because you've had ample 
opportunity to see such ideas in action . Here though is the logical plan of my 
example program . .  
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

ALLOCATE AES<fUACES 
(1 time) \ 
ALLOc OK ettOf condition 
(0.1 time) I 

I SET DISPLAY COLOURS 

I 11 time) 

COLLECT WIDTH ANO HEIGHT OF SCREEN 
(1 time) 

DRAW BOXES 
11 time) 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I WAIT AND COLLECT MENU SELECTION 

ALLOC OK 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I �1°.?:m••1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

(1 time) 

ITEMO 
10 1 bme) 

Gl 

ITEM1 
(0.1 time) 

Gl 

ITEM2 
(0 1 bme) 

Gl 

ITEM3 
(0 1 time) 

Gl 

OTHER 
(0,1 time) 

DEALLOCATE RESOURCES 
(1 time) 

I 
I 

I 
\ 
I 
\ 

SHADING ON 
(0.1 time) 

Gl 

SHADING ON / 10.1 time) 

I 
I 
\ 
I 
\ 

I 

SHADING O N  
(0.1 time) 

SHADING ON 
(0.1 time) 

I SHADING O N  
I 
\ 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
\ 

I 

(0,1 timel 

SHADING ON 
(0,1 time) 

SHADING O N  
( 0 . 1  time) 

I e \ 
SHADING ON 
(0,1 time) 

{ 
set exit flag 

{ TURN ON RED SHADING 

{ 
do noti1ng 

{ 
TUAN ON GREEN SHADING 

{ 
do nailing 

{ TURN ON BLUE SHADING 

{ 
do notiing 

{ 
TUAN OFF SHADING 

{ 
do nofling 

Basically we draw a couple of colou red rectangles on the display and then ,  
depending on  the options selected by the u ser, change the colour o f  the inner 
box (you can get colour details and other minor specifics from the source code) . 

I n  this following piece of code, the final main applications program based on the 
above Warnier d iagram, you will not find ANY Amiga/OS specific references at 
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all . . .  

r ------------------------- ·1r example 
program main.c •1 

r general typedefs have been standardised on this include file . . .  ·1 

#include <exec/types.h> 

r configuration file defines needed by applications program ... ·1 

#define BLUE 4 

#define DARK_BLUE 3 

#define RED_BAND 8 

#define GREEN_BAND 4 

#define BLUE_BAND 0 

r configuration file prototypes needed by applications program .. •; 

UWORD AskScreenWidth(void); 

UWORD AskScreenHeight(void); 

BOOL BeginBlock(void) ; 

BOOL ColourShading(UBYTE colour_number, UBYTE colour_shade); 

void DrawBox(UBYTE colour, UWORD xmin, UWORD ymin, UWORD xmax, UWORD ymax); 

void EndBlock(void); 

UWORD SetDisplayColours(void) ; 

UBYTE WaitForMenuSelection(void); 

main(void) 

BOOL exit_ftag=FALSE , shading_flag=FALSE; 

UBYTE selection ;  

UWORD width, height, maximum_number_of_colours ; 

if (BeginBlock()== TRUE) exit(FALSE) ;  r grab required resources or quit •; 

maximum_number _of_ colours=SetDisplayColours(); 
r just an example call */ 

width=AskScreen Width() ;  height=AskScreenHeight(); 
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DrawBox(DARK_BLUE, 0, 0, width, height) ; 

DrawBox(BLUE ,  20, 10,  wiclth-20, height- 10) ;  

do l 

selection=WaitForMenuSelection(); 

switch(selection) 

l r menu selection returns a number between 0 and 3 (for exit) ·1 

case O :  if(shading_flag) ColourShading(BLUE ,  RED_BAND); r tum off •1 

ColourShading(BLUE. RED_BAND); r tum on again ·1 

case 1 :  

case 2 :  

shading_ flag= TRUE;  

break; 

if(shading_flag) ColourShading(BLUE ,  GREEN_BAND); r tum off •1 

ColourShading(BLUE, GREEN_ BAND);  r then tum on again ·1 

shading_flag= TRUE; 

break; 

if(shading_flag) ColourShading(BLUE ,  BLUE_BAND); r tum off ·1 

ColourShading(BLUE. BLUE_BAND); r then tum on again ·1 

shading_flag= TRUE;  

break; 

case 3 :  if(shading_flag) ColourShading(BLUE ,  RED_BAND); r dummy colour off ·1 

shading_flag=FALSE;  

break; 

default: exit_ flag= TRUE ;  

}while( !exit_flag) ;EndBlock();  

r Logical end of program •I 
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All WIMP/OS calls occur via binding routines held in the configuration file. The 
following header and source files contain the items we've been discussing in this 
c hapter .  The message co l lect ion  loop i s  now parce led up ins ide  a 
WaitForMenuSelection() routine. So is the machine specific copperlist code and 
the resource allocation/deallocation material. A number of other short example 
routines have also been provided to illustrate the approach. I've not dealt with my 
use of Amiga menu facilities since this type of material is readily available from 
many other sources. 

The configu rat ion fi les , configuration_fi le .c and configu ration_f i le .h ,can be 
compi led separate ly . The main applications code main.c may therefore be 
compiled and l inked with the already available configu ration f i le .  It 's worth 
pointing out that some configu ration file related material ,  namely interface 
prototypes and some defines, have been placed at the start of the main code. 
Obviously in a larger program this material would most likely be part of a header 
fi le (perhaps called applications_prog_config .h) that would be included when 
compiling the main program . . .  

/* configuration_file.h header */ 

/* some Amiga specific indudes . . .  */ 

#indude <exec/types.h> 

#indude <exec/memory .h> 

#indude <hardware/custom .h> 

#indude <graphics/gfxmacros.h> 

#indude <intuition/intuition.h> 

#indude <libraries/dos.h> 

I* some configuration file specific defines . . .  */ 

#define INTUITION_VERSION 0 

#define GRAPHICS_VERSION 0 

#define SCREENPLANES 3 

#define SCREENWIDTH 640 

#define SCREENHEIGHT 256 

#define MENU_BOX_WIDTH 200 

#define MENU_BOX_HEIGHT 10 
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e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

#define ALLOCATE_ GLOBALS 

r some configuration file specific prototypes . .  • / 

BOOL AllocateResource(UBYTE function_number); 

void DeallocateResource(UBYTE function_number); 

r some configuration file specific globals .. ·; 

#ifdef ALLOCATE_ GLOBALS 

#define PREFIX 

#else 

#define PREFIX extern 

#endif 

PREFIX struct Intuition Base 

PREFIX struct GfxBase 

PREFIX struct Screen 

PREFIX struct Window 

PREFIX struct RastPort 

PREFIX struct View 

PREFIX struct View Port 

extern struct Custom far custom;  

PREFIX BOOL global_exit_flag ; 

PREFIX ULONG global_IDCMP _mask; 

struct NewScreen NewScreen = { 

0,0, r top left ., 

·intuition Base; 

•GfxBase; 

•global_screen_p; 

•global_ window _p; 

•global_rastport_p; 

·global_ view _p; 

•global_viewport_p; 

SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT, r width and height •; 

e SCREENPLANES, r depth, number of bitplanes ·1 

2,4, r detail and block pens ·1 

H IRES, r ViewModes • / 

CUSTOMSCREEN, 
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} ; 

NULL, I* Accept Default Font •1 

NULL, I* No Title •1 

NULL, /* No Gadgets •1 

NULL, /* Let Intuition do bitmap •1 

struct NewWindow NewWindow = { 

0,0, r window XV origin relative to TopLeft of screen ·1 

SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT, I* window width and height •1 

-1 ,- 1 ,  r detail and block pens same as screen •1 

MENUPICK+GADGETUP,  /* IDCMP flags •1 

SMART_REFRESH+BORDERLESS+ACTIVATE, r window flags •1 

NULL, I* first gadget in gadget list •1 

NULL, /* custom CHECKMARK imagery •1 

NULL, I* window title •1 

NULL, 

NULL, r custom bitmap •1 

0,0, r minimum width and height ·1 

0,0, r maximum width and height •1 

CUSTOMSCREEN I* destination screen type •1 

) ; 

#define OPEN_INTUITION_LIBRARY e 
#define OPEN_GRAPHICS_LIBRARY 2 

#define OPEN_CUSTOM_SCREEN 

#define OPEN_WINDOW 

#define SET_MENU_STRIP 

3 

4 

5 

UBYTE g_resource_vectorf6) = {5, r count of labels to follow ·1 
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OPEN_ CUSTOM_ SCREEN, 

OPEN_ WINDOW, 

SET_MENU_STRIP  

} ;  

1· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MENU DATA •••••••••····················•·• *I 

struct lntuiText menutext0=(5,0,JAM1 ,2, 1 ,NULL,"Red Shading",NULL} ; 
struct lntuiText menutext1 =(5,0,JAM1 ,2 , 1 ,NULL,"Green Shading",NULL} ;  
struct lntuiText menutext2=(5,0,JAM1 ,2,1 ,NULL,"Blue Shading",NULL} ;  
struct lntuiText menutext3=(5,0,JAM 1 ,2,1 ,NULL,"No Shading",NULL} ; 
struct lntuiText menutext4=(5,0,JAM 1 ,2 , 1 ,NULL,"Quit to WorkBench",NULL} ; 
struct Menultem menu_item4 = ( 

NULL, 
0,40, r left edge top edge ·1 
MENU_BOX_WIDTH,MENU_BOX_HEIGHT, r width height •1 
ITEMTEXTl lTEMENABLEDIHIGHCOMP, r flags ·1 
NULL, r mutual exclude •1 
(APTR)&menutext4, r item fill points to an lntuiText structure ·1 
NULL, r select fill •1 
NULL, r command field ·1 
NULL, 
NULL 
} ;  

struct Menultem menu_item3 = ( 

&menu_item4, 
0,30, r left edge top edge ·1 
MENU_BOX_WIDTH,MENU_BOX_HEIGHT, r width height ., 
ITEMTEXTl lTEMENABLEDJHIGHCOMP, I* flags •1 
NULL, r mutual exclude •1 
(APTR)&menutext3, r item fill points to an lntuiText structure ·1 
NULL, I* select fill •1 
NULL, r command field •1 
N ULL, 
NULL 
} ;  

struct Menultem menu_item2 = ( 

&menu_item3, 
0,20, r left edge top edge ., 
MENU_BOX_WIDTH,MENU_BOX_HEIGHT, r width height ., 
ITEMTEXTJ ITEMENABLEDJHIGHCOMP, I* flags •1 
NULL, r mutual exclude ·1 
(APTR)&menutext2, r item fill points to an lntuiText structure ·1 
NULL, I* select fill •1 
NULL, I* command field •1 
NULL, 
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NULL 
) ;  

struct Menultem menu_item1 = { 

&menu_item2, 
0, 1 0, r left edge top edge •1 
MENU_BOX_WIDTH,MENU_BOX_HEIGHT, r width height ., 
ITEMTEXTl lTEMENABLEDIHIGHCOMP, r flags •1 
NULL, r mutual exclude •1 
(APTR)&menutext1 ,  r item fill points to an lntuiText structure •1 
NULL, r select fill •; 
NULL, r command field •1 
NULL, 
NULL 

) ;  
struct Menultem menu_itemO = { 

&menu_item1 ,  
0,0, r left edge top edge ., 
MENU_BOX_WIDTH,MENU_BOX_HEIGHT, r width height •1 
ITEMTEXTl lTEMENABLEDIHIGHCOMP, r flags ., 
NULL, r mutual exclude •1 
(APTR)&menutextO, r item fill points to an lntuiText structure ·1 
NULL, r select fill •1 
NULL, r command field •1 
NULL. 
NULL 
) ;  

struct Menu menu 1 = { 
NULL, 
1 0,0, r left edge top edge ., 
MENU_BOX_WIDTH,O, r width and height •1 
MENUENABLED, 
"FUNCTION", &menu_itemO 
) ;  

1· •••••••••••••••••••••••• COLOUR TABLE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *I 

USHORT colourtable{) = { 

) ;  

OxOOO, r colour #0 black background •1 
OxSOF, r colour #1 purple or coppered shaded blue ·1 
OxAAA, r colour #2 light grey •1 
Ox008, r colour #3 dark blue •1 
OxOOF, r colour #4 bright blue •1 
OxFFO, r colour #5 yellow •1 
ilxOFO, r colour #6 green •1 
OxFFF r colour #7 white •1 

/* ····-····--······ .... ••• .... ······••••11t•••············· ...................... ·; 

r Amlga et1nfiguration_file.c •; 
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#include <ram :configuration_file.h> 

9 BOOL BeginBlock(void) 

{ 9 
UBYTE i,j ;  

BOOL error_flag=FALSE; 

9 for ( i=1 ;i<=g_resource_vector(O) ;i++) 

I error _flag=AllocateResource(g_resource _ vector[i]); 

if (error_Hag== TRUE) 

I for O=i- 1 ;j>O ;j-){ DeallocateResou rce(g_resource _ vectorU]) ;) 

i=g_resource_vector[O)+ 1 ;  r force exit from 'i' loop •1 

9 return(error_flag) ;  

I 

e r  
B 

. 
void End lock(vo1d) 

---------------- ·1 

9 1 
UBYTE i ;  

9 for(i=g_resource _ vector(O) ;i>O ;i-){ DeallocateResou rce(g_resource _ vector[i)) ;) 

9 r-------------------------- ·1 
BOOL AllocateResource ( UBYTE function_number) 

9 1 
BOOL error_Hag=FALSE; 

e switch (tunction_number) I 
case OPEN_INTUITION_LIBRARY 

if(!(lntuitionBase=(struct lntuitionBase •) 
Open Library("intuition . library", INTUITION_ VERSION)))  
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{error_flag= TRUE;) 

break; 

case OPEN_GRAPHICS_LIBRARY: 

if(!(GfxBase=(struct GfxBase •) 

Openlibrary("graphics. l ibrary",GRAPHICS_ VERSION))) 

{error_flag= TRUE;) 

break; 

case OPEN_ CUSTOM_ SCREEN: 

if(!(global_screen_p=(struct Screen •)OpenScreen(&NewScreen))) 

{error_flag= TRUE;} 

else {global_viewporl_p=&global_screen_p->ViewPort;) 

break; 

case OPEN_WINDOW: 

NewWindow.Screen=global_screen_p; 

if(!(global_window_p=(struct Window •)OpenWindow( & NewWindow))) 

{error_ftag= TRUE;) 

else { 

global_rastporl_p=global_ window _p->RPort; 

global_IDCMP _mask= 
( 1  «global_window_p->UserPort->mp_SigBit); 

break; 

case SET _MENU_STRIP: if(SetMenuStrip(global_window_p, 
&menu1 )==FALSE) {error_ftag= TRUE;} 

break; 

default: error_ftag= TRUE; break; 

retum(erro;_flag) ;  
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r - . , 

e void DeallocateResource(UBYTE function_number) 

switch (function_number) ( 

case OPEN_INTU ITION_LIBRARY 

case OPEN_ GRAPHICS_LIBRARY 

Closelibrary(lntuitionBase); break; 

Closelibrary(GfxBase) ;  break; 

case OPEN_CUSTOM_SCREEN:  

case OPEN_ WINDOW 

case SET_MENU_STRIP: 

default: 

CloseScreen(global_screen_p) ;  break; 

CloseWindow(global_window_p) ;  break; 

ClearMenuStrip(global_ w1ndow _p.&menu 1 ) ; 

break: 

BOOL ColourShading(UBYTE colour_number, UBYTE colour_shade) 

BOOL error_flag= TRUE;  r guilty until proven innocent approach ·1 

e static struct UCoplist •user_copperlist_p=NULL; 

COUNT j;  

UBYTE lntensity=O; 

if(global_ viewport_p->UCopl ns== NULL) 

if (user_copperlist_p= 

AllocMem(sizeof(struct UCoplist) ,MEMF _PUBLICjMEMF _CLEAR)) 

error_flag=FALSE; 

CINIT(user _coppertist_p,SCRE ENHEIGHT'2+ 1 ) ; 

for O=O;j<SCREENHEIGHT;j++) 
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else 

(j/1 5) % 2 ?  Intensity- : Intensity++; 

CWAIT(user_coppertist_p,j,OL); 
CMOVE(user_coppertist_p, 
custom .color[colour_number],lntensity<<Colour_shade); 

CEND(user_coppertist_p); 
global_ viewport_p->UCoplns=user _ coppertist_p; 
MakeScreen(global_screen_p) ;  
RethinkDisplay(); 

global_viewport_p->UCoplns=NULL; 
MakeScreen(global_ screen _p); 
RethinkDisplay(); 
FreeCoplist(user_copperlist_p->FirstCoplist); 
FreeMem(user _ copperlist_p, sizeof( struct U Cop List) ) ;  
user_ coppertist_p=NULL; 

return( error _flag) ; 

UBYTE WaitForMenuSelection(void) 

UWORD code; 

ULONG class, item_number; 

struct lntuiMessage ·message ; 

Wait(global_IDCMP _mask); 

message=(struct lntuiMessage •)GetMsg(global_window_p->UserPort); 

do{ 

class=message->Class; code=message->Code ; 

ReplyMsg((struct Message ·)message) ; 
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-
e 
e 

switch (class) { 

case MENUPICK: item_number=ITEMNUM(code); 

break; 

case CLOSEWINDOW global_exit_flag= TRUE;  

break; 

default global_exit_flag= TRUE;  

break; 

message=(struct lntuiMessage ')GetMsg(global_window___p->UserPort) ; 

}while( message) ; 

return((UBYTE)item_number); 

/' -------
UWORD SetDisplayColours(void) 

LoadRGB4(global_ viewport_j), &colourtable ,8) 

;return( 1 «SCREEN PLANES); 

- ., 

- /' --- ----- '! 
- void DrawBox(UBYTE colour, UWORD xmin, UWORD ymin, UWORD xmax, UWORD ymax) 

e 
e 

SetA Pen(global_rastport _p, colour); 

RectFill(global_rastport___p, xmin, ymin , xmax, ymax); 

/' 

UWORD AskScreenWidlh(void) { return(SCREENWIDTH) , } 

- ., 
!' ------------- ----------- ., 
UWORD AskScreenHeight(void){ return(SCREENHEIGHT); } 

!'----------� ------------- '! 
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Chapter 20 

Debugging and Testing 

Debugging and testing of software can be one of the most t ime consuming 
stages of software development and it's worth pointing out that one of the 
reasons for getting the design and overall program plan right in the first place is 
to minimise this overhead. 

Let's face it however, the use of proper structured design techniques, use of 
modular programming, and adoption of top-down development is not a panacea. 
Careful planning will greatly reduce development troublespots and will reduce the 
number of debug/test problems you encounter but what it cannot possibly do 
however is eliminate all of the problems. The bottom line then is this . . .  no matter 
how conscientious a programmer you are, some mistakes are bound to be made. 

That's fair enough but some points now need to be made concerning bugs and 
program testing. Firstly, as I'm sure you'l l know, there are many different types of 
program errors but the two main categories are those of logical errors and 
syntactic errors. Logical errors have nothing to do with faulty code - they are due 
to either poor design or occasionally due to the the programmer having some 
misconception about what particular sets of language statements do . Many such 
s l ips ,  because they wi l l  be syntactically correct.wi l l  never be caught by the 
assembler, compiler or interpreter being used.Hopefully, if you follow the design 
methods I 've advocated, you ' l l  very rarely get to the stage where you have 
produced code which contains serious logical errors. 

Syntax errors on the other hand are going to be as frequent as always :Basic, for 
instance, expects array subscripts to be enclosed in parenthesis. If therefore you 
write myarray(21 )  as myarray[21 ]  (as you might well inadvertently do if you'd 
spent the last few days programming in C) the program will undoubtedly be 
thrown out by the interpreter. To be honest these types of errors are relatively 
harmless and usually have trivial origins - programmers make sil ly slips when 
working with a lot of different languages. 

Sometimes syntax errors occur simply because of dyslexic slips at the keyboard -
inadvertently writing pritnf() when you meant printf() for example. There are 
plenty of other keyboard orientated mistakes as well . . .  such as writing a semi
colon when you meant to write a colon because you didn't hit the shift key at the 
right time. 

One point which ought to be made is that these types of mistakes are only 
commonly considered harmless because they are easily found and therefore 
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easily corrected. They are not however inherently harmless ! Despite the fact that 
these slips usually have trivial origins . . .  finding them cou ld .especially with large 
prog rams , be v e ry t i m e  co n s u m i n g .  P rogra m m e rs re ly  v e ry heav i ly  o n  
commercial assemblers, compilers and interpreters to catch such errors. From 
experience we know that the well supported software development tools wi l l  
catch 99.9+% of such errors so we're able to be fairly sure that a program is not 
going to get to a ru nable stage until it is syntactically correct . 

R ight ly or  wrongly programmers wi l l  tend to assume that a program which 
complies without error  is syntact ically correct . Without s l ight ing some of the 
excellent work by the great number of people who have produced public domain 
software it's worth  rem embering that in us ing a publ ic domain assembler ,  
compiler or interpreter the situation may be different. Public domain software, 
especially something as large and as complex as a compiler or an interpreter, is 
unlikely to ever achieve the reliabi lity and stabi lity of a commercial product. There 
are exceptions to be found but with public domain offerings it is usually wisest to 
take extra care and assume as little as possible about the errors which will be 
caught. 

Basically then the majority of the debugging problems you should encounter will 
be due to syntactic slips and inappropriate (but syntactically correct)statements 
(sometimes due to misconceptions about the language itself) . 

If you get past the t rivial syntax error  stage ,  ie if your program assembles ,  
compiles or seems to  run in some fashion then you should be home and dry .  
Unfortunately this isn 't always the case . . .  a program may run to a point and then 
for no obvious reason bring the system down. It may run but fail to behave as 
expected. It may even crash the system almost as soon as it starts. It's at this 
stage that we enter the realm of debugging proper . . .  

e 
Debugging Tips 

Most competent programmers have their own favourite approaches to debugging 

A and program testing. Some techniques have however been found to be general ly 

w useful and one of these is called incremental testing . . .  

e 
e 

This involves starting with a very simple version of a running program and then 
developing it by adding small sections of additional code, assembling, compiling 
and running the new versions as each new part is added. The idea is of course 
that any errors and faults which appear will almost certainly be related to the 
most recently added section. 

Now with larger programs it's not actually feasible to write complete programs 
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before testing them anyway and development has to proceed in this step-by-step 
fashio n .  How do you ru n an i ncomplete p rogram? One usefu l idea is to 
incorporate dummy subroutines/calls for the parts of the program which are not 
yet written. In the following C fragment the function call to an event handler 
which, at the time, was not written was handled by creating a 'do-nothing' type of 
function call of the same name . . .  

/'----------------------- */ 
I •  example code fragment */ 

switch (event) ( 

case MENUPICK: EventHandler() ;break; 

case CLOSEWINDOW:g_exit_flag= TRUE;  break; 

default: g_exit_flag= TRUE ;  

break; 

)while( message) ;  

)while( !g_ exit_ flag); 

r -------- •1r example dummy event ·1 

void EventHandler(void) 

!'--------*/ 

With Basic you can use calls to this type of routine . . .  

1 990 REM DO NOTHING SUBROUTINE 

2000 RETURN 

and with 68000 assembler a similar pattern can be adopted . . .  
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MOVE.B #NULL, (aO) initialise replystring to "" 

JSR CollectResponse 

JSR lnterpretResponse 

CollectResponse: RTS dummy call for development purposes 

e 
C al ls  l ike the GOSUB 2000 , Event Handler()  and Col lect Response rout ines 

A mentioned above , keep the interpreters, compilers and assemblers happy and 
9 allow us to concentrate on the testing ( in runable form) of those sections of the 

program which have actually been written to-date. 

Inserting Print Statements: 

e Another useful technique is to add additional print statements to the code for 
displaying important values or bring particular conditions to the attention of the 

e programmer. A C coder might write this type of thing . . .  

switch (event) { 

case MENUPICK: EventHandler() ;break; 

default: g_exit_flag= TRUE;  

printf("unrecognised class case\n"); 

Assembler programmers might include temporary routines in their code like this . . .  

e · ===================================================================== · 
• temporary debug routine - loads word from a4 Node and prints to CLI 

e WRITE_A4_WORD move.I (a),d3 
move. I  4(a4),d2 word s 
move.I OutputHandle,d1 
CALLDOS Write 
move.I OutputHandle,d1 
move.I #LF,d2 
moveq #1 ,d3 
CALLDOS Write 

new word count in d3 
art in d2 
reset standard out 
output the word 
reset standard out 
start of LF string 
1 char only 
send LF character 
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rts 

The idea in both cases is that the extra code a l lows the programmer to 
systematically trace program execution through an area of interest. 

You can do similar things with Basic and of course this language also offers its 
own dynamic trace facilities which are very handy. C compilers are now also 
provid i ng h igh ly  sophist icated source- level  debugging tools that a l low a 
programmer to trace through a program looking at variables and statements. 

As far as embedded test code is concerned many programmers keep, but 
conditionally compile (or conditionally assemble out) , this type of debugging 
code. You have to be a bit carefu l at times to ensure that you don't inadvertently 
leave active debugging code within the program - on the Amiga for instance it's 
important not to leave executable printf()debug code within C programs that may 
eventually run from the WorkBench because in this latter environment there will 
NOT be valid standard I/O handles set up (a program which tried a printf() call 
from the WorkBench would crash the system) .  

Program Testing : 

One fact has, over many years, become patently obvious. If you've written the 
program you are NOT the ideal person to test it! The solution to this dilemma is 
easy - give the program to someone else, ask them to use it, and then listen to 
what they say . . .  you'll invariably learn much to your advantage. 

Code Errors 

Whole books have been written about coding errors and the reasons for making 
them. You'll no doubt find you're own favourite slips but here's a few well known 
favourites . . .  

Global Variables: 

e 
e 
e 

e 
e 

Such variables by definition are available , and can be altered, from anywhere e within a program. The overuse of globals variables leads to code sections which 
are inextricably linked together and these tangled connections tend to mean that 
you are forever writ ing code which is both d ifficu lt to re-use and difficult to e maintain .  

Don't get me wrong - there are occasions where global variables are useful. A e 
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fai rly obvious example are variables which are used as exit flags or error 
indicators. You wouldn't find it convenient to write all functions and code sections 
so that 'user wants to quit' messages had to be passed up through nested code 
levels .  A global variable that can be set from with in any number of routines 
provides a useful alternative in such cases. 

Intuition interface calls are another example where globals can come in handy. 
On the Amiga there are plenty of system variables ( eg message blocks and other 
system structure pointers) which have to be used in many different places within 
a program. Large numbers of graphics calls require users to identify target 
rasterports and viewports using pointer variables. The time taken to pass local 
copies of these pointers down though nested function calls is the last thing you 
want for graphics work . In  such a case globals are a realistic solution. 

In  short use globals on such occasions - but use them with caution .  Write code 
which makes it obvious which variables are global . I, like a great many other 
programmers adopt a very useful convention here . . .  I prefix all such variables 
with either the word global or the letter g, for example .. . 

BOOL g_exit_flag; 

Pointers: 

Another convention which I have adopted is that of naming pointer variables 
using a _p suffix . Quite simply it serves as a useful reminder that a pointer 
variable is being dealt with and thus helps reduce the likelihood of inadvertent 
misuse. 

A common, and usually fatal, pointer error involves initial isation, or rather the lack 
of it. With many system calls (such as memory allocation functions) the system 
tells you that an operation has been unsuccessful by returning a NULL (zero) 
pointer. If you do not religiously check such return values the chances are that 
your program under particular load or system conditions will be unreliable. 

This is obviously much more of a danger in a multi-tasking environment because 
system call failures happen frequently - your program may want to use the serial 
port but if another program is using it your request will fai l .  It is because of these 
type of resource overload conditions that such care needs to be taken with Amiga 
system calls. 

Limiting Conditions: 

From time to time, this slip is made by all of us . . .  it's the old favourite of getting 
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the boundary and exit conditions of loops wrong. You may intend to write a loop 
that executes ten t imes but end up creating something that adds an extra 
iteration. 

Now admittedly, you are unlikely to write this sort of Basic loop by mistake . . .  

FOR I =  0 TO 10 

do something 

NEXT 

but in C and assembler the slip is a bit easier to make. Both these forms execute 
their loops eleven times . . .  e 
for (i=O; i<=10 ;  i++) { do_something(); } e 

Loop: JSR 
MOVE.B  #10,  dO 
DoSomething 
DBRA Loop 

I n  the latter example it's the DBcc which causes the problem - DBRA quits the 
loop when the counter register hits -1 so the count should really have been A loaded with one less than the required iteration value. w 
You may think that slips related to these types of loops should be easy to find but 
such errors , which in isolation seem trivially obvious, can easily be missed when e 
they are hidden in pages of code. 

Even competent assembler programmers occasionally write things like . . .  e 
CarriageReturn Test: CMP.B #CARRIAGE_RETURN,dO 

BEQ Tab Test <---

do carriage return related stuff 

BRA CaseEnd 

Tab Test: 
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when they mean . . .  

CarriageReturn Test: 

Tab Test: 

CMP . B  #CARRIAGE_RETURN,dO 

BNE TabTest <---
do carriage return related stuff 

BRA CaseEnd 

and when you've got twenty pages of assembler code to read through you WILL 
often miss such slips ! 

Assignment/Test Errors: 

Another common slip amongst assembly language programmers is inadvertently 
getting the addressing mode wrong. For example writing . . .  

MOVE.B 10 , dO 

which loads dO with the contents of memory location 1 O when you really meant to 
load dO with the value 1 O like this . . .  

MOVE. B  #10,  dO 

A well established C assignment slip is that of accidentally typing =instead of == 
or vice versa. For example - if in making the test . . .  

while (X==MINIMUM) { do  something . . .  } 

you inadvertently write . . .  

while (x=MINIMUM) { do something . . . } 

then, if M INUMUM is non-zero, this particu lar loop will execute for ever more 
because the second version doesn't actual ly test for x being equal to MIN IMUM . . . 
it sets it to the value M IN IMUM.  Since the non-zero value is then considered to 
be true, the exit condition will never be reached. 
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C's Function Return Values: 

In the 'old days' ,  ie prior to the development of the ANS I  standard , many C e 
problems were caused by inadvertently misus ing function return values and 
supplying parameters of an incorrect type . The new style function declarations A and function prototypes have eliminated this problem. W 
Here's a prototype which tells a compiler how some display() function should be A used. . .  w 

BOOL disp!ay(struct Screen •parameter_block); r prototype•/ e 
This prototype al lows the compiler to identify type of arguments the display() e 
function should be supplied with and identify the type of value being returned. It 
can therefore check that the returned value is assigned to the correct type of 

A variable and if I declared a variable like . . .  W 
struct Screen parameter_block; (instead of declaring the required pointer) 

and then tried to write something like . . .  

display( parameter_ block) 

the compiler would be able to warn me that my use of the display() function is not 
compatible with my prototype definition. 

ANSI C 's function prototypes are important because they allow the compiler to 
check for correct function use. Your compiler is unl ikely to force you to use them 
(at least yet) , but the benefits are very real so it is best to get into the habit of 
using them. 

switch/Break slips: 

Look at this novel piece of C code . . .  
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All event values passed to the switch statement result in the g_exit_flag being set 
to TRUE yet it's unlikely that this is what the programmer intended. It's happening 
because the default case is being executed even after a successful MENU PICK 
case match. What is  missing? It's the al l  important break statement . . .  

switch (event ) { 

case MENUPICK: EventHandler() ;break; 

default: g_exit_flag; TRUE;  

Now the exit flag wi l l  only ever be set to TRUE when either a default situation 
occurs (or perhaps when the EventHandler() routine itse lf deliberately sets the 
value of that global variable to TRUE} . 

Incorrect Statement Ordering: 

There are mill ion and one ways of writing code statements in the wrong order. 
Some s l ips can be qu ite subt le  and easi ly missed when casual ly browsing 
through the code. 

double moving_average(int x) 

static double total=-0; 

static int item_count=-0; 

e total+;x; r add to total ·1 

retum(totaVitem_count++); r return average •1 

Th is  f u nctio n fa i l s  o n  i ts f i rst invocatio n .  Why? Because the express ion  
totaVitem_count++ attempts division by  zero !  Obviously what the  programmer 
intended to write was the pre-increment form using ++item_count . . .  

double moving_average(int x) 
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static double total=<> ;  

static int item_count=<l ;  

total+=X ;  /' add to total •t 

retum(total/++item_count); r return average ·1 

Some Golden Rules 

There 's  a mil l ion and one th ings  to watch out for and even if I gave you a 
l ist of every s l ip  that anyone had ever made . . .  you , l ike everyo ne e lse ,  
w o u l d  f i n d  y o u r  o w n  v a r i a n t s .  W h at w e  need  a r e  s o m e  ru l e s  a n d  
p rinc ip les which offe r  general  gu idance . . .  
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Design and plan carefu lly BEFORE writing any code. With this approach 
you'll meet far fewer difficulties since the design techniques themselves 
will minimise logical errors. 

Try to design and program defensively. Create routines which cope with 
not just all normal input values, but which can safely handle the types of 
input that arise in unusual ci rcumstances. Deliberately test your ideas 
using extreme cases and if possible get others to test the program for 
you . 

Write understandable code and document your programs well enough for 
both yourself and others to understand. 

Make maximu m  use ot 'black box' type , parameter driven,  program 
modules. Write subroutines and functions that are selfcontained. If you 
can completely hide the internal workings of such routines from other 
parts of a program then so much the better.This type of code is easier to 
maintain . . .  and easier to re-use! 

Use well supported (and that usually means commercial offerings) 
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e 
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assemblers, compilers and interpreters ·to ensure the maximum help in 
catching syntax errors. 

Write small, well defined, code units and use the incremental testing 
approach so that when a problem arises you are able to identify the 
specific area of code the problem relates to . 

Remember that all language implementations differ in some respects . 
Bugs can lurk within dark areas of an assembler or compiler- so stick to 
the well known parts of the language and don't del iberately try to find, or 
make use of, weirdo assembler/compiler tricks that may come to your 
attention. 

Assume as little as possible about the user other than the fact that they 
will NOT read any documentation (or heed any warnings) which might be 
given to them by the author of the program! 
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The Future 

As prog rammers most of us have been  subjected to qu ite an a rray of 
deve lopment techn ique s .  They 've not a l l  been successful  but we have 
nevertheless acquired nowadays quite an array of useful tools. Admittedly we still 
need more but to me at least it seems that we also need to be much more 
selective about how and when we use particu lar techniques, and much more 
open about the shortcomings of the tools we do use. 

Over the last few years, tor instance, the flow-chart has come in tor a fair amount 
of criticism. Whilst I'd agree that the use of flowcharts are unlikely to help during 
the early stages of algorithm design such devices are perfectly suitable tor 
documenting an algorithm . . .  once the steps are known. 

Earlier in the book I mentioned some of the work done by psychologists such as 
Bruner. During his research he certainly wasn't thinking of programmers, or the 
problems which programmers face, but in throwing light on a number of problem
solving issues he actually did us 'techies' quite a service. Similar contributions by 
mathematicians and teachers (such as Polya on the methods and ru les of 
discovery and invention and Edward de Bono on lateral thinking) have also 
provided some valuable insight into the way we tackle problems. 

De Bono contributions incidentally have been two-fo ld : Firstly he has recognised 
the effect of the mind's pattern ing behaviour and realised that creativity is 
connected with the breaking away of established thought patterns. Secondly he 
has developed techniques for encouraging this 'break away' process . De Bono's 
' lateral thinking' techniques are well worth reading about if you have a vested 
interest in cultivating your creative mental talents! 

Now it may not always be evident that current program design techniques are 
good, let alone perfect, but they're certainly better than having no tools at all . If 
you doubt this grab hold of a newcomer to computing who doesn't do any forward 
planning at all and watch their progress . .  They get their computer, manuals and 
books and start writing small programs .After a certain amount of ' hands-on' 
experience they begin to feel ready to tackle larger problems - so they'll sit at 
their terminals writing bigger and bigger programs. As often as not they'll hit more 
and more snags and finally end up spending more time looking through coding to 
locate ' bugs' than anything else. Now we all know that this code-as-you-go 
approach works for small programs . . .  why doesn't it work for large ones? 

Well the tact of the matter is that in some cases it does . . .  but it is only possible to 
adopt that approach if you understand exactly what it is that you are trying to do 
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in the fi rst place ! 

The fundamental error that most newcomers make then is fail ing to recognise 
that the diff icu lty in programming a computer  to solve a part icular p rob lem 
consists of  two distinctly different parts : Firstly there's the inherent logical basis of 
the problem, and secondly there's the almost mechanical problem of writing the 
code in the language of their choice. Tackling these two quite different areas 
together is a bit like trying to climb the ladder whi lst you are putting it up. It's one 
of the main reasons why so many people run into problems as they start to tackle 
larger programming projects. 

You now know how to prevent those difficulties . . .  find a logically correct solution 
before you make any attempt to write any code !  This separation of a 'log ical 
blueprint '  has all sorts of advantages.  As well as making the actual problem
solving process easier we'l l end up with a init ial solution that is portable ie 
effectively independent from the computer hardware and software on which it will 
be implemented . 

I hope I 've shown you that, once that initial planning has been done. it is possible 
to produ ce wel l  structured programs in any language which supports the  
necessary basic operations which the solution requ ires. 

Now, assuming that we accept the fact that any programming problem is easier if 
we tackle the logical part separately there are still many questions which remain 
unanswered . Could we, for instance, best tackle these sort of problems using 
formal logic? 

One of the things that always surp rises people about mathematicians is the 
relationship between rigorous proof and the way in which the mathematicians 
mind works. Most non-mathematicians seem to think that mathematical proof is 
rigorous by nature. What they don't realise is that many applied mathematicians 
will know intuitively the truth of a theorem before they ever begin to construct a 
formal proof. Usually the more formal rigorous aspects only come to the forefront 
once a problem has been apparently solved! 

Such factors do not incidentally fare well for programming techniques which aim 
to develop co rrect computer p rograms d i rect ly f ro m  rigo ro u s  mathe matical 
principles. I 'm of the opinion that such correctness proofs may be better applied 
by f i rst developing the program u sing exist ing techniques and then applying 
formal methods to prove that it does the job its supposed to. It's interesting to 
note that there is a current school of thought which co mpares the creation of a 
program to the bu ilding a house, making the point that you don't build a hou se 
without first constructing a detailed blueprint. Coupled with this analogy comes 
the implication that we need to develop program design techniques which are 
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capable directly of creating proveably correct programs. 

To be honest this to me seems a contrived analogy. Whilst I 'd certainly agree that 
you do not bui ld a house without a formal plan, ie without having an architect 
create detailed blueprints . . .  no one will convince me that the architect hasn't got a 
very good idea of what the house wil l look like before he starts drawing up the 
specification. He will have sketched ideas, juggled with alternatives and, as likely 
as not, wil l have a perfectly clear picture already in his mind before starting his 
formal-blueprint d rawing process. For me then the formal plan-drawing is NOT 
the f i rst stage . . .  it's the second. I suspect that if the architect were forced to 
formalise h is  ideas right f ro m  the start his tech niques wou ld be more of a 
hindrance than a help. I 'm probably out on a limb here ,  but these points (if you 
accept them) suggest that the formal methods being suggested for constructing 
programs have got a l l  the hal lmarks of techniques which wi l l  stifle mental 
creativity and not encourage it. 

On top of all this we are entering an age where concurrency and parallelism are 
coming of age for many users .  Concu rrent languages, such as Concu rrent C ,  
Strand 88 etc. ,  provide constructs which allow the programmer to think in  terms 
of p rocesses which occur simu ltaneously.  Whether the u nderlying hardware 
arrangement d ictates that such processes occur  on the same or d iffe re nt 
processors is irrelevant. What matters is that our program design techniques will 
need to be adapted to al low inter-process communication. As yet there are many 
ideas , but very few definite guidelines. It's a current 'research free for all ' ,  and 
one which should lead to the next decade being very interesting indeed. 

Programming? Beneath the technology, it still comes down to how effectively you 
can solve problems. I have a sneaking suspicion that it will remain that way for 
many years to come! Techniques such as the Warnier diagram cut across all of 
the constraints of current languages and current machines.  P ractice makes 
perfect so learn about the m ,  use them and when the next generation of 
computers and languages arrive you' l l  have a ready made set of problem solving 
tools available ! 
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Appendix 1 -Amiga Basics 

Amiga owners automatically get M icrosoft's Amiga Basic as part of the system 
software . It is powerf u l  and although the s lowness of the editor's wi ndow 
redrawing ope rat ions have attracted a few compla ints it is basica l ly(no pun 
intended) solidly implemented. M icrosoft were instrumental in  making the Basic 
language what it is today and for many years their core commands have been 
regarded as a 'defacto standard' - users can write Basic programs which are 
easily ported to M icrosoft interpreters running on other machines. 

Over the last few years however many existing Basic programmers have opted 
for changing to Data M edia's powerfu l  GFA Basic . There are a number of 
reasons for the change : A G FA Basic compi ler is available so the inherent 
slowness of an interpreter can be el iminated .  GFA Basic offers far more usefu l 
control constructs which include case se lection .  It offers sprite control and 
excellent graphics and superb system l ibrary l inks. Data M edia provide wel l  
supported products which are always supplied with good documentation. 

We've not used GFA Basic in this book simply because it wouldn't have been fair 
on users who have not had the chance to see it in action - you can do some 
amazing things which are virtually impossible with other Basics ( it includes for 
instance in-bu ilt file selector facilities and alert requester commands) . 

G FA Basic is a language that we recommend very highly indeed - in fact if you 
want to write serious Basic Amiga software the use of GFA Basic would, in our 
opinion, be almost mandatory ! 
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APPEN DIX I I  
Amiga Compi lers 

The C language is all things to all people. It offers high-level facilities, such as 
loops and conditional testing yet it also provides very detailed low level control .  
For this reason C is often called a middle language yet the truth is that i t  supports 
recursion,  multi-level indirection , complex variables (structres) and its parameter 
passing and variable definition/scope capabilities make it easy to build 'black box' 
type functional u nits. 

If you 're new to the world of C you will be unlikely to know about the big change 
that's occurred - the increasing popularity of C resulted in the formation of the 
ANSI standards C committee which looked at ways in which the language cou ld 
be made even better .  The Resu lt ?  An official  C standard which a l l  major 
compilers now suppo rt .  The standard formally defines things that were only 
hinted at in the original definition of the language and provides alterations which 
have made it easier for a compiler to check the source code.  It also specifies 
many standard function libraries which compilers must support. 

If you've only had experience with interpreted Basic then the most immediate 
difference you'll come across is that with C much more work is nedded to get a 
program up and running.  Why? It is due to the fact that C is a compiled language. 
High-level computer languages make life easier for us humans, but obviously the 
high-level statements need to be translated into instructions that the computer 
can understand. There are two ways of doing this - as the program runs ,  or  
before i t  runs .  Every t ime an interpreted program runs,  the  interpreter reads 
program statements on a line-by-l ine basis, works out the appropriate machine 
code i nstruct ions ,  and  executes t h e m .  P le nty of advantages d u ri ng the  
development stage, however the continual translation process makes execution 
slow. Compiled languages do the translation just once - before the program runs. 

A compiler wil l  read a source fi le , which is just the name given to a text f i le which 
constitutes the program, and translate it into a formthat can be executed directly. 
The res u l t?  Code which at t imes ru ns  at a speed w h ich  approaches that 
obtainable with assembler. The price paid for using the compiler approach is that 
flexibility is lost during the program development stages. You can't sit down, type 
a few lines of code, and then execute them as you might with a BASIC progam -
instead there are a number of distinct stages involved . The program is written as 
an ASCI I  text fi le (the source code) ,  then the compiler carries out the conversion 
to something called an object module. Lastly, a process called l inking is used to 
produce the runable version of the program.  
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To write a C program you need a text editor. Most C compilers come withtheir 
own edito r but basical ly you can use any editor/wo rd- processor which can 
prod uce p la in  ASC I I  textf i l es ,  ie ASC I I  textf i les  witho utembedded co ntro l 
characters. 

When you ru n the compiler it will scan through the source code of theprogram 
and carry out the conversion process. Most compilers make two passes and if the 
errors are detected you have to stop, reload the editor and correct the mistakes. 
After that you start the co mpi lat ion process again .  With a bit of advanced 
planning things usually go relatively smoothly and the end result is that an object 
code file is produced. 

Linking is the next stage : The linker program examines the object code module, 
identifies and finds the functions needed by your program and combines, ie links, 
the necessary code into a single program. 

N ewco m e rs to co m p i l i n g  oft e n  get  into te r r ib le  t ro u b le  wi th  t h e  act u a l  
compil ing/linking process. Most of the time it's due to si lly things -error messages 
during l inking for instance are usually due to one of two reasons . . . .  you've either 
told the l inker to look in the wrong directory for the files it needs, or you've asked 
it to find something that doesn't exist. M is-typed names of library functions or the 
use ofthe wrong case are other common beginners sl ips - function names are 
case sensitive so if, for instance, you write 'Printf' instead of'printf' . . . .  the linker 
goes looking for something other than what was intended. 

One of C's greatest strengths is that this compilation process can be done in 
stages ,  C allows for modular development, ie allows individual pieces of code to 
be written and compiled separately and then l inked as requi red. If a modu le 
needs changing the prog rammer can use the edito r to make the necessary 
changes, can recompile one module, and can then use the linker to incorporate 
the newly compiled, modified module back onto the program. 

T h e  Latt ice/S A S  C Co m p l i e r  f o r  t h e  A m l g a  . . . . .  

For many years the name Lattice has been linked with the Amiga's Lattice C 
Development system.  I n  fact much of the development of this package was 
actually done by Lattice's parent Company - the SAS I nstitute. Recently SAS has 
assumed full responsibility for Lattice C and amongst other things have decided 
to rename the package. It is now known as the SAS/C Development System for 
AmigaDOS. 

AT the moment however many people feel that the Lattice name is so firmly 
established that a complete name change is inadvisable. For this reason, whilst 
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not wishing to in any way detract from the SAS lnstltute's increasing involvement, 
we (l ike others) are going to use the term Lattice/SAS for the new package. 

I n  recent years this compiler package has undergone a number of upgrades 
providing ANSI C compliance, numerous speed/code size enhancements, extra 
utilities and code generation for the 68000, 6801 0 ,68020, and 68030 processors 
as well as the 68881 and 68882 maths co-processor chips. 

Lattice/SAS XC is a complete development system which provides a fu l ly 
integrated environment for the deveopment of both C and assembler programs. 
Included in the package are two versions of the compiler.the Blink linker, the 
Lattice Screen Editor, a sophisticated source-level debugger, a global optimizer, 
a macro assembler, a dis-assembler, an applications profiler and even a header 
file compressor utility. Add to this the availability of up-to-date header files, the 
ablity to write load-and-stay-resident code, and a substantial pre-written function 
l ibrary and Lattice/SAS C becomes one of the most impressive Amiga packages 
to date .  If a l l  th is were not enoug h ,  the complete set of Latt ice Compi ler 
Companion utilities are also include together with many other additional util ity 
programs. 

The Lattice/SAS C Development System consists of six disks and two manuals. 
The quality and presentation of the material provided is extremely good with the 
introductory user guide providing an overview of the capabilities and uses of the 
various components of the package. Each major module, each utility and every 
command is dealt with in detail and a separate section deals fully with the vast 
number of library routines that are now available. 

To be honest the items we have mentioned only just scratch the surface of the 
facilities on offer. Recent additions to the Lattice/SAS system include AmigaDOS 
2.0 support, LSE AREXX communications support,  LMK WorkBench support and 
pre-specified (file stored) compiler options.Lattice/SAS C is a well supported, 
stable product with an excellent reputation amongst professional programmers 
worldwide. 

The Manx Aztec C Compliers . . . .  

Manx Software Systems have been heavily involved with C compilers for over a 
decade and were one of the first companies to offer a reliable C development 
system for the Amiga. 

There are two basic Amiga C packages available : The Professional System 
includes the Aztec shel l  compiler ,  68000 macro assembler,  overlay l inker, 
l ibrarian,  run-t ime l ibraries ,  profi ler, WorkBench interface, Z editor ,  and the 
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portable C l ib ra ry i nterface .  The Developer Syste moffers some addit ional 
goodies ,  namely a source level  debugger  and a complete set of M a nx 's  
'Unitools' . Unitools is a 'productivity enhancement' package containing a number 
of program maintenance , sou rce file comparison,  pattern matching and text 
editing utilities. 

Some products, such as the Source Level Debugger, are available separately 
and M anx even offer a Library Source package - th is provides the original 
assembly language and C source code for the routines found in  Aztec C's run
t ime libraries. 

The M anx Aztec C Developer System currently comes on five disks. Themanual, 
actually five manuals bound into one, provides the u ser gu ide.the main reference 
manual, a massive library-function reference section, and further sections which 
deal in detail with the Unitools and the source level debugger. 

In recent years the Aztec compi ler packages have undergone a nu mber of 
u pg rades to p rov ide both A N S I  C co mp l i ances and var ious code/s peed 
e nhancements .  There are math function l ibraries, U N I X  anbd ANSI general 
functions, screen fu nctions etc. ,  plus of course a complete set of ANSI and Amiga 
header f i l es .  You can choose f ro m  smal l/ large models for  data and code 
generation so if ,  for instance , you wanted to generate 1 6  bit int and large data 
code with 68881 maths processor support you cou ld do it with ease. in short -
Aztec C is very flexible indeed ! 

M anx's Amiga Aztec C packages have been around for a long time now. They 
are stable, very well supported, and very well thought of . As with our Lattice/SAS 
notes we have only just scratched the su rface of the Aztec facilities but, as you 
can see, they are pretty comprehensive. On the Amiga there is a large Aztec user 
base and much of the public domain source code which is floating around in  the 
Amiga PD world has been developed using the Manx's Aztec offerings. 

The NonhC Charttyware Compiler . . . .  

Public domain and charityware/shareware C compilers are few and far between, 
so the appearance of NorthC was welcome news to a great many people.  The 
compi ler was written by Steve H awtin and it has been Steve who is largly 
responsible for putting a 'complete C environment 'together on a single disk. To 
create the NorthC disk, offerings from many other people have been used . . . .  
There i s  the A68K assembler from Charlie Gibbs, which is based o n  Brian R.  
Anderson's 68000 cross-assembler ( pu bl ished in Dr .  Dobbs' Journal , Apri l  
through June 1 986) . A68K produces AmogaDOS-fo rmat object modu les and 
includes many enhancements such as macros and INCLUDE file support. 
Bl ink is a public domain linker written as a replacement for a l inkercalled ALINK. 
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B l i nk i s  so good that Lattice/SAS t hemselves supply it with the i r  compi ler 
package .  Who wrote it? Well the programming team are called 'The Software 
D isti l lery' and those members who have been significantly involved with Blink 
include Dave Baker, Stan Chow, Jay Denebeim,  Gordon Keener, Jack Rouse, 
John Toebes and Doug Walker. 
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APPEN DIX I l l  
Amiga Assemblers 

If you are a C user you wil l probably find your compile r  package provides an 
assembler thrown in.  My advice? Use it ! I 've not found any one assembler to be 
more 'convenient' than any other once the initial few weeks of use are over. 

There are however a number of separate co mmercial assembler  packages 
avai lable on the Amiga. Most of them are good but HighSoft's DevPac Amiga 
deserves a mention - it has a large user base, is fast, versatile, reliable and does 
of course come with those very necessary Amiga ' Include' files. 

There is also a good public domain A68k assembler from Charlie Gibbs which is 
based on Brian R. Anderson's 68000 cross-assembler (published in Dr. Dobb's 
Jou rnal ,  April through June 1 986) . A68k produces AmigaDOS-format object 
modules and includes many enhancements such as macros and I NCLUDE file 
support. 
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APPEN DIX IV 
Am iga Program mer Uti l ities 

There are a number of  established art/graphics/user-interface tools which can 
make life considerably easier for the Amiga programmer. Here are details of 
three which are particularly useful .  . .  

Electronic Art's Deluxe Paint 

No Amiga programming book would be complete without a mention of this Amiga 
drawing program. Deluxe Paint 1 1 1 ,  is graphically powerful ,  robust, and can store 
as IFF files both complete pictures and small ,  user definable , graphic sections 
(brushes) . 

Because Deluxe Paint allows accurate XIV co-ordinate displays a programmer 
can easily create objects of a given size. If some graphic images 40 pixels by 30 
pixels are needed then a suitable background area can be marked out, the 
images can be drawn, and the brush facility can then be used to save that 
particular area of the display. 

How do you get a Deluxe Paint drawing into your program? As you probably 
know Deluxe Paint stores picture data using IFF  format files. These can be used 
in two basic ways : Firstly, it is possible for a program to read in an IFF file and 
convert it into a suitable (Amiga displayable) form directly. The programming here 
can get complicated but there are certain benefits - you only need to read the 
picture into memory just prior to displaying it and it does of course becomes very 
easy to change the graphics without re-compiling the program (you just swap one 
I FF file for another). 

The second approach is simpler. You take the I F F  fi le and convert it to an 
I ntuit ion I mage structure .  Having done that the I mage structure and the 
asssociated Image data can be read into the source code of the program and 
displayed using one of the Intuition support functions, namely the Drawlmage() 
function. This system call takes four parameters . . .  the address of the RastPort 
(drawing area) , the address of the Image structure to be displayed, and the X and 
Y screen co-ordinates for the point identifying the top left of the Image. 

How do you get from an IFF file to an Intuition Image structure? There are two 
basic ways: Firstly, brush-to-image public domain utilities are available which can 
carry out this type of translation. Secondly, commercial offerings are available 
which include options for this type of translation . l novatronic's Power Windows is 
probably the most sophist icated and it is far more than just a brush-image 
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converter program (that is just one of a great many facilities) it is a high-power 
object orientated Amiga front-end user-interface design package also well worth 
mentioning . . .  

lnovatronic's PowerWindows 

Essentially Power Windows provides the programmer with a tool for creating 
and edit screens, windows, gadgets and menus using an 'object orientated' 
approach. Windows are equally easily created and, once present on the display, 
can be moved around and resized using normal mouse operations . Adding 
gadgets to a window is just a matter of selecting the 'add a gadget' menu option, 
adjust ing the gadget's size and then moving it to the desired position .  Menu 
generation is equally simple . 

One of the more powerful features of Power Windows is the 'Grab A Window' 
menu option .  When you select this option you are offered a menu which provides 
details of all of the screens and windows for all applications which are currently 
running. To grab a window you just select it's name and the window, plus all of 
the associated gadgets and menus, will be imported. Power Windows can also 
help with IDCMP event handling. 

Once you are happy with the display, Power Windows can do one of two things. 
Firstly it can generate an 'intermediate' file which contains the display data in a 
form which can be read back into PowerWindows itself - this enables you to edit 
the display at a later date. Secondly it can generate the source code that your 
own programs can use to produce an identical display. There are several options 
available for code generation (either commented or uncommented) to be used 
with 68K assembler, Lattice/SAS C, Manx's Aztec C, Benchmark Modula 2, TOI 
Modula 2, Multi FORTH , TrueBASIC, AmigaBASIC, and ACBASIC Compiler v1 .3. 

Ful l  control of screen, window, gadget, menu , text and border characteristics 
plus many other extras such as gadget cloning, col l ision checking , colour re
mapping and image compression makes PowerWindows another extremely 
useful tool for the serious Amiga programmer. 

KGadget 

KGadget comes from Kuma Software. It has been around for qu ite a while and 
although it doesn't have the same range of facilities as Power Windows it still 
remains a very useful utility. Again it adopts an 'object orientated' approach, i .e .  
gadgets are positioned by picking them up with the mouse and moving them to 
their required locations. KGadget handles the creation of all of the usual types of 
gadgets and can produce requester structures as well. To create a requester 
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you simply pick up a requester template , adjust it's size and drag it to the 
required position .  Having done that you can add gadgets to the requester by 
picking up 'gadget femplates' , and moving them into the requester window using 
the mouse. When you are happy with the display you ask KGadget to write the 
code for you . 

Last Words 

Using these types of code generators for handling the Intuition Interface has 
many advantages. First and foremost it will save you time! Secondly you work 
with a display that you can actually see as you create it. Thirdly you can, by 
keeping the re-loadable 'intermediate files', go back at a later date and make any 
changes to the display which may become necessary, e .g. reposition gadgets or 
add extra menu items. Once the changes have been incorporated you just 
generate the new code, recompile and your new version will be up and running 
in a very short space of time. You can of course also use these types of tools to 
produce prototype interfaces to test ideas, or to quickly produce a 'rough and 
ready' skeleton interface for testing and building your  applications program. 
When you have finished your program you can then spend time creating a more 
presentable interface, generate the new interface code and just swap that for 
your preliminary version. 

Whilst on the subject of code generators it is worth remembering that you can 
always 'tweak' the sou rce code that has been generated to su it your own 
purposes - there's absolutely nothing to stop you running the generated code 
through a text editor to change, eg globally prefix, the names of the structures 
etc. 

Another good reason to 'modify' the output code ·is to reduce its physical size. If 
for example you create a display with 36 identical gadgets each having a border 
then the generated code will have 48 identical border structures, one for each 
gadget. In such a case I ntuition doesn't need 36 instances it will happily manage 
with one so the trick is to read the generated source into a text editor, remove 35 
of the identical structures, and then change the border pointers in each of the 35 
gadgets so that they all point to the single remaining border structure. 
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Glossary 

G LOSSARY 
active screen 
On the Amiga this is the screen currently displaying the active window. 

active window 
The window currently receiving input from a user. On the Amiga only one window can be active at any 
one time. 

address 
A number which identifies a storage location in memory. 

alert 
A special red/black Amiga display used for emergency messages. 

algorithm 
A series of rules (or a diagrammatic equivalent) that, when followed, result in a predetermined or 
predictable outcome. 

alias 
An alternative name for a command. 

ALT keys 
Two special command keys situated on the bottom left and bottom right of the Amiga's main 
keyboard. 

alternation 
A set of two or more alternative actions with only one of those actions being performed. 

ALU 
Arithmetic Logic Unit 

angle brackets 
These characters, < and >, are frequently used to identify command line parameters. For example . . .  
dir <filename> implies that 'filename' is a parameter which you, the user, should supply. 

ANSI C 
A official standard for the C language that by early 1 990 had been adopted by almost all major C 
compiler writers. 

ANSI C compiler 
A compiler that conforms to the ANSI C standard. 

applications gadget 
A custom Amiga gadget used within an applications program. 

argc 
The name traditionally given to the first parameter in the main() procedure of a C program . 

arithmetic logic unit 
Part of a microprocessor which performs arithmetic and logical operations.arguments The values 
supplied when a function is used. These values are also often called parameters. 

array 
A data structure that allows an information set to be indexed by a subscripted variable. 
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array bounds 
The smallest and largest acceptable index for an array. The C language uses zero as the lowest array 
bound. 

ASCII 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange consists of a set of 96 displayable and 32 non 
displayed characters based on a seven bit code. 

asynchronous 
Some operation which is executed/performed without reference to an overall t iming source. 
Asynchronous operations can therefore occur at irregular timing intervals. 

automatic variable 
Another name for a local variable. 

awk 
This is a programming language designed for manipulating text files. The language takes its name 
from the initials of the authors . . .  Aho, Weinberger, and Kernighan (of K&R fame). 

B 
B is a systems programming language. It was written by Ken Thompson and was used as the model 
for Dennis Richie's C language. 

backdrop window 
An Amiga intuition window which always stays at the back of the screen display and cannot be depth 
rearranged. 

background program 
A program, task, or process, which is running somewhere in memory but not interacting directly via a 
terminal. 

back-up 
To make a duplicate of a program or data disk. Back-up copies are usually made for either safety or 
security purposes. 

baud rate 
A measurement of the rate of data transmission through a serial port. The baud rate divided by ten is 
a rough measure of the number of characters being transmitted per second. 

BCD 
Binary Coded Decimal. 

BCPL 
A systems programming language written by Martin Richards . I t  was a language that heavily 
influenced Ken Thompson's B language. 

Bell Laboratories 
A very famous AT&T (American Telephone & Telegraph) research establishment. AT&T workers and 
researchers have made many exceptional contributions to the C and UNIX literature. 

binary 
A number system using base 2 for its operations. 

binary search 
A method of searching an ordered table or file by successively dividing the search area in half. 
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bit 
Abbreviation of "binary digit" a unit of memory capable of storing one of two values - one or zero. 

bitmap 
An array of bits which form a system's display memory. Modifying the data in the bitmap alters the 
picture on the display. The Amiga uses a bitmap display consisting of a number of two dimensional 
'bitplanes'. 

blanking interval 
The period of time when a video beam is outside of the screen display area. It's a good time for a 
program to do things which might visually jar the display - the idea is to ensure that all of the 
necessary changes have been made before the video beam comes back into the visual area. 

Boolean algebra 
The mathematics of a class of logical operations closely related to set theory mathematics. boot To 
start up a computer system . borderless windowA window without any visible edge lines. 

BPS 
Bits per second.braces The symbols { and } .brackets Common name for the parenthesis symbols ( 
and ). 

buffer 
An area of memory used to store data temporarily whilst being collected or transmitted. 

bug 
A fault within a program that has not yet been found. Also see "Debug". 

byte 
A convenient grouping of eight bits. 

c 
One of the best high-level programming languages that has ever been developed. 

C++ 
An object orientated programming language developed by Bjarne Strousstrup. 

call 
To activate a program, function or procedure. 

cast 
A C term which implies the conversion of one type of value to another. 

chain 
See linked list. 

character string 
A sequence of printable characters. 

checkmark 
A small image, usually a tick, which indicates that a menu item has been selected by a user. 

checksum 
A number which is used to ensure that a block of data is correct and has not been inadvertently 
changed. Checksums are used to verify proper transmission and reception of data, to guard against 
deliberate alteration of sensitive file records etc. 
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child process 
A process which has been brought into life by a program rather than directly by a user. 

clear 
Change the value of a binary bit from 1 to zero. 

CU 
Command line interface.clickA rapid press and release of a mouse button. 

clipping 
Preventing the parts of an image which lie outside of a specified drawing area from being displayed. 

close gadget 
A gadget in the top left corner of an Amiga window which allows a user to remove the window from 
the display. 

colour indirection 
Powerful pixel colouring technique whereby the binary number formed by the appropriate image bits 
determines which colour register will be used. 

colour register 
The Amiga has 32 hardware colour registers which means it has the ability to select from a palette of 
up to 4096 colours. 

command file 
An ordinary (usually ASCII)  text file containing executable system commands. 

comment 
A remark, social or otherwise, written within a program. 

commenting out 
This term implies that part of the source code of a program has been eliminated not by removing it but 
by adding REMs, r */, or other remark indicators at the beginning and end of the code section. It is 
used frequently used by programmers during program development. 

composite video 
A video signal which includes both picture and sync information. Can be transmitted using single co
ax cable. 

complement 
"Binary complement", the process of turning all 1 's to O's and all O's to 1 's. 

concatenate 
Join together. Strings, files etc .. may be concatenated ! 

control string 
A string (group of characters) which have some special I/O significance.Controls strings might be sent 
to a VDU terminal to control line editing or to clear the screen. 

constant 
Any value which does not change. 

contiguous 
Adjacent, lying next to each other etc. A contiguous block of memory is a block whose addresses are 
numerically adjacent and contain no gaps. 
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control character 
A character that signifies the start or finish of some process. 

Copper 
An abbreviation for the Amiga's Co-processor chip. 

Co-processor 
The powerful Amiga chip which handles much of the display work. This chip has its own instruction 
set which allows it to manipulate display characteristics without requiring 68000 processor 
intervention .  Advanced Amiga programmers write their own Copper lists (Co-processor programs) for 
doing clever graphics tricks. See chapter 19  for an example. 

CPU 
Central Processing Unit. 

crash 
A term used when a computer program terminates unexpectedly or when the system hardware or 
software malfunctions. Usually reserved for serious problems that have no way of escape other than 
restarting the system. 

cross compiler 
A compiler that runs on one computer system but produces code to run on another system . 

CRT 
Cathode Ray Tube 

data set 
A collection of data items.debugTo eliminate errors within a program. 

debugger 
A program designed to help programmers find errors (bugs) in their programs. Nowadays highly 
sophisticated interactive debuggers are available which can link into the original C source code and 
highlight instructions as a program is executing . 

decimal constant 
A constant written as a base 10 number. default valueA value which will be supplied automatically if 
no other is given. 

delimiting characters 
Characters placed at the beginning or end of a character string. 

depth arrangement gadget 
An Amiga system gadget which allows a user to depth arrange (bring to front or send to back) a 
window in relation to other windows currently displayed. 

destination file 
A file being written to. 

digital-to-analogue converter 
A hardware device which will convert a binary number into an analogue(continuously variable) level 
signal. 

OMA 
Direct Memory Access direct memory access A method of data transfer whereby intelligent hardware 
devices can read and write to memory without the main microprocessor being involved. 
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disable 
To prevent something from being used. 

display memory 
The RAM area that contains data used to produce the screen image. 

display mode 
A particular type of screen display . .  low resolution, high resolution, non-intertacedd etc. 

double-click 
Pressing and releasing a mouse button twice in quick succession. 

double-menu requester 
An Amiga requester which can be opened by a double-click of a mouse button. 

drag 
Shifting the position of a screen object by selecting it and, whilst holding the mouse button down, 
moving (dragging) it to another location. 

dual playfield 
An Amiga display mode which allows two separate playfields to be displayed and controlled 
simultaneously. 

editor 
A term usually applied to text editor - a program that enables text to be written, manipulated, stored 
etc. Word processor programs are sophisticated text editors. 

enable 
To make something available for use. 

encrypt 
To convert a file (or other information set) into a form which cannot easily be understood. Data is 
usually encrypted for security purposes. 

EOF 
End of File 

Exec 
The Amiga's low level system software which controls tasks, task switching, interrupt scheduling, 
message passing, I/O and many other underlying system functions. 

extended selection 
A method of selecting more than one option from a menu. 

FIFO 
First In First Out 

file 
A set of data items held on disk, tape or other medium. 

file name 
A name given to a file for identification puroses. 

fill 
To colour or draw a pattern into an enclosed area. 
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floating Point 
A method of representing numbers using the binary equivalent of "scientific notation" using an e exponent and mantissa arrangement. 

gadget 
An Amiga icon type object. Amiga gadgets can represent on/off switches.one and two dimensional A proportional sliders, can collect text string and number messages. Some standard graphic forms are 

• available but most Amiga programmers delight in creating their own graphics gadget masterpieces. 

Gen lock 
Hardware devices which allow the capture and playback of video tape frames. 

ghosting 
Overlaying an image with a layer of dots making it slightly indistinct. Ghosting of gadgets and menu 
items is used to tell a user that certain options are not available. 

Gimmezerozero window 
An Amiga window which has a separate bitmap for the border graphics. 

glitch 
A transient, usually unreproduceable, problem usually associated with some hardware malfunction . 

hard copy 
A printed listing of some computer output as opposed to the output displayed on a VDU screen. 

hashing 
or "Key to address transformation" is a collective term used to describe the techniques for 
calculating the address of a data item (or data item set) by using a mathematical function of the 
search key. 

header file 
A file of additional information which is included within a program before compilation. Header files 
may contain anything that a program could contain but usually their contents are restricted to things 
which are best kept isolated from the main code - general definitions, global declarations etc. 

hexadecimal 
A base 1 6  numbering system using the digits O - 9 and the letters A - F. 

hexadecimal constant 
A base 1 6  constant which in C are written with the prefix Ox or OX followed by the hexadecimal digits 
themselves. 

iconic 
A 'pictorial' representation, c.f. icons. 

IDCMP 
Intuition Direct Communications Message Port. Arguably the most important means of two way, 
program <-> Intuition, communication. 

110 
I nput I Output. 

interrupt 
An externally instigated request that, if accepted, causes the processor to save its current status and 
perform some required function. When the function has been completed the status of the processor 
is restored and control handed back to the interrupted program. 
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l ntuiMessage 
Messages created for applications programs by Intuition. See chapter 19 for some details. 

Intuition 
Users regard Intuition as the Amiga's h igh level graphics interface, ie the overall WorkBench 
orientated WIMP arrangement. Programmers take a much lower level view regarding Intuition as a 
mass of system routines and object definitions which can be used to simplify their programming tasks. A 
The Intuition approach allows programmers to easily create programs which use windows, gadgets, W 
menus etc. 

isomorphic 
Systems of similar structure. 

Kamaugh Map 
A logic tool used for reducing Boolean algebra expressions. Also called a Veitch diagram. 

key map 
A translation table which describes the conversion of Amiga keyboard key presses into specific A numerical codes. 9 
label 
An identification name used within the source code to refer to a particular section of coding. 

linked list 
A set of data items linked together by using pointers. Sometimes called "chains". 

� �  e 
On the Amiga this implies a 32 bit binary number.memory mapA diagram showing the allocation of 
the various parts of memory chosen for a particular system or program. 

menu bar 
A strip in an Amiga screen title bar which, when the right mouse bgutton is depressed, displays the 
menu list categories. 

menu button 
The Amiga's right-hand mouse button. 

message port 
A fundamental software structure used by Exec's communication mechanism. 

mutual exdusion 
Gadgets and menu items are mutually exclusive if the selection of one item automatically prohibits the 
selection of any alternative items. 

NTSC 
The National Television Standards Committee standard for composite video. Used mainly in North 
America. 
null-terminated string 
A string of bytes which are terminated by a zero value. 

octal 
A base 8 numbering system. 

operand 
The value upon which an instruction or statement will operate. 
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operating system 
A collection of routines that perform the I/O and other hardware dependent chores that are needed for 
a computer to function . 

PAL 
Phase Alternate Lines. A composite video standard used widely in the UK and western Europe. 

parallel port 
Hardware device which, on the Amiga, is used for transmitting data eight bits at a time. Used mainly 
for printer connection. 

parameter 
Any value which must be explicitly passed to a subroutine, function, procedure or program in order for 
it to be properly executed. 

pen 
Common term for a variable which contains a colour register or colour number. 

peripheral 
Virually any external or remote device connected to a computer system, e.g. ,  a printer or plotter. 

pixel 
The smallest addressable part of a screen display. 

playfield 
An alternative Amiga term for a screen background. 

pointer 
An address, record number or other indicator that specifies the next item of a data set taken in a 
specified logical order. 

Preferences 
An Amiga system program which allows a user to set a large number of user-definable I/O 
characteristics. 

primitives 
Another name for the Amiga library functions and system routines. 

proportional gadget 
A standard Intuition gadget that allows one and two dimensional movement to be detected. The user 
is able to move a knob or slider around by dragging it using the mouse. As the slider moves Intuition 
transmits appropriate position values to the program. 

refresh 
To re-draw part (or all) of a graphics display. 

render 
Draw an image into a display area. 

repetition 
Repeating a set of actions a given number of times. 

requester 
An Intuition window which appears asking a user to provide some information. 

RAM 
Random Access Memory. 
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ROM 
Read Only Memory. 

scroll 
To make a graphics display move upwards/downwards (vertical scrolling) or sideways (horizontal 
scrolling). 

select box 
The area of a gadget or menu within which I ntuition can recognize a left-click select operation. 

select button 
The Amiga's left-hand mouse button.sequenceOperations following each other in time. 

set 
A collection of items. 

set 
The act of turning a binary 0 into a binary 1 value. 

Shell 
An improved CU interface which offers a number of useful new facilities including line editing and re
use of previously typed commands. 

sizing gadget 
An Amiga system gadget which allows a user to drag-alter the size of an Intuition window. 

software 
Any program or routine for a computer. 

source code 
The text version of a program , ie the program actually writen in the first place. 

source file 
A file from which data is being read. 

sprite 
A small graphical image. The term was originally applied to images whose movements were 
controlled directly by hardware. The Amiga supports both simple hardware sprites, virtual sprites, and 
a number of more sophisticated animation objects. 

submenu 
A secondary menu which appears once a user has selected a specific menu item . 

SuperBitMap window 
An I ntuition window which has its own bitmap rather than using the underlying screen display's 
bitmap. 

synchronous 
Operations which are performed with reference to a controlling overall timing source. 

syntax 
The formal grammatical structure of a language. 

terminal handler 
A process which looks after teminal/keyboard input/output operations. 
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text editor 
A program that enables text to be written, manipulated, stored etc. Word processor programs are 
sophisticated text editors. 

title bar 
An optional strip at the top of a window or screen which may contain either a name, some system 
gadgets, or both. 

toggle select 
Boolean gadgets (on/off state gadgets) can be programmed so that they switch from one state to 
another each time they are selected by a user. Such gadgets are called toggle select gadgets. 

tool 
An Amiga WorkBench name for an application program . 

trackerball 
An input device which is like an upside down mouse. Instead of moving the whole device around, as 
one does with a mouse, the user moves a ball using fingers/thumb or palm of the hand. This 
movement is then translated into screen pointer movement. Trackerballs, like the more common 
mouse device, usually provide button controls as well. 

two's complement 
A numerical representation in which positive numbers are represented as ordinary signed binary 
but negative numbers are represented by complementing the number and adding one. 

UART 
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter device. A hardware device which controls the serial 
port link. 

Veitch diagram 
A logic tool used for reducing Boolean algebra expressions. Also calleda Karnaugh map. 

VDUVisual display unitWarnier diagram 
A design diagram that uses sets of hierarchical curly brackets to indicate the logical structure of a 
problem , program or system .wild card symbolsSymbols which may be used to represent ANY 
character in a pattern. 

word 
On the Amiga, and in the world of the 68000 chip in general, a word is taken to mean a 1 6  bit binary 
number. 

WorkBench 
The Amiga's inbuilt high-level interface applications program which allows users to interact with 
AmigaDOS, run applications programs etc., without getting involved with CLl/Shell commands. 
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Leaming about the Amiga's operating system and it's WIMP interface takes some considerable time 
because a large amount of technical material has to be absorbed. As you progress many complex 
areas involving Intuition, AmigaDOS, IFF files, the organisation of the Amiga's libraries and devices, 
and the multi-tasking EXEC system may need to be understood. You do not of course have to learn 
about everything at once and, after a time the organisation of the Amiga falls 'mentally' into place. 

A word of warning - don't even think about programming the Amiga without getting hold of the 
documentation. My advice is to go straight to the official Addison Wesley manuals and then use other 
publications only to provide the more 'tutorial style' introductions for topics you find difficult. Here's a 
rough outline of what you can expect to find in the official manuals . . .  

Title: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

Amiga ROM Kernel Reference Manual - Libraries and Devices 
Commodore-Amiga 
Addison-Wesley 

0-201- 18 187-8 

This contains 43 chapters and 950 pages and it's the largest of the current manuals. Thirteen 
chapters deal just with I ntuition alone. The early material incidentally is, in general, relatively 
straightforward to understand. 

One system component which gets special attention is the multi-tasking 'Exec' system. Chapters 1 4-
22 deal with understanding and use of Exec functions in great detail. .. library organisation, message 
passing, interrupts handling, and Exec's I/O special techniques. These chapters deal with difficult 
concepts and are hard work even for experienced programmers - the topics have acquired a 
reputation for being a difficult area to come to terms with. 

Chapters 23-26 cover the use of the Amiga's superb graphic$ facilities. General introductions deal 
with display modes, image formation, viewport creation etc., and there are detailed account of the 
system's animation facilities. 

The remainder of the Libraries and Devices volume works systematically through the Amiga's 
expansion, maths and translation libraries, discusses the WorkBench environment from a 
programmer's viewpoint, and then devotes separate chapters to each of the all-important Amiga 
devices . . .  namely the audio, clipboard, console, gameport, input, keyboard, narrator, parallel, printer, 
serial, timer and trackdisk devices, A short chapter on the low-level hardware control functions 
(together with a glossary and appendices on trouble-shooting, linker libraries and the system boot-up 
process) completes the volume. 

Title: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

Amiga ROM Kernel Reference Manual - Includes & Autodocs 
Commodore-Amiga 
Addison-Wesley 

0-20 1 - 1 8 1 77--0 

This volume primarily contains details of all of the Amiga's Include files and function descriptions 
although other material is provided including cross-reference tables and useful I FF notes. 

The first section covers the library function summaries. These are organised alphabetically, library 
by library. Following the function details comes the devices section which contain straight summaries 
of the device calls etc. The short section on disk/cia/potgo and misc resource summaries is followed 
by the hefty C and assembly language include file details. 
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Reference charts are provided which give details of the Amiga libraries and their function offsets. 
assembly language include file structure prefixes, and structure offset reference details. There is 
also a hardware register map and a C language include file cross-reference table. 

Title: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN 

Amiga Hardware Reference Manual 
Commodore-Amiga 
Addison-Wesley 

0-201 - 18 157-6 

Containing only 325 pages the Hardware volume is the smallest of the official reference manuals. If 
you want to know how to achieve things like vertical and horizontal smooth scrolling, then the 
hardware manual is the place to look. 

This volume starts , after a brief introduction, with a look at the Amiga·s co-processor unit, it's 
instruction set, and it's use. Following this comes a discussion of the playfield hardware and it's 
relationship to the Amiga's display facilities. The Amiga's sprite hardware, audio hardware, and the 
now famous 'bl itter' chip get a similar detailed treatment with the last two chapters being used to 
describe the remaining aspects of the Amiga's system control and interface hardware. There are a 
mass of other books that, as a serious programmer you will find useful. Here are a selection which 
you may find useful .  . .  

Title: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

The C Programming Language 2nd Edition 
Brian W. kemighan and Dennis M. Richie 
Prentice Hall 

0-13- 1 1 0362-8 

No self respecting C programmer should be without a copy of this famous book. 

Title: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

C Problem Solving and Programming 
Kenneth A. Barclay 
Prentice Hall 

0-13-037326-5 

Another particularly good general C book which now is available as an ANSI C version . 

Title: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

Program Design 3rd Edition 
Peter Juliff 
Prentice Hall 

0-1 3-72891 6-2 

Good, easy-to-read, introduction to program design techniques. 

Title: 
Authors: 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

Computer Graphics 2nd Edition 
Foley, van Dam, Feiner and Hughes 
Addison Wesley 

0-201- 12 1 1 0-7 

When you want to get serious about graphics, and the underlying theory, this book will set you on the 
right road. 

Title: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN : 

C Traps and Pitfalls 
Andrew Koenig 
Addison Wesley 

0-201 - 17928-8 
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Brilliant, but wasted on novices. Get hold of a copy once you think you've become a C expert. 

Tide: 
Authors: 
Publisher: 
ISBN : 

Mastering AmigaDOS2 vols I and I I  
Bruce Smith and Mark Smiddy 
BSB Books 

1-873308-00-0 and 1 -873308-01 -9 

These two volumes contain masses of useful info and bring the AmigaDOS reference material right 
up to date. 

Tide: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN : 

Mastering C on the Amiga 
Paul Andreas Overaa 
BSB Books 

1 -873308-04-6 

This book aims to provide both an introductory coverage of C and answers to the questions that other 
Amiga books either didn't cover or didn't seem to explain well enough. 

Tide: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN : 

Portable C Software 
Mark Horton 
Prentice Hall 

0-1 3-868050-7 

Another book to be read once you are happy with the C language itself. 

Tide: 
Author: 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

Three Dimensional Computer Graphics 
Alan Watt 
Addison Wesley 

0-201- 1 5442-0 

Another useful graphics book. 

Tide: 
Author: 
Publisher: 

The Kickstart Guide to the Amiga 
Dave Parkinson and Mike Boley. 
Ariadne Software Ltd. 

; ,  

This book has been about for quite a few years now so it is a little out of date in places·. Nevertheless 
it contains a lot of useful information and is still worth reading . 

Tide: 
Editors : 
Publisher: 
ISBN: 

The Software Life Cycle 
Darrel Ince and Derek Andrews 

Butterworths 
0-408-03741 -5 

- ,, 

_;_V, 
This book contains a collection of papers on software design issues of current ihterest. It is weli-worth:::i 

looking at! �·.�'�" 

Tide: · 
Author: 

· Abstract Data Types and Algorithms · 
Manochehr Azmoodeh 

Publisher: Macmillian 
ISBN: 0-333-51 209-X 

This is an excellent introduction to the world of the ADT. 
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K-Gadget 
Gadget & Requester Editor 

K-Gadget is a comprehensive Gadget and Requester Edrtor which generates C source 
code. 

With the implementation of K-Gadget the design and cod ing of complex gadgets and 
requesters becomes a quick and easy process, thus dramatically redcucing program ming 
time. The visual d isplay of gadgets and requesters on-screen enables the programmer to 
immediately witnes and changes made during the design and editing stages. The drop 
down menus have been uti l ised to the fu l l  to make the com prehensive list of bu ilt-in 
funct ions easily accessible. In addition, ful l  use is made of the mouse dutring the sizing 
and positioning of gadgets and requesters. 

Specification :  

• Visual display of  gadgets during editing 
• Generates Boolean, Prportional and String gadgets 
• Gadgets may have any number of pieces of text in addition to images and 

borders for both plain and selected forms 
• Requesters may have text and borders 
• Programmer defined Soiree names, GadgetlD, MutualExc/ude and UserData 

fields for all gadgets. 
• Programmer defined Source names for text, borders, images and requesters. 

Normal price £32.90 BUT . . .  
Special Promotion to owners of this book: 
if ordered on this form: 

£9.95 
incl VAT & p&p. 

Name e Address 

e Cheque enclosed for £9 .95 

Please debit Visa/Masrcard No. :  

Kuma Computers Ltd 

1 2  Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks, RG8 7JW Tel. 0734 844335 Fax 0734 
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"Intuition - A Practical Amiga 
Programmers Guide" 

by Mike Nelson 

This book is aimed at the Amiga programmer who wants to do more than 
write clever scrolling demos while playing an irritating dance soundtrack. 
There is no reason why anyone with experience in Basic can not graduate 
to the world of C and Intuition, the Amiga's Graphical User Interface. 

"Practical" is the keyword describing this highly readable book. Extensive 
examples are provided throughout the text, it being the author's premise 
that the best way to start learning to program is looking at and modifying 
other people's code. The programs can be typed in, or obtained on disk 
separately. 

The explanations of the code given in the book are very detailed and in 
places repetitive, this is deliberate in order to re-inforce some of the more 
unusual concepts. All code is presented in C, but the information will 
serve anyone programming in other languages, especially Assembler. 

While the book does not set out to explain the intricate details of C, many 
of its workings such as string handlers or pointers inevitably get dealt 
with as the strong emphasis is on practical programming. 

Cost £16.95. 

ISBN number 07457-01 43-4 

The listings detailed in the book are available on disk at £10.00 incl. VAT. 

Published by Kuma Computers Ltd 
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Index C identifiers 1 57 

e 
C integers 1 55 
C Lattice/SAS 373 

abstract data types 1 21 C Manx/Aztec 374 

e 
abstraction 7, 1 1 0 , .  

C NorthC 375 
adt - see abstract data types C operator precedence 1 6 1 
alternation 46, 47, 1 45 C operators 1 57 

e Am igaOOS 3 1 5  C pointers 1 62 
Amiga l ibrary calls 3 1 6  C preprocessor 1 6 1 
assembly language 287,377 C string constants 1 57 

e assembly language alternation 1 7  4 C structures 1 62 
assembly language black boxes 1 69 C switch statement 1 52 
assembly language branches & jumps 1 67 C while and for loops 1 53 

e assembly language case translation 291 case structures 48, 79 
assembly language control  constructs 1 70 codomain 31  
assembly language repetition 1 71 complex alternative structures 44, 69 

e assembly language sequence 1 70 complex mixed structures 68 
assembly language subroutines 1 67 complex repetitive structures 67 
attribute 1 00 configuration files 326 

e background shad ing 333 content based alternation 50 
Basic 1 4, 1 41 ,  1 8 1 ,  1 96, 371 control characters 1 6, 1 7  
Basic amiga l ibrary interfacing 1 82 ,  1 96 copper prog ram m i ng example 336 

e Basic error handl ing 1 97 critical path analysis 95, 98, 99 
Basic GFA 371 cumulative frequency 44 
Basic use of AllocMem() 1 99 data flow design 89 

e Basic use of FreeMem() 1 99 data sets 34 
Basic use of Info() 1 98 data structured design 85,86 
Basic use of Lock( )  1 98 debugging 356 

e Basic use of Un lock() 1 98 dfd 90 
bibliography 392 diagram/code translation 1 34 
black box routines 1 1  o Dijkstra 85 

e Bohm and Jacopini  85 do-until loops 53 
Boolean algebra 22, 36, 75 documentation 1 1 5 
Boolean reduction 38, 75 domain 3 1  

e Bruner Jerome 6 DPaint 378 
c 1 39, 1 50, 21 7, 243 enactive 7 

e C character constants 1 56 encryption example 237 
C conditional testing 1 5 1 entity 1 00 
C data items 1 55 ent ity diagram 1 06 

e C do-while loops 1 54 error and exception handl ing 3 1 0  
C floating-point 1 56 exclusive ORing 237 
C flow-control 1 63 

frequencies cumulative 58 
e C functions 1 50 

freq uencies relative 57 
A 
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e 
functions/mappings 30 pseudo-code 3, 1 3  

GetMsg() 320, 321 ,  322 question/answer driven systems 309 e glossary 381 quicksort 85 

H IP0 3 relational database 1 04  

e Hoare 85 repeating group 1 00 

IDCMP 31 9 
repetition 46, 52, 144 

if-then-else 47 
ReplyMsg() 321 , 322 e IFF picture files 378 
resource handling 328 

inconic 7 sequence 46, 1 43 
incremental testing 357 serial order 46 e i ncremental testing - golden rules 366 . set complement 27 
input set 56, 64, 66, 223, 256 set empty 26 
intuition 3 1 5  set image 32 e intuition code example 344 set intersection 27 
intuition message handling 31 8 set membership 24 

Jackson 85 
set theory 22 e set union 27 

Karnaugh map 22, 41 , 75 sets 22 
KGadget 379 sets of data 34 e sigma notation 44 
langauges self-commenting 1 1 7 

SMF chunks 243, 244, 245, 246 
languages high-level 9, 1 07, 1 08 

SMF files - see Standard MIDI  Files e languages low-level 9, 1 07 
software engineering 2 

logic tools 22 
stack ADT 1 23 

menu-driven systems 303 Standard MIDI Files 243 e meta events 248 structured programming 46 
MIDl-243 subject/predicate 25 
MIDI events 247 subprograms 1 09 e 
MIDI file reader 250 subroutines 1 09 
multi-valued data 79 subset 26 
mutual exclusion 1 0, 1 1 ,  48, 49, 80 subsets alternative 54 e 
normalisation 99 subsets repetitve 54 

normalisation - 3rd normal form 1 04 
symbolic 7 
SYSEX events 247 e nul l  subset 83 
system diagrams 20 

output set 56, 60, 62, 63, 66, 2 1 7, 257 
time dependency 92 e parameter passing 1 09 tree structures 71 , 79 

portability 1 1 3, 323 truth tables 35, 37, 74 
powel'Windows 379 

user-initiated interfaces 31 O e pre-tesVpost-test loops 52 
user-interface 302 

procedures 1 09 
process time-dependency diagrams 95 variables-declarations 1 1  O e B 
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Paul Overaa has been programming in Basic, C and Assembler for nearly two decades. 

He has worked with hundreds of computers including the popular Atari, Commodore and 

Apple ranges and in recent years has focused his expertise on the Commodore Amiga. 

He knows the pitfalls that can plague the beginner, knows how to avoid them, and best 
of all he is prepared to share that experience. He also has a wealth of tricks and tips for 
more advanced programmers ! 

The difficulties that users are now facing as they try to program the more complex 16 bit 
machines can only be solved by careful program design and this book shows you how to 

do just that - it is timely, informative and an absolute must for anyone who is interested 

in learning how to write good, well structured and easily maintainable Amiga programs. 

Subjects covered include . . .  

* Overview of common program design terminology 

* Details of the powerful language independent Warnier diagram 

* Moving from design to real code 

* Secrets of structured programming 

* Using Abstract Data Types 

* Building 'Black Box' programming modules 

* The User 1nterface and other Software Engineering topics 

* Hints on writing 'portable' code 

* Copper list screen shading (tricks using the Amiga's co-processor) 

* Includes an overview of the new ANSI C language 

* and much more . . .  

The text contains examples in Basic, ANSI C, and 68K Assembly language. 
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